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The angular distributions of protons from the ( d, p) reactions on the chromium isotopes 
Cr50, Cr52, Cr53 , and Cr54 are studied using 13.6-MeV protons, and are compared with the 
simple Butler theory of stripping reactions. The values of ln for captured neutrons are ob
tained for the ground state and several excited states of the final nuclei. Some conclusions 
are reached regarding possible spins and parities of states of the final nuclei Cr51, cr53, 
Cr54, and Cr55 . 

IN the present work we continue our earlier in
vestigations [j.J of stripping reactions in targets 
containing single isotopes with A ~ 60. We have 
now studied the angular distributions from strip
ping reactions on the four chromium isotopes 
Cr50, Cr52, Cr53, and Cr54 . 

other workers have studied ( d, p) reactions 
using deuterons up to 21 MeV.[2-s] However, ex
cept in [s], all targets were made of natural 
chromium. Thus in one of the first investigations 
Schiffer et al [2] studied the gross structure of the 
proton spectrum from the ( d, p) reaction on 
natural chromium. The angular distributions of 
protons were compared with the simple Butler 
theory. 

Elwyn and Shull [sJ investigated the proton 
angular distributions from ( d, p) on Cr52 and 
Cr53 using 10-MeV deuterons. A comparison with 
the theory yielded values of the orbital angular 
momentum ln for neutrons captured into different 
states of the final nuclei. 

Slaus [3] studied the mechanism of the 
cr52(d, p) Cr53 reaction with 3.29- and 4.4-MeV 
deuterons. Although these deuteron energies are 
far below the Coulomb barrier, the experimental 
data indicate that direct interactions play an impor
tant part. 

El Bedewi and Tadros [4] employed magnetic 
analysis to investigate Cr52 (d, p) Cr53 with 8.67-
MeV deuterons. They compared the angular dis
tributions of nine proton groups with Butler's 
theory and obtained possible spins and parities for 
states of the final nucleus Cr53 . 

The ( d, p) reactions on Cr50 and Cr54 have 
not been investigated previously. It was therefore 
of interest to investigate the angular distributions 
of protons from this reaction on all four chromium 
isotopes. 

1. MEASUREMENT TECHNIQUE 

Our work was done at the cyclotron of the Insti
tute of Physics of the Academy of Sciences of the 
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Table I 

T~· ~;cl<. Content, '7o 

t ness, 
Cr'' I Cr" I Cr" I ge gfcm2 Cr'' 

CrM 2.895 87.7 11.1 0.9 0,3 
Cr52 3.211 0.2 99.0 0. 7 0.1 
Cr53 3,790 0.2 13.8 84.3 1.7 
Cr54 2.895 0.4 10,9 10.1 78.6 

Ukrainian S.S.R., which furnished a 13.6-MeV 
deuteron beam. The apparatus and measurement 
technique have been described in [ tJ . The targets 
in the form of free thin films 20 mm in diameter 
were enriched in the chromium isotope to be in
vestigated. Table I gives the target thicknesses 
and isotopic compositions. 

The ( d, p) proton angular distributions were 
obtained at c .m. angles from 7.5° to 100° and are 
compared with theoretical calculations based on 
the simple Butler theory .CsJ 

The indicated experimental errors in the an
gular distributions were obtained by averaging 
several measurements, and include statistical 
errors not greater than 3%, errors of proton
group resolution, errors associated with inaccu
rate angular positioning, etc. All these errors 
pertain to measurements of the angular distribu
tions in relative units. The error in the absolute 
value of the differential ( d, p) cross section was 
±50%. 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Figure 1 shows the ( d, p) proton spectra re
solved into several groups whose angular distribu
tions were obtained. The different proton groups 
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FIG. 1. Proton spectra from the (d, p) reaction 
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on chromium isotopes: a- Cr'0 ( d, p )Cr'', e = 30°; 0 
b- Cr52( d, p )Cr53 , e = 30°; c- Cr''( d, p )Cr"4 , 
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e = 30°; d- Cr54(d, p)Cr55 , e = 40°. 
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have been designated with the numerical indices 0, 
1, 2 etc. Since the inadequate resolving power of 
the spectrometer did not always permit good reso
lution of the proton groups, in determining their 
areas we assumed Gaussian shapes (the dashed 
curves) of the spectral lines. Consequently, al
though in certain instances some proton groups 
could not be resolved easily, very good agreement 
was obtained between the angular distributions 
from different runs in which the proton groups 
were resolved independently. The angular distri
butions of the corresponding proton groups are 
therefore quite reliable. 

We shall now discuss briefly the separate re
sults for each reaction. 

a) Cr50 (d, p) Cr51 • Figure 2 shows the angular 
distributions of protons. The angular distributions 
for the ground state (Fig. 2a) and for the first 
excited state (Fig. 2b) correspond to separate 
levels in good agreement with the theoretical curves. 
Table II gives the characteristics of the levels ob
tained from an analysis of these data. On the shell 
model the most probable spin and parity are 7; 2-

for the ground state and %- for the first excited 
state. According to the Cr51 level scheme [sJ the 
first excited level at 0. 7 5 MeV is followed by a group 
of excited levels at 1.17, 1.42, and 1.53 MeV. In 
our experimental work we were unable to resolve 
these levels separately; therefore we obtained a 
combined angular distribution for all three levels. 

In Fig. 1a this proton group is designated by the 
number 2 and is seen to consist of at least two 
groups ( 2a and 2b) corresponding to the approxi
mate excitation energies 1.2 and 1.5 MeV, respec
tively. The corresponding angular distribution is 
shown in Fig. 2. The spectra obtained at different 
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FIG. 2. Angular distributions of protons from 
Cr"0(d, p)Cr51 • o- experimental points accompanied by 
Butler theoretical curves. a -ln = 3, r0 = 6.19 x 10"13 

em; b-ln= 1, r0 =5.8x 10"13 em; c and d-ln"' 1, 
r0 = 5.5 x 10"13 em; e -ln = 1, r0 = 5.5 x 10"13 em (con
tinuous curve) and ln = 2, r0 = 5.5 x 10"13 em (dashed 
curve). 

Table II 

Q, Excita- Pro-
Reaction tion ener- posed 

MeV gy, MeV value 
ofln 

( 7.08 0 

t 
6.33 0. 75 
5,70 1 .. 17 

Cr•o (d, p) Cr•1 1.42 

I 
1.53 

4.16 2.92 
t 3.11 3.97 

( 5.74 0 
Cr62 ( d, p )~Cr63 1 5.16 0.58 

4.73 1.00 
t 3.41 2.33 

{ 7,55 0 
Cr53 (d, p) Cr54 6.69 0.81 

6.26 1.23 

Cr54 (d, p) Cr55 3.8 0 

angles indicate that the given proton groups re
sulted from the capture of neutrons with different 
values of ln. Thus the proton group 2b is very 
well resolved and gives the highest yield at about 
12°, whereas the group 2a is most strongly re
solved at 30°. It can therefore be assumed that 
the group 2a results from a transition with ln = 3, 
and the group 2b from a transition with ln = 1. 
This to some degree confirms our angular distri
bution for both groups taken together as shown in 
Fig. 2c, where we also have the theoretical curve 
for ln = 1 and r 0 = 5.5 x 10-13 em. 
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The experimental angular distribution is seen 
to agree with theory for ln = 1. However, there is 
no perceptible experimental minimum in the range 
30-35°, as is usually found in the case of ln = 1 
(Fig. 2b). This can be due to the contribution of 

Differen- Reduced 
Radiusro, Possible spins 

tial cross width section 
10"15 em and parities at peak, (2]+1)8' 

mb/sr 

6.19 •;.-' 7/2- 1.36 0,054 
5.8 1;2-,a;2- 15.05 0,076 
5.5 112- ,a/2- 8.57 0.042 

5,5 1;2-, a;.- 14.69 0,055 
5.5 1;2-, s;.- 14.95 0.049 

5.5 );.-, 3/2- 24.90 0,122 
5.5 112-,a;2- 9.38 0.040 
6.0 •;.-,7;.- 1.92 0.054 
5.5 112-, s;2- 18.55 0.060 

6.28 o+, 1+, 2+, 3+ 1.31 0.031 
5.8 o+, 1 +, 2+, 3+ 3.76 0,07\l 
5.5 o+, 1 +, 2+, 3+ 3.38 0.072 

5.5 1;2-,a;2- 24.63 

I 
0.084 

the second proton group (2b) resulting from a 
trans it ion with ln = 3. 

For the same reaction we obtained two more 
angular distributions of the proton groups 3 and 4 
(Fig. 2d, e) corresponding to excitation energies 
of the order 2.92 and 3.97 MeV. Since a cr51 

level scheme is lacking for this energy region, we 
cannot state that the corresponding proton groups 
result from neutron capture into separate levels. 

Figure 2 shows the angular distribution for the 
2.92-MeV state and the Butler theoretical curve 
for ln = 1 and r 0 = 5.5 x 10-13 em. Taking the in
dicated value ·ln = 1, we can assign t;2- or 3/ 2-

to this state. 
The angular distribution for the 3.97-MeV state 

is shown in Fig. 2e, together with the Butler theo
retical curves for ln = 1 and 2. The experimental 
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points are seen to lie between the theoretical 
curves and can hardly be reconciled with either 
one. In [sJ similar difficulties have been pointed 
out regarding the choice of ln for states with low 
Q in analyzing stripping reactions on nuclei of 
medium atomic weight with 10-MeV deuterons. 
This is associated with the fact that Butler's theory 
disregards both the Coulomb and the nuclear reac
tions between deuterons and nuclear protons. By 
using the distorted-wave theory[to] in calculating 
theoretical angular distributions we obtain consid
erably better agreement with experiment and the 
elimination of ambiguities regarding the selection 
of ln. Thus, as Scott [s] has shown, when the ex
perimental points lie between Butler curves for 
two adjacent values of ln, the theoretical curve 
based on the distorted-wave theory for the lower 
value of ln agrees well with the experimental dis
tribution. 

We can take ln = 1 for the investigated 3.97-
MeV state on the basis of the foregoing discussion. 
Then the possible spins and parities will be 1; 2-

and %-. 
b) cr52 ( d, p) Cr53 . The angular distributions of 

four proton groups from this reaction are shown 
in Fig. 3 along with the corresponding theoretical 
curves. Table II gives the orbital angular momenta 
of neutrons captured into the corresponding states, 
and the spins and parities of these states. 

On the shell model the most probable spin and 
parity of the Cr53 ground state will be %-, with 
%- for the second excited state ( 1.0 MeV). These 
results are confirmed by data in [4,sJ. 

a(fl}. mb/sr 
JO.-----------~~--------

24 a b 

d 
1.6 

e0c.m. 
FIG. 3. Angular distributions of proton groups from 

Cr52(d, p)Cr'". o- experimental points; continuous lines
Butler theoretical curves. a, b, and d -ln = 1, r0 = 5.5 x 10-13 

em; c-ln = 3, r0 = 6 x 10-13 em. 

FIG. 4. Angular distribu
tions of protons from 
Cr'(d,p)Cr54 • o- experimental 
points; continuous lines- But
ler theoretical curves. a-
ln = 1, r0 = 6.28 x 10-13 em; 
b -ln = 1, r0 = 5.8 x 10-13 em; 
c-ln = 1, r0 = 5.5 x 10-13 em. 
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For the first excited Cr53 state at 0.58 MeV 
the possible spin and ![arity will be 1;'2- or %-. 
Wilkinson and Sheline tt] have identified this level 
as a 2pv 2 state on the basis of relative y-ray in
tensities in neutron capture. 

c) Cr53 ( d, p) Cr54 • Figure 4 shows the proton 
angular distributions from this reaction and the 
Butler theoretical curves; ln = 1 was obtained for 
all angular distributions. Since the target is a 
spin-3/ 2- even-odd nucleus, the investigated levels 
must have positive parity and the possible spins 
are 0, 1, 2, and 3. 

The final Cr54 nucleus has an even mass and 
must therefore have a o+ ground state. The most 
probable assignment for the first excited state of 
Cr54 is 2+. Our values of ln for all three states 
agree with those given in [7]. 

d) cr54 ( d, p) Cr55 • Figure 1d shows the proton 
spectrum from this reaction. Only two groups 
( 0 and 3) have appreciable intensities; the other 
two groups ( 1 and 2) are very weak at the given 
angle. At other angles the intensity ratio of these 
groups changes. Since it is very difficult to dis
criminate all these proton groups and the level 

FIG. 5. Angular distribu
tion of protons from 
Cr4(d, p)Cr'. o- experimental 
points; continuous line- But
ler theoretical curve for ln = 1 
and r0 = 5.5 x 10-13 em. 
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scheme of Cr55 is entirely unknown, we plotted the 
angular distribution only for the ground-state group; 
this is shown in Fig. 5 in comparison with the But
ler theoretical curve for Zn = 1. Since, according 
to the shell model, in the Cr55 ground state the 
31st neutron should be captured into the 2p3;2 

shell, the most probable spin and parity assignment 
for this state will be 3; 2-, in good agreement with 
CsJ 

Regarding the proton group 1 we can only com
ment about the angular dependence of its intensity. 
At small angles the group is very weak and almost 
entirely imperceptible in the tail of the intense 
ground-state group. The intensity of group 1 rises 
with increase of the angle, and at 30° is comparable 
to the group 0 for the ground state. Its intensity 
again diminishes with further increase of the 
angle. It is thus suggested that the group results 
from the capture of neutrons with ln = 3. This 
agrees with the shell model, according to which 
the lf512 level should lie above the 2p312 level. 
However, final conclusions regarding this state 
will await an angular distribution based on meas
urements in which these groups can be resolved. 

On the basis of the measured absolute values of 
the differential cross sections for the investigated 
( d, p) reactions and the analysis of the angular 
distributions we employed Butler's theory to cal
culate the reduced widths ( 2J + 1) e2, where J is 
the spin of the final-nucleus state. An equation in 
[t2J was used to calculate ( 2J + 1) e2• Table II 
gives the reduced widths and other characteristics 
of states in the investigated nuclei. 

In conclusion we wish to thank A. P. Klyucharev 
for providing the enriched targets, and also the 
crew that was responsible for the uninterrupted 
operation of the cyclotron. 
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The gyromagnetic ratio of the 100-keV level of the w182 nucleus is measured by means of the 
perturbation of the Y'5' correlation of the 229-100 keV cascade by an external magnetic field 
of 35,000 gauss. The coefficients of the "unperturbed" correlation functions are A2 = 0.087 
± 0.008 and A2 = 0.108 ± 0.008 for a solid and liquid source respectively. The angular shifts 
of the correlation function are 4°10' for the solid and 5°53' for the liquid source; this corre
sponds to g = 0.247 ± 0.037 and g = 0.323 ± 0.048. The mean value of the gyromagnetic ratio 
for the two measurements is g = 0.285 ± 0. 042. 

PRESENT-DAY nuclear models have reached such 
a stage of development that further refinement re
quires not only knowledge of the alpha and beta de
cay probabilities with the excitation of collective 
motion, knowledge of the excitation of Coulomb ro
tational levels etc, but also knowledge of a number 
of other quantities sensitive to specific features of 
the nuclei. Such ·quantities are, in the first place, 
the moments of inertia and the magnetic moments 
(and consequently the gyromagnetic ratios ) of nu
clei in the ground and excited states. 

New nuclear models have been worked out in re
cent years which are modifications of the shell and 
collective models. Thus, in the theory of nuclei 
lacking axial symmetry proposed by Davydov and 
Filippov [1] the coupling is considered between the 
collective and single-particle motions of the nu
cleons in the nucleus, whereas it had been hitherto 
assumed that there is no interaction whatever be
tween these two forms of motion. Migdal, [2] Bel
yaev [3], and Solov'ev [ 4J have applied the methods 
of the Bogolyubov theory of superfluidity to the de
scription of the motion of the nucleons in the nu
cleus. 

The interesting results of the latter models re
quire experimental data which would be a check on 
the conclusions of the theory. Therefore, experi
ments connected with a direct determination of 
nuclear parameters sensitive to specific assump
tions of the models, such as magnetic moments 
and gyromagnetic ratios of the ground and excited 
states, take on special significance. 

The majority of the presently known gyromag
netic ratios and nuclear magnetic moments has 
been calculated from the experimentally measured 

gamma-transition probabilities in nuclei. [5- 7] How
ever, data indirectly obtained to some extent lost 
their value because it had been assumed in calcu
lating the gyromagnetic ratios that the single
particle and collective motions of the nucleons in 
the nucleus were completely separated, an assump
tion which was merely a rough approximation. [1] 

In this connection interest was aroused by the 
direct method of measuring gyromagnetic ratios 
of nuclei in the excited state, proposed by Brady 
and Deutsch. [SJ The theory of this method was 
worked out by AlderC9•10] and Lloyd, [11] and in 
1953 the ZUrich group first measured the gyro
magnetic ratio of the first excited state of the 
Cd111 nucleus. [12] Subsequently a number of 
original papers were published, and also several 
reviews devoted to direct methods of measuring 
gyromagnetic ratios of excited nuclei. [13•14] 

The following two methods exist for determin
ing the gyromagnetic ratio of nuclei in the excited 
state: the method of yy correlation and the method 
of Coulomb excitation. Both methods employ one 
and the same physical phenomenon-the interaction 
of the nuclear magnetic moment with an external 
magnetic field; however, in approach they differ 
from each other considerably. In both instances 
the precession of the nuclear magnetic moment 
in the external field leads to a distortion of the 
angular distribution of the gamma quanta (of the 
correlation function of the yy cascade). Let us 
consider a more general case of the effect of an 
external magnetic field on the correlation function 
ofthe yy cascade. 

There exists a definite correlation between the 
directions of emission of two successive gamma 
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quanta which form a cascade by means of which 
the excited nucleus is de-excited. This means 
that if the counting rates of the time coincidences 
of quanta y1 and y2 are measured, a certain dis
tribution is obtained which depends on the angle 
between the emission directions of 'Yt and 'Y2• 
i.e., a correlation function W(8 ). The latter can 
be represented in the form 

W (6) = ~AkPk (cos 6) = ~ak cos kG, (1) 
k k 

where Ak and ak are anisotropy coefficients de
pending on the spins of the ground and excited state 
and on the multipolarity of the gamma transitions. 
Pk are the even Legendre polynomials. 

If a magnetic field is applied perpendicular to 
the plane in which the gamma quanta are regis
tered, then during the time between the instants 
of emission of quanta y1 and y2 the nucleus will 
on account of the precession turn through some 
angle ,6.8 = WT ( T is the mean lifetime of the nu
cleus in the excited state, w is the Larmor pre
cession frequency) and the angle between the di
rections of emission of y 1 and y2 will become 
8 + D.8. 

The correlation function perturbed by the mag
netic field can be readily obtained by integrating 
the expression 

W (8, H)=~· W [(8 + t.O), H = 0] e-1/'dt. (2) 

The integration is carried out under the assumption 
that T « TR ( TR is the resolving time of the coin
cidence circuit), and under the assumption that no 
terms with k > 2 enter into expansion (1). Inte
grating (2), we obtain 

W (8 H)=~ a_k -cos k (8 + Mk), 
' k V 1 + (kul'r)2 

t.O" = ~ arctg (kun:), (3)* 

the Larmor precession frequency being 

W = ~-tH / f!i = gHfJnuc (1i, (4) 

where H is the magnetic field intensity, I is the 
spin of the investigated state, g is the gyromag
netic ratio of this state, fJ- is the nuclear magnetic 
moment, and f.J-nuc is the nuclear magneton. 

From (3) it can be seen that in a magnetic field 
the angular distribution function has been shifted 
by an angle L'l.8, and the anisotropy of the distribu
tion has decreased; by measuring the azimuthal 
shift or the decrease in the anisotropy of the cor-

relation function, it is possible to determine the 
value of w, from which it is easy to calculate the 
gyromagnetic ratio g. 

The Coulomb excitation method, while also em
ploying the precession of the nuclear magnetic mo
ment in an external magnetic field, differs from 
the n-correlation method in the way the investi
gated nucleus is excited and in the method of reg
istering its precession. In this case the nucleus 
is excited by electromagnetic interaction with an 
incident charged particle. Since a preferred direc
tion exists in this case (the point from which the 
measurement of the precession angle is started 
and which coincides with the direction of the 
charged-particle beam), in order to observe the 
azimuthal shift of the angular distribution and the 
weakening of its anisotropy in an external mag
netic field it is sufficient to measure the angular 
distribution of the gamma quanta corresponding 
to transition from the investigated state to the 
ground state. The value of the gyromagnetic ratio 
can be found from relations (3) which remain valid 
in this case. 

A number of circumstances complicate greatly 
the experiments for measuring the gyromagnetic 
ratios of excited nuclei. In a real source of 
gamma quanta there always exist local electrical 
and magnetic fields which themselves perturb the 
angular distributions of gamma quanta, and whose 
effect it is very difficult to take into account. On 
the other hand, knowledge of the magnitude of the 
perturbation of the angular distribution caused by 
the interaction of the local fields with the magnetic 
moment of the nucleus is essential, since the char
acter of the perturbations introduced by the local 
fields and by the applied magnetic field is identical. 

Recently more or less successful attempts have 
been made to take these "internal" fields into ac
count. The action of the electrical fields is taken 
into account by introducing so-called ''attenuation 
coefficients" Gk, whose magnitude depends on the 
chemical composition and the state of aggregation 
of the source (target ) material; to account for the 
interaction of the local magnetic fields a certain 
effective field Heff = ,BH is introduced, where ,8 
is a correction factor related to the paramagnetic 

. [15] properties of the matenal of the gamma source. 
The methodical difficulties connected, on the one 

hand, with the registration of coincidences (the in
crease of the background of false coincidences for 
TR:::: 10- 6 to an extent that the number of false co
incidences begins to be larger than the number of 
true coincidences), and also the difficulties in ob
taining magnetic fields with intensities exceeding 
40,000 G, and the "equalizing" action of the mag-
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Pulse
height 

analyzer 
1 

Source 

l 
0 

Pulse
height 

analyzer 
2 

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the electronics. Coincidence 
circuit 1 registers random coincidences, 2 registers the total 
number of coincidences. 

netic field on the angular distribution of gamma 
quanta, on the other hand, limit the above methods 
of meaE;uring the gyromagnetic ratios of excited 
nuclei; reliable measurements of gyromagnetic 
ratios can thus be obtained for excited states 
whose mean lifetimes are within the limits of 
10- 7-10- 10 sec, provided the anisotropy of the 
corresponding angular distribution is sufficiently 
large. (The upper limit of the lifetime of the ex
cited state of 10- 7 sec apparently does not extend 
entirely to the Coulomb-excitation method.) 

We have built a device which permits us to 
measure the gyromagnetic ratios of nuclei in the 
excited state both by the method of Coulomb exci
tation and also by the yy correlation. The main 
components of the device are: a two-channel goni
ometer, electronic registration apparatus, and an 
electromagnet producing in the gap a magnetic field 
of 35,000 G. The magnet core is made of "Armco" 
iron. The core gap can be varied from 0 to 30 mm. 
The gamma detectors consist of 30·x 15 mm Nal 
( Tl) scintillators with FEU -42 photomultipliers. 
In order to weaken the effect of the magnetic field 
on the photomultipliers a three-layer magnetic 
screen is used, and 200-mm organic-glass light 
guides make it possible to remove the photomulti
pliers outside the limits of the stray field, retain
ing at the same time a sufficient gamma-detector 
count. 

The gamma detector pulses enter into a fast
slow coincidence circuit whose block diagram is 
shown in Fig. 1. The "fast" coincidence resolu
tion time is 2TR = 10"" 7 sec. In the "slow" chan-

nels the pulses undergo amplification and pulse
height selection with the aid of linear amplifiers 
and single-channel pulse-height analyzers. The 
position of the discriminator "window" and its 
width are chosen such that only pulses correspond
ing to gamma quanta producing the investigated 
cascade (in the case of Coulomb excitation gamma 
quanta corresponding to a transition from the in
vestigated level to the ground state ) enter the 
"slow" coincidence cell ( TR = 10- 6 sec). Very 
strict demands are made on the pulse-height ana
lyzers used in this work. We have, therefore, em
ployed specially constructed discriminators which 
assure the stability of the position and width of the 
window within 0.03 V under a load of ( 2-3) x 104 

pulse/sec. 
The gyromagnetic ratio of the first excited 

state of the even-even W182 nucleus was measured 
by the yy correlation method. Natural metallic 
tantalum neutron-irradiated in the water-moderated 
water-cooled reactor of the Physics Institute of the 
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences served as the 
gamma source. 

In view of the fact that the gamma spectrum ap
pearing in the decay of Ta 182 is very complex, the 
form of the correlation function is distorted on ac
count of the considerable number of false coinci
dences due to "outside" gamma transitions with 
close energy ( Ey = 222 ke V). 

We measured the correlation function of the 
229-100 keV cascade which for a solid polycrys
talline source turned out to be W( (}) = 1 + ( 0.016 
± 0.002) cos 2(} (without subtracting the back
ground due to false coincidences ) . From a com
parison of the relative intensities of the corre
sponding gamma transitions in the decay scheme 
of Ta182 [ 16] we could estimate the isotropic back
ground of false coincidences from disturbing 
gamma transitions and obtain a correlation func
tion of the 229-100 keV cascade in the form W((J) 
= 1 + ( 0.087 ± 0.009) P 2 (cos (} ). From a compari
son of the experimentally obtained anisotropy with 
the coefficient A2 given by the yy-correlation 
theory, the value of the attenuation coefficient was 
calculated to be G2 = 0.82. 

The gyromagnetic ratio of the 100-keV excited 
state of W182 was measured from the shift of the 
correlation function in a 35,000-G magnetic field. 
The results of the measurement are shown in 
Fig. 2. Reduction of the obtained data by the least
squares method showed that the shift of the corre
lation function amounts to f:l(J = 4°10'. The value 
of the gyromagnetic ratio corresponding to this 
shift is g = 0.247 ± 0.037. 

Supplementary note (December 12, 1962). A sec-
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FIG. 2. Measurement results: 
curve 1 corresponds to the un
perturbed correlation function 
of the 229-100 keV cascade, 
curve 2 corresponds to the 
correlation function of the same 
cascade in a magnetic field 
H = 35,000 G. 

ond series of measurements was carried out using 
a liquid source. Activated metallic tantalum was 
dissolved in a mixture of equal amounts of hydro
fluoric and nitric acid. 

In the absence of the magnetic field the unper
turbed correlation function of the 229-100 keV 
cascade turned out to be W(()) = 1 + (0.0205 
± 0.0015) cos 2() or, after subtracting the back
ground, W(O) = 1 + (0.108 ± 0.008) P2 cos e. Com
parison of the obtained coefficient A2 with the 
anisotropy coefficient of the correlation function 
of the 4 + -2+ -o+ cascade shows that there is prac
tically no weakening of the correlation by the inter
nal fields of the source. 

The angular shift of the correlation function 
measured in a 35,000-G magnetic field amounted 
to 5°53', corresponding to a gyromagnetic ratio 
g = 0.323 ± 0.048. 

The values of the gyromagnetic ratio of the 
first excited state of w182 obtained in both meas
urements coincide within the experimental errors, 
and it will apparently be sensible to use as the re
sult the average of the two measurements of the 
gyromagnetic ratio g = 0.285 ± 0.042. This value 
is in agreement with the calculated value g = 0.26 
obtained on the basis of the superfluid model. [17] 

The authors consider it their pleasant duty to 
express their gratitude to A. P. Klyucharev and 
V. A. Lutsik (Physico-technical Institute, Academy 
of Sciences, Ukr. S.S.R.) for assistance and interest 
in the work, and also to I. F. Barchuk and D. T. 

Pilipets (Physics Institute, Academy of Sciences, 
Ukr. S.S.R.) for help in preparing the necessary 
gamma sources. 
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The angular correlation of the y cascade emitted by the excited Sm150 nucleus in the 
440-337 keV transition was measured at 90°, 135°, and 180°. An analysis of the experimental 
data shows that the spin of the second level in Sm 150 is 4. 

THE 62Sm150 nucleus is at the boundary of the 
region of strongly deformed nuclei, and hence the 
low-lying excited states are either rotational or 
vibrational. The ratio of the energies of the second 
and first excited levels is En/EI = 2.3 (En 
= 777 keV, EI = 337 keV) and not 3.3 as in the 
case of rotational levels; it can therefore be as
sumed that the spectrum of the ground state is vi
brational. If this is so, then the spin of the second 
level of this nucleus is either 0, 2, or 4. The data 
reported thus far in the literature are ambiguous. 
Thus Rosier and Fenstermacher gave the value 3 
and Draper[2J gave the values 2, 3, or 4. In the 
present article we report the results obtained 
from the angular-correlation measurements of 
440- and 337-keV y rays emitted by Sm 150 in the 
transitions En - EI - E 0• 

The experiment was carried out with a neutron 
beam from one of the horizontal channels of the 
VVR -S-2 reactor. The neutrons first passed 
through a quartz filter 10 em long to increase the 
amount of thermal neutrons and then through a 
CB4 and lead collimator. This gave a beam diam
eter of 15 mm at the channel exit. 

The target consisted of samarium oxide disks 
10 mm in diameter and 1 mm thick placed perpen
dicularly to the beam with the center on the beam 
axis. The angular correlation was measured with 
the aid of two scintillation counters; one was fixed 
and the other rotated in the vertical plane so that 
the axis of rotation coincided with the beam axis. 

A block diagram of the electronic equipment is 
given in Fig. 1. A single-channel analyzer passed 
only pulses corresponding to 440-keV y rays, so 
that a 400-channel SA-40 pulse-height analyzer 
recorded only the spectra in coincidence with 
these y rays. The position of the discriminator 
window is shown in Fig. 2. 

The measurements were made at angles e = 90, 

135, and 180°. From the spectra we determined 
the area of the photopeak at 337 keV. 

The background was found from the measured 
shape of the 325-keV y line of Cr51 with allowance 
for the contribution from random coincidences; the 
latter was calculated on the basis of the known 
resolution of the coincidence circuit. At 180o we 
also took into account the additional background 
produced by 511-keV y lines arising in the anni
hilation of positrons. 

The absence of any systematic side effects 
associated with the experimental arrangement was 
checked with measurements of the known correla
tion between the 1.17- and 1.33-MeV y lines from 
the Ni60 spectrum. 

The table lists the experimental and theoretical 
values ofW(O)/W(7r/2)- 1 for y rays of the 
440-330 keV cascade [ W (e) and W ( 1r /2) are the 
numbers of counts at the angles e and 7T /2 respec
tjvely; the listed errors are statistical]. The 
theoretical values were calculated on the basis of 
the paper of Ferentz and Rosenzweig [aJ with al
lowance for corrections for the finite solid angles 

FIG. 1. Block diagram of the experiment: StC- stationary 
counter, MC- movable counter, CF- cathode follower, S
shaping circuit, FC- fast coincidences (T = 4.8 x 10-• sec), 
A -linear amplifier, OA- single-channel analyzer, SC- slow 
coincidences (2 x 10-6 sec), G- gate, MA- 400 channel SA-40 
analyzer, M -monitor. 
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FIG. 2. Gamma spectrum 
for the capture of thermal 
neutrons by Sm149 • The posi
tion of the window of the 
single-channel analyzer is 
shown in the figure (N is 
the number of counts). 

subtended by the counters [4] and for the extended 
source [5] with four values of spin: 0, 2, 3, and 4. 
Here we took the multiplicity of the 'Y rays to be 
two, as has been done by Groshev et al.[s] It follows 
from the table that the spin of the 777 -keV level is 
4. 

We also made an additional analysis of the ex
perimental results under the assumption that the 
En- E1 transition includes an admixture of M1 
trans it ions. For mixed trans it ions of the type 
2[xE2 + ( 1- x) M1] 2( 2) 0, where x is the frac
tion of E2 transitions, no single value of x is 
compatible with both experimental points. Figure 
3 shows the calculated correlation curves when the 
quantity 2 [x E2 + ( 1- x) M1]2 ( 2) 0 is chosen so 
that the curves pass through one of the experimen
tal points. Curve b ( x = 0.99) passes through the 
experimental point at 180°, but is significantly at 
variance with experiment at 135°, while curve a 
( x = 0. 7 8) passes through the experimental point 
at 135°, but strongly disagrees with the experimen
tal point at 180°. 

Under the assumption of spin 3, all mixtures 
with M1 transitions lead to values of W (e) /W ( 1r /2) 
less than unity. By way of example, the calculated 
curve c in Fig. 3 represents a trans it ion of the 
type 3(0.98E2 +0.02 M1)2(2)0. 

Hence the values of 2 and 3 for the spin of the 
En level are also excluded if it assumed that the 
transitions are mixed. 
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FIG. 3. Correlation curves for various possible values of 
the spin of the second level and for different multipolarities 
of the En-E1 transition; the solid lines represent pure tran
sitions and the dashed lines represent mixed transitions. 
Curves a, b, and c correspond to transitions of the type 
2(0.72 E2 + 0.28 Ml) 2(2) 0, 2(0.99 E2 + 0.01 Ml) 2 (2) 0, and 
3(0.98E2 + 0.02M1)2(2)0, respectively. 

The analysis also indicates that the Err - E1 
transition is pure. Preliminary estimates show 
that the effect of 'Y rays of energy greater than 
440 keV on the correlation is not important. A 
spin of 4 and not 3 is indicated by the fact that the 
777-keV level belongs to the vibrational band of the 
ground state. A spin of 2 is ruled out by the exper
imental results, since no 777-keV line is visible 
in the spectrum obtained with one crystal. 

In conclusion, we take this opportunity to thank 
Professor H. Hulubei for his constant interest 
in the work, E. Iliescu and D. Dragomirescu for 
aid in constructing the equipment, and A. Bedescu-

w (8)/ w ("/2) -1 

13, deg Experimental 
I Theoretical value (corrected) 

cascade cascade cascade cascade value 
0(2)2(2)0 1 2(2)2(2)0 I 3(2)2(2)0 1 4(2)2(2)0 

I 
135 

I 
0.082±0.020 -0.464 -0.261 -0.081 0,068 

180 0.170±0,015 0,968 0.076 -0.317 0.158 
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Singureanu and A. Gelberg for discussions of the 
results. 
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Stars produced by 11"- mesons stopped in a four-liter propane bubble chamber were investi
gated. The distribution of the stars with respect to the number of prongs was determined; 
the mean number of prongs was found to be 0.84. The distribution of two-prong stars with 
respect to the opening angle between the prongs was also measured and found to have a sharp 
peak near 180°. Both results indicate a two-nucleon mechanism of the 1r--meson absorption in 
the carbon nucleus. The probability of 7r--meson absorption by an np pair is 70%. 

THE lack of clear-cut results concerning the ab
sorption mechanism of 1r mesons in complex nuclei 
has led us to investigate this process for negative 
1r mesons stopped in matter. 

For this purpose we analyzed the pictures from 
a propane bubble chamber taken earlier to study 
the scattering of slow 11"- mesons.[t] The use of 
the propane bubble chamber determines automati
cally the nucleus with which the interaction has oc
curred, for in propane the stopped 11"- mesons are 
absorbed only by the carbon. 

We selected about 3500 11"- mesons stopped in
side the chamber, out of which 1130 were used to 
construct the distribution of 1r meson stars with 
respect to the number of prongs, and 1180 to study 
the distribution with respect to the opening angle 
between the prongs . 

In the first case, the experimental data were 
corrected for the detection efficiency of a given 
number of prongs in a star. Such a correction, as 
was found out, is essential only for single-prong 
stars and starless stopping events, and is due to 
the fact that prongs directed at angles close to 0 
and 180° with respect to the direction of motion of 
the primary meson are often omitted in scanning. 
In order to make the correction, we constructed 
the distribution of 1000 single-prong stars with 
respect to the angle between the prong and the 
primary meson. From general considerations, 
this distribution should be isotropic, whereas in 
the experiment dips were observed at angles 
0-20° and 160-180°. These dips were considered 
as being due to the omission of single-prong stars, 
or rather to accounting them as starless stopping 
events. The corresponding overshoot amounted to 
12.7%. 

The study of the tracks of secondary particles 
emitted from 1r-meson stars leads to the conclusion 
that the secondary particles are exclusively protons. 
In this connection it should be noted that the above
mentioned correction does not take into account the 
fact that protons with energy less than 4-5 MeV 
( range in propane ~ 0.5 mm) are in practice un
detectable. It was, however, possible to account 
for this fact in the formulae used. The corrected 
distribution of stars with respect to the number of 
prongs is shown in the second column of the table 
(where the values of the corresponding probability 
are given). 

Assuming [2] that 11"- mesons are absorbed in 
the nucleus only by nucleon pairs [ ( np) or ( pp) ] , 
and that a different number of prongs in the stars 
is a result of the cascade scattering of the recoil 
nucleons on the remaining nucleons in the nucleus, 
we can calculate the distribution of stars with re
spect to the number of prongs. This distribution 
was calculated taking not more than one collision 
of the recoil nucleons inside the carbon nucleus 
into account. 

A comparison of the experimental data with the 
calculation by the least-squares method showed that 
the absorption probability of a 11"- meson nucleus 

Distribution with respect to 
the number of prongs N 

N I W exp I W calc 

0 0,400±0.019 0,379 
1 0.401±0.018 0.440 
2 0,159±0.012 0.160 
3 0.034±0,005 0.021 
4 0,006±0,003 0.000 
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by a ( np) pair amounts to 70-80%, by a ( pp) 
pair to 30-20%, and that the probability of a colli
sion inside the nucleus is 60-80%. These results 
are similar to the earlier ones [3•4] (more accu
rately, we found three close pairs of the probability 
values, lying within the limits given above, and 
being solutions of the problem). 

The distribution with respect to the number of 
prongs, calculated assuming a 70% absorption 
probability by a ( np) and a 70% probability of a 
scattering of the recoil nucleon inside the nucleus, 
is shown in the third column of the table ( Wcalc). 
( The probability values used correspond to the 
deepest minimum of the least-squares method.) 

We also constructed the distribution of two
prong stars with respect to the projection of the 
opening angle between the prongs, and the distribu
tion with respect to the projection of the angle be
tween a prong and the direction of motion of the 
primary 1T meson. As expected, the latter distri
bution was found to be isotropic. The distribution 
with respect to the projection of the opening angle 
between the prongs shows a characteristic increase 
with increasing value of the projection of the angle 
(see the figure). This fact confirms the assumed 
nucleon-pair mechanism for the absorption of the 
1T- meson in the nucleus. 

For a qualitative analysis, this distribution has 
been calculated assuming that the scattering of 
nucleons inside the nucleus is isotropic in the 
center-of-mass system of the two nucleons. In 

the calculation we used the above-given values of 
the probabilities of collision and absorption. 

The obtained distribution is of the form: 

tv! ( ) _ A (cos q> sin 2q> + Fsina qJ _ ....9:_ ) + _i_ B ( ) 
w cp - 4 2 2 cos cp 4 cp ' 

B _ { cosq> 
(cp) - -cos q> 

0~ q> ~ n/2, 
n/2~q> ~ n, 

where <p is the projection of the opening angle be
tween the prongs. The distribution W ( <p), nor
malized to the total number of stars, is shown in 
the figure by the solid curve. It can be easily seen 
that the calculated distribution fits well the ex peri
mental points. 

We can thus claim that the obtained preliminary 
results on the absorption of stopping 1T mesons in 
carbon are not in disagreement with the two
nucleon absorption mechanism, and that the ab
sorption probability by a nucleon pair is apparently 
independent of the energy in the range up to ,.., 200 
Mev.C3, 4J 

In conclusion we would like to express our 
gratitude to Prof. A. I. Alikhanyan and to L. P. 
Kotenko for supplying the film for analysis and for 
their constant interest in the work and helpful dis
cussion. We thank Z. I. Volobueva for help in the 
measurements. 
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Results of investigation of the millisecond isomeric y activity previously observed [t] when 
osmium is bombarded by fast protons are presented. It is found that proton bombardment of 
an osmium sample with a natural isotopic composition results in the formation of two isomers, 
Ir 187m(Tv 2 = 29 msec, Ey = 115 keV) and Ir189m(T:t; 2 = 14 msec, Eyt = 120 keV, Ey2 = 180 
keV and Ey3 = 300 keV). It is shown that isomeric states of these nuclei are produced in the 
reactions Os 188 ( p, 2n) Ir 187m and Os 190 ( p, 2n) Ir 189m. 

MoROZOV, Yampol'ski1, and one of the authors 
[t] reported that the bombardment of osmium of 
natural isotopic composition by 20-MeV protons 
leads to an intensive emission of y rays with a 
half-life T 112 = 10-2 sec and y-ray energy Ey 
= 0.320 MeV. Using enriched samples of osmium 
isotopes, the authors of the present paper were 
able to identify the observed isomeric radiation. 

For the experiment, we used 20-MeV protons 
from a linear accelerator. The experimental ar
rangement and technique were similar to that de
scribed earlier.[2J 

We had at our disposal samples of osmium en
riched in the isotopes Os 188, Os 189 , Os 190, and 
Os 192 • The abundance of the various isotopes in 
these samples is given in the table. 

Figure 1 shows three spectra of isomeric y 
radiation. One of them corresponds to radiation 
produced as a result of the bombardment of an 
osmium sample of natural isotopic composition by 
protons, the other two represent samples enriched 
in Os 188 and Os 190 . Comparison of the y-ray 
yields of different energies arising from the 
proton bombardment of targets enriched in dif
ferent osmium isotopes showed that two new iso
mers are produced. An isomer with a y-transition 

Sample ----
0sts4 Os181 

Natural Os I 0.018 1.582 

Oslss 

0s1s• 

0s1•o <0.1 <0.1 

0s1•2 

energy of 115 keV is produced from Os 188 isotopes 
and an isomer withy-transition energies of 120, 
180, and 300 keV is produced from Os 190 • The 
radiation spectrum of both isomers has an intense 
peak of 650-keV x rays. The half-lives of these 
isomers proved to be 29 ± 2 msec for the first 
and 14 ± 1 msec for the second. The decay 
curves of the isomeric activity are shown in Fig. 2. 

To identify the reactions leading to the produc
tion of the observed isomers we determined the 
excitation functions of the corresponding isomeric 
activities (Fig. 3). The excitation function of the 
14-msec activity was determined from the photo
peak of the 300-keV y transition with a target of 
natural osmium ( ~ 20 mg/cm2 thick); the excita
tion function of the 29-msec activity was deter
mined from the x-ray peak with a target enriched 
in Os 188 ( ,._, 60 mg/cm2 thick). The obtained value 
of the threshold and the shape of the excitation 
function support the conclusion that the isomeric 
states in both cases are produced in a ( p, 2n) reac
tion. Hence the observed y activities correspond 
to the decay of two new millisecond isomers 
Ir 187m and Ir189m, which are products of the 
nuclear reactions 

ISotope abundance, '7o 

Os187 Qg18& Osts• OsJ•o Os•• 

1.611 13.27 16.14 26.38 40.97 

75.4 11 '7 8. 7 3.9 

2.4 6.4 71.9 19.3 

0.3 1,8 4.4 76.1 17,4 

1.9 98,1 
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Qslss (p, 2n) Irts7m • Os190(p, 2n) Irl89m. 

The rr 187m isomer decays with a half-life of 
29 ± 2 msec. Its y spectrum consists of a peak 
corresponding to a ( 115 ± 5) -keV transition and 
an intense peak of iridium x rays. From the ratio 
of the areas of these two peaks we estimated the 
conversion coefficient aK of the 115-keV transi
tion. The obtained value O!K = 7 ± 2 was compared 
with the calculated values:[3] O!K(E1) = 0.23; 
O!K(E2) =0.59;0!K(E3) =1.17;0!K(E4) =2.5; 
O!K ( E5) = 5 .5; O!K ( M1) = 3.5; and O!K ( M2) = 22.4. 
It is seen that the 115-keV radiation most probably 
should be attributed to a mixture of transitions 
E1 + M2 or M2 + E3. The first conclusion on the 
multipolarity of the 115-keV transition is in poor 
agreement with the lifetime of the Ir187m isomeric 
state. It is also quite possible that the decay 
scheme includes a transition preceding this one. 
Such a transition may not have been noticed if 
its energy is less than 30 keV or if it is strongly 
converted. 

Fettweis and Campbell [4] recently reported 
that they obtained a new isomer Ir 194m from the 
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FIG. 1. Spectra of isomeric y radiation produced in the 
bombardment of osmium samples by protons; a) natural iso
topic composition, b) enriched in Os188 , c) enriched in Os190 • 
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FIG. 2. Decay of isomeric activities for Os190 (a) and 
Os188 (b) (N is the number of recorded pulses, n is the chan
nel number of the time analyzer). The channel widths are: 
a) 1.5 msec, (b) 2.1 msec. The measurements were made 
from they-ray photopeak at 0.3 MeV {a) and from the x-ray 
peak (b); the constant background has been subtracted in 
both cases. 

Ir 193 ( n, y) Ir 194m reaction. The decay character
istics of this isomer ( T y2 = 32 msec, Ey = 115 
keV, O!K ~ 6) agree, within the limits of experi
mental accuracy, with the values obtained by us 
for Ir187m. Despite the good agreement of the 
characteristics of the isomeric radiation, we can 
rule out the possibility that the same isomer was 
observed in both experiments, since in [4] the 
isomer Ir 187m could not, in principle, have been 
obtained, while in our case we could not have ob
tained the isomer Ir194m. 

The Ir 189m isomer decays with a half-life of 
14 ± 1 msec. Its radiation spectrum contains an 
x-ray and three peaks corresponding to y transi
tions of 120 ± 5, 180 ± 10, and 300 ± 10 keV. The 
existence of excited states of energy 113 and 305 
keV in Ir 189 has been established by Kryukova et 
al.[sJ 

According to the data of [sJ, the Ir 189 state 
with an excitation energy of 305 keV is not iso
meric. It can therefore be assumed that the iso
meric level is higher and has an excitation energy 
"'350 keV. The transition from the isomeric level 
may not have been detected in our experiment if 
it is strongly converted or located close to the 
energy of the x-ray peak. At present, the isotopes 
Ir191 and Ir 193 are known to have isomeric states 
with spin and parity 1t;2-.[sJ If it is assumed that 
the shift in this level in the case of Ir 189 follows 
the same pattern as in the case of Ir191 and Ir 193 
(see Fig. 4), then the obtained decay scheme for 
the isomeric state of Ir 189 is in good agreement 
with the experimental results. 1l We then obtain an 
explanation of the sharp decrease in the lifetimes 
of isomeric states of these nuclei with decreasing 

1>See note added in proof. 
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FIG. 3. Excitation functions for isomeric 
activities in the Os190(p, 2n)Ir189m and 
Os188(p, 2n)lr187m reactions (a and b, respec
tively). 
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FIG. 4. Succession of levels of Ir' 89 , Ir191 , lr193 and the 
suggested decay scheme for lr189m. The numbers denote the 
energy of the levels (in keV); the half-life of the isomeric 
state 11/2- and the multipolarity of the transition from this 
level are shown for the respective schemes. 

number of neutrons, so that the multipolarity of 
the isomeric transitions decreases. 

The authors thank A. P. Klyucharev for great 
assistance in carrying out this experiment and 
L. K. Peker for helpful discussions of the results. 
We are indebted to V. S. Zolotarev and V. M. 
Gusev for supplying the osmium isotopes. 

Note added in proof (March 4, 1963): The authors have 
made a more accurate determination of the energies of the 
y transitions in Ir'"om: 114 ± 5, 184 ± 5, and 297 ± 5 keV. The 
following levels for lr189 have recently been established:[7 ] 

113.75 (5.2+), 300.5 (7 J2+), and 372.1 (11/2-). The energies 
of the corresponding transitions- 113.75, 186.75, and 300.5 
keV- are in good agreement with our values. The transition 
from the 372.1-keV level is practically fully converted. 
Hence the decay scheme of lr189m in Fig. 4 should be regarded 
as confirmed; the state with an energy 372.1 keV (11/2-) is 
isomeric. 

12 14 lb lh' zo 
fp, MeV 

.V;, arbitr. units 
J 10 4 
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TIME VARIATION OF THE SPECTRAL COMPOSITION OF THE RADIATION FROM AN 
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It is shown that the number of spectral lines produced during a flash of an optical maser of 
Nd-activated glass varies with time as do their wavelengths. 

SNITZER [1] has reported that the radiation of an is increased, and when this exceeds the threshold 
optical maser of Nd-activated glass consists of by 70%, the interval amounts to 30 A (see the 
several lines located in the region 1.061-1.062~-t. figure, b). 

The present paper presents data on the change A consideration of these photographs leads to 
in time of the spectral composition of this maser. certain conclusions about the processes occurring 
The maser was a cylinder of optical glass contain- in this maser. The first burst of radiation always 
ing neodymium, of length 60 mm and diameter 8 corresponds to the transition between that pair of 
mm. The concentration of Nd20 3 in the glass was sublevels of the terms 4F312 and 411112 which have 
2%. The spectral analysis was accomplished with the most favorable parameters for stimulated 
a diffraction spectograph with a dispersion of 14 emission. The radiation in the second burst 
A/mm, the time analysis with an image converter. comes from another sublevel of the 4F312 term, 
The scanning was done in a direction perpendicular since the one from which the transitions occurred 
to the direction of dispersion of the spectrograph. in the first burst has become empty while the pop-

The figure shows time-scan photographs of the 
spectrum of the radiation of the Nd-glass maser 
for different levels of the "pump" above the gen
eration threshold. The spectral lines appear as 
horizontal lines the direction of which is the same 
as the direction of the time scan and the length of 
which is determined by the height of the spectro
graph slit. For our choice of slit height, the time 
resolution of the record is about 5 1-1sec, although 
the registering apparatus has a resolution of about 
2 x 10-7 sec. 

From the photographs it can be seen that the 
spectral composition of the separate bursts of 
radiation making up the generated flash changes 
from burst to burst. The spectrum of the first 
burst consists, as a rule, of a single spectral line. 
In later bursts there occurs a change in wavelength 
of the generated light and the appearance of sev
eral lines is possible. As the intensity of the 
"pump" is increased there is a tendency for the 
number of lines generated in each burst to increase, 
and the number of lines in one burst and the spec
tral region occupied by them increase toward the 
end of the flash. The distance between the extreme 
lines in one burst can reach 20 A. The wavelength 
interval encompassing the generated lines belong
ing to all the bursts widens as the "pump" power 
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Time scan of the spectrum of radiation from aNd-glass 
optical maser for pump levels in excess of threshold by: 
a-20%, b-40%, c-70%. 
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ulation of the other sublevels of this term has con
tinued to grow on account of the ''pump,'' and the 
sublevel of the 4I1112 to which transitions were 
made in the first burst is now inverted with re
spect to the other sublevels of this term. 

The generation of several lines in a single 
burst can be explained in the following way. When 
the ''pump'' energy is far in excess of threshold, 
the required inversion turns out to be attained for 
several pairs of sublevels at once. At the initial 

moment of emergence of the burst the resonator 
still has a wide spectrum and therefore transitions 
from several levels are initiated simultaneously; 
thus several lines are generated in a single burst. 

1 E. Snitzer, Phys. Rev. Letters 7, 444 ( 1961) . 

Translated by L. M. Matarrese 
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The energy spectra and angular distributions of protons and tritons produced in the photodis
integration of Li7 are investigated. In the energy spectrum of phototritons produced at 
Eymax = 30 MeV the observed groups correspond to excitation energies of 14.1, 16.2, 18.0, 
19 .6, 21.5, 23 .5, and 25 .3 MeV. In most of the energy ranges the triton angular distributions 
have the form .... sin2J. Pronounced peaks have also been found in the Li7 photoproton spectra. 
However, for Eymax = 25 and 30 MeV the bulk of the observed protons are associated with 
transitions to excited states of the He6 nucleus. 

INTRODUCTION 

IT has been established that the probability of the 
reaction Li 7 ( y, t) He4 is comparable to that of the 
(y, n) and (y, p) reactions in the photodisintegra
tion of Li7• The energy spectra of the tritons have 
revealed sharply defined groups, leading to the 
hypothesis that at relatively low excitation energies 
the reaction occurs via a compound nucleus [t, 2J. 
The angular distributions, which are close to 1 
+ sin2 J for the principal triton groups, represent 
dipole transitions to excited Li states with spin 
%. 

For Li7 ( y, t) He 4, Czyz [a] has considered theo
retically the direct photodisintegration mechanism 
of Li 7 as a system consisting of an a. particle and 

6 7 8 

FIG. 1 
t/J 11 Ep. Me< 

a triton in the P31 2 state. In this model, the triton 
angular distributions should have the form 1 + 1.5 
sin2 J. 

In [4] we obtained an angular distribution of 
7.5-15-MeV tritons represented by a +bsin2 J 
with b/a = 2.5. It is difficult to reconcile this dis
tribution with the aforementioned hypotheses re
garding the mechanism of Li 7 ( y, t) He4• 

Shardonov and Shevchenko [5] have obtained the 
energy spectrum and angular distribution of pro
tons from the photodisintegration of Li7 

( Eymax = 17.5 MeV). The energy groups in the 
proton spectrum were regarded as corresponding 
to excited Li7 levels. 

In the present work we have investigated the 
energy spectra an.d angular distributions of protons 
and tritons produced in the photodisintegration of 
Li 7 at different values of Eymax. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The experimental technique and method of iden
tifying and measuring the energies of charged 
particles produced in photodisintegration are 
similar to those described in [4] except for some 
changes in the apparatus. A lithium target 8 
mg/cm2 thick was placed in a vacuum chamber in 
colij unction with two identical counter telescopes. 
The head counters of the telescopes, giving pulses 
proportional to the energy loss 6E - dE/dx, were 
proportional counters filled with argon and a small 
admixture of methane; this made possible registration 
of photoreaction products having somewhat lower 
energies, and also enhanced the energy (6E) reso
lution of the telescopes. 

In order to reduce the distortions of pulses 

780 
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FIG. 2. Smoothed energy spectra of photoprotons from Li' 
for Eymax = 20 MeV (x), 25 MeV (o), and 30 MeV (e). Ordi
nates represent the proton yield (in arbitrary units) relative to 
an identical total y-ray energy. The arrows indicate the spec
tral peaks. 

FIG. 3 

representing reaction products resulting from the 
integration of many small background pulses in the 
amplification channels, the pulses from the photo
multipliers of scintillation counters in the tail ends 
of the telescopes (pulses proportional to the parti
cle energy E ) were sent through ''fast'' integral 
discriminators. This improved the energy ( E ) 
resolution of the telescopes. 

In these experiments we did not employ special 
circuits to stabilize the amplification of the scin
tillation counters. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Figure 1a shows the combined energy spectrum 
of protons emitted in the photodisintegration of Li7 

by bremsstrahlung having E-ymax = 30 MeV at the 
angles 54°, 72°, 90°, 108°, and 126°. In Fig. 1b the 
same spectrum has been smoothed out; the arrows 
point to peaks appearing in all the proton spectra 

10 do cm2 
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FIG. 4. Angular distributions of protons from Li7 photo
disintegration at Eymax = 30 MeV for different energy inter
vals: 1-3.8-4.2 MeV; 2-4.5-4.9 MeV; 3-5.2-5.7 MeV; 
4-5.8-6.4 MeV; 5-6.6-7.2 MeV; 6-7.7-8.3 MeV; 7-
8.6-9.2 MeV; 8-9.4-10.8 MeV; 9-10.2-10.8 MeV; 10-
11.0-12.1 MeV. The smooth curves were obtained by least 
squares using the formula a+ bsin2 -&(1 + ycos{}/. Ordinates 
represent the differential cross section per effective quantum. 

registered by both telescopes at the indicated 
angles. 

Figure 2 shows the smoothed energy distribu
tions of protons emitted in the photodisintegration 
of Li7 for E-ymax = 20, 25, and 30 MeV (J = 90°). 

Figure 3a shows the combined energy spectrum 
of tritons measured under the same conditions as 
the proton spectrum in Fig. 1. Fig. 3b shows the 
cross section curve for Li7 (-y, t) He4 derived 
from the smoothed triton spectrum. The arrows 
indicate the peaks appearing in all measurements 
with both telescopes at the given angles. 

The angular distributions of photoprotons and 
phototritons for different energy intervals are 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. The angular distributions 
were approximated by an analytic expression of 
the form a + b sin2 J ( 1 + 'Y cos J )2• The values of 
a/b and 'Y determined by least squares, for the 
proton and triton angular distributions in the sepa
rate energy intervals, are given in Tables I and II. 

Table III gives the cross sections for the pro
duction of protons, deuterons, and tritons per ef
fective quantum in the interval 4.8-7.8 MeV for 
different values of E-ymax (J = 90°). The data in 
Table III include only the statistical errors and the 
errors associated with inaccurate mass resolution 
of the particles in treating the data. 
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Table I 

Proton 
Proton angular distribution-~ 

a + bsin2 S(l + ycoss)2 
energy 

ajb I Y I interval, 
MeV 

3.8-4,2 2.8±0.5 0.4±0.1 
4,5-4,9 -5.0±0.7 -
5.2-5,7 3.2±0. 7 0.25±0.1 
5,8-6.,4 0.57±0.07 0.135±0.1 
6.6-7,2 0.61±0.08 0.20±0.1 

Table II 
Triton 
energy 

interval, 

Triton angular distribution 
a + b sin2 S(l + ycos 4)2 

MeV 

6.7-7.2 
7,4-8.4 
8,6-11.4 

11,8-12.6 
6,7-12,6 
7.5-15 [4] 

ajb 

-0,07±0.12 -0.05±0.05 
0.15±0.15 -0,2±0,1 

0.025±0,08 -0,05±0,05 
0.50±0.15 -0,3±0, 1 
0.1±0.08 -0,12±0.1 
0.4±0,071 

Proton Proton angular distribution 
a + bsin2 s(l + y cos·s)2 

energy 

I 
interval, alb y 

MeV 

7,7-8,3 1.43±0.30 0,35±0,1 
8.6-9,2 0,28±0,04 0,08±0.1 
9.4-10,0 1,35±0.25 0,24±0,1 

10.2-10,8 1.28±0.25 0,23±0.1 
11,0-12,1 0.69±0.15 0.0±0,1 

Table m 
1Q30 d (J em' 

"' dQdE Q sr-MeV-Q 
u 
-~ Ey max 

I 
Ey max l Ey max 

01 
p.. =20MeV =25MeV = 30 MeV 

p 2.7±0.2 8.6±0.4 12.7±1,2 
d 0,11±0.03 0,40±0.12 0.60±0.3 
t 1.36±0,24 1.36±0.12 1.56±0.2 

Table IV 
Energy 

II I I 
Energy 

Et, MeV Ey, MeV level of Et, MeV Ey. MeV level of 
Li' (•) Li7 [•] 

6,6±0,2 14,1±0,3 14,0 

II 

10.9±0.2 (21,5±0,3)* (21,5) 
7 ,8±0.2 16,2±0.3 16.2 12.1±0.2 (23,5±0,3) (23. 5) 
9.0±0,2 18,0±0,3 17,5 13.0±0,2 (25.3±0,3) 
9.8±0.2 19,6±0,3 

*Lessreliable values are given in parentheses, 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The peaks of the eros s section for Li 7 ( y, t) He4, 

denoted by arrows in Fig. 3, were compared with 
the excited levels of Li7 in [sJ. Table IV shows 
that there is good agreement for the levels at 14.1, 
16.2, 21.5, and 23.5 MeV. This can indicate that 
the reaction Li7 ( y, t) He4 involves the formation 
of a compound nucleus. Levels corresponding to 
the peaks at 19.6 and 25.3 MeV still apparently 
have not been observed. 

The angular distributions of tritons from 
Li7 ( y, t) He4, calculated from the theory of reso
nance y-ray absorption with compound-nucleus 
formation, are given in [t, 2]. None of these distri
butions agrees with the angular distributions of the 
form "'sin2 J in the present work (Table II). 
Tritons associated with transitions to excited Li7 

states having a specified spin J can be emitted 
with different orbital momenta l; therefore the 
angular distributions should have the form [7] 

li'L 

( Rf, and Rf are the matrix elements of the opera-

depending on l and L, and PL are Legendre poly
nomials), if we do not consider the possible inter
ference of the absorption of y quanta of different 
multipolarities. At the present time it is impos
sible to calculate theoretically the matrix elements 
Rf determined by the nuclear structure. We can-

not exclude the possibility that in the reaction 
under consideration the relations between the 
matrix elements will lead to the vanishing of the 
isotropic part of the angular distribution. However, 

FIG. S. Angular distribu~ 

tions of photo tritons from /~till(------- 1 r -
LF(y, t)He'. Ordinates repre· na j b 
sent the reaction cross sec- 1 · I L1 

tion in arbitrary units at lf!l}v !(!(II . 

Eymax = 30 MeV in different 
1 

I \ 
r g Jl; 

energy intervals: a-6.7-7.2 ' 'I 
MeV; b-7.4-8.4 MeV; c- ----' __ 
8.6-11.4 MeV; d -11.8-12.6 
MeV. The continuous curves 
for the first energy interval 
were obtained using the for
mulas sin' fj and 1 + sin2 {J ; 

for the other intervals the 
curves were obtained by 

tor R = iS - i, where S is the scattering matrix, least squares from the for-
i is the unit matrix, Q~' are numerical coefficients mula a+ b sin2{J(1 + ycosf})'. 
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Table V 
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roton group p 
e nergy, MeV 

3.8 
4.6 
5.25 
5.85 

I 
I 
I 

7o of protons accom- I 
panying transitions I 

to second and higher 

·::~.:''"'I::~:·· I 
=25 MeV =30MeV 

50* so• 
90 90 
75 85 
34. 60 

I 
7o- of protons accom-
panying transitions 

Proton group to second and higher 
energy, MeV excited states of He 6 

E'Ymax I By max 
= 25 MeV =30 MeV 

6.80 28 40 
7.70 30 50 
8,60 45 85 

10,20 0 45 

*'7o of protons accompanying transitions to the third and higher excited 
states of He6, 

it may appear surprising that this shape of the an
gular distribution is observed for a broad energy 
interval containing several excited levels. 

In [a] the total integral and differential cross 
sections for Li 7 ( y, t) He4 were calculated on the 
two-particle model of Li7, in which it is assumed 
that Li7 consists of an a particle and a triton in 
the P312 state. The general formula representing 
the differential cross section for Li7 disintegration 
into an a particle and a triton through the dipole 
absorption of y quanta is 

13 PD (25 75 · 2 .Cl.\ 
c; ('fr) = 100n 2 + 4 5m u-; 

+ 4~ aps =F 4~ Y2apsapv cos (62 - 60) (-!- sin2 f}- I); 

apn and aps were calculated assuming square
well potentials of different depths for states with 
different orbital momenta ( Vs, Vp. and Vn for 
S, P, and D states, respectively). Vs and Vn 
were selected for agreement with the experimental 
angular distributions of the form 1 + 1.5 sin2 J 
given in [ 1] for 4.7-MeV 'Y rays. On this model 
Vs and Vn could probably be selected to make 
the isotropic part of the angular distribution so 
small as to produce agreement with the results of 
the present work. It must be remembered, how
ever, that the calculations represent a very rough 
approximation. 

In order to account for the experimental angular 
distributions of phototritons and the structure of 
the spectra it must evidently be assumed that both 
of the discussed processes of phototriton produc
tion actually take place. 

The identification of groups in the photoproton 
spectra is hindered by possible transitions to dif
ferent excited states of the final He6 nucleus 
( 1.71, 3.4, 6.0, and 9.3 MeV).[sJ The photoproton 
spectra obtained for three values of Eymax ( 20, 
25, and 30 MeV) permit only tentative conclusions 
regarding the probabilities of transitions to dif
ferent excited states for separate groups. 

Table V gives the probabilities of transitions to 

the second and higher excited states of He6, for 
the different proton groups, with Eymax = 25 and 
30 MeV. These data suggest that the bulk of the 
protons produced through photodisintegration by 
the given bremsstrahlung spectra are associated 
with transitions leaving the residual nucleus in an 
excited state. 

The angular distributions of photoprotons in the 
separate groups differ strongly from each other 
with respect to the ratio of the coefficients a and 
b (see Table I), and for most of the groups are 
not in disagreement with the distributions based 
on the compound-nucleus model. However, the 
existence of angular distributions having the form 
1 + 1.5 sin2 J for three-proton energy intervals 
indicates that direct photoproton emission is also 
possible. 

In conclusion the authors wish to thank G. M. 
Shklyarevskil for discussions of the results, and 
also the cyclotron crew. 
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Values of the polarization of neutrons emitted at various angles On from a deuterium target 
for deuteron energies Ed= 12.0 ± 0.6 MeV and Ed= 9.0 ± 0. 7 MeV have been obtained with 
the aid of a helium analyzer and by employing the Seagrave phase shifts for na scattering. 

MEASUREMENTS of the polarization of neutrons 
from the D( d, n )He3 reaction have been carried out 
by many authors [i-6] using various methods. In 
their work discrepancies are observed in the be
havior of the maximum value of the neutron polari
zation Pn as a function of the deuteron energy Ed 
(see the figure). The angle dependence of the po
larization has been measured only up to a deuteron 
energy Ed = 8.9 MeV. It would be interesting to 
supplement the available experimental data on the 
polarization of neutrons in the D ( d, n) He3 reaction 
for deuteron energies Ed= 9-12 MeV. 

The measurements of the neutron polarization 
were carried out with the extracted beam of the 
cyclotron of the Institute of Theoretical and Ex
perimental Physics with 12.3 ± 0.3 MeV deuterons. 
The azimuthal asymmetry of the neutron scatter
ing was measured with a helium analyzer. [7] A 
deuterium-saturated 19-mg/cm2 thick zirconium 
target was used. 

The following values of the polarization of neu
trons emitted at various angles On from the deu
terium target were obtained for two deuteron en
ergies (Seagrave's na-scattering phases were 
used [8]): 

Ed= 12.0 ± 0.6 MeV 

6n (!.s.), deg: 20 30 40 
14.0 13.1 11.9 

50 
10,5 En• MeV: 

p n' ~~: 2.2±1.1 18.5±2.3 10.8±3.3 -2.2±3,7 

6 n (1. s. ), deg: 

En• MeV: 
pn• %: 

Ed=9.0±0,7 MeV 

20 30 
11.4 10.7 

-1.6±1.0 1.6±3.4 

40 
9.8 

10.1±3.9 

The positive direction was taken throughout to 
be along the normal kd x kn. 

The maximum values of the neutron polariza
tion obtained from our data are indicated in the 
figure. 
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The asymmetry of the double scattering of electrons on gold is measured at energies 45-
245 keV and angles 90-150°. The data are compared with other experimental and theoretical 
results. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

MoTT [1] was the first to show that electrons 
scattered by the electric field of a nucleus are 
partially polarized perpendicular to the plane of 
scattering. Sherman [2,3] has calculated accurately 
the degree of polarization S for scattering by the 
Coulomb field of a point nucleus at practically all 
angles and energies. S increases with the nuclear 
charge; scattering by gold nuclei is of greatest 
experimental interest. In this case for not very 
high energies the screening effect of atomic elec
trons must be taken into account. Calculations in 
[ 4, 5] have shown that the degree of polarization 
can be changed by 10-20% as a result of screening 
in the energy range 30-120 keV; however, the 
accuracy of these calculations is evidently not 
greater than 10%. 

The results obtained in [2- 5] indicate that the 
general behavior of polarization is as follows. In 
the energy range from a few tens to a few hundreds 
of keV the magnitude of S does not change by more 
than 30-40%. S as a function of the scattering 
angle {) exhibits a broad maximum in the region 
120-135°, where polarization reaches ~40% in the 
case of scattering on gold. The polarization is 
extremely small at angles 70-160°. 

Mott [1] proposed that the asymmetry of double 
scattering be observed in order to detect electron 
polarization. The intensity of doubly scattered 
electrons is proportional to 1 + S1S2 cos <p, where 
<p is the angle between the first and second scat
tering planes. In the appropriate experimental 
work one ordinarily observes the ratio x of inten
sities in the directions <p= 0 and 71", obtaining S1S2 

= (x- 1)/(x + 1). Attempts to detect the asym
metry of double scattering did not yield positive 
results for a long time; this was caused by the 
lack of sufficiently perfected observational tech
niques and by the underestimation of the plural and 

multiple scattering effects, which mask polariza
tion. Following a successful experiment by Shull 
et al [sJ a number of double-scattering experiments 
were performed. However, the results of these 
investigations did not yield a sufficiently accurate 
and complete picture of the asymmetry over broad 
ranges of angles and energies. The results of this 
former work are included in the discussion of our 
present results. 

Mott scattering constitutes the most sensitive 
method for determining the degree of polarization 
<a> of an electron beam. The measured quantity 
is the product <a >s. Therefore after parity 
nonconservation in weak interactions was discov
ered in connection with the measurement of the 
longitudinal polarization of {3 electrons, the exact 
determination of S became urgent. Spivak et al [ 7] 

have reported measurements of S at 120° in the 
range 45-245 keV. The present work continues 
that of [7] by measuring the angular dependence of 
S for 90-150° at the energies 63, 133, 170, and 
245 keV. 

2. DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS 

A focused beam 1 of accelerated electrons was 
directed from a magnetic monochromator to a 
chamber containing the first scatterer ( Fig. 1). 
The accelerating voltage was calibrated by means 
of the 187-keV conversion line of In 114, and was 
known to within at least 2% within the entire inter
val. The position and shape of the beam were 
checked by means of a fluorescent screen held in 
the transparent flanged holder 6. The intersection 
of the beam with the plane of the first scatterer 
was a circle of about 15-mm diameter. The elec
tron current entering the chamber reached a few 
tens of microamperes. Following the first scat
tering at the angle 01 = 120°, the electrons passed 
through a system of diaphragms before impinging 

785 
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on the second scatterer 3 located in a separate 
chamber at about the distance 70 em from the first 
scatterer. Electrons scattered for the second time 
at angles 02 = 90°, 105°, 120°, 135°, and 150° in the 
directions cp = 0 and 1r were registered by the 
Geiger end-window counters 4. 

The scatterers positioned in the first chamber 
were deposited on aluminum foil 20-25 J,.Lg/cm2 

thick; several scatterers could be interchanged 
without disturbing the vacuum. The scatterers 3 
were deposited on collodion film 10-50 J,.Lg/cm2 

thick stretched on rings 150 mm in diameter. 
These scatterers, which were interchanged through 
a vacuum lock, could be rotated around the vertical 
axis for measurements at 02 = 90-120°. 

3. BACKGROUND 

One of the most serious difficulties in double
scattering experiments is encountered in eliminating 
the background of electrons scattered from the 
walls of the apparatus. The role of this effect was 
reduced by using large chambers; deep "traps" 
were installed at the places subjected to the most 
intense electron bombardment; all walls were lined 
with Plexiglas and the solid angle subtended by the 
walls at the counters was reduced as much as pos
sible. Nevertheless, measurements performed 
with a magnetic spectrometer substituted for one 
counter revealed that the principal peak of doubly
scattered electrons was accompanied by low-
energy electrons. It was shown experimentally 
that the latter electrons were mainly scattered by 
the walls of the first chamber and joined the beam 
entering the second chamber as a result of scatter
ing in the first scatterer. Because of the strong 
energy dependence of scattering their relative in
tensity increased sharply following the second scat
tering. Thus, while they constituted only 2-3% of 
the beam entering the second scatterer for the 
accelerating voltage 245 keV, the intensity of "soft" 
electrons somewhat exceeded that of the main 
group in the spectrum at the counter window. With 

FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of apparatus. 1- electron 
beam, 2- first scatterer, 3- second scatterer, 4- coun
ter, 5- Plexiglas collimator, 6- flanged holder of fluo
rescent screen. 

the reduction of the accelerating voltage the number 
of soft electrons decreases rapidly, becoming neg
ligibly small at 60 keV. (The spectrometer thresh
old in these measurements was 15 ke V.) The low
energy electrons form a quite broad peak; their 
energy is 4-6 times lower than that of the main 
electrons, and the two groups are separated by a 
large energy interval containing practically no 
electrons. The extraneous electrons could there
fore be absorbed completely by filters placed in 
front of the counter windows. At 63 and 113 ke V 
the filter was a polyethylene film ( 4.6 mg/cm2 ) 

separating the working volume from the vacuum. 
At 170 and 245 keV additional aluminum filters 10 
and 17 mg/cm2 thick, were used. 

From a careful investigation of scattering con
ditions in the second chamber we learned the fol
lowing. For counters at 90-120° scattering from 
the walls could be neglected entirely. Counters at 
135° and 150° were in a less favorable position be
cause of the diminishing cross section as the scat
tering angle increased and because they could be 
reached with higher probability by electrons 
coming from the most intensely irradiated parts 
of the chamber. Under the actual operating condi
tions at these angles the extraneous electrons 
could be reduced to 1 and 2%, respectively. Fur
ther experimentation showed that there was no ap
preciable change in these percentages when the 
conditions of wall bombardment were changed as 
the scatterer was installed in its working position. 
The background could therefore be measured by 
removing the scatterer from the path of the beam. 
The background amounted to 1-7%, depending on 
the experimental conditions. 

4. INSTRUMENTAL ASYMMETRY 

The experimentally measured quantity was the 
intensity ratio of electrons scattered in the direc
tions cp = 0 and 1r. Since this ratio includes the 
ratio of registration efficiencies, the effect of the 
latter was excluded by performing measurements 
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with an aluminum scatterer replacing the first 
scatterer. 

Time is gained by using aluminum films made 
as thick as permissible, but this leads to differ
ences between the electron spectra from gold and 
aluminum. With the counter windows covered by 
filters the registration efficiencies were very 
strongly energy dependent, and their ratio, be
cause of unavoidable constructional differences in 
the counters also depended somewhat on energy. 
We must remember that the asymmetry under the 
experimental conditions was such that an error of 
1% in the intensity ratio produced an error of 
3-10% in S. Therefore the accurate elimination 
of the instrumental factor was an extremely labo
rious task. Before starting the main measure
ments we measured the energy dependence of the 
counter-efficiency ratio; when necessary, cor
recting filters were used to achieve the result 
that a 10-keV change of electron energy was ac
companied by a change of at most 0.5-1% in the 
ratio. This determined the maximum permissible 
smoothing of the spectrum and thickness of the 
scatterer. The spectrum of electrons scattered 
by aluminum was measured with a magnetic spec
trometer. Under the operating conditions for 
eliminating the instrumental factor the scatterer 
thickness was 1.4 mg/cm2 at 245 keV, 0.55 mg/cm2 

at 170 and 133 keV, and 0.27 mg/cm2 at 63 keV. 
The counting rate with aluminum was 1.5-3 times 
lower than with gold. 

5. DEPOLARIZATION IN THE SCATTERER 

The great majority of the investigations to de
termine S did not take into account the depolariza
tion of the beam in the scatterers, thus incurring 
more or less considerable errors. In the present 
work, in order to exclude plural and multiple 
scatterings we measured S for several (usually 
three or four) scatterers and extrapolated the re
sults to zero thickness. In order to reduce extra
polation errors the thinnest scatterer was such 
that the corresponding value of S was within 10% 
of the extrapolated value. In most instances this 
difference did not exceed 4-6%. The measure
ments showed that for thicknesses differing by 
20-30% linear extrapolation could be used with 
statistical errors of 2-3%. Extrapolation required 
exact values of the relative scatterer thicknesses, 
which were obtained by comparing the scattering 
intensities. The absolute values were known within 
about 10%. 

The data accumulated in our present and ear
lier work [r,aJ enabled us to obtain the coefficient 

- 51{ E,cm>-keV/p.g 

11 
0.40 

O.JO 

0.20 

0,10 

100 zoo JOO E.keV 

FIG. 2. Relative depolarization in gold scatterer as a 
function of electron energy. 

a giving the dependence of relative depolarization 
on scatterer thickness, a= ( 1/S) dS/dl, from 45 to 
300 keV. The value of I a I decreases rapidly with 
increasing energy; in Fig. 2 we have for conve
nience plotted the product -aE, where E is meas
ured in keV and the thickness l included in a is 
measured in i-Lg/cm2• The data pertain to normal 
beam incidence on the scatterer at (} = 120°. The 
figure indicates only the statistical errors com
prising 10-20%, but not including the 10% error 
common to all points which is associated with un
certainty regarding the absolute thicknesses of the 
scatterers. 

Wegener [a] has calculated the depolarizing 
effect of plural and multiple scattering up to quad
ratic terms in the thickness l. Using tables and 
formulas given in [s], we calculated a numerically. 
It must be mentioned that, according to Wegener's 
work, this coefficient depends somewhat on the 
thickness. In the range of thicknesses for which 
b.S/S varies from 0.05 to 0.3 the calculated value 
of a varies by not more than 10%. In Fig. 2 the 
continuous curve represents the calculated values 
of -aE for b.S/S = 0.1. Figure 2 shows that the 
calculations agree well with experiment at energies 
above 150 keV, while at lower energies the calcu
lated values are ,..,1.5 times smaller than the exper
imental results. 

6. MEASUREMENTS AND CORRECTIONS 

The measurements were performed in short 
runs, wherein the first scatterer made of gold 
alternated with an aluminum scatterer. At each 
electron energy we used only one gold first scat
terer and three or four second scatterers. As a 
result of the asymmetry measurements we intro
duced corrections of from 1 to 6% for scattering 
from the collodion film on which the second scat
terers were deposited. The results were extra
polated to zero thickness of the second scatterer. 

The angular dependence S ( (}) was measured in 
two ways: for angles 150-120° with the scatterer 
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FIG. 3. Energy dependence of S. •-present work, o-[•2], 

*-["J. The continuous curve was calculated[2 ] for an un
screened field (Z = 79). • and x denote calculations taking 
account of screening in [•) and [s], respectively. 

FIG. 4. Angular dependence of S. •-present work, o-[•o], 
t-,- [14]. The continuous curve represents calculations in [2 ] 

for an unscreened field. 

normal to the beam, and for 120-90° with the beam 
striking the scatter at 60°. For 120° at each energy 
we obtained two straight extrapolation lines with 
somewhat different slopes; however the extra
polated values lay within the statistical errors. 
We used the averages of the extrapolations as our 
final results. 

7. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The values of the asymmetry obtained by the 
foregoing procedure and extrapolated to zero 
thickness of the second scatterer equal 
S ( 8 2) [ P Au - PAll . Here P Au and PAl are the 
respective polarizations of the beam impinging on 
the second scatterer, independently of the angle 
8 2• To obtain S ( 82) we used previous results 
given in [ 7] for S( 120°). 

Our results are given in the table, which con
tains for each angle and energy the experimental 

values Se, the theoretical values St obtained by 
interpolation of Sherman's data [2] and converted 
from Z = 80 to Z = 79, and the ratios Se/St· For 
120° the results and errors in [7] are given; errors 
for the other angles combine the errors at 8 = 120° 
with those of the present work. In Fig. 3 the filled 
circles represent measurements of S at different 
energies and fixed angles, and in Fig. 4 at different 
angles and fixed energies. The continuous lines in 
these figures represent the theoretical values of 
s.[2] 

Figures 3 and 4 and the table show that at 245 
keV the experimental values do not differ from the 
theory by more than 5% and in most cases only 
2-4%. With decreasing energy the differences 
are augmented for most angles, so that at 63 keV 
the experimental values are 8-13% below the 
theoretical values; this difference becomes 20% 
for 120° at 45 keV. The overall effect of screening 
is relatively small above 60 keV; this agrees quali
tatively with the calculations of Bartlett and 
Welton [4] and of Mohr and Tassie.[sJ A compari
son with these calculations (Fig. 3) shows that 
the results of Bartlett and Welton agree satisfac
torily with experiment at 150° and 135°, but are 
somewhat too low in the interval 120-90°. Mohr 
and Tassie give results 5-15% higher than the 
experimental values,_ and the discrepancy increases 
with the scattering angle. 

The differences between the experimental and 
theoretical dependences are small but somewhat 
exceed the statistical errors. At 245 keV for 90° 
and 105° the experimental values are somewhat 
higher, and for the other angles are somewhat 
lower, than the theoretical results. In the range 
245-133 keV, Se at 8 = 90° is everywhere very 
close to the theoretical values. At 63 keV the 
experimental curve duplicates the shape of the 
theoretical curve within experimental error and 
lies 11% below the latter. The angular dependence 
S ( 8) confirms the theory as a whole with regard 
to the fact that with decreasing energy the maximum 
is shifted from 135 o to 120°. 

The comparison between our data and the re
sults of other authors is sometimes hampered by 
the fact that the latter usually have given values of 
the product S(8 1) S(82) instead of S. Since all 
publications on double scattering also give s2 ( 8) 
for one of the angles, we were able to convert the 
results and represent S ( 8) in Figs. 3 and 4; here 
the relative errors agree with those ascribed by 
other authors to the product S ( 8 1) S ( 82). In two 
cases [to, tt] the electron energies differed by 10% 
from those in our measurements. Since S is 
slightly energy dependent, we considered that the 
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I E, keY 

, deg I 
245 I 204 I 170 I 133 I 83 I 63 I 45 

e 

90 { 

St 0,255 0,265 0,267 0,247 
Se 0,265±4% 0,267±5% 0,258±4% 0,217±6% 

s.tst 1,04 1,01 0.97 0,88 

{ st 0,353 0,361 0,361 0.341 

105 s. 0,361±4% 0,348±5% 0,334±4% 0,313±6% 
s.tst 1,02 0,96 0,93 0.92 
st 0,426 0,427 0,424 0,418 0,397 0,382 0,364 

120 { Se 0,411±2% 0,413±2% 0,390±2,5% 0,385±2,5% 0,365±2,5% 0,337±4% 0,286±4% 
s.tst 0,96 0,97 0,92 

{ St 
0,455 0,432 

135 s. 0,43!,±4% 0,371±5% 
s.tst 0,95 0,86 

{ I S=f~t 
0,401 0,359 

150 0,389±4% 0,345±5% 
o:97 0,96 

results in [ 10, 11] could be converted to our energies. 
The conversion factors obtained in accordance with 
Sherman's results did not differ from unity by 
more than 0.03. 

The first attempt to investigate asymmetry 
systematically for angles greater than 90° was 
undertaken by Ryu et a1.C12J The latest results of 
this work are shown in Fig. 3. These data support 
the theory qualitatively, although the quantitative 
discrepancies are seen to be extremely large. 

In 1958 Pettus [ 13 ] published asymmetry meas
urements for 81 = 90° and 8 2 = 60°, 90°, and 120° 
at 130 keV. He also measured the energy depend
ence of S ( 90°) S ( 120°) in the range 80-190 keV. 
This author estimated the statistical errors at 
15-40%, with the experimental results lying con
siderably below the theoretical values. From 
Pettus' results with the smallest errors we obtain 
a value of S ( 90°) at 130 ke V lying 15% below our 
result. 

One of the most accurate studies of double scat
tering is that of Nelson and Pidd, [1oJ who were the 
first to use sufficiently large apparatus, thus con
siderably reducing the effect of electron scattering 
from the walls. In addition, they placed before the 
counters an electrostatic analyzer for discrimina
ting against lower-energy electrons. The angular 
dependence of the asymmetry S ( 90°) S ( 82 ) was 
measured in the range 82 = 80-140° at 121 keV;[1oJ 
the results converted to 133 keV are shown in Fig. 
4. Good agreement with our results is observed 
for angles smaller than 120°. For larger angles 
the results of Nelson and Pidd lie somewhat below 
ours; these authors note the possible effect of de
polarization in the scatterer at such angles. 

We are not aware of any other measurements of 
S in experiments on double electron scattering 
within the given energy range. Some information 
regarding S can be obtained from asymmetry 
measurements of scattered polarized electrons 

0,92 0,92 0,88 0,79 
0,413 0.356 
0.361±4% 0,317±6% 
0,87 0,89 
0,335 o;273 
0,295±4% 0,237±6% 
0.83 o;87 

emitted in {3 decay. Bienlein et al.[U] measured 
<a> S ( 120°) in the scattering of Co60 {3 electrons 
on gold at 209, 155, and 120 keV. They estimated 
their measurements to possess the very high 
accuracy 2-3%. 

Taking for < a> the value - v /c given by the 
two-component neutrino theory, the same authors 
determined S ( 120°). At 209 keV their results 
agree with ours within experimental error. How
ever, at 120 keV Se/ST equals 0.84 ± 3%, which is 
8% below our value. This appears to indicate that 
the degree of polarization of Coso {3 electrons de
parts from - v /c. It should be noted that such 
discrepancies are encountered frequently;[sJ there
fore this procedure for determining S cannot be 
regarded as entirely correct. 

Bienlein et al [i4] also used Coso {3 electrons to 
measure the angular dependence of S at 155 keV. 
The results for 100-150° converted to 170 keV 
are shown in Fig. 4. For large angles their re
sults lie somewhat above ours and agree well with 
Sherman's calculations. At e = 120° the two ex
perimental curves agree within experimental 
error. 
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The energy spectra of the 'Y rays produced in the interaction of accelerated o16 and Ne22 

ions with Cu, Ta, Wand U nuclei were investigated in the 74-145 MeV energy range with the 
help of a single-crystal scintillation spectrometer. In each decay of the compound nucleus, 
up to 13 'Y quanta with energies from 0. 7 to 1.1 MeV were observed. The effect of the spin 
of the excited nucleus on the decay mechanism is discussed. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE compound nucleus produced in reactions with 
heavy ions is marked by a large angular momen
tum. At energies above the Coulomb barrier, un
der the assumption that any contact of the surfaces 
of two nuclei leads to their complete fusion with a 
production of a compound nucleus, the maximum 
angular momentum of the latter can be determined 
in a classical way from the relation 

jmax = R1 ~ R. [2M (E- Bc)J'I•, 

where R1 and R2 are the radii of the ion and 
target nuclei, M is the reduced mass, E is the 
kinetic energy, and Be is the Coulomb barrier in 
the center-of-mass system. Thus, for example, 
for Ne20 ions with an energy of about 140 MeV in 
the l.s. bombarding a copper target, the compound 
nucleus of yttrium will have an excitation energy 
of 110 MeV and a maximum spin jmax F:::: 70ti. 

The presence of such a high angular momentum 
in the compound nucleus is of importance for the 
mechanism of its decay. The theoretical investiga
tions of the decay of rotating nuclei are very 
limited. The general picture of the evaporation of 
particles from an excited nucleus with a high angu
lar momentum in the quasi-classical statistical 
approximation has been considered by Strutinskil. [t] 

Strutinski'i' obtained expressions for the mean 
kinetic energy and angular momentum of the 
evaporated neutrons. A quantitative analysis shows 
that in the compound-nucleus decay process prac
tically the entire excitation energy and a compara
tively small part of the initial angular momentum 
are carried off by nucleons. It is assumed that the 
residual energy and the angular momentum of the 
nucleus, after evaporation of the nucleons, are 
carried away by the cascade emission of soft 'Y 
rays. 

Using the independent-particle model, Pik
Pichak [2] also considered the evaporation of nu
cleons. In the case of a compound nucleus with a 
high rotational energy, a "centrifugal" mechanism 
for the emission of nucleons was predicted. Esti
mates made within the framework of this model 
also indicate that, after the emission of the nucle
ons, the nucleus retains a high angular momentum. 

The 'Y radiation arising in the decay of a com
pound nucleus of high spin has been investigated 
experimentally in [S, 4]. 

In the present work, we studied the 'Y spectra 
resulting from the bombardment of Cu, Ta, W, and 
U targets by 0 16 and Ne22 ions in the 74-145 MeV 
interval. 

For the Cu + Ne22 and Ta + 0 16 reactions we 
determined the upper limit of the cascade ")!-tran
sition lifetimes. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONDITIONS 

The experiment was carried out with the in
ternal beam of the 300-centimeter cyclotron of the 
Nuclear Reactions Laboratory of the Joint Institute 
of Nuclear Research. Ions of o16( +a) and Ne22 ( +4), 

accelerated to 4-9 MeV /nucleon, impinged on a 
target fixed to a special probe. The beam intensity 
in the experiment was between 1 and 7 J.!A. The 
ion energy was varied by placing the target on 
orbits of different radii; for a fixed position we 
determined the ion energy from the stopping of 
ions in aluminum foils [5] to an accuracy of at least 
3%. 

As targets we employed foils of Cu, Ta, W, and 
U of natural isotopic composition mounted on the 
cooled copper surface of the probe. In the experi
ment we used "thick" targets to avoid contamina
tion from the background radiation arising in the 
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\ 
v" 
t~/ ~-~10 

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement. 1) Cyclotron chamber, 
2) ion beam, 3) target, 4) dee, 5) diaphragm, 6) probe, 7) mag
net, 8) BF, counter, 9) paraffin, 10) neutron counter, 11) Ph 
shield for y quanta (0.02 m), 12) concrete, 13) scintillation 
y spectrometer, 14) lead (0.05 m), 15) H20 + B (0.2 m) shield, 
16) Ph diaphragm (0.05 m), 17) concrete shield (1.0 m) 

copper base; the target thickness in the experi
ment was between 25 and 100 1J. 

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. 
1. The flux of particles impinging on the target 
was measured by a sensitive detector [s] and was 
monitored with the aid of an all-wave BF3 neutron 
counter placed close to the cyclotron chamber. 

The y radiation in the 0.05-3 MeV interval was 
recorded by a single-crystal scintillation spectro
meter located outside the accelerator chamber at 
a distance of 5 m from the target. In the measure
ments we used a Nai ( Tl) crystal 40 mm in 
diameter and 40 mm thick. Pulses from an FEU 
phototube were applied to the input of a 100-channel 
AI-100/1 pulse-height analyzer. The spectrometer 
was calibrated with monochromatic y-rays from 
Hg203 (0.280 MeV), cs137 (0.660 MeV), Zn65 (1.11 
MeV), Co60 (1.13 and 1.33 MeV), and Na24 (2.75 
MeV). 

To eliminate background from Compton scatter
ing along the path from the target to the crystal, 
the y-ray beam was diaphragmed twice. The ab
solute efficiency of the spectrometer was deter
mined with the aid of strong calibrated y sources 
of various energies placed in the position of the 
target. The value obtained was 4 x 10-7• Special 
attention was paid to sources of background y 
radiation. 

During the work it was found that a large part 
of the background radiation over the entire range 
of measured y-ray energies was due to the inter
action of neutrons with the Nai crystal. 

According to the experimental data, the excited 
compound nucleus produced in the reactions studied 
by us evaporated an average of 3-5 neutrons, 
whose spectrum has the shape of a Maxwell distri
bution with an energy of"' 2.5-3.0 MeV at the 
maximum. 

It should be noted that to avoid distortion of the 
y spectrum due to the Compton scattering on the 
individual components of the accelerator chamber, 
the y radiation was recorded in a narrow solid 
angle. Shielding from scattered y rays is "trans
parent" for neutrons, and the ratio of the y-ray 
and neutron intensities can differ considerably 
from the expected value. The cross section for 
the inelastic scattering of 2.5-MeV neutrons is 
1.96 b for iodine and 0.47 b for sodium. The y 
radiation in inelastic scattering contributes mainly 
to the soft part of the y spectrum ( Ey ::s 0.6 MeV). 

The cross section for activation on iodine at 
En r:::; 1-2 MeV is small ("' 0.1 b), but sharply 
increases in the energy region En ::s 1 keV, at
taining 50-100 b. On the other hand, it is known 
that each act of capture of a slow neutron by an 
excited I128 nucleus is accompanied by the emis
sion of an average of three y quanta of energy 
2.0-2.5 MeV. In view of the fact that in our ex
periment the detector was at a large distance from 
the target, scattered neutrons, whose spectrum 
was considerably softer than those in the case of 
neutrons close to the target, could have impinged 
on the crystal. 

In this connection we constructed shielding to 
protect the spectrometer from the scattered neu
tron flux. The phototube was placed in a lead 
shield (wall thickness 50 mm) which, in turn, was 
surrounded by a 200-mm layer of a three-percent 
solution of boric acid in water; in addition, a 5-mm 
layer of B4C powder was placed around the crystal. 

The entire apparatus was placed behind a con
crete shield 1.0 m thick in which was mounted a 
collimator of 100-mm diameter aimed at the tar
get. Control experiments showed that the contri
bution from the y-ray background due to neutrons 
did not exceed 7% of the total y-ray intensity re
corded by the spectrometer. In the energy region 
Ey < 0.2 MeV we observed a high counting rate of 
y quanta due to electron bremsstrahlung inside the 
cyclotron vacuum chamber. [7] 

The maximum energy of the bremsstrahlung 
spectrum was essentially dependent on the h. f. 
voltage on the dees, and hence we were faced with 
the problem of obtaining the necessary beam cur
rent on a given orbit of the accelerator with a 
minimum value of the accelerating potential. 
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Max. ion Mean Excita-

Reaction energy, cross tion en-
Em ax• section ergy E*, 
MeV ac, b MeV 

{ ~! 0.36 56 

Cu + Ne22 0. 71 66 
115 0.92 75 
140 1.06 86 

Ta + 016 { 85 0,27 49 
100 0.47 61 

w +016 { 85 0.27 50 
100 0.47 62 

u +016 145 1.13 78 

The activation of the target and the elements of 
the accelerator chamber not shielded from the 
beam was no more than 2% of the total y-ray 
counting rate during the bombardment. The back
ground due to Coulomb excitation of the target 
nuclei and ion bremsstrahlung was negligible. 

In a number of runs, we recorded simultane
ously the 'Y rays and the yield of neutrons pro
duced in the bombardment of the target by the ion 
beam. For this purpose we used a phototube 
(FEU-33) with a stilbene crystal shielded from the 
cyclotron chamber by a two-meter concrete wall. 
A 20-mm lead plate was placed in front of the 
collimator to reduce the 'Y background of the ac
celerator. Reliable discrimination from 'Y rays 
was achieved for neutrons of energy En 2: 3 MeV. 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

1. For a beam intensity of -1012 particles/sec 
the 'Y counting rate was 100-300 pulses/sec, 
which allowed us to obtain a good statistical accu
racy in the instrument pulse spectra. Practically 
all the measurements were made with the 'Y spec
trometer at an angle e = 115° relative to the direc
tion of the incident beam. The analysis of the in
strumental spectra took into account the shape of 
the lines produced by monochromatic 'Y rays and 
the· crystal efficiency. [a] 

2. For the Cu + Ne22 reaction we measured the 
'Y spectra at incident beam energies of 74, 94, 115, 
and 140 MeV. The shape of the differential 'Y 
spectrum for two ion energies, 74 and 94 MeV, is 
shown in Fig. 2. 

We express the absolute intensity of the radia
tion in terms of a parameter li numerically equal 
to the mean number of 'Y quanta for the decay of 
one nucleus. The quantity v was determined from 
the expression 

Mean an-
gular mo-
mentum T, 

"1i 

19 
25 
29 
35 
17 
25 
16 
24 
45 

Mean number 
of y quanta 
per nucleus 

'ii (expt) 

6 
10 
13 
11 
7 
9 
7 
8 

10±2 

N1 , rel, units 
I, II · 

ll,S 

E-,. MeV 

0.80 
0.75 
0.70 
0.70 
0.85 
0,80 
1.05 
1.00 
-

1,0 

Total en-
ergy of y 
radiation 

vEy, MeV 

5 
7 
9 
8 
6 
7 
8 
8 

-

1 £1 • 94 MeV 
• f; •/4 MeV 

t,, MeV 

FIG. 2. Spectra of y radiation from the Cu + Ne22 reaction 
measured for 74- and 94-MeV beams of Ne22 ions. 

0() 

where Ny = J N.)_, dEy/Eo ( Ey) is the total number 
0 

of y quanta produced in the reaction; n0 is the ion 
beam intensity; ac is the cross section for com
pound-nucleus production averaged over the target 
thickness t) No is the effective number of target 
nuclei, £ 0 is the absolute recording efficiency of 
the y spectrometer. 

In each run we determined the mean energy of 
the y spectrum from the expression 

The experimental values of v and E.y for the 
investigated reactions are summarized in the 
table, which also includes the basic characteristics 
of the compound nucleus. 

In view of the fact that in the estimate of the 
quantity v we used the calculated value of the 
cross section for compound nucleus production, 
the accuracy of the absolute value of v is difficult 
to estimate. The values for v obtained in the ex-

1lin the determination of ac we used the theoretical results 
of Thomas[•] on the cross section for compound nucleus pro
duction by heavy ions. 
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periment indicate an increase in the mean number 
of -y rays emitted by the nucleus as the energy of 
the bombarding particles is increased. These data 
merit an additional check, since, at energies close 
to the Coulomb barrier of the reaction, the en
ergy spread of the beam ( t.E/E R~ 3%) can intro
duce a large error in the determination of li. In 
the ion energy region Ei > 6 MeV /nucleon, com
petitive direct processes proceeding without the 
production of a compound nucleus will be observed. 

With the given beam energy we determined, 
along with the measurement of the -y-ray spectrum, 
the relative yield of neutrons arising in the reac
tion. In view of the fact that compound nucleus 
production is a dominating process up to an energy 
of ~6 MeV /nucleon, the neutron intensity will be 
determined primarily by reactions of the (Ne22 , 

xn) type, where x = x (E) is an increasing func
tion of the ion energy. Then the neutron yield will 
increase with the energy somewhat faster than the 
compound nucleus production cross section. 

The ratio of neutron and ')'-ray intensities was 
measured for the Cu + Ne22 and Ta + 0 16 reactions 
as a function of the bombarding ion energy. The 
observed increase in the ratio N-y/Nn with increas
ing ion energy also indicates an increase in the 
mean number of -y quanta emitted by the compound 
nucleus. 

3. The study of -y radiation in the decay of a 
"magic" compound nucleus is of particular inter
est. Isotopes of "magic" nuclei of lead ( Z = 82) 
could have been obtained by us in the bombard
ment of a W target by 0 16 ions. We compared the 
-y-ray spectra resulting from the bombardment of 
Ta and W targets by 100-MeV 0 16 ions. The ion 
energy was chosen close to the value of the Cou
lomb barrier in order to eliminate the fission 
process [to] and, along with this, to decrease as 
far as possible the contribution of reactions in
volving the emission of charged particles, [11] 

which could greatly distort the expected effect. 
Figure 3 shows the -y-ray spectrum from Ta 

+ o16 and W + 0 16 reactions for ion energies of 
~100 MeV in the laboratory system. For illustra
tion, Fig. 3 also shows the instrumental pulse dis
tribution. It is readily seen that for "magic" iso
topes of lead the mean energy of the -y spectra is 
approximately 1.2 times that of the neighboring 
Tl nuclei produced in the Ta + 0 16 reaction. 

4. Using the self-modulation of the ion beam in 
the cyclotron we performed a time analysis of the 
"Y radiation arising in the Cu + Ne22 and Ta + 0 16 

reactions. In these measurements the 'Y rays were 
recorded by a fast scintillation counter with an 
output to the time analyzer, which converted tlie 

/0 20 JO 4!} JO 60 70 80 
No. of channel 

FIG. 3. Apparatus spectra from the reactions Ta + 0 16 

(black circles) and W + 0 16 (open circles) measured for 100-
MeV ions of 0 16 ; inset- corrected spectra. 

time interval into an amplitude. [12] The circuit 
resolution was 4.5 x J0- 10 sec and the channel 
width was 2 x 10-10 sec. 

The essence of the method was as follows. If in 
the bombardment of the target the radiation time 
is less than the duration of the current pulse, 
the -y-ray distribution recorded by the analyzer 
should closely follow the time characteristic of 
the internal ion beam at the given orbital radius. 
Figure 4 shows the time distribution of pulses ob
tained for the Cu + Ne22 reaction. Measurements 
made on different segments of the resonance 

N, pulses 

No. of channel 

FIG. 4. Time distribution of pulses from the Cu + Ne22 re
action for 120-Mev Ne22 ions measured on different segments 
of the beam-current resonance curve. 
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curve [13] showed that the position of the peaks and 
the peak widths of the 'Y-ray distribution accurately 
correspond to the phase characteristics of the 
internal ion beam. The narrowest peak has a width 
of~ (2-3) x 10-9 sec, and hence the upper limit of 
the time for the emission of cascade 'Y radiation 
is estimated to be Tr < 10-9 sec. 

5. To study the characteristics of the prompt 
'Y radiation in the fission of heavy nuclei with a 
large angular momentum, a uranium target was 
bombarded by a beam of accelerated oxygen ions 
at an energy of 145 MeV. The measured 'Y spec
trum was compared with the 'Y spectrum accom
panying the fission of u235 induced b~ thermal 
neutrons. According to the data of[14 , each act of 
fission induced by the capture of a thermal neutron 
is accompanied by the emission of 8 ± 2 quanta, 
which carry away an average energy of 7 ± 1 MeV. 
Similar data were obtained by Leachman [15] for 
the spontaneous fission of Cf252 • 

In Fig. 5 the experimental points represent the 
'Y spectrum from the fission of u238 induced by 
accelerated oxygen ions and the solid curve repre
sents the prompt-radiation spectrum obtained in 
the fission of u235 induced by thermal neutrons. 
The calculation of the mean number of 'Y quanta 
per compound nucleus can be made in this case 
with greater accuracy than in the preceding meas
urements, since the cross section for the fission 
of uranium induced by heavy ions is well known, [t3] 

and the processes competing with fission are negli
gible. It follows from our data that the number of 
'Y quanta emitted in the fission of u238 induced by 
o16 is v= 10 ± 2. 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

From the data obtained in our experiment2) it 
follows that when various targets are bombarded 
by accelerated heavy ions we observe prompt ( Tr 
< 10-9 sec) 'Y radiation consisting of a large num
ber of 'Y quanta of mean energy 0.7-1.1 MeV. 

The mean energy of 'Y quanta found by us for 
the Cu + Ne22 and Ta + 0 16 reactions is approxi
mately 20% less than in the experiment of Mollen
auer, [4J where the 'Y spectra for the Ho + C12 and 
V + d 2 reactions were measured at an ion energy 
of ~110 MeV. This disagreement can be removed 

2)The characteristics of they radiation in the Cu + Ne22 

and Ta + 0'6 reactions found in our experiment somewhat differ 
from the preliminary data published in [' 71 The need for a cor
rection of the initial results arose in connection with additional 
experiments from which more accurate values of the level of the 
neutron background and the absolute recording efficiency of the 
y spectrometer were obtained. 

FIG. S. Spectra of y rays 
accompanying the fission of 
uranium induced by 145--MeV 

1,0 N1, rel. units 

0 16 ions (experimental points). 0,5 

The solid curve represents 
the spectrum of prompt y rays 
from thermal-neutron induced 
fission of U235 • 

if we take into account the contribution of double 
superpositions which could have occurred in 
Mollenauer's work, owing to the relatively high 
recording efficiency for the 'Y cascade. 

Before making a suggestion regarding the 
machanism of the cascade 'Y radiation, we com
pare the 'Y spectrum obtained by us for the excited 
Y nucleus (in the Cu + Ne22 reaction) with the 'Y 
spectrum in radiative capture of a thermal neutron 
by the Rh103 nucleus [1s] (close to the Y nucleus). 

Qualitative differences in the spectra are 
clearly seen in Fig. 6. The 'Y radiation arising in 
the Cu + Ne22 reaction is much softer than in the 
radiative capture of a thermal neutron. We suggest, 
that, according to the hypothesis of Strutinskil, [1] 

this difference is due to the fact that the emission 
of 'Y quanta in the decay of a rotating nucleus oc
curs from states with greater angular momentum. 

Under the assumption of complete statistical 
equilibrium, the characteristics of 'Y radiation 
from nuclei with high spin have been obtained.[19J 

Allowance for the high angular momentum of 
the compound nucleus gave some softening of the 
'Y spectrum, but the obtained results cannot ex
plain the experimental data. The cause of the dis
agreement is ascribed to the fact that in the proc
ess of cascade 'Y emission the "thermal" com
ponent of the excitation energy decreases much 
more rapidly than the rotational component. Owing 
to this, in the process of cascade 'Y emission the 
relative contribution of the rotational energy in
creases, and the reliability of the quasi-classical 
statistical approach becomes doubtful. For a de-

:.1:~· rel. units 

FIG. 6. Spectra of y ra- I 
diation plotted in the form I 
Ny Ey = f(Ey) from the 0.5 
Cu + Ne22 and Rh103(n,y)Rh104 

reactions. 

z J 7 
{1. nev 
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tailed consideration it is necessary to have infor
mation about the structure of the levels of nuclei 
with high spin at excitation energies of several 
MeV, and this information is not available at the 
present time. In the special case of deformed 
even-even nuclei, the energy of the last quanta 
will apparently be determined by the 'Y transitions 
of the rotational band, which is confirmed by 
Morinaga's experiments (private communication) 
with a particles. 

In the Cu + Ne22 reaction the total energy of 
the 'Y radiation is observed to increase with the 
compound nucleus angular momentum. These re
sults quantitatively explain the character of the 
shift in the peaks of the excitation functions toward 
higher energies when neutrons are evaporated 
from the excited nucleus in reactions with heavy 
ions. [2o] 

When Ta and W targets are bombarded by 0 16 

ions of energy 90-100 MeV, it is found that the 
mean energy of the 'Y rays in the W + 0 16 reaction 
is approximately 1.2 times that in the case of Ta 
+ o16• This difference is of interest, since the ex
citation energy and the mean angular momentum of 
the compound nuclei in these reactions are prac
tically identical. 

Control measurements of the ')'-ray spectra of 
neighboring nuclei in "crossed" reactions show 
that the observed effect cannot be explained by the 
difference in the parity of nuclei produced in the 
bombardment of Ta and W by oxygen ions. We 
believe that the difference in the character of the 
spectra is connected with the occurrence of a 
"magic" structure in the Pb compound nucleus. 

Measurements of the ')'-ray spectrum from the 
U + o1 6 reaction were made to determine what 
happens to the initial angular momentum of the 
compound nucleus in the fission process. In fission 
the initial angular momentum appears in the rela
tive motion of the fragments, which leads to an 
anisotropy in the angular distribution of the fission 
products. 

The angular distributions of fragments from 
fission induced by heavy ions has been studied by 
a number of authors. [2t] It does not appear possible 
to determine from the experiments the fraction of 
the angular momentum which appears in the rela
tive motion of the fission fragments. The uncer
tainty of such nuclear parameters as temperature, 
moment of inertia at the saddle point, etc. does not 
allow the determination of the quantitative connec
tion between the anisotropy coefficient and the 
angular momentum of the excited state. At the 
same time, it follows from data obtained with non-

fissioning nuclei that the shape of the 'Y spectrum 
and the mean number of the emitted quanta depend 
on the compound nucleus angular momentum. 

For the bombardment of U238 by 0 16 ions we 
obtained good agreement for the shape of the spec
trum and the mean number of 'Y quanta with exper
iments on the fission of U235 induced by slow neu
trons and in the spontaneous fission of Cf252 • This 
apparently indicates that, in the fission of nuclei 
induced by heavy ions, the main part of the angu
lar momentum goes into the relative motion of the 
two fragments. 

The authors thank V. M. Strutinskil, V. V. 
Babikov, and V. A. Karnaukhov for helpful discus
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The capture of 1r- mesons stopping in He3 has been observed for the first time. The 7r- + He3 

- H3 + 1r0 and 1r- + He3 - H3 + y reactions have been singled out, and the Panofsky ratio for 
He3 (the ratio of the probabilities of the above-mentioned reactions) has been determined. 
Its value is used to estimate the mean-square radiue. for the He3 - H3 transition. 

THE capture of stopping 1r mesons in He3 was 
investigated theoretically by Messiah [1] and 
Struminskii. [2] The conservation laws permit 
the following processes: 

I. 
II. 
III. 
IV. 
v. 
VI. 

n- + He3 -+ p + n + n (55.5%) \ . 
n- + He3 -+ n + d (27 .8%) J - absorption 

n:- + He3 -+ H 3 + n° (9,4%) -charge exchange 

n- + He3 -+ H3 + r (4.8%) ) 
n- + He3 -+ d + n + r (2,0%) ~-radiative 
n- + He3 -+ p + n + n + r(0.5%) J capture 

The relative probabilities of these processes, 
given in the parentheses, were calculated by 
Messiah [1] in the impulse approximation using 
the available data on 1r meson capture in hydrogen 
and deuterium. 1> It was also assumed that the cap
ture occurs in the S state of the mesic atom. 
Struminski1[2] has shown that the ratio of reac..:. 
tions (III) and (IV), which we shall denote by P 
and call the Panofsky ratio for He3, can be directly 
related with the value of the mean-square radius of 
the He3 - H3 transition by a radiative process. We 
have the following relation: 

p PH U> + M U>H [ E M (!1 + m)a-J'/, 
= 1 1/sk2r 2 + 1hsk4r4 U>H + m w EH m f.L +M '(1) 

where PH is the Panofsky ratio, r is the mean
square radius, k is the wave number of the photon 
in IV, w is its energy, WH is the energy of the 
photon in the 1r--meson capture in hydrogen, m is 
the neutron mass, fJ is the 1r0-meson mass, M is 
the mass of tritium, E is the energy released in 
process ITI, and EH is the energy released in the 

l)The above values are corrected according to the latest, 
most accurate measurement of the Panofsky ratio for hydrogen 
PH= 1.533 ± 0.02IJ•J 

process 1r- + p- n + 1r0 (the masses of the par
ticles and the energies are given in MeV). An ex
perimental determination of the mean-square ra
dius for the transition is of great interest, espe
cially for the interpretation of data on muon cap
ture in He3• 

An experimental study of the 1r- meson capture 
in He3 has been attempted for the first time in the 
present experiment. 

The mesons were stopped in a diffusion chamber 
filled with He3 at a pressure of 20 atm. [4] The 
chamber operated in a magnetic field of 6000 Oe. 
On the average, one stopping 71"- meson was ob
served every four pictures. The admixture of 
stopping fJ mesons amounted to 32% of all events. 
About 8500 photographs were taken in two expo
sures. All the material was scanned three times. 
The results of the scanning are as follows (the fig
ures refer to the number of events of each type ) ; 

Single-prong stars: 
track ending in the chamber 
track traversing the chamber 
total number of stars 

fl-e decay: 
decay electron visible 
decay electron invisible 

Multi-prong stars 
77-fl decay or scattering 
fl-e or star (not identified) 

77-fl or star (not identified) 

805 
1567 
2372 

700 
353 

21 
1423 

61 
33 

1r- mesons produce single-prong stars only when 
captured in He3. For this reason we have to re
gard the detected multi-prong stars as 71"- capture 
in the carbon or oxygen nuclei contained in the 
methyl-alcohol vapor. 

In reactions II-IV the energy of the emitted 
particles is strictly fixed and, consequently, they 

798 
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FIG. 1. Range spectrum of secondary particles in single-
prong stars due to the rr --meson capture in He'. 

can be easily identified by measuring either their 
range or momentum. In the remaining processes, 
the energy is distributed among three or more 
particles. Our main concern in the present experi
ment was to single out the reactions III and IV. As 
shown above, the number of stars satisfying the 
selection criterion and representing, in the major
ity of cases, the rr meson capture in He3, amounted 
to 2372. It was established that with triple scanning 
the detection efficiency of a rr meson stopping in 
the chamber is independent of the nature of the 
event visible at the end of the meson track, and 
is close to 100%. 

The selected events were measured with a re
projector. The range spectrum of secondary par
ticles from single-prong stars is shown in Fig. 1. 
Two maxima corresponding to two monoenergetic 
particle groups are clearly visible at R ~ 0.2 
mg/cm2 and at R ~ 5.5 mg/cm2• The energy of 
tritium in reactions III and IV is 0.19 and 3.28 
MeV, respectively. The expected values of the 
range of tritium having such energies correspond 
to the values for which the maxima have been ob
served in the spectrum. This indicates that the 
peak near 0.2 mg/cm2 is related to the exchange 
process III, and the peak in the vicinity of 5.5 
mg/cm2 to the radiative capture process IV. Pho
tographs of stars corresponding to the two proc
esses are shown in Fig. 2. The range of the deu
teron from reaction II is so large that the events 
could not be recorded as a star with a prong end
ing in the chamber. The approximately uniform 
background of the spectrum is partly due to reac
tions I, V, and VI. In selecting the charge-exchange 
and radiative-capture events it was assumed that 
the background is monotonic in the region of the 
peaks. 

In the following we present the data concerning 
reaction III: 

Range interval, mg/cm2 

Number of events 
Background from stopping IL mesons 
Background from other reactions 
Number of H' + rr0 events 

0-0.5 
382 ± 20 

23.3 ± 4.2 
43 ± 7 

316 ± 21 

It can be seen from the spectrum that the sec
ondary particles in reaction III have very small 
ranges. In order to achieve a high selection effi
ciency in the scanning we have therefore included 
into this group of stars, in addition to the obvious 
events with a short prong, also all events in which 
any singularity was evident at the end of the meson 
track, such as a kink or another non-uniformity. 
The background of false stars was then determined 
by the background of J.t-meson events (scattering 
and others). In order to estimate the background 
we have used the results of the scanning of a J.t 
meson exposure [S] where mainly J.t mesons stopped 
in the chamber. In that case, practically all events 
with a singularity at the end of the track are imita
tions of short-range stars because of the low rr-
meson contamination ( < 2%) and the small yield 
of stars from J.t-meson capture in He3. 

In some cases, because of a disadvantageous 
spatial orientation of a prong, it was impossible to 
measure its length (for R < 0.3 mg/cm2 ), and 
some of the events ( 93 events ) were included 
therefore in the range interval 0-0.5 mg/cm2 which 
was not measured. The range measurements on the 
secondary particles from the capture reaction of 
thermal nucleons n + He3 - H3 + p and also from 
reaction IV showed that the deviation from the mean 
range ie ::::0.3 mg/cm2. We can assume therefore 
that the majority of events representing reaction III 
will be contained in the range interval 0-0.5 mg/ 
em 2• The detection efficiency in the chamber of 
prongs with such length (i.e., the probability that 
the prong will not be cut off by the limits of the 
sensitive layer) was assumed to be 100%. It was 
als~ assumed that in the range interval 0-0.5 mg/ 
em the background from other reactions was the 
same as in the adjacent interval 0.5-1 mg/cm2. 

The results concerning reaction IV are as fol
lows: 

Range interval, mg/cm2 

Number of events detected 
5.2-5.9 

114 ± 11 
Background from other reactions 14.2 ± 1.7 
Number of H' + y events divided by efficiency 146.6 ± 16.5 

The detection efficiency of a prong with a length of 
22 mm (5.5 mg/cm2) was found from the analysis 
of the visible range spectrum of secondary particles 
in all stars. Its mean value (for both exposures) 
was found to be ( 68 ± 2) %. The background from 
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other reactions was determined from the intervals 
adjacent on the right and left of the peak associ
ated with reaction IV. The mean range of tritium 
in reaction IV was found to be 5.55 ± 0.05 mg/cm2• 

Using the data on reaction III and IV we find the 
Panofsky ratio in He3: 

p = 2,16±0.28. 

The error given is statistical only, and we have 
neglected the errors due to the assumptions under
lying the method used to single out the charge
exchange reaction. The relative probabilities of 
reactions III and IV are as follows: 

W 3 = (13.5±0.9) %, w 4 = (6,2 ± 0. 7) %. 

The calculation of the mean -square radius for 
the He3 - H3 transition based on Eq. (1) and on 
the experimental value of P gives 

(I 24 + o.3o) I o-Ia r = . - 0.46 . em. 

This value of the mean-square radius is in better 
agreement with the value of 1.56 x 10-13 em cal
culated by Werntz [SJ using the known value of the 
binding energy of He3 and taking the repulsive
core potential for the nucleon-nucleon interaction 
into account, than with the value 1. 78 x 10-13 em 
given by Fuji and Primakoff. [7] 

The yield of processes III and IV is found to be 
somewhat larger than that predicted by Messiah.[!] 

FIG. 2. Stars representing 
the processes 77- + He3 -. H' + 77° 
and 77- +He'-. H' + y. 
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ELASTIC SCATTERING OF 4.2-MeV PROTONS ON NICKEL ISOTOPES 

V. Ya. GOLOVNYA, A. P. KLYUCHAREV, B. A. SHILYAEV, and N. A. SHLYAKHOV 

Submitted to JETP editor November 21, 1962 

J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 44, 1184-1186 (April, 1963) 

The angular distributions of 4.2-MeV protons elastically scattered on Ni 58•60 •62 •64 isotopes 
are obtained by a comparison method. The shapes of the curves for Ni58 and Ni60 (which 
have sharp maxima in the angular distributions) are found to differ from those for Ni62 

and Ni64• A possible explanation of this difference is discussed. 

THE angular distributions of 4.2-MeV protons 
elastically scattered by Ni58•60• 62•64 nuclei have 
been experimentally measured in a range of angles 
between 30 and 80° in the laboratory system of co
ordinates. The method used in this work has been 
described by us previously. [1] The scattered pro
tons were registered with a Csi(Tl) scintillation 
crystal and an FEU-S photomultiplier. The elec
trical pulses of the photomultiplier were recorded 
with standard electronic equipment. The targets 
enriched to 95% were obtained by an electrolytic 
method and constituted self-supporting metallic 
foils about 1.0-1.5 micron thick. The energy 
resolution of the detector ("' 6%) readily per
mitted the segregation of inelastically scattered 
protons, since the energy of the first excited lev
els of all nickel isotopes exceeded 1.0 MeV. The 
angular resolution of the detector was ± 1.5%. The 
total error of our measurements was ± 1. O% and 
was chiefly determined by the geometry of the ex
periment. The geometrical error occurs as a re
sult of the wandering of the intensity of the beam 
of accelerated particles over the target, which 
leads to a change in the scattering angle. 

The experimental angular distribution curves 
are presented in the figure in the form of the ratio 
of the experimental cross section to the Rutherford 
cross section, aexp /a-Ruther· The curves were 
obtained by a comparison method consisting of a 
comparison of the number of particles scattered 
at each angle by the investigated target with the 
number of particles scattered by a gold target for 
which at the given incident proton energies the an
gular distribution follows the Rutherford formulaPJ 
Notwithstanding the fact that the energy of the inci
dent protons is considerably lower than the magni
tude of the Coulomb barrier for nickel nuclei 
( B "' 7 MeV ) , the angle dependence of the distri
bution of elastically scattered protons differs from 
the Rutherford angle dependence even at angles of 
30-40°. We have noted previously[3J that in the 

UexpiORuther 
1,05 

1,04 

1.02 

0,98 

0,95 

0.94 

0.92 

0,90 

The angular distribution of the ratio of the experimentally 
measured cross section to the Rutherford cross section for 
nickel nuclei (Ep = 4.2 MeV): o -Ni58 , e-Ni60 , x -Ni62, 

.1.-Ni64 • 

scattering of charged particles the competition 
between the Coulomb and nuclear interactions in 
a given energy range of the incident particles 
renders the differential elastic scattering cross 
section most sensitive to the structure of the 
peripheral part of the nucleus. In principle this 
allows us to obtain important information on the 
state of the surface of the investigated nuclei. 

From the figure it can be seen that the charac
ter of the curves of the angular distribution of the 
elastically scattered protons for Ni58 and Ni50 dif
fers considerably from the analogous curves for 
the Ni62 and Ni64 nuclei. It is known that a con
siderable difference exists between the angular 
distribution of protons elastically scattered by 
nuclei with even and odd atomic numbers, [4] a 
fact explained by the considerable smearing out of 
the nuclear surface by the odd nucleon. 

In the present work we have investigated only 
nuclei with even atomic number A. However, in 
such nuclei the excess of paired nucleons outside 
the closed shell can also smear out the nuclear 
surface very strongly. [1•4• 5] Consequently, it can 
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be assumed that the surfaces of the Ni62 and Ni64 

are smeared out more strongly compared with the 
surfaces of the Ni58 and Ni60 nuclei, and the dif
ferences in the behavior of the angular distribu
tions of protons elastically scattered by these nu
clei must be explained from this point of view. 
Inasmuch as the angular distributions of elastically 
scattered protons for Ni62 and Ni64 practically co
incide, it can be assumed that the difference in the 
threshold of the (p, n) reaction which competes 
with the elastic scattering of protons dpes not man
ifest itself in this range of angles at the given in
cident-proton energy. If the contrary were true, 
the curve for Ni64 would have to be lower than that 
for Ni62 , since the thresholds of the (p, n) reac
tion for Ni62 and Ni64 are 4.80 and 2.45 MeV re
spectively. The maxima in the angular distribution 
for the Ni58 and Ni60 nuclei are, apparently, due to 
diffraction while for the Ni62 and Ni64 nuclei no 
noticeably expressed diffraction aspect has been 
noted. It is known, however, that a diffraction pat
tern is distinctly observed in nucleon scattering 
by nuclei with a sharp boundary and having dimen
sions commensurate with the wavelength of the in
cident nucleon (the diffraction condition 7t < R). 
This' confirms the above notion on the structure 
of the surfaces of nickel nuclei. In addition, it 
can be assumed that the Ni60 nucleus has a sharper 
boundary than the Ni58 nucleus, since the angular 
distribution of the elastically scattered protons 

for Ni60 has a sharper maximum. This is proba
bly connected with the fact that Ni60, unlike Ni58, 

has a filled 2p3; 2 neutron subshell (of the 32nd 
neutron). 

We have measured the excitation function of 
elastic pp scattering for the Ni58•60•62 •64 nuclei 
at an angle of 120° in the energy range from 3.0-
4.3 MeV. No noticeable resonances have been 
noted near the incident-proton energy of 4.2 MeV. 
It can therefore be assumed that the angular dis
tributions of elastically scattered protons obtained 
in this experiment are not noticeably distorted by 
the effects of resonance scattering. 

1 Golovnya, Klyucharev, and Shilyaev, JETP 41, 
32 (1961), Soviet Phys. JETP 14, 25 (1962). 

2 W. F. Waldorf and W. S. Wall, Phys. Rev. 107, 
1602 (1957). 

3 Report, Physico-technical Institute, Acad. Sci. 
Ukr. S.S.R., No. 143, 1 (1962). 

4 A. P. Klyucharev and N. Ya. Rutkevich, JETP 
38, 285 (1960), Soviet Phys. JETP 11, 207 (1960). 

5 Val 'ter, ZalyubovskH, Klyucharev, Lutsik, 
Orlenko, Pasechnik, Prokopenko, and Pucherov, 
JETP 41, 71 (1961), Soviet Phys. JETP 14, 54 
(1962). 

Translated by Z. Barnea 
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INVESTIGATION OF NUCLEAR LEVELS BY NEUTRON SPECTROSCOPY. 1. NEUTRON 

CROSS SECTIONS OF MOLYBDENUM ISOTOPES IN THE 7-15000 eV ENERGY RANGE 

M. I. PEVZNER, Yu. V. ADAMCHUK, L. S. DANELYAN, B. V. EFIMOV, S. S. MOSKALEV, and 
G. V. MURADYAN 

Submitted to JETP editor November 26, 1962 

J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S .S .R .) 44, 1187-1194 (April, 1963) 

Results of measurements of the total neutron cross sections and radiative-capture cross 
sections of molybdenum are presented. They were obtained with the use of a linear electron 
accelerator and a time-of-flight neutron spectrometer. The highest resolution in the meas
urements of the total cross sections was 0.0061J.Sec/m. The parameters of a number of res
onance levels are determined with allowance for interference between potential and resonance 
scattering. The strength function r~/D for each of the isotopes is also determined. Several 
weak levels ascribed to the p wave have been detected. The question of the identical position 
of levels belonging to different isotopes is discussed. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

DATA on the position and parameters of nuclear 
levels obtained thus far by neutron spectrometry 
techniques largely refer to a natural mixture of 
isotopes. However, the investigation of a number 
of characteristics dealing especially with the posi
tion of the levels and the distribution of the dis
tances between them require the study of separated 
isotopes by neutron spectroscopy. Knowledge of the 
physical characteristics of separated isotopes is 
also necessary in a number of cases for the prac
tical use of materials in nuclear power. 

In the present paper we consider the results of 
the study of the total neutron cross sections and 
the radiative-capture cross sections for separated 
isotopes of molybdenum in the 7-15 000 eV inter
val. The choice of molybdenum for this study was 
based on the following considerations: a) Molyb
denum has a large number of even-even isotopes, 
for which the relation between the position of the 
levels should have a particularly simple character; 
b) the atomic weights of molybdenum isotopes lie 
in a region where, according to the optical model 
of the nucleus, a large number of resonances con
nected with the capture of p neutrons should be 
expected; c) the data on molybdenum available in 
the literature [t, 2J were obtained in 1955-1956 with 
poor resolution; d) molybdenum is a construction 
material used in nuclear power. 

2. APPARATUS AND SAMPLES 

The measurements were made with a neutron 
spectrometer [3] with a linear electron accelerator 

as a pulsed source ofneutrons.O 
The length of the electron pulse was 0.6 IJ.Sec, 

the channel width of the time analyzer was 0.577 
J.l.Sec, and the pulse repetition rate was 100 ppm. 

The total cross section measurements were 
made with a flight distance of 109.14 m. The 
samples were placed 5 .5 m from the target. The 
collimator diameter at the position of the samples 
(depending on the sample dimensions) was 42 or 
62 mm. The neutron beam was filtered by a layer 
of B10 of thickness 0.11 g/cm2• 

The neutron detector consisted of 230 propor
tional counters placed in a common aluminum tank 
filled to atmospheric pressure with BF3 gas en
riched to 80% B10 . The detector area was 2500 
cm2 and the detector thickness in the direction of 
the neutron beam was 17 .6 em; the maximum delay 
time for the occurrence of the counter pulse rela
tive to the moment of neutron capture by boron 
was 0.5 J.l.Sec. A special nonlinear circuit[sJ was 
used to apply the initial ')'-ray pulse. 

Information from the apparatus located in the 
neutron beam was fed to a 2048-channel analyzer 
with an electrostatic memory tube and a magnetic 
drum. 

The beam spectrum, after subtraction of back
ground but without correction for the detector 
efficiency, was approximated to an accuracy of 
better than 5% for the entire energy interval by the 
following function ( E in e V): 

1lpreliminary results of the measurements were reported at 
a working conference on slow-neutron physics at DubnaJ•] 
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N (E)= const (140/£1•3 + EjJOB). 

With the diameter of the collimator aperture 
equal to 62 mm near the samples, the counting 
rate in the time-analyzer channel of width 0.577 
f.J.Sec was ... 50 h- 1• 

The radiative-capture cross-section measure
ments were made with a flight distance of 15.1 m. 
They-ray detector consisted of aNal( Tl) crystal. 
The apparatus for the radiative-capture cross
section measurements has been described in de
tail in [sJ. 

The separated molybdenum isotopes in the 
form of metallic or trioxide powders of molybde
num were poured into aluminum containers with an 
internal diameter of 50 or 70 mm and a plane
parallel bottom and cover (wall thickness 0.5-0.8 
mm), packed down, and rolled in. We prepared 
13 samples with an abundance of at least 75% for 
the principal isotope. The samples of natural 
molybdenum were prepared from metallic slabs 1 
mm thick. The molybdenum purity in all the sam
ples was at least 99.9%. 

3. ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS 

The total neutron cross sections were deter
mined from the attenuation of the neutron beam by 
the sample of the investigated material and were 
calculated from the usual formula: 

1 1 
Ot = n In T (E) ' 

where n is the number of atoms in 1 cm2 of the 
substance and T (E) is the sample transmission. 

The experimental data on the total cross sec
tions were analyzed by the area method with the 
aid of the well-known Hughes diagrams [7] per
mitting the determination of the resonance param
eters with allowance for the Doppler effect and the 
resolution of the neutron spectrometer. 

When samples of sufficiently different thickness 
were available, we determined the values of the 
radiative (r'Y) and neutron (rn) widths. In the 
high-energy region, where rn » r , it was suffi
cient to use measurements with onJ' sample; finally, 
in some cases for which the measured values of 
the areas on the transmission curves lay in the 
region of the Hughes diagrams where accurate 
values of the width could not be obtained, the anal
ysis was made with an assumed value of the radia
tion width. 

Additional difficulties in the analysis arose 
when interference between resonance and potential 
scattering had an appreciable effect on the shape 
of the resonance peak, !Uld consequently, on the 

area under the dip in the transmission curve, i.e., 
for neutron widths which make up an appreciable 
part of the total width. In these cases we used a 
rather simple method for preliminary analysis of 
the transmission curve which permitted us to take 
into account all factors affecting the behavior of 
the cross section in the resonance region, including 
interference, and which appreciably increased the 
accuracy of the determination of the resonance 
parameters. 

The idea behind this method was to bring the 
resonance transmission, the deformed interference, 
and the overall resolving power of the apparatus 
into symmetric form. The sample transmission 
in the resonance region was, as usual, considered 
as a function of a dimensionless parameter 

X = 2 (£ - Eo) I r 

( E is the neutron energy, and Eo and r are the 
position and width of the resonance level). If the 
energy E 0 is known, then we find the points T ( x) 
and T (- x) on the transmission curve and intro
duce the quantity 

T* = VT(x) ·T(-x). 

The interference term is an odd function of x and 
vanishes here, so that by applying Hughes' method 
to T* we can determine the resonance parameters. 

With the use of the symmetrization procedure, 
the errors in the determination of the resonance 
parameters could, in principle, depend on the 
overall resolution of the apparatus and the uncer
tainty in the resonance energy. Numerical esti
mates show, however, that, in the interval of reso
nance parameters, sample thicknesses, and re
solving power of practical importance, the error 
introduced by the symmetrization of the trans
mission curve does not exceed the errors of the 
area method. The method employed for data re
duction has been described in detail by one of the 
authors. [sJ 

Data on the radiative-capture cross section were 
used in conjunction with the results of the total 
cross-section measurements for the identification 
of the levels and for the determination of the pa
rameters of the weak levels not appearing in the 
total cross-section measurements. Here we used 
a method similar to that described by Kim et al.[9] 
The total number of detector counts due to the cap
ture of neutrons in a sample with an energy within 
the limits of the investigated resonance is given by 
the relation 
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Table I 

I so- E0 , eV ry. MeV rn, eV r~. MeV gr~. Method of deter-
tope MeV mining parameters 

t 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Mooa 346,6±1,0 0,028±0.004 1.5±0.2 ry=260±80 MeV 
2040±30 
3170±26 12.0±1.0 210±20 rn~ry* 

11610±220 64.7±13.0 600±120 rn~p 
13920±260 61,7±12,0 520±100 rn~ry 
16660±300 42, 7±9_.0 330±70 rn~ ry 

Mo94 1519±9 1.55±0.27 40±7 ry = 260±80 MeV 
1688±10 0, 75±0.2 18±5 r "'~ = 260±80 MeV 
5380±60 15,3±2.0 209±30 rn~ry Mo9s 45.0±0.4 210±60 0.175±0.010 26.1±1.5 [12]** 

110.8±2 (0.16±0.03) ·10-3 0.0155+0.0030 78 ry~rn -
118.3±2 (0.125±0.025) ·10-3 ·0.0113±0.0022 52 ry~rn 
159.0±0.3 260±50 (0.0136±0,002 1.1±0.2 (12) 

220±4 (1.04±0,20)·10-3 0.070±0.014 180 rY~rn 
249±5 (0.35±0.07)-10-3 0.022±0,004 50 rY~rn 

267.3±0.6 (0.82±0.16) ·10-3 0.050±0.010 105 1\~rn 
335±10 (2.05±0.45)·10-3 0 .112±0. 025 185 ry~rn 

358.2±1.0 0.4±0.05 21.0±2.5 r "'~ = 260±80 MeV 
480±10 (5.4±1.1)·10-3 0.25±0,05 300 ry~rn 

554.7±1,5 260±50 0.12±0,06 5±3 [12] 
635±2 

679.3±2.5 0,80±0,12 30±4.6 r Y = 260±80 MeV 
768±20 

16.3 r "'~ = 260±80 MeV 896±4 0.48±0.1 

-1022±5 
-1147±5 
-1413±7 

rn~ry -7400±200 9.0±1.0 100±11 
Mooe 114.5±2 (0. 75±0.25) .1o-s 0.070±0.023 340 rY•~rn 

-131.1±0.2 260±50 0. 200±0, 015 17.3±1.3 [12] 
- 2371±17 5±0.5 10.3±1 rn~.ry 
- 3300±30 
- 3660±30 

14,8±2.0 260±35 rn~:ry 

[12] Moo' 70.9±0,15 330±80 0.0175±0.0017 2.06±0.20 
210±6 (0. 78±0.16) ·10-3 0.054±0.011 145 ry~rn 
230±6 (2.05±0.45)·10-3 0.135±0.030 330 ry~rn 

267.3±0.6 
ry ='260±80 MeV 285.4±0, 7 0,064±0.012 3.8±0,7 

311,7±1,0 (8.0±2,0)·10-3 0.45±0.11 800 ry~rn 
396.7±1.2 260±80 0.080±0.040 4±2 [12] 

505±3 0.53±0,1 23±4 r Y = 260±80 MeV 
576±2 260±80 0.67±0.13 ~8±6 [12) 
695±20 
788±3 2.15±0.20 76±7 r Y = 260±80 MeV 

1255±6 3±0.3 8,1±0.8 r "'~ = 260±80 MeV 
1519±9 
2000±20 

(0. 02±0,0014) 
analysis from shap Moos 12±0.1 200±6 (0.07±0.005)·10-3 X10S 900 

429.7±1.3 0.070±0.010 3.4±0.5 r "'~ = 260±80 MeV 
e 

467.0±1.4 260±50 0. 70±0.08 32±4 two-sample techni 

612±2 0.035±0.005 1.4±0,2 r Y = 260±80 MeV 
que 

816±3 0.080±0.015 2.8±0.5 r y = 260±80 MeV 
1103±5 
1519±9 1.40±0.21 36.0±5.4 r Y = 260±80 MeV 
2550±20 1.44±0.20 29±3 r Y = 260±80 MeV 
3300±30 4.0±0,3 70±5 rn~ry 
9000±130 50±5 30±50 rn~ry 

Mo1oo 99.5±0.2 (0, 56±0. 22) -1o-s 0.056±0.0221320 ry~rn 
363±1 260±80 1.00±0.12 52±6 [12] 

1067±5 0.42±0.08 13±2.5 r y = 260±80 MeV 
1255±6 0.315±0,030 9,0±0.9 r Y = 260±80 MeV 

1668±10 1.15±0.10 28±3 r Y = 260±80 MeV 
1936±12 3.34±0.20 76±5 rn~ry 

*I'y >> I'n are the Wfi!ak levels which can be ascribed to the p wave. In these cases 
we have introduced the pa•ameters gi'n and gi'~ obtained from measurements of the cap
ture cross section under the assumption that I'y = 260 ± 80 MeV. 

**In these cases the values of the parameters were taken from [11] and the position of 
the resonances is based on our measurements. 
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FIG. 2. Neutron width distribution. 

where E is the recording efficiency of the detector 
for neutron capture, N'Y are the counts in the time
analyzer channel, CN ( E )/E is the total intensity 
of neutrons falling on the sample during the meas
urements ( C = const), and AT is the area in the 
dip of the transmission curve for the investigated 
sample. 

Applying this relation to the resonance whose 
parameters are known from the total cross-section 
measurements, we can determine the quantity CE:. 
For this purpose, we used the parameters of the 
levels of Mo95 at 159 eV, of Mo97 at 70.9 and 285 
eV, and of Mo96 at 131 eV. Knowing the magnitude 
of CE and taking ry to be the same for all levels, 
we can determine the value of AT for the weak 
levels ( r ylr RJ 1) from the radiative-capture 
measurements, after which the value of gr n 
could readily be determined from the calculated 
curves of AT Ill as functions of na0 and rIll 
(see reference 10). The quantity CE and the 
parameters grn determined in this way for the 
weak levels depend very weakly on the value taken 
for ry• namely, r 'Y = ( 260 ± 80) MeV. 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

The results of the measurements and the 
values of the level parameters obtained from them 
are given in Table I. 

Besides the molybdenum levels shown in Table 
I. we also observed levels lying at 967 ± 4, 1200 
± 6, 1582 ± 9, 1761 ± 10, and 3760 ± 34 eV, which 
we were unable to assign·to definite isotopes. 

Figure 1 shows the behavior of the total cross 
section for natural molybdenum.2) The resonances 
detected only molybdenum in good agreement with 
our data. We take this opportunity to thank the 
authors for sending the preprint. 

In Fig. 2 ( step-like curve 1) we show the dis-

2lAfter submission of this paper, we received a preprint 
from Saclay[12] which gave data on the position of the reso
nance levels for natural molybdenum in good agreement with 
our data. We take this opportunity to thank the authors for 
sending the preprint. 

tribution of the neutron widths for 37 levels of 
Mo95, Mo97, Mo98, and Mo 100 . The Mo95 level at 
7400 eV and the Mo98 level at 9000 eV have been 
omittep. The smooth curve corresponds to the 
Thomas-Porter distribution for one degree of 
freedom. We note that there is a large deviation 
of the experimental points from this curve, espe
cially in the region of small neutron widths. 

The agreement is considerably improved if 
we eliminate the weakest levels from the ex peri
mental data ( Mo95 at 110.8, 118.3, 220, 249, 267.3 
eV; Mo97 at 230 eV, Mo98 at 12 eV, and Mo 100 at 
99.5 eV) by considering them to correspond to the 
capture of p neutrons. The data for the remaining 
29 levels are also shown in Fig. 2 (step-like 
curve 2). 

Table II lists the mean distances D between 
the s levels for each isotope. 

For Mo95 and Mo97 we list the mean distances 
calculated for a one-spin state under the assump
tion that the density of the two systems of levels 
is the same. 

Since the binding energies of the nucleon for 
molybdenum isotopes differ by approximately 2 
MeV, we also calculated for the different iso
topes the quantities D* reduced to one excitation 
energy of 6.5 MeV (see Table II). The quantity D* 
proved to be largest for Mo92, which has a closed 
neutron shell and decreases with increasing atomic 
weight. 

In the last row of Table II we list the values of 
the strength function for s-waves S0 = ro ID for 

n 

the isotopes studied. It should be noted that the 
obtained data, which have large errors, lie appre
ciably above the results of other experiments [13] 

for this region of atomic weights and are in better 
agreement with the predictions of the optical model 
of the nucleus. 

For the case of Mo95 we also calculated the 
strength function S1 for p-waves and obtained the 
value ( 6.3 ± 4) x 10-4. The calculations were made 
with the formula 
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Table II 

Isotope I 
mass number 92 94 95 96 97 98 100 

D, eV 2400±1000 1000±400 220±50 1000±500 220±50 270±80 43)±150 
D*, eV 7500 1460 1170 1120 570 83 67 
So·104 1.0±0.7 0.5±0.4 0.55±0.4 0.8±0. 7 0.6±0.3 0.8±0.5 0.9±0.6 

where grA = grnE-312ER, ~E = 350 eV is the energy 
interval in which the p levels were observed, ER 
is the energy at which the neutron wavelength is 
equal to the radius of the nucleus, and rA is the 
reduced neutron width for p levels. 

Attention is drawn to the fact that the positions 
of the resonances belonging to different isotopes of 
molybdenum coincide. Thus we note the agreement 
between the levels of Mo95 and Mo98 at 470 ± 3 eV, 
Mo95 and Mo97 at 685 ± 6 eV, Mo98 and Mo 100 at 
1085 ± 15 eV, Mo97 and Mo 100 at 1255 ± 7 eV, 
Mo94 and Mo 100 at 1680 ± 10 eV and also three
fold agreement for the levels of Mo92 , Mo95 , and 
Mo 100 at 355 ± 10 eV and Mo94, Mo97, and Mo98 at 
1520 ± 10 eV. The presently obtainable resolution 
and statistical accuracy do not permit the reliable 
resolution of all cases of coinciding levels belong
ing to different isotopes. 

Coinciding levels belonging to different isotopes 
have also been observed earlier, for example, for 
the case of nickel isotopes by Newson et al.[14J It 
is of interest to estimate the probability of a ran
dom coincidence of levels of different isotopes. 
The expected number a 2 of chance coincidences of 
two levels in an energy interval ~E can be esti
mated from the formula 

and for a three-fold coincidence we have 

where E is the considered energy interval; 
Di, Dk, Dz are the mean distances between levels 
for the i-th k-th, and Z-th isotope; and m is the 
number of isotopes considered. 

In our case m = 7, and, setting E = 2 x 103 e V 
and ~E = 20 eV, we obtain a 2 = 4.5 and a 3 = 1.4. 
Eleven double and two triple coincidences have 
been observed experimentally in the given energy 
interval. The available experimental data are in
sufficient for an unambiguous answer to the ques
tion of whether there exists an effect involving the 
coincidence of levels of different isotopes. 

The authors express their indebtedness to the 
staff members who took part in the measurements 

and the data reduction, especially to E. M. 
Strel'nikov, V. E. Charnko, G. T. Bochkov, S. K. 
Sotnikov, D. A. Istomin, and V. A. Kochetkov, to 
the linear electron accelerator crew, and also to 
V. S. Zolotarev, and his colleagues for preparing 
the samples of separated isotopes. 
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The magnetoelectric effect has been discovered in polycrystalline Ti20 3 • Crystallographi
cally this compound is isomorphous with Cr20 3, in which the effect has been previously ob
served.[1•2] The most probable type of the magnetic structure of Ti20 3 was determined. 

AN experimental observation of the magneto
electric effect in chromium oxide Cr20 3 has been 
reported earlier.[1•2J The magnetoelectric effect 
[3,4] is manifest in the appearance of magnetization 
in a sample placed in an electric field, or in the 
appearance of electric polarization in a magnetic 
field. This effect arises from the fact that a mag
netic structure of IR type (here I is an inversion 
transformation and R is an operation consisting 
of simultaneous change of the directions of mag
netic fields and spins) allows the existence of 
terms proportional to EH in the thermodynamic 
potential. The magnetic symmetry of Cr20 3 in
cludes an element of IR type, in contrast to other 
substances with known magnetic structure having 
the symmetry element I which forbids the magneto
electric effect. 

It was of interest to investigate the magnetic 
properties, and in particular the magnetoelectric 
effect, of substances with unknown magnetic struc
ture, but having crystal structure similar to 
Cr203 • V20 3 and Ti20 3 were selected for the 
tests. Their crystal structures are the same as 
Cr20 3; the unit cell parameters are close to the 
parameters of Cr20 3.[5J The magnetic properties 
of V and Ti atoms are similar to the properties 
of Cr. From the work of Hoshek and Klemm [sJ 
and Foex [7] it is known that a phase transition, 
presumably antiferromagnetic, occurs in V20 3 at 
170°K. The existence of the antiferromagnetic 
state in Ti20 3 with a transition at 250cK was first 
noted in the work of Adler and Selwood [a] and 
Naylor,C9J but it was notdetected by Pearson.[to] 

MEASUREMENTS ON V20 3 

For these tests we used single-crystal samples 
grown by the Verneuil method and kindly supplied 
by A. A. Popova, a member of the staff of the 
Crystallography Institute. The samples were made 

spherical by grinding with carborundum. The sam
ple diameter was 2-5.5 mm. Debye diffraction 
patterns were used to check stoichiometry. The 
deviation from the stoichiometric composition did 
not exceed 1%. 1' 

The susceptibility of V20 3 was investigated 
using magnetic balances described earlier. [tt] It 
was found that the temperature dependence of the 
magnetic susceptibility differed from the curve de
scribed by Hoshek and Klemm [s] by a much 
stronger discontinuity and by the susceptibility 
below the transition point being independent of 
temperature within the experimental error right 
down to 14°K. A marked hysteresis was found 
during the measurements, which definitely indi
cated a first-order transition. At this transition 
there was apparently a discontinuous change of the 
volume since, on rapid variation of temperature in 
this region, the single crystal cracked or even 
transformed into a coarse powder. 

An attempt to detect the magnetoelectric effect 
by the technique used for Cr20 3 gave a negative 
result. After these measurements the authors be
came acquainted with the work of Paoletti and 
Pickart [12] on the determination of the magnetic 
structure of V20 3 by neutron diffraction. It be
came clear that at the phase transition V20 3 

changes its crystal symmetry and the magneto
electric effect should no longer exist in it. 

MEASUREMENTS ON T120 3 

Measurements were carried out on polycrys
talline samples of Ti20 3 prepared by reduction of 
the oxide Ti02. 2' Foreign impurities in the sam
ples did not exceed 0.1% and the deviation from 

l)The authors are grateful to M. A. Gurevich for obtaining 
and interpreting the Debye diffraction patterns. 

2lThe authors take this opportunity to thank L. A. Mikhel'· 
son for preparing the oxide. 
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stoichiometry was also less than 0.1%. Polycrys
talline samples were used because of the difficul
ties in preparing single crystals. Titanium 
easily forms compounds with oxygen with a great 
variety of compositions. Using the Verneuil 
method one can hardly obtain a single crystal of 
Ti20 3 which melts at Ri1900°K and transforms into 
other oxides even at 1300-1400°C. 

The technique for detecting the magnetoelectric 
effect was very simple.[2J However, it should be 
remembered that the first attempt [2] to detect 
this effect in polycrystalline Cr20 3 ended in 
failure, because of the presence of two possible 
orders of spin distribution in the unit cell, corre
sponding to opposite signs of the magnetoelectric 
effect. Nevertheless when the antiferromagnetic 
transition of polycrystalline Cr20 3 took place in 
electric and magnetic fields, it was possible to 
detect a magnetoelectric effect equal in magnitude 
to about one-third of the effect in a single crystal 
along the three -fold axis. The electric-field uni
formity was ensured by placing the sample in a 
teflon bath filled with dichloroethane. This result 
for Cr20 3 suggested that it should be feasible to 
investigate a polycrystalline sample of Ti20 3 • 

To detect the magnetoelectric effect in Ti20 3 

we used the method of applying an alternating 
magnetic field and measuring the potential differ
ence at the ends of the sample. The choice of this 
technique was dictated by the considerable elec
trical conductivity of Ti20 3, [ta] which made it dif
ficult to establish a strong electric field in the 
sample. 

In selecting the alternating-field frequency we 
took into account the fact that the electrical con
ductivity of the substance would cause rapid neu- · 
tralization of the electric charge appearing at the 
ends of the sample under the action of the magnetic 
field H. At low frequencies, when the sample di
mensions are small compared with the depth of the 
skin layer and the magnetic field in the sample is 
uniform, we can obtain the following dependence 
for the voltage V at the poles of a sphere: 
Vex: ( aw /a) aH where a is the radius of the sphere, 
a is the electrical conductivity, a is the magneto
electric effect constant, and w is the frequency. 
From this dependence it is evident that to obtain 
high voltages one should use high frequencies. 
However, with increase of the frequency the skin
layer depth becomes smaller than the sample di
mensions, and the magnetic field begins to act only 
in a surface layer of thickness decreasing rapidly 
with increasing frequency. This reduces the 
voltage V. The selected frequency was 4 Me and 
corresponded to a skin-layer depth of Ri3 mm. 

The high-frequency magnetic field intensity was 
1 Oe. 

The sample, compacted by a pressure of 
Ri2500 atm into a cylinder of 5 mm diameter and 
8-10 mm length, was provided with electrodes at 
its end and placed in a coil so that the sample 
axis coincided with the coil axis. The electrical 
resistance of the samples depended strongly on the 
compacting technique and varied within the limits 
of one order of magnitude at room temperature. 

The temperature dependence of the voltage at 
the sample ends was measured in the temperature 
interval from 20~ to room temperature. There
quired temperatures were obtained by placing the 
whole device into a test tube surrounded by a 
vacuum jacket placed in turn in a Dewar flask. 
Provision was made to take the sample through 
the antiferromagnetic point in a magnetic field; 
for this purpose a solenoid was used which pro
duced a constant field of up to 3000 Oe intensity. 
The sample temperature was measured with a 
copper-constantan thermocouple. 

The tuned amplifier used in this work had a 
noise level of 1.5 JJ.V at the input. To obtain the 
highest possible high-frequency field the solenoid 
was constructed in a special way. It was wound 
with one layer of ribbon 0.1 mm thick and 2.2 mm 
wide. The plane of the ribbon was perpendicular 
to the solenoid axis. 

The results of the measurements are given in 
Fig. 1. Curve 1 represents the temperature de
pendence of the signal at the sample electrodes at 
a constant amplitude of the alternating magnetic 
field. Throughout the test range of temperatures 
the de electrical resistance was also recorded 
(curve 2). The figure shows clearly a singularity 
on curve 2 at a temperature corresponding to the 
antiferromagnetic transition in the sample. It is 
also seen that the voltage at the sample electrodes 
at 250~ begins to increase smoothly, reaching a 
maximum at 165~. The position of the electrical 
signal maximum and the transition temperature 
were identical within the experimental error for 
all four samples used in tests, irrespective of the 
ohmic resistance of these samples. 

!Oct o o I : r K,n 
12 f--+--+--"-1-"---'i'--~ol-o -o-+--l+r --;---
tO &. roo ·f:-+-- .f 

8 f-+--+---+---f----!i;f __,'bo[ I :'OQo o o 
l t .I _J___;__ 

5 -4-t--t---to,.,.>"-t-t"<o,-oofr i' r' : 4 

4 f-+--+--&~uyo-+--+--~+r--+----l 
o oo o0 Qo j__J 

21----'+'-=-t-'--+---t-+--+---+<1 'oq,~ ; - J 

O 50 !JO t80 Z40 JOO 
T, "!( 

FIG. 1 
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It should be noted that because of a stray 
capacitance between the solenoid and the sample 
there was a certain induced noise signal at the 
amplifier input, which usually did not exceed 50% 
of the difference between the signals at the maxi
mum and at the transition point. In some measure
ments the induced noise signal at room tempera
ture was compensated by a device which allowed 
variation in the required way of the amplitude and 
phase of the voltage of the· oscillator which sup
plied the coil. In other measurements the magni
tude of the induced noise signal at room tempera
ture was simply subtracted from the total voltage. 
The resultant curves coincided within the experi
mental error. From our measurements the value 
of a, the coefficient of proportionality between the 
electric polarization and the applied magnetic 
field, was found to be otmax = 10-5 •· 

Six tests were carried out in which the sample 
was taken through the transition temperature in 
an external magnetic field with several volts ap
plied across the sample electrodes. It was found 
that the amplitude of the signal at the electrodes 
(curve 1) was always the same irrespective of the 
parallel or antiparallel orientation of E and H, 
and that it was identical with the value obtained at 
the transition when no external electric or mag
netic field was applied to the sample. It should be 
noted that the sign of the electric ·signal was al
ways the same and that the crystal behaved as a 
single domain. 

On the basis of these tests we may conclude 
that the magnetoelectric effect exists in Ti203 but 
that it is weaker than in chromium oxide. Thus 
the thermodynamic potential of Ti20 3 contains 
terms with the product of E and H, and the order 
of alternation of the spin directions of the Ti ions 
in a unit cell is that shown in Fig. 2. As regards 
the spin orientation with respect to the crystallo
graphic axes, we can only say that it is much more 
probable that the spins in a single-domain crystal 
lie in the basal plane than along a three-fold axis 
(as occurs in chromium oxide). 

FIG. 2 

The authors are very grateful to I. E. Dzyalo
shinski1 for his interest in this work and valuable 
advice. 
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The mechanism of Be8 production in interactions of Be9 ions of maximum energy 85 MeV 
with silver and bromine nuclei of nuclear emulsion has been investigated. The angular dis
tribution of Be8 produced in the ground state has two pronounced peaks in the small-angle 
region; on the other hand, the angular distribution of Be8 in the excited states has only a 
single peak at smaller angles. The Be8 yield was obtained as a function of the Be9 ion 
energy. The collision parameter of the interacting nuclei involved in the formation of the 
Be8 nucleus in the ground state is estimated and the value r 0 ~ 1.95 x 10-13 em is deduced. 
It is shown that the principal mechanism of Be8 formation is neutron transfer. 

IN the study of interactions of Be9 ions with emul
sion nuclei, the production of Be8 was rather fre
quently observed. The Be8 nucleus is unstable 
relative to decay into a particles and gives rise, 
in emulsion, to a characteristic track terminating 
in two prongs, from which this nucleus can be 
readily identified. 

Owing to energy and momentum conservation, 
the energies E 1 and E 2 of the a particles produced 
as a result of the Be8 decay and the angle between 
them e 1, 2 in the l.s . are related as follows: 

where Q is the excitation energy of the Be8 nu
cleus. From the angles and energies of the a 
particles we can readily obtain the angle and 
energy of the Be8 nucleus. 

(1) 

Most likely, the main process leading to the 
production of Be8 under these conditions is the 
process of neutron transfer, although the disinte
gration process can also make a certain contribu
tion. Since the neutron transfer reactions proceed 
on the surface of the nuclei, the study of these re
actions is of definite interest, since it can be hoped 
that it will assist us in studying the conditions on 
the nuclear surface. 

Pellicles of NIKFI-D nuclear emulsion 300-400 
Jl thick were exposed to Be9 ions accelerated to an 
energy of 85 MeV in the linear heavy-ion accelera
tor of the Physico-technical Institute of the 
Ukrainian Academy of Sciences. The ions entered 
the emulsion at an angle Qf 25° to the surface. In 
the emulsion, a particles could be reliably distin
guished from protons. 

We selected 284 two-prong stars corresponding 

to a reaction of the type ( Be9, Be8 ) on silver or 
bromine nuclei. Of these, 146 corresponded, ac
cording to relation ( 1), to the production of Be8 in 
the ground state ( Q = 0.1 MeV, r ~ 50 eV) and 
138 corresponded to the production of Be8 in ex
cited states. The distribution of the Be8 excitation 
energies obtained from calculation by relation ( 1) 
is shown in Fig. 1. 

FIG. 1. Distribution of 
Be" nuclei for the energy 
states Q obtained from two
prong stars according to (1). 

The first group on the left corresponds to the 
production of Be8 in the ground state. The second 
and fourth groups correspond to the production of 
Be8 in excited states with an excitation energy of 
Q = 3 MeV ( r = 1.46 MeV) and Q = 11.5 MeV 
( r ~ 6 MeV), respectively. The fifth group corre
sponds to energy levels situated close to one 
another. However, in view of the isospin selection 
rules, these energy states cannot be obtained by 
means of the same mechanism as in the case of 
the other states. Evidently, we have to do here 
with another mechanism. This group was not in
cluded in the considerations that follow. In the 
5-8 MeV excitation energy interval, where a third 
broad group is found, the Be8 energy level is un
known. Since the initial ion energy was known, 
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then, from the measurements of the Be9 ion range, 
we could determine the energy at which the reac
tion occurred. 

The angular distributions of Be8 produced in 
the ground and excited states (for the entire in
terval of Be9 ion energies) are shown in Figs. 
2a and 2b, respectively. Owing to the poor statis
tics, we were not able to construct the angular dis
tribution separately for each excited state. 

In view of the fact that it was impossible to de
termine whether the reaction occurred on a Ag or 
Br nucleus, w~ used a hypothetical nucleus with 
Z = 41 and A = 94 for transformation to the c.m.s. 
and in other calculations. 

The angular distribution of the Be8 nuclei pro
duced in the ground state has two pronounced peaks 
in the small-angle region. The angular distribu
tions of Be8 for two energy intervals of Be9 ions, 
less than and greater than 65 MeV (not shown in 
the figures), have the same structure with a slight 
broadening and shift of the second peak toward the 
larger angles as the Be9 energy ion decreases. 

The occurrence of two peaks in the angular dis
tribution of Be8 in the ground state indicates the 
existence of two mechanisms for the production of 
this nucleus. In accordance with the theoretical 
considerations of Breit and Abel,[t] the peak at 
large angles is apparently due to the tunnel mech
anism of neutron transfer, which has the greatest 
probability when the bombarding ion is as close as 
possible to the target nucleus without yet pene
trating the Coulomb barrier. 

The peak at smaller angles is apparently due to 
the grazing interaction [2], where the bombarding 
ion penetrates the Coulomb barrier and interacts 
with the attractive potential of the target nucleus. 
The attractive potential counteracts the repulsion 
due to the Coulomb field of the nucleus and de
creases the resulting deflection. This leads to a 
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FIG. 2. Angular distributions for Be8 nuclei in the c.m. s. 
a) For Be8 production in the ground state; b) for Be" produc
tion in excited states (the sum of all excited states). The 
solid curves were drawn through the experimental points. 

peak in the angular distribution at small angles. 
In the angular distribution of Be8 produced in 

excited states ( Fig. 2b) only one peak is observed 
at small angles. It is apparently due mainly to 
grazing interactions, although it is not excluded 
that it is partly the result of the tunnel mechanism. 
Perhaps this is an indication of a combined effect 
due to several excited states. 

Figure 3 shows the relative energy loss in the 
interaction. In the case of Be8 production in the 
ground state, this nucleus retains 85-90% of the 
initial ion energy. In the production of Be8 in 
excited states, the distribution of the relative 
energy loss is considerably broader. This is evi
dence of the more intensive exchange of energies 
between the interacting nuclei, as a result of which 
both nuclei go into strongly excited states. 

FIG. 3. Relative en
ergy loss in interactions 
with Be" production in 
the ground state (a) and 
Be" production in excited 
states (b). 

It is probable that when Be8 is produced in the 
ground state, the Ag or Br nucleus remains in the 
ground state or in low-lying excited states, 
whereas the production of Be8 in excited states 
proceeds with a much greater energy exchange be
tween the interacting nuclei, as a result of which 
the Ag or Br nucleus also remains in a strongly 
excited state. 

In the plot of the energy dependence of the exci
tation function ( Fig. 4), we observe a sharp change 
in behavior for Be9 ion energies of 55-60 MeV, 
and with a further increase in the energy the cross 
section for the neutron transfer reaction no longer 
increases. Such a behavior of the excitation func
tion can be explained in the following way. Above 
the energy threshold, the probability for neutron 
transfer increases rapidly with increasing energy 
of the bombarding ion until the interaction distance 
reaches the absorption radius Ra. This corre
sponds to a rapid increase in the excitation func
tion above threshold. With a further increase in 
energy, that is, as the interacting nuclei approach 
closer to each other, the probability for the neutron 
transfer process begins to drop rapidly, since for 
interaction distances less than the radius Ra. the 
process in which Be9 is absorbed by silver or 
bromine starts to compete strongly. This is re
flected by the change in slope and the smoothing of 
the excitation function. 
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FIG. 4. Yield of Be" as function 
of Be• ion energy. 

It is of interest to estimate the most probable 
value of the interaction distance (distance of 
closest approach of the interacting nuclei Rmin) 
at which the neutron transfer occurs. If it is as
sumed that the bombarding ions follow Rutherford 
trajectories, then the distance of closest approach 
of the interacting nuclei is given by the following 
relation: 

(2) 

where Rmin = ro ( Af 3 + A¥ 3 ); here Z 1e and Z2e 
are the charges of the interacting nuclei, A1 and 
A2 are their mass numbers, E is the energy of the 
bombarding ion, and () 0 is the angle of emission of 
the reaction product ( Be8 ) (all in the c .m.s. ). 

Histograms of the values of r 0 are shown in 
Figs. 5 and 6, respectively, for the production of 
Be8 in the ground and excited states. The value 
r 0 "'" 1.95 x 10-13 em, obtained in the case of BeB 
production in the ground state if allowance is made 
for the fact that the present data are averaged over 
two nuclei ( Ag and Br), is in rather good agree
ment with the value r 0 = 2.15 x 10-13 em obtained 
by Newman (private communication) for the case 
of neutron transfer and the production of both 
final products in the ground state. Some broaden
ing of the histogram toward large values of r 0 
can be explained by the existence of two interac
tion mechanisms. In the grazing interaction, which 
occurs at smaller collision parameters, the at
tractive nuclear potential decreases the resulting 
deflection of the reaction products, which, with the 
use of relation ( 2), leads to an apparent increase 
in the interaction distance. This obviously leads 
to the broadening of the histogram. 

In the case of Be8 production in excited states, 
the quantity r 0 cannot be assigned any definite 
value (Fig. 6 ), The histogram has, in fact, two 
quite definite groups of values of r 0: one in the 
region r 0 ...., ( 1.3-1.6) x 10- 13 em and the other 
in the region r 0 .... (2.1-2.3) x 10-13 em. If we 
start, first, from the assumption that Bes is pro
duced in the excited state as a result of grazing 
interactions, as follows from their angular distri
bution ( Fig. 2b), and, second, that the stronger 
excitations of the interacting nuclei arise for inter-

FIG. S. Distribution of r0 val
ues for the production of Be" in 
the ground state. 

FIG. 6. Distribution 
of r0 values for the pro
duction of Be" in ex
cited states (the sum 

. of all excited states). 

actions at smaller distances, then, according to 
(2), a slight excitation of the final reaction products 
should lead to a small apparent increase in r 0 as 
compared to r 0 for the ground state. Consequently, 
the second group of values of r 0 in Fig. 6 can be 
explained as being due to the production of the re
action products in states with a small excitation in 
grazing interactions. 

For interactions at smaller distances the at
tractive nuclear potentials cannot fully offset the 
Coulomb repulsion of Be8, but can cause a still 
greater deflection (which is not observed in angu
lar distribution in Fig. 2b), which, according to 
relation (2), should give a value of r 0 smaller than 
for the ground state. 

It is doubtful, however, that relation (2) is appli
cable in the case of such excitations. Moreover, 
the cross section of such a process should be ex
tremely small, owing to the strongly competitive 
absorption process. Hence further investigations 
in which data for each excited state are obtained 
are necessary for any definite conclusions. 
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Free silver atoms were trapped in polar media (distilled water, absolute ethanol) at the 
temperature of liquid nitrogen by the condensation method. The paramagnetic resonance 
spectra of these atoms were obtained and investigated. 

IN previous work [ 1] free silver atoms were trapped 
in nonpolar media at the temperature of liquid ni
trogen and their paramagnetic resonance spectra 
investigated. It was of interest to investigate the 
possibility of trapping the same atoms in polar 
media and likewise study the paramagnetic reso
nance of such trapped atoms. This study is the 
subject of the present paper. 

Up to this time the paramagnetic resonance of 
atoms trapped in polar media has been observed 
only for hydrogen atoms obtained by irradiation of 
aqueous solutions of acids frozen at liquid-nitrogen 
temperatures .c2•3J 

In the present work, water and ethanol were 
chosen as the polar matrices, and the trapping was 
accomplished, as in [1], by the simultaneous con
densation of the free atoms and the vapors of the 
matrix substance on a surface cooled by liquid ni
trogen. 

EXPERIMENTAL METHOD 

As before,C1J the samples containing the trapped 
neutral atoms were obtained at the temperature of 
liquid nitrogen directly in the cavity of the spec
trometer used to study their paramagnetic reso
nance spectra. The apparatus for obtaining the 
samples is basically the same as that shown in 
Fig. 1 of [1]. In distinction to earlier work, in 
which the substances used for the matrix were 
solid at room temperature, this time the matrices 
had to be formed from substances that are liquid 
at this temperature and required cooling to lower 
their vapor pressure. This required a number of 
changes in the apparatus. The vessel containing 
the matrix substance was removed from the appa
ratus and placed in a dewar full of alcohol. The 
alcohol in the dewar was chilled to a low tempera
ture with liquid nitrogen. The temperature of the 
alcohol bath was measured with a thermocouple. 

The vapors of the matrix substance were conducted 
by a special tube straight to the bottom of the de
war in which the sample was condensed. In addi
tion, in the present work vaporization of the silver 
with a molybdenum coil was replaced by vaporiza
tion from a tungsten boat heated by an electric 
current. 

The same X-band spectrometer with high
frequency modulation used in [ 1] was also used for 
these experiments. The cylindrical transmission
type cavity had 15 mm holes in the end plates, 
through which passed the quartz tube of the sample
preparation apparatus (see [ 1]). 

The de magnetic field was measured to one part 
in 104 by nuclear magnetic resonance. Field 
markers were introduced in the recorded traces. 
The frequency of the klystron was measured with 
a heterodyne wave meter with an accuracy of 5 x 10-5• 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The ground state of the silver atom is 2s112 • 

Hence the energies of the Zeeman levels of the 
hyperfine structure of the ground state of free 
silver atoms are given by the following Breit-Rabi 
formula [4]: 

t.W t.W ( 4m 2 )'/, 
WI±'!• =- 2 (21 + 1) + g,~Hm ± T 1 + 21 + 1 x + x · 

( 1) 

Here A W is the energy of the hyperfine splitting 
of the ground state in zero magnetic field; I is the 
nuclear spin; gl = -J.J.r/fJI is the nuclear gyromag
netic ratio; Ill is the nuclear magnetic moment; fJ 
is the Bohr magneton; H is the de magnetic field 
in which the atom is placed; m is the magnetic 
quantum number of the total moment of the atom; 
F = J + I, where J and I are the moments of the 
shell and nucleus, respectively; x = ( gJ - gr) {JH/AW 
is a dimension-less quantity proportional to the 
magnetic field H; gJ is the electronic gyromag
netic ratio of the atom ( Lande factor) . 

815 
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In accordance with the considerations presented 
in [t], the Zeeman levels of atoms trapped in pas
sive media and remaining neutral within them can 
also be described by Eq. ( 1), but with different 
values of ~ W and gJ. Deviations in the values of 
these quantities from their values for free atoms 
depend on the interaction of the matrix with the 
trapped atom. Therefore, having determined from 
paramagnetic resonance experiments the quanti
ties ~ W and gJ for trapped atoms through the 
use of Eq. (1) and comparing them with the analo
gous quantities for free atoms, one can judge the 
nature of the perturbation of the shell of the 
trapped atom by the matrix. 

Silver has two stable isotopes, Ag107 and Ag109 , 

which exist in nature in almost equal proportion. 
The spins of the nuclei of both isotopes I = 1/ 2, 

and the nuclear magnetic moments are negative 
and close in magnitude. Therefore, four Zeeman 
levels of the hyperfine structure appear in a mag
netic field for each isotope; in strong fields it is 
possible to observe two resonance transitions 
among them [ t]: 

(f= I, m=-1)---+(F=O, m=O) 

and (f =I, m = 0)---+(f =I, m = 1). 

Consequently, the paramagnetic resonance spec
trum of each silver isotope consists in strong 
fields of two lines lying on either side of and at 
equal distances from the line for the free electron 
at g = 2.0. Since the nuclear moments and the 
quantities t::. W of the silver isotopes differ some
what, the complete paramagnetic resonance spec
trum of the silver atoms will have a characteristic 
form of four lines, distributed in pairs on either 
side of the free electron line.[tJ 

In paramagnetic resonance experiments the 
resonance frequency v is usually kept constant 
while the magnetic field H is varied. Taking this 
into consideration, we obtain from Eq. ( 1) the fol
lowing expressions for the aforementioned two 
trans it ions for each silver isotope: 

{ 1 2 '/, 1 g/3H,} 
v=-~V -y(l +x,) +z-(1 -x,)- Mv , 

{ 1 2 •;, 1 g1~H2) 
v = - ~v T (I + x2 ) - 2 (I + X2) - Mv f , (2) 

where 

H1 and H2 are the values of the magnetic field 
for the first and second transitions; ~v = ~W/h, 
where h is Planck's constant. The nuclear gyro
magnetic ratios are gi( Ag107 ) = 1.237 x 10-4 and 
gi ( Ag109 ) = 1.422 x 10-4• 

In what follows we shall determine the values of 
~v and gJ from the paramagnetic resonance ex
periments, using Eq. (2), and then compare them 
with the analogous values for free atoms. 

1. Silver atoms trapped in water at 77°K. 
Doubly-distilled water was used as the matrix 
source in these experiments. To obtain samples 
with trapped atoms, the ampule containing the 
water was submerged in the alcohol bath and kept 
at a temperature of about -60°C. The vapor 
pressure of water over ice under these conditions 
is about 8 x 10-3 mm Hg. Water vaporized in 
vacuum from the solid at this temperature under
goes an additional distillation and becomes ex
tremely pure. Hence the matrix obtained from 
such vapors was very clean. 

Figure 1a shows the paramagnetic resonance 
spectrum of silver atoms trapped in such a matrix. 
(All the spectra presented here are differential ab
sorption spectra.) 

All the experiments described here were car
ried out at liquid-nitrogen temperature. 

The spectrum in Fig. 1a consists of the four 
lines characteristic of silver atoms. Between the 
pairs of silver lines there occurs a relatively weak 
line in the center of the spectrum at g = 2.0. This 
line is due to a free radical created during the 
capture of the silver atoms in the water. We have 
not investigated the nature of this radical. It is 
possibly the OH radical, formed by hydrogen 
atoms knocked off the water molecules by silver 
atoms in the condensation process. 

Figure 1b shows the low-field pair of lines at 
slow sweep. The high-field pair is similarly 
shown in Fig. 1c. The field markers can be seen 
in these traces. The resonance field values de
rived from these markers, together with the reso
nance frequency indicated, suffice to determine 
the quantities ~v and gJ for the trapped silver 
atoms. 

These quantities for silver atoms trapped in 
water are presented in the table. Data such as 
those shown in Fig. 1 are obtained rather easily, 
and we repeated these experiments many times. 
The table gives the mean values obtained from a 
series of 11 runs. The table also gives the values 
for free silver atoms. For comparison of these 
with the values for the trapped atoms, the table 
gives the quantity 6 ( ~v) / ~v, where 6 ( ~v) 
= ~v - ~Vfree• expressed as a percentage. The 
limits of error indicated in the table represent the 
maximum deviations from the mean for each series 
of runs. 
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FIG. 1. Paramagnetic resonance spectrum of 
silver atoms trapped in H20; the frequency is 
9435.8 Me/sec. 
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The traces shown in Fig. 1 are typical of the 
experiments on trapped silver atoms in water. 
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As can be seen from the table, the relative shift 
in t.v ( i.e., 6 ( t.v) / t.v) for silver atoms in water 
turns out to be positive and equals ~1.4%. Aside 
from the demonstration that neutral silver atoms 
can be trapped and stabilized in water at 77~, this 
is the most important result of these experiments. 

The width of the line, defined as the separation 
between the maximum values of the first derivative 
of the absorption line, varied between the limits 
6.5 and 10.5 Oe. 

2. Silver atoms trapped in ethanol at 77°K. The 
matrix source was 99 .5% absolute ethanol. The 
source was kept at a temperature of approximately 
- sooc during sample preparation. Such a low
temperature distillation in vacuum provided an 
additional effective purification of the ethanol, re
moving dissolved impurities and possible incidental 
traces of water, the vapor pressure of which at this 
temperature is several times lower than that of 
ethanol. 

The paramagnetic resonance of silver atoms 
trapped in an ethanol matrix is shown in Fig. 2a. 
The characteristic four-line spectrum of silver 

_n __ .... H ., 
S' ""' 
~ 

., 
"" ~ .... 

b a c 

/::,v, Me/sec 18(l'>v)ft!.v, 
% 

gJ 

1712.56±0.04 2. 00224 ± 0. 00020 
1976.94±0.04 2. 00224±0 .00020 
1736.9 ±3.1 +1.42 2,0021 ::t-0. 0005 
2004.7 ±2.9 +1.40 2. 0020±0. 0006 
1500.3 ±2.4 -12.39 2. 0003±0. 0008 
1733.0 ±2.3 -12,36 2. 0004±0. 0009 

atoms is again seen. Between the pairs, in the 
center of the spectrum, appears a much weaker 
line ( g = 2.0) from a free radical created by the 
silver atoms in the ethanol. We have not investi
gated this radical. 

Figures 2b and 2c show the left and right pairs 
of Fig. 2a at slow scan and with field markers. 

Figure 2 is typical of the many runs that were 
made on this system. The mean values of t.v and 
gJ for a series of 6 runs are given in the table. 

The significant result is the relative shift in 
t.v, which in distinction to the case of the water 
matrix is negative and larger in absolute magni
tude, - 12.4%. This difference can be traced 
directly in Fig. 2a, in which the splitting in 
magnetic field between the two lines of each iso
tope is noticeably less than the analogous splitting 
in Fig. 1a. 

The line widths varied within the limits 8-14 
Oe and for the same lines.were noticeably greater 
than in the case of water. 

Our method did not permit measurements of 
the concentration of the trapped neutral atoms. 
However, the total number of isolated atoms in 
the matrix was determined from the EPR signal 
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intensity by means of a sample of DPPH. In the 
majority of the runs with water and ethanol this 
number exceeded 1015. 

The EPR spectra of silver atoms in water and 
alcohol at liquid-nitrogen temperatures were 
stable and did not change with time; this is evi
dence that the trapped atoms are immobile at this 
temperature. 

CONCLUSION 

The results presented above demonstrate the 
possibility of trapping and stabilizing isolated s il
ver atoms in matrices of distilled water and 
ethanol at 77°K. 

The most important results of the experiments 
with water are the smallness of the shift in .6.v 
and the positive sign of this shift. The latter is 
evidence that in this case the Pauli forces [5] pre
vail over the electric dipole-dipole forces in the 
atom -matrix interaction. It is strange that in a 
matrix of such a polar substance as water, which 
has a dipole moment of 1.94 D, the shift in .6.v for 
trapped silver atoms ( + 1.4%) is almost the same 
as the shift of+ 1.15% for silver atoms in paraffin, 
[t] which has a molecular dipole moment of zero. 

The experiments on trapped silver atoms in 
ethanol also gave extremely interesting results. 
In a matrix of ethanol, i.e., of a polar substance 
whose dipole moment is 1. 7 D, the shift turned out 
to be -12.4%, i.e., not only negative, but also 
greater in absolute value by about an order of mag
nitude than in water and paraffin. It can therefore 
be assumed that in ethyl alcohol the electric dipole
dipole interactions between the trapped atoms and 
the matrix predominate.C5J 

.§: ..., 
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"" 

FIG. 2. Paramagnetic resonance spectrum of 
silver atoms trapped in C2H50H; the frequency is 
9441.2 Me/sec. 

Thus, in matrices of such similar polar sub
stances as water and ethanol, the shifts in hyper
fine· splitting for trapped silver atoms were found 
to be different in sign and completely different in 
absolute magnitude. On the other hand, for ma
trices of such different substances as polar water 
and nonpolar paraffin, these shifts agree in sign 
and are almost equal in magnitude. At the present 
time, it is evidently impossible to give an explana
tion for all these facts since we have as yet no in
formation about the structure of the deposits of 
water and ethanol condensed in vacuum at 77~. 
and consequently nothing is known about the nature 
of the surroundings of the atoms trapped in such 
matrices. Besides, no theory has yet been devel
oped to the describe the interactions with the matrix 
and their effect on the EPR spectra of atoms 
trapped in polar media. 

As has been mentioned, the width of the silver 
lines in alcohol were usually somewhat greater 
than the width of the same lines in water. Besides, 
the lines on the low-field side were as a rule some
what wider than those on the high-field side in the 
same run. 

It should be noted that the matrices were of a 
high degree of purity. This was achieved by the 
use of pure starting materials and by the low
temperature distillation in vacuum. The trapping 
of silver atoms in a matrix obtained by the above
described method from ordinary technical 96% 
ethanol ( rectified) was investigated. In this case 
a shift of -12.1% (average of three runs) was ob
tained, i.e., the water impurity in the starting ma
terial gave a deviation from the value of -12.4% 
obtained using absolute alcohol. 
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The weakness of the free radical signals in 
Figs. 1a and 2a is evidence that extraneous para
magnetic impurities were present in extremely 
small amounts in the investigated samples. 
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Starting from the Lehmann-Kallen expansion for the Green's function and using the dispersion 
relation for the vertex part r ( K2 ), we show that with prescribed masses there must be an 
upper bound on the coupling constant g2• A concrete expression is found for the upper bound 
on the coupling constant, which shows, for example, that in the case of the deuteron ~ 
< 16ma cc~!m )1/ 2 ( md, m are the masses of the deuteron and nucleon, and b. is the binding 
energy), and in the case of the interaction between 1r mesons and nucleons f2 < 0.47. 

INTRODUCTION 

IN the usual formulation of quantum field theory 
values are independently prescribed for the 
masses of the particles and the coupling constants 
of the various fields. Meanwhile, in a number of 
papers [l-5] it has been shown that with given val
ues of the masses there are definite upper bounds 
on the physical ( renormalized) coupling constants, 
and that these bounds are functions of the masses 
of the particles. In these papers, however, the 
treatment either was based on the use of models, 
or else [4] depended on the hypothesis that the in
teraction of elementary particles is characterized 
by an effective radius which depends only on the 
masses of the particles and does not increase with 
an increase of the coupling constant. In the present 
paper we obtain restrictions on the sizes of the 
coupling constants for prescribed masses, on the 
basis of general principles of quantum field theory, 
without any additional assumptions and without re
sorting to the use of models. 

We base our treatment on the representation of 
the Green's function in the form of a Lehmann
Kallen expansion [GJ; that is to say, we shall as
sume that all of the conditions for the validity of 
this expansion are satisfied (existence of a com
plete system of functions in Hilbert space, definite 
metric, Lorentz invariance ). Starting from the 
Lehmann-KlilH~n expansion we shall obtain a rela
tion, Eq. (10), which restricts the maximum pos
sible value of the coupling constant g2 of three 
fields. 

In the boson case this relation involves the ver
tex part r ( K2 ). As a second postulate we assume 
that the vertex part r ( K2 ) is an analytic function 

of K2 with a cut beginning at the square of the sum 
of the masses of the nearest two particles, and that 
a dispersion relation can be written for r ( K2 ). The 
number of subtractions in this dispersion relation 
is uniquely determined from the same relation, 
Eq. (10). The maximum value of g2 will be ob
tained by Minimizing the expression (10) with re
spect to all possible functions r ( K2 ) having the 
given analytic properties. Variation of the function 
r ( K2 ) leads to an integral equation for Im r ( K2 )' 

which can be solved and gives restrictions on the 
coupling constant which depend on the masses of 
the particles. In the case in which the mass of 
one of the interacting particles is close to the sum 
of the masses of the other two, the limit so ob
tained is twice the limit which follows from non
relativistic quantum mechanics for an interaction 
with an infinitely small radius. [2•3•5] 

The treatment for the fermion case is similar 
in principle but is somewhat complicated by the 
presence of two functions p 1 and p2 which are in
volved in the Lehmann-Kallen expansion, and by 
the fact that the expression for the vertex part is 
more complicated. Nevertheless, here also we 
are able, within the framework of the same hy
potheses, to get an explicit expression for the limit 
on the coupling constant. In particular, the cou
pling constant f 2 for the interaction between 1r 

mesons and nucleons must be smaller than 0.47, 
and if ~ and A have opposite parities the constant 
g2 for the A~1r interaction must be smaller than 
3.2. 

BOSONS 

The Lehmann-Kallen representation for the 

820 
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Green's function of a boson with spin zero and 
mass ma is [GJ: 

where mb and m 0 are the masses of the nearest 
(in sum of masses ) particles into which particle a 
can be converted in a transition. 

We are interested in the value of the coupling 
constant g2 of the three fields a, b, c. To get re
strictions on the value of g2, we shall first pro
ceed by a method analogous to that of a paper by 
Lehmann, Symanzik, and Zimmermann. [7] It can 
easily be seen from the relation (1) that the func
tion - D( K2 ) is an R-function in the complex plane 
of K2, i.e., that the sign of the imaginary part of 
- D ( K2 ) is the same as the sign of the imaginary 
part of K2• It follows from this that the function 
n-1 ( K2 ) is also an R-function, and consequently 
the most general expression for n-1( K2 ) is of the 
form[!] 

00 

D-1~ (x2) = _.!:._ (' Im D-1 (x'2) [-1-.- -·-1-J dx'2 
n j x,'2 - xt. x'2 - m2 

(mb+mc)' a 

+ ~Rn (-1 - --.-1-) + 1Y-(X2 -m2 ), (2) 
n X~ - x,2 X~ - fft~ a 

where the constants Rn. K~, and a are real and 
positive, and 

m~ <X~< (mb +m,)2, D-1 (m~) =0, 

Im D-1 (x2) = :rtp (x2) I I D (x2) j2• (2 ') 

The relation (2) is written with one subtraction 
(at the point mi). We shall show that this is suf
ficient. 

It can be seen from the Lehmann-Kallen expan
sion that for large K2 the function n-1 ( K2 ) cannot 
increase more rapidly than K2• Therefore the 
function n-1 (K 2 )/(K 2 -m~)2 can be expressed as 
a Cauchy integral over the usual path: 

D-1 (x2) = [D-1 (m~)l' (x2 - m;) 
00 

~ I D-1 (x'2) 
m d '2 2 3 

( '2 2) ( '2 2 )2 X + R (X ) ' ( ) X -X X -m 
(mb+mc)' a 

where R( K2 ) is the contribution from the poles of 
D-1(K 2 ). It follows from Eq. (3) that the integral 

\ Im v-1 (x•) 2 

J (x2)2 dx 

converges, because otherwise for large K2 the 
function n-1(K 2 ) would increase more rapidly 
than K2, which is impossible. Thus the integral 
in the formula (2) converges, and one subtraction 
is enough. 

Let us differentiate Eq. (2) with respect to K2 

and set K2 = m~. Then, using the equation 
-1 2 I [ D (K )]K2=m2 = 1, we get a 

Dropping the two positive terms in the left member 
of Eq. (4), we arrive at the inequality 

00 

1 p (x2) 1 d 2 
\ I D ( 2) 12 2 X < 1. ' x (x2-ma)2 

(mb.f-mcl' 

(5) 

As is shown in Lehmann's paper,CGJ p(K 2 ) can 
be written in the form 

p (x2) = (2n)3 ~I aon \2, (6) 
n 

where 

(6') 

A(x) is the field of particle a, and 4>n is an arbi
trary state of the complete system of functions with 
four-momentum k such that k2 = K2. It is clear 
from Eq. (6) that the inequality (5) is only strength
ened if in the summation over n in Eq. (6) we take 
into account only two-particle states of particles 
b and c. 

The contribution to p ( K2 ) owing to the two
particle states can be expressed in terms of the 
Green's function D( K2) and the vertex part r ( K2 ). 

We shall suppose that particles b and c are scalar 
particles and that the product of the parities of all 
three particles a, b, and c is unity. Then from 
the definition of the vertex part 

gr (x, y, z) 

= ~ d4x' d4y' d4z'D~1(z- z') Di/ (x- x') D~1!(y- y') 

X (0\ T {A (z'), cpb (x'), cp, (y')} I 0) (7) 

we can obtain a connection between the matrix ele
ment ( 0 I A( 0) I 4>kb,kc) (where 4>kb,kc is the two
particle state of particles b and c with the mo
menta kb, kc, and (kb + kc )2 = K2, kb = mt, ~ 
= m~) and the vertex part r (mt. mb, K2 ) = r ( K2 ): 

(0 I A (0) I <Dkb,kc> = gDd (x2) r (x2) I y 4noobWc (8) 

( Wb and w0 are the energies of particles b and 
c). Substituting Eq. (8) in Eq. (6), we find the con
tribution to p ( K2 ) owing to two-particle states: 

p two-particle= (1 I 2n) g2 1 D (x2) \2 1 r (x2) \2 q (x2) I x, (9) 

q (x2) = V!x2 - (mb +m,)2 l [x2 - (mb- m,)2 l I 2x. (9') 

After substituting Eq. (9) in Eq. (5) we arrive 
at an inequality which restricts the possible values 
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of the renormalized coupling constant g2 of the 
three fields a, b, c 1>: 

In order to get from the inequality (10) definite re
strictions on g2 for prescribed masses ma, mb, 
me it is necessary that the value of the integral 

(11) 

have a lower bound. 
We shall look for the minimum of <I> over the 

class of functions r ( K2 ) that have the following 
properties: 

1) r ( K2 ) is a holomorphic function of K2 in the 
complex plane of K2 with a cut along the real axis 
which begins at the point K2 = ( mb + me ) 2• 2 > On 
the real axis to the left of the point K2 = (mb +me )2 

the function r ( K2 ) is real; 
2) the increase of r ( K2 ) at infinity is not faster 

than a power law; 
3) the value at the point K2 = m~ is r ( m~) = 1. 
We assume that r ( K2 ) has no poles in the com

plex plane of K2• 3 > In principle there could be 
poles of r ( K2 ) on the real axis in the interval 
m~ < K 2 < (mb +me )2, at the points K~ at which 
the Green's function D( K2 ) is equal to zero, while 

r(K2) D(K2)- const for K2 - K~. [The last fact 
follows, for example, from the Schwinger equation 
for the Green's function D( K2 )] • These poles of 
r ( K ) correspond to true bound states of the par
ticles b and c, and owing to the terms g2r 2( K2 ) 

D( K2 ) they will lead to poles in the scattering am
plitude of particles b and c. [This situation oc
cures, for example, in the theory of superconduc
tivity, where a pole of r ( K2 ) corresponds to a 
bound state of a Cooper pair.] Thus our assump
tion means that there are no particles with the 
same quantum numbers as particle a and lying 
between ma and mb +me. 

The function r ( K2 ) will automatically have the 
properties 1)-3) if we write the dispersion relation 

1>We use the Gaussian system of units, so that, for ex• 
ample, in our notation e2 = 1/137. 

2>In the case considered (with b and c the lightest pos
sible particles) there can be no anomalous thresholds in r(x2). 

3>The fact that r(x2 ) can have poles on the real axis in 
the complex plane of x2 has been called to our attention by 
V. Ya. Fal'nberg and E. S. Fradkin, to whom we express our 
deep gratitude. 

dx'2 Im r (x'') '1(12) 
(x'2 - x 2 - il'J) (x'2 - m~) 

with an arbitrary function Im r ( K2 ) with one sub
traction. It follows from the inequality (10) that on 
the real axis I r ( K2 ) I increases more slowly than 
( K2 ) 112• By using the condition (2) we can show 
from this that one subtraction is surely enough in 
the dispersion relation for r. 

We can now find the minimum of the functional 
<I>[ r ( K2 )] for the class of functions r ( K2 ) with 
which we are concerned. To do so we substitute 
Eq. (12) in Eq. (11) and perform the integration 
over K2• After changing to the dimensionless 
variable x = K2/ ( mb + me )2 we get 

<D =_!_[-a ...J- l + _!_a. (1 +A.)- 21.. ~] 
a.2 ' 2 (1 -a.) (a.- A.) 

00 

2 \ [ l !3 L (x) J d 
- -;t" j ~ + a. (x- a.) - x (x- a.) <p (x) x 

1 

00 

+ 2 ~ V (x- ; (x- /..) <pz (x) dx 

1 

00 00 

+ ~ ~ dx~ dy{~ + Y~x[L;x)- L~y)J}<p (x) <p (y), (13) 
1 1 

where 

<p (x) = I~~~) , l = Ji1In 1 + rr~ , 
1- r /.. 

V 1 ) ") [ n: . 2a. - 1 - A.] !3 = ( -a (a-"" 2 +arc stn 1 _ A. , 

L (x) = Y(x- 1) (x- 'J..) In (V~.! rx=-1)2 (13') 

[ The formula (13) is written for the case a 2: A., 
i.e., ma 2: I mb- me 1. ) Finding the variation of 
<I> with respect to cp, we get the equation satisfied 
by the function cp (x) which minimizes the inte
gral <1>: 

00 

V (x- 1) (x- /..) (x) + __!__ (' {_!_ + _1_ [L (x) _ L (y)]} ( ) d 
X <p 2n;2 J xy y - X X y <p y y 

1 

_ __!__ [_!_ !3 _ L (x) J _ O 
2n: a.x + a. (x- a.) x (x- a.) - • 

(14) 

When we use Eq. (14) the minimum value of <I> can 
be written 

$min =..!..[-a+ l+ _!_a. (1 +A.)- 21.. r-.] 
a.• 2. (1- a.)(a.- /..) r' 

00 

- _!_ \ dx (x)[_l_ + - 13 --~] n: j <p a.x a.(x-a.) a.(x-a.) • (15) 
1 
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Equation (14) is a Fredholm integral equation of 
the second kind, which, as is well known, has a 
unique solution (provided the parameter 1/27T2 is 
not equal to an eigenvalue of the homogeneous equa
tion, and in our case there is no reason for this to 
be so). In the general case the equation (14) can 
be solved numerically, but some properties of the 
solution [ and consequently of the r ( K2 ) which 
gives the minimum value of <I>] can be seen di
rectly from the equation. 

For x close to unity and x > 1, i.e., near the 
threshold for production of particles b and c, it 
is not hard to see that cp (x) is proportional to 
(x-1)-1/l, sothat r(x) isoftheform 

f(x)= iAfYx-l+B. (16) 

where A and B are constants and A is real. 
Using Eqs. (2), (2'), and (9), one can easily show 
that if r ( x ) near the threshold is given by Eq. 
(16) and goes to infinity for x - 1, then the 
Green's function D(x) will go to zero for x- 1 
and near x = 1 will be given by 

-[·g" 2Vi-A. J-1 
D (x) - t 4:rt A V x-i + C (17) 

where C is a constant. It is interesting to see 
whether such forms of r and D may not lead to 
an unphysical behavior of the scattering amplitude 
of particles b and c near the threshold. To cal
culate the s-wave scattering amplitude ao(x) for 
particles b and c we can use the relation 

Im [f(x) D(x)l = f(x) D(x) a~(x) q(x). (18) 

Substituting Eqs. (16) and (17) in Eq. (18), we find 
that for x- 1 

a0q = eiS sin~= 'l' Jl x-1 ==: y'q (19) 

(y, y' are real), i.e., we get the effective-range 
approximation for the s-wave scattering amplitude. 

It must be note9 that although when we calcu
late the scattering amplitude of particles b and c 
near threshold in this way we get a quite reason
able expression, we nevertheless qannot be sure 
that the r(x) determined from Eq. (14) can cor
respond to an actual physical situation. In fact, if 
we use the r (x) of Eq. (15) and the D(x) of Eq. 
(16) to calculate the pole term in the scattering 
amplitude a0(x) of particles b and c near thresh
old, (g2/27T) r 2(x) D{x), it will be proportional to 
(x -1 r 112, and consequently in order for the ef
fective-range approximation to hold it is necessary 
that the pole term be compensated by some sort of 

more complicated diagrams, and this seems very 
strange. 4> 

Thus when we find the minimum of the func
tional <I> by means of the function cp ( x) deter
mined from Eq. (14) we may possibly be getting 
too low a value for this minimum (and conse
quently too high a limit on g2 ), in comparison 
with what can in principle be realized in actual 
physical problems. 

Let us now consider the limiting case of small 
values of 1- 0! « 1, i.e., the case D.= mb +me 
- ma « ma. This case corresponds to the non
relativistic approximation; particle a can be in
terpreted as a bound state of particles b and c, 
and D. is the binding energy. 

It is not hard to see that when 1 - a is small 
the values of x that are important for the integral 
in Eq. (15) are those close to unity, x -1 ...... 1- 0!. 

Then we can neglect the integral term in Eq. (14), 
and 5> 

<p (x) = Yl-a/2 (x- a) JIX=l. (20) 

For <I>min we get 

:rt .. /1-A. :rt .. /2!1 
<Dmin = 4 V 1- ct = 4 V If ' (21) 

where J.l. = mbmc I ( mb + me ) is the reduced mass 
of particles b and c. For r (x) = 1 we would have 
had <I>= (7T/2)(2J.i./D..)112, i.e., the value of the inte
gral <I> cannot be decreased by more than a factor 
two because r (x) is different from unity. We get 
as the result the following upper limit on the cou
pling constant g2: 

g2 < 16m~ Y ~I 2!:!. (22) 

A physical example of such a situation is the 
case of the deuteron; the deuteron is particle a, 
and particles b and c are the neutron and proton. 

4lif there were no such cancellation it would mean that the 
scattering amplitude has a resonance at zero energy. 

5lJt can easily be shown from Eq. (14) that in the nonrela
tivistic case the vertex part f' that gives the minimum of <I> 
and the corresponding Green's function D are 

r (B)= 1/2 (1. + i v t./B), D (B)=- i (8 ma/g2 V2f1) Vi I (B + t.), 
where E is the kinetic energy of particles b and c; x = mb 
+ me + E. Calculating the scattering amplitude according to 
Eq. (18), we find a,= i [(2/LE)'h- i(2 11~)'1•]-'- the usual ex
pression for the scattering amplitude when there is a bound 
state in a potential with an infinitely small range (the Bethe
Peierls formul.a for np scattering in the triplet state). It is 
important to point out that the usual expression for the scat
tering amplitude has been obtained here with f'(E) 
= 1/,[1 + i(~/ E)'1•], and not with f'( E)= 1, as in the Bethe
Peierls theory. For this reason the bound on g2 was twice 
the usual value. 
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The fact that the deuteron, neutron, and proton 
have spins is unimportant, since at small energies 
the interaction is that in the triplet state and the 
spin functions can be factored out. 

The fact that at small values of the binding en
ergy ~ the coupling constant g2 decreases in 
proportion to ~ 1/ 2 has been derived in a number 
of papers, [2•3•5] which treated the problem on the 
basis of nonrelativistic theory and with the range 
of the nuclear forces set equal to zero. With these 
assumptions the limit obtained on g2 is smaller 
than ours by a factor two (i.e., is the same as 
would be obtained with r = 1 ). In the paper of 
Gribov, Zel'dovich, and Perelomov [3] it was 
pointed out that inclusion of a finite range of the 
nuclear forces raises the limit on the coupling 
constant g2• It follows from our treatment that 
the increase of the value of g2 due to the finite 
range of nuclear forces cannot be by more than 
a factor two. From the experimental data on the 
scattering of neutrons by protons ( cf. e.g., [B]) 

one gets 

g2 = 12mb Y ~12f-t. 

These data show that for the case of the deuteron 
the estimate (22) is a very satisfactory one. 

The numerical solution of Eq. (14) and the de
termination of Im r (x) and <~>min from Eq. (15) 
have been carried out for a number of values of 
a and A. by A. S. Kronrod, G. M. Adel'son-Vel'ski1, 
F. M. Filler, and L. V. ll'kov with an electronic 
computing machine. 

The minimum value of <I> can also be obtained 
analytically by an elegant method [9- 11] pointed out 
to us by N. N. Melman. To find the minimum of the 
integral 

<D = r -v (x -1) (x- A) I r (x) 12 dx (23) 
J x(x-a) 2 

1 

in the complex plane of x, one makes the confor
mal transformation 

z =- <Vx-1- iVI-a)f <Yx=l + iV1-a),(24) 

which takes the two sides of the cut along the real 
axis from unity to infinity over into the unit circle. 
Then the entire cut plane of x goes over into the 
interior of the unit circle, and the point x into the 
center of the circle. The integral (23) is trans
formed into 

" 
<D= 2~ ~ f(6)/f(z)/ 2d6, z=el9 , (25) 

_, 

:rt u V 1- A+ (1 - cx) u 2 6 
f(6)=V1-a[1+(1-cx)u](1+u)' U=tan 2· (26) 

r ( z) is an analytic function inside the unit circle 
and r ( 0) = 1. The solution of the problem of find
ing the minimum of the integral (25) over the class 
of functions r ( z ) that are analytic inside the circle 
and have r ( 0) = 1 is obtained ( cf. [9- 11]) by ex
panding r ( z ) in terms of the system of polynomials 
orthogonal on the unit circle with the weight f( e), 
and the answer is 

<I>min = exp{ in ~ In f (6) dB}· (27) 
_,.. 

After an elementary integration we get 

rc Yt-A+Vt-a 
<Dmin = 4 Vi-a (1 + f1- cx)• (28) 

[ The results of calculation with the formula (28) 
naturally agree with the results of numerical com
putation with Eqs. (14) and (15)]. 

Thus in the case of the interaction of three boson 
fields the coupling constant g2 is bounded by the in
equality 

(29) 
It is obvious that in the nonrelativistic case ( mb 
+me -ma « ma) the inequality (29) goes over into 
(22). 

FERMIONS 

If a particle a is a fermion, the Lehmann-Klillen 
representation for its Green's function is of the 
form 

G (p) = --;;---
p-ma 

where the functions p 1 and p 2 are positive and 
2KP1- p 2 :::::: 0. Writing G(p) in the form 

(31) 

we get for the functions f1 ( p2 ) and f2 ( p2 ) the rela
tions 

(32) 

(33) 

It follows from Eq. (32) that f11(p2 ) is an R-func
tion. Then by arguments analogous to those used 
for the boson case in going from Eq. (1) to Eq. (5), 
we get 
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Just as before, the inequality (34) is only 
strengthened if in Pi (K 2 ) we confine ourselves to 
including only the lowest two-particle states. We 
shall suppose that the lowest state is a boson with 
spin zero and a fermion with spin %. Then [G] 

(p2) - _!_ (2:n:)3....., c<r>•c<r) 
P1 two-particle - 4po L.l "' " ' (35) 

n.r 

where 

c;;> = <OI'!Ja. (0) I <Dp,r;k) (36) 

and if>pbr;k is the two-particle state of a fermion 
with momentum Pi and polarization r and a boson 
with momentum k, (pi+ k) 2 = p2• From the defi
nition of the vertex part r (x, y; z ), 

gr (x, y; z) = ~ d4x'd4y'd4z'G;/ (x- x')D~1 (z- z') 

X (01 T {cp (z'), 'iJ (x'), 'iJ (y')} I 0) Gi/ (y- y'), (37) 

it is easy to show, when we go over to the momen
tum representation, that c[> is proportional to 

1 • • . r 
g v k Ga (p) r (p) Up,, (38) 

oPo 

where u~i is a spinor which describes the free 
state of fermion b with four-momentum Pi and 
polarization r. Substituting this expression for 
c[> in Eq. (35), we arrive at the following for
mula for Pi two-particle [ q = q ( p2 ) is determined 
according to Eq. (9')]: 

4PoPltwo-particle 

= _!_g2 q <~l Sp {~r+ (p) G+ (p) G (p) r cP) CP1 + mb)}. 
2:rt v p' (39) 

Let us consider two cases: a) the scalar case, 
in which the parity of the boson c is the same as 
the product of the parities of the fermions a and b; 
b) the pseudoscalar case, in which the parity of the 
boson c is opposite to the product of the parities 
of the fermions a and b. In the scalar case the 
general expression for r <P> is of the form 

rs (p) = r1S {p2) + pr2S {p2), (40) 

and in the pseudoscalar case 

rps (p) = y,r1Ps (P2) + p"y,r2Ps (p2). (41) 

[ Particle b is a real particle, and therefore for it 
Pi = mb, so that according to Eq. (38) the only 
spinor terms remaining in the expression for r 
are those indicated in Eqs. (40), (41).] Substituting 
Eqs. (31), (40), (41) in Eq. (39) and calculating the 
trace, we get the following expression for 

Pi two-particle= 

P1 two-particle {p2) 

= (g2/4:n:){! flp + f21 2\ r 1 + pr21 2 [(p ± mb)2 - m~J 

+I tiP - f2l 2l rl- pr2\ 2 l(p :r= mb)2 - m~)} q (p2)12p3, 
(42) 

where p = (p2 )i/2, and the upper sign holds for the 
scalar case and the lower for the pseudoscalar 
case. Substituting Eq. (42) in Eq. (34) and intro
ducing the notations 

(fir~ +t2r2)/2fl =F1(p2),(f1r2P2 +t2rl)/2flma =F2(p2), 

we can write the inequality (34) in the form 

(g2/2:n:) <I> < I, 

x {I F1 (x2) x +F2 (x2) ma \2 [(x ± mb) 2 - m~l 

+ \ F1 (x2) x- F2 (x2) ma 12 [(x =f mb) 2 - m~l}. 

(43) 

(44) 

(45) 

Just as in the boson case, we assume that r i ( K2 ) 

and r 2 ( K2 ) are analytic functions of K2 in the en
tire complex plane of K2 with a cut along the real 
axis from K2 = (mb + m 0 ) 2 to infinity, which are 
real on the real axis to the left of the point K2 

= (mb +me )2 and do not increase at infinity more 
rapidly than a power of the argument. According 
to the definition of physical charge and the renor
malized vertex part the following condition must 
hold: 

(46) 

In analogy with the boson case we assume that the 
functions ri(K2 ) and r2(K2 ) have no poles any
where in the complex plane, including the interval 
from m~ to (mb + m 0 ) 2 on the real axis. This 
means that the Green's function of the fermion a 
has no zeroes associated with poles of r i and r 2• 

In addition, we here make the stronger assumption 
that the Green's function fi ( p2 ) of the fermion a 
has no zeroes at all. 6> 

On these assumptions the functions F i ( K2 ) and 
F 2 ( K2 ) are analytic functions of K2 in the plane of 
K2 cut along the real axis from K2 = (mb +me )2 

to infinity. On the real axis to the left of 
(mb + m 0 ) 2 the functions Fi(K2 ) and F2(K2 ) are 
real, and at the point K2 = m~ they satisfy the 
conditions 

6)It follows from Eq. (32) that if f1(x2) has only one pole, 
at the point x = m~, then in the most general case f,(x2 ) can 
have not more than one zero, and this zero must lie on the 
real axis in the interval m~ < x2 < (mb + me?. The restric
tions on g2 in the case in which f1 (x 2 ) has one zero will be 
dealt with in a later paper. 
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F1 (m~) = F 2 (m~) = 1/ 2• (47) 

It will be convenient for us to transform the ex
pression (45) for <P, introducing instead of F1 and 
F2 the new functions F1 ( K2 ) and F2( K2 ): 

2mb(mb+mc) - -
FI(x2)= 2 2 [=fFI{x2)+F2 (x2 )], 

x 2 + mb-mc 

In terms of the new functions the formula for <P is 

(49) 

It is obvious that the functions F 1 ( K2 ) and F 2 ( K2 ) 

have the same analyticity properties as F 1 and F 2• 

By the same arguments as used in the proof of Eq. 
(2) one can show that the behavior of F 1 and F 2 at 
infinity is such that for each of them there is a dis
persion relation with one subtraction. At the point 
K2- m2 - a 

(50) 

From the requirement that F 1 ( K2 ) be regular at 
the point K2 = - mi, + m~ t~ere fol!?ws one further 
condition on the functions F1 and F2: 

=t= F1 (- m~ + m~) + F 2 (- m~ + m~) = 0. (51) 

Thus in order to determine the maximum pos
sible value of g2 we must find the minimum of the 
function <P over the class of functions F 1 and F 2 

having the analytic properties indicated above and 
satisfying the conditions (50) and (51). To solve 
this problem we substitute the dispersion relations 
for F 1 ( K2 ) and F 2 ( K2 ) [ with one subtraction at the 
point K2 = m~] in Eq. (49) and carry out the inte
gration over K2• The result is 

00 

<1> = C + f ~ dx {R1 (x) !f1 (x) Va 
1 

+ R 2 (x) !Va (1 + VX) <p 1 (x) 

- (1 ± Va> <Vf ± Va) <r2 (x)l (1 + vrn 
+ 2 r dx f(x-1)(.:.:_-=-A.) 

~ x(x+ VA.) 
1 

x ex- 1 )x(x- A.) <p~ (x) + (I + }IT)2<p~ (x)] 

00 00 

+ ~. ~ dx ~ dy {K1 (x, y) <p1 (x) <r1 (y) 
1 1 

+ K2 (x, y) [<p2 (x) <r2 (y) <p1 (x) <r1 (y)l (1 + Vf)2}. (52) 

Here (we suppose IDb:;::: m 0 ) 

C= 4~2 { -a(a+2VX)+[2A- ~ (1-y-I)2J;~ 

+ ~ [ 2 VX: +a (e1.- "VfJ (1 + vJ0• ]} 
2 (1- e1.) (e1.- A.) 

+ ~ e1.+1VA. !(I ±"Va)2 (VI±Vcx)2 -a(1 + Vf)2 J 

X {- __!_ + [ 2C1. + V~ + 2e1. - 1 - I. J ~ 
(1. C1.2(C1.+ VI.) 2C1.(1-C1.) (C1.-A) 

+ e1. + vr l _ 1 + v~ _1_ In 1 + 1.'1.} 
C1.2 VI. e1. +VI. 1.'1• 1- ';...,'1• ' 

(1. + vr (:! + x + vr L < ) 
- t1.2 (x-t1.) t-' x2(x-C1.) X' 

R2 (x) = 1 [(1. + vr l + 1 ~ 
t1.-i-VI. e1.xVI. e1.(x-C1.) 

1 + vr 1 1 1 + 1.'/• (e1. + V~l L (x) J 
- x +VI. 'A'/, n 1- 'A'/, - (x + V'A) x (x- e1.) ' 

K1 (x, y) = - V~ + __!__ [ x + Y A-__!__ (1- }IT)2J ~ l 
xy xy xy 2 VI. 

- _1_ [ x + v~ L (x) - Y + vr L ( ) J 
x-y x2 y2 Y ' 

K. x = _z_ _ 1'+ vr _1_ 1n 1 + ~.·;. 
• ( ' y) Vfxy (x + V'A) (y + V'A) 'A'/, 1- 'A'1• 

1 [ L (x) L (y) J 
x-y x(x+ V'A)- y(y+V'A) ' 

Im 7\ (x) 
<p1 (x) = (x- e1.) , 

lmF2(x). 
<p2 (x) = (x _ e1.) , (53) 

the remaining notation is the same as in the boson 
case [ Eq. (13)]. The condition (51) can be written 
in the form 

00 00 

H = __!_ 1 ± __!_ ~ !pi (x) dx- _1 ~ !(l2 (x) dx = 0. 
2 1 + V'A :rt 1 X+ V'A :rt 1 X+ -vr (54) 

When in the expression (52) we vary cp 1 ( x) and 
cp 2(x) subject to the condition (54) we get the fol
lowing equations for the functions cp 1 (x) and cp 2 (x): 

'/, 'I V-
(xx-:-(~)+~-;)'A)' cpt(x)+ 4: !RI(x)+(l+VX")2 R2 (x)] 

00 

+ 2~2 ~ !KI(x, y)- (1 + Vf)2 K2 (x, y)] 
1 

v 1 
X cpl (y) dy=F 4:rt x+ Y'A = 0, (55) 

(x-1)'/•(x-'A)'/, () 1 (1±VCi)(Vf±Va) R2 (x) 
~(x+ V'A) <r• X - 4:rt 1+ VI. 

(56) 
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The undetermined Lagrangian multiplier v is to be 
found from Eq. (54). The minimum value of ~ is 
expressed in terms of the solution of the equations 
(54)-(56) in the following way: 

00 

cl>mm = C + 2~ ~ {}1 cxR 1 (x) lf!1 (x) 

+ R2 (x) (1 + Jf):) !Ya (1 + Jff)lf!1 (x) 

- (1 ± Jfa) (Ji}:± Jf<i) IP2 (x)l} dx. (57) 

The equations for the functions cp1 and cp 2 have 
one important feature in which they differ from the 
corresponding equations in the boson case: for 
x- 1 the coefficient of cp 1(x) in Eq. (55) goes to 
zero as (x -1 )1/2• Because of this the equation (55) 
is singular and acquires meaning only if we suppose 
that the lower limit in the integral term in Eq. (55) 
is 1 + E, where E is a small quantity. It can be 
shown that for E - 0 the quantity ~min of Eq. (57) 
goes to a finite, nonzero limit, although the solution 
cp 1 ( x) loses its meaning for E = 0. 7> This means 
that the minimum of ~ is realized through a se
quence of functions, in which the limiting function, 
while satisfying all the requirements of analyticity, 
does not satisfy the dispersion relation. (That this 
is so can be seen below, when we calculate ~min 
by an analytic method. ) Thus the question remains 
open as to whether the value of ~min which will be 
obtained corresponds to an actual physical situation, 
i.e., whether the minimum of ~ has not been set 
too low (and the maximum value of g2 too high). 

In the nonrelativistic (scalar) case ( 1 - a « 1 ) 
the difficulties just pointed out are unimportant, 
and the problem can be solved easily. As follows 
from Eq. (57), for 1- a « 1 the function cp 2(x) 

· is the important one, and for it we have 

Vt-a 
lf!2 (x) = 2 (x- cr) V x- 1 

(58) 

For ~min we get 

n -./1-1.. -.1 -
<Dmin = 4 V 1-cr (! +r ')..), (59) 

which leads to the following restriction on g2: 

g2 < 4 Y 111211 malmb, 11 = mbmJ(mb +me). (60) 

The formula (60) is equivalent to the formula (22) 
for the boson case, and goes over into that formula 
when we recall the fact that the normalization of 
the fermion wave functions differs from that of the 
boson wave functions by a factor (2m) 1/.!. 

We shall now calculate ~min by an analytical 
method. [9- 11] We make the conformal transfor-

'lThe authors are grateful to E. M. Landis for a discussion 
of this point. 

mation (24). Then the path of integration goes 
over into the unit circle and Eq. (49) can be written 
in the form 

" 
<I>= 2~ ~ d6{fi (6) I F1 (z) 12 + f2 (6) I F2 (z) 1 2}, 

i9 z =e , 
_, 

(61) 
where [u = tan2 ( 8/2 )] 

f1 (6) = n: JIT=(1: .!:!:__ [1- J.. + (1- a) u]'f, 

1+u [1 + (1- cr) u]• [1 + VJ.. +(1- cr)u]' 

u [1 -}.. + (1- cr) u]''• n (1 + V~)• 
V1-a 1 + u [1 + (1- cr) u] [1 + YJ.. + (1- cr) u) · 

(62) 
The functions F 1 ( z ) and F 2 ( z ) can be expanded 

inside the unit circle I z I < 1 in terms of systems 
of polynomials 1/Jg>(z) and 1/J~>(z) which are or
thogonal on the unit circle with the respective 
weight functions f1 ( 8 ) and f2 ( 8 ) : 

- ~ (2) F 2 (z) = LJ bn1Jln (z). (63) 
II n 

[We note that the conditions for the expansions (63) 
to hold for I z I = 1 are weaker than the conditions 
for existence of the dispersion relations for the 
functions F1 and F2 (cf.C10J.] WhenEq. (63)is 
substituted in Eq. (61) the integral ~ takes the 
form 

(64) 
n 

and the conditions (51), (50) can be written 

=t= F 1 (zo) + F 2 (zo) = 0, z = - (1 + V[):l·- (i - cr)'/, , (65) 
0 (1 + YJ..) 1• + (1- cr)'1• 

Fr(O)- yil =0,F2(0)-__!_[cr+Yf ±ra]~~o. (66) 
2 2 1 + VJ.. 

When we look for the minimum of the expression 
(64) under the conditions (65), (66) we easily find 

an = } [ V1\jl~1 > (O) =t= V3'1jl~1\z0)], 

(67) 

where v1, v2, v3 are Lagrangian undetermined mul
tipliers. Substituting Eq. (67) in Eqs. (65), (66) and 
using the formula for calculating sums of orthogo
nal polynomials (see [10], page 310) 

D (z) = exp {-4
1 f In f (8) 1 + ze=~: de}. 
n J 1-ze' _, 

we get the following system of equations for the 
determination of ~'1> v2, va: 

v1D].2 (0) =t= vaDl.1 (0) D].1 (zo) = Vex, 

(68) 

(69) 

vp;2 (0) + v3D;1 (O) D;1 (z0) ·~(a + Jf5.:)/(l + JfX") ± Jfa, 
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=F v1D~1 (0) D~1 (z0) +v2D2"1 (0) D21 (z0) 

+ v3 fD~2 (z0) +D22 (z0)l!(l-z~)=0. (70) 

Substituting Eq. (67) in Eq. (64) and using Eq. (68), 
we find 

<I>min = i- [viD~2 (0) =F 2v1v3D~1 (0) D~1 (z0) 

+ viD~2 (z0)/(1 - z~)l f- [v:D;2 (0) 

+ 2v2v3D21 (0) D21 (z0) +viD~2 (z0)/(1 - z~) l. (71) 

For the f1 ( 8 ) and f2 ( 8 ) found from Eq. (62) the 
functions D1'( z ) and D2 ( z ) can be calculated 
easily, and are found to be [ v = ( 1 - z ) I ( 1 + z ) ] 

Dl (z) = _i___-. I n (1- <)2 
2 V 1- cr 1 +z 

[ V (1- A.) I (1- cr) + v]'/, 

X [11V1- cr + v] 2 [((1 +VA.) I (1- cr))'/, + v] ' 

0 ( )- Vn(i+Vf) 1-z 
2 Z- 1--cr -2-

, [V(i-1..)1(1-cr)+ v]'/, 

X [1 IV 1- cr + v] [((1 +VA.) I (1- cr))'/, + v] 
(72) 

In order to determine ~min we still have to solve 
the equations (70) for v1, v2, v3, substitute these 
solutions in Eq. (71), and express the functions D 
by using Eq. (72). The final result obtained for 
~min is 

<D . - ~ ( vr=a: + V~l3 
mm- 16 (1 +Vi- cr)2 [Vi- cr + (1 + Vt..)'1'] 2 

{ cr Vi=a + (1±VcrJ2 (Vf±Vcrl2 

X (1 +V1-cr)2 V1-cr(V1-cr+V1-A.)2 

2 r v 1--=-r + (1 + vfl'1'F rvr=a + (1 + vfl'I'F 
+ (cr+VWfV1-t..+2(1+Vt..J'1'+1+Vt..J 

[ cr+vf ±ya( t+Vf 
X V 1 - cr + Vi -/, ~ V 1 - cr + V 1 - A. 

_ vr:::::=cr (1 + v5:.J'1, [1 + (1 + VXl'1'l ) 1
2 -J 

rv1- t.. + (1 + Vt..l'1'J (1 + v1- ex) J · (73) 

In the scalar nonrelativistic case ( 1 - a « 1 ) 
the expression (73) goes over into (59). When we 
substitute in Eq. (73) the numerical values of the 
masses for the most interesting case-the inter
action of 1r mesons with nucleons (particles a 
and b are nucleons and c is a 7T meson) -we get 
~min= 0.0245. From this we get as the restrictim. 
on the pion-nucleon coupling constant (the coeffi
cient % is used on account of the isotopically sym
metrical theory) 

g2 < 2rr/3<I>mtn = 85 (74) 

or 

F = (~-t/2m) 2 g2 < 0,47. (75) 

For the ~A1r interaction (a is the fermion ~. 

b is the fermion A, and c is the pion), if the 
parities of ~ and A are different we have ~min 
= 1.95 and 

(76) 

For like parities of the ~ and A hyperons ~min 
= 0. 0120 and g~A1r < 520. Finally, for the :S:S1r 
interaction ~min= 0.0160 and g1k>;:;'7T < 130. 

It is interesting to see how the ...... ~striction on 
the constant for the ~A1r interaction is altered if 
we take A instead of ~ as fermion a. Calculating 
~min we find that in this case d:A1r < 7.5 if ~ 
and A have opposite parities, and g~A7T < 260 if 
the parities are the same, i.e., as the binding en
ergy increases the maximum value of g2 increases 
for the scalar interaction and decreases for the 
pseudoscalar interaction. 8> 

CONCLUSION 

We have found that for prescribed values of the 
masses the coupling constants in quantum field 
theory are bounded. 9> The fact that the value of 
the coupling constant g2 cannot exceed a certain 
value gfu.ax means that the amplitudes of the quan
tum field theory, considered as functions of g2, 

have a singular point at g2 = giuax• and for g2 

> gkax the theory will be physically contradictory. 

It is interesting to discuss what may happen if 
g2 is larger than ginax· One possibility is that the 
vertex part r ( K2 ) will have a pole K2 = m~ which 
lies in the interval m~ < m~ < (mb + m 0 ) 2, i.e., 
that a new physical state with the mass m~ will 
appear. 

Another possibility is that n-1 ( K2 ) will cease 
to be an R-function, i.e., for example one of the 
constants R or a in Eq. (2) will be negative. 
[When there is only one pole of D(K 2 ) only one 
of the constants Rn in Eq. (2) can be different 
from zero.] It is not hard to verify that in addi
tion to the zero of n-1(K 2 ) at K2 = m~ there will 
be another zero at K 2 = K~, with K~ < m~ and 
[ n-1(K 2 )]~2=Ki = 0. Consequently, in this case the 

Green's function D(K 2) has a pole at K2 = Kl with 

B) AU of the numerical values of <l>min given in the text 
have also been obtained by numerical solution of the equa
tions (54)-(56) (by cutting the integrals off at the lower limit 
and afterward letting the cut-off limit approach zero) and cal
culation of <l>min from Eq. (57). 

9>1n the problem of the interaction of neutral scalar mesons 
with a static nucleon, which, as is well known, has an exact 
solution and does not lead to difficulties of the zero-charge 
type, there has been an earlier (and rigorous) proof of the fact 
that the coupling constant is bounded (see [' 2]). 
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a negative residue, i.e., an unphysical state with 
negative norm (a "ghost" ) will appear. 

The fact that the coupling constants in quantum 
field theory have upper bounds indicates that all 
attempts to approach the solution of problems by 
using expansions in powers of 1/g2 with fixed 
masses (strong-coupling theory) have extremely 
little chance of success. 

We shall also make a comment on a paper by 
Landau. [13] In this paper Landau put forward the 
idea that the constant g2 must be equal to the value 
determined for it for the case in which particle a 
is represented as a bound state of particles b and 
c with a point interaction. It follows from our 
treatment that in general this assertion cannot be 
correct, since all the other states besides the two
particle states make positive contributions to the 
relation (5). 

The authors express their gratitude to V. N. 
Gribov, A. P. Rudnik, and K. A. Ter-Martirosyan 
for helpful discussions. We would like to express 
especial gratitude toN. N. Melman for extremely 
valuable discussions of mathematical questions, 
and in particular for informing us of the method 
for analytically determining the minimum of the 
functional ~. We are also deeply grateful to A. S. 
Kronrod, G. M. Adel'son-Vel'skil, F. M. Filler, 
and P. V. li'kov for the numerical solution of the 
integral equations. 
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Analytic expressions are obtained for upper limits of the coupling constant for three fields 
a, b, and c as a function of the particle masses rna, mb, and me. 

l. The coupling constant g2 of three fields a, b, c 
satisfies, as shown by Lehmann, Symanzik, and 
Zimmermann, [1] the inequality g2<I> (a) < 1, where 
<I> (a) is a certain functional of particle a. From 
here follows the inequality g2 < 1/ <I>min. which 
however is useful only if the condition <I>min ;ot 0 
is satisfied. Geshkenbe1n and Ioffe [2] obtained an 
analogous inequality with a functional satisfying 
this condition. The form of this functional depends 
on the properties of particle a and on the type of 
the reaction describing the transition of particle a 
into particles b and c. For example for a boson 
<I>( a) has one form and for a fermion it has a sub
stantially different form. If a is a fermion then 
the functional <I> differs somewhat for the scalar 
and pseudoscalar cases. [2] 

In a conversation with me B. L. Ioffe has posed 
the question of the possibility of an analytical solu
tion of the extremum problem for the functional <I>. 
In the present paper the solution of this problem is 
given and, consequently, analytic expressions are 
obtained for upper limits of coupling constants. 

Let particle a be a boson of mass rna. As was 
shown in [2] the coupling constant of the three 
fields a, b, and c satisfies the inequality 

(1.1) 

where the masses fib and me are such that for 
all possible transitions of particle a into particles 
b and c the sum (fib + me) is closest to rna. 
rna < mb + me. r ( K2) is. the vertex part for the 
transition of the boson a into the bosons b and c, 
and q(K2) = [; -(mb +me )2 ]1/2[ K2 -(mb- me )2] 1/2/2K. 

In terms of the dimensionless variable x = K2/ 
(mb +me )2 the inequality (1.1) becomes 

a 2 1 r _!_Jr(xl\ 2 V(x-t)(x-J..l dx<L (1. 2) 
0 ~ (mb + mcJ" ~ 2:rt (x- cr)2 x 

1 

where 

a< 1, a< 'A. (1.3) 

The inequality (1.1) is a consequence of the in
equality 

(1.4) 

where D(K2) is the Green's function of the boson a. 
We shall derive this inequality because the deriva
tion presented in the paper of Geshkenbe1n and 
Ioffe [2] does not seem to us to be sufficiently 
convincing. 

From the Lehmann -Kallen representation [a] 

D(x2)=--
x2-m~ 

p (x' 2) ;:;> 0 
(1.5) 

it follows that D(K2), hence also n-1(K2), is an 
R-function. 

An arbitrary R-function F(x) has the repre
sentation [ 4J 

co 

F (x) = -2
1 \ 1 ) xx' da (x') + R.e F (i), (1. 6) 
:rt J •X -X 

-co 

where dcr(x') ::o: 0 is some distribution of nonnega
tive masses with a finite total mass (see Appen
dix I) 

co 

~ da (x') = 2nlmF(i) < + oo. (1. 7) 
-co 

Let us separate out from Eq. (1.6) all the delta
function terms. Then 

co 

F (x) = .,- -, - da1 (x') + R.e F £) 1 ~ 1+xx' (" 
":rt X -X 

-co 

(1. 8) 

830 
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where J.Lk > 0 is the coefficient of o(x'-xk), (J.L 00 

= 0 if there is no delta-function term at oo ), 

da1 (x') 2::: 0 and 
00 

!Loo +~ILk+ ~ da1 (x') = 2:rt Im F (i). (1.9) 
-00 

It follows from Eq. (1.6) that for any interval 
of the real axis for an arbitrary function f( x) one 
has 

lim 1 f (x) 2 Im F (x' + i6) dx' = \ f (x') da (x'). (1.10) 
s~+oJ 1+x'2 J 

In particular, 

the lower half circumference, the upper edge into 
the upper half circumference, the point x = a into 
the center z = 0, the point x = oo into the point z 
= - 1, and the functional cf? ( r) takes on the form 

" 
<D (r) = 2~ ~ f (B) I r [x (z)ll 2 dB, 

_, 

with the weight function 

8 - 1 (2 v (1 - C1) t2 + (1 -A,) 
f ( ) - 2 v 1- (l [(1- C1) t2 + 1] (12 + 1) 

z = i 9 (2.2) 

t =tan.!_. 
2 

(2.3) 

The family of functions inside the circle I z I < 1, 
on which the minimum of the functional <P(r) is 

F' (x) = __!__ f (1 + x'2) da (x') = J_ f Im F (x'- i6) d , being sought, is characterized by the following 
2n J (x'- x)2 n J (x'- x)2 X • properties: 1) the r ( Z ) are regular in the closed 

-oo -oo (1.11) circle I z I :S 1 with the point z = - 1 excluded, 
Since n-1(K2) is an R-function which is real for r(O) = 1 and r(z*) = (r(z))*; 2) for any E > 0 
K2 :s; (mb + m 0 )2 and whose derivative at the point in a sufficiently small neighborhood of the point z 
m~ equals 1, it follows from Eq. (1.11) that = - 1, I r ( z ) I < exp ( E/ 11 + z I . 0 

oo Szego [S] and Smirnov [S] have completely solved 
I Im v-1 (x2) dx2 < 1, the general extremum problem for the functional 
J (x'2 m2) 7r 

(mb+mc)' - a J ·e p(l:l)l F(ei >l 2dl:l, where p(l:l) is a prescribed 
i.e., the inequality (1.4). The equality became an -1r 
inequality because the integral extends not from nonnegative function and F ( z ) is an arbitrary 
_ oo to + 00 but from ( mb + me )2 to + 00 • The fact function from the class H2 (about the class H2 
that Im n-1( K2) = o on the interval (- oo, (mb +me )2) see bel?w ). We ':ill show that the result of Sz~go 
does not change matters since the function n-1( K2) and ~mirnov ap~hes to o~r case as well, but will 
may have poles in that interval. It is easy to con- obt~m the solutiOn by a di~ferent method in or~er 
vince oneself that each pole gives a contribution to, m contrast to the solutiOn of Szego and Smirnov, 
J.L (1 + x2 )/(x -x)2 to the integral (1. 11). make it directly applicable to the case of a func-

k From\he r~presentation (1. 6) it is easil estab- tional of several functions, subject to several linear 
lished that the R-function satisfies a disper:ion re- relations. It is precisely this kind of extremum 
lation with one subtraction (see Appendix I). probl.em that must be solved if the particle a is a 

2. Let us denote the integral in Eq. (1.2) by cf?(r). fermion. 
The problem consists in finding the minimum of 3. Let p~ 8) be a nonnegative function and the 

t~is functional; at that it is necessary to define pre- integral J p( e) dl:l < + oo. Under these conditions 
Cisely the class of functions on which the minimum -1r 

is being sought. In correspondence with the work there exists a set of orthonormal polynomials 
ofGeshkenbeinandioffe, it is supposed that r(x) cf1n(z) withtheweight p(l:l), i.e., asetofpoly-
is a function that is regular in the plane with the nomials satisfying the conditions 
cut ( 1, + oo) and is real for x < 1, consequently 
r ( x) takes on complex conjugate values on oppo
site sides of the cut. We shall assume that at oo 

the function r (X) grows slower than any power 
of I x 1112, i.e., that for any E > 0 for sufficiently 
large I xI the function I r (x) I < exp ( E I x 1112 ). 
The function r ( x) is normalized by the condition 
r(a)=L 

Let us map conformally the cut x-plane onto the 
unit circle I z I :S 1. We let 

t-i 
Z=-t+i' 

t= .. !x-1_ v 1-(l (2.1) 

This mapping takes the lower edge of the cut into 

" 
2~ ~ P (8) !Jln (i9) !Jl~ (e-19) dB = {Jnm· (3.1) 

This set of polynomials is unique if one imposes 
the additional requirement that the coefficient of 
the highest power zn in cf1n(z) be positive. If the 

1>we note that the minimum of the integral (2.2) on the 
class of all regular functions (z), normalized by the condition 
r(O) = 1, is equal to zero. This can be seen by setting 

[ 1-z l r n (z) = exp n 1 + z - n , 

then as n ... +oo the function ct>(rn) ... 0. 
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weight function p ( ()) is an even function then all 
the coefficients in the polynomials <Pn(z) are 
real. [5] We shall consider only such weight func-

7r 

tions p ( ()) for which the integrals J lln p ( () ) I d() 
-71" 

exist, so that the harmonic function which is equal 
to ln p( ()) on the circumference is given by the 
integral 

1t 

2~ ~· In p (8) {t + ,. _\";:-;:s ca _ cp)} d8, z = re'"'· 
-1t 

The Poisson kernel { ... } is equal to the real 
part of the Schwarz kernel ( ei() + z )/ ( ei() - z ), 

1 J7r ei() + z 
consequently the integral 271" ln p( ()) ei() _ z d() 

-71" 

is a regular function inside the circle I z I < 1, 
whose real part tends to ln p ( () ) as z - ei(). It 
then follows that the regular inside the unit circle 
function 

1 ~ i 9 +z ) D (z) =exp( 4n J lnp {8) e'9 _ 2 d8 (3.2) 

possesses the following properties: 1) D(z) ~ 0 
for I z I < 1; 2) I D(rei() )lz- p(e) as r- 1; 
3) D( 0) > 0. The function D( z) plays a fundamen
tal role in the solution of the extremum problem. 
In Appendix II the following identity will be proved: 

(3.3) 
n=O 

In particular 
00 1 1 
~ I IP n (z) 1

2 = 1 - 1 z J• 1 D (z) J2 ' 

00 

~ l1Pn (0) 12 = n-2(0). 
n=O n=O (3.4) 

A function ljJ ( z) regular inside the unit circle 
00 

6 cnzn is said to be a function of the class Hz 
n=o 

if 6 I cn lz < + oo. It is in terms of this class of 
functions that one solves the problem of the condi
tions necessary in order that the Fourier series of 
a function F ( z ) converge to that function. In Ap
pendix II will be proved the property established 
by Smirnov [S]: the Fourier series in the polyno
mials <Pn ( z ) of a function F n ( z ) regular inside 
the unit circle converges uniformly to the function 
F ( z ) in an arbitrary inner circle if and only if the 
product D(z) F(z) belongs to the class Hz. At that 
the condition of completeness is satisfied 

1t 

Fn = 2~ ~ p (8) F (e'0) <p~ (e-'0) dfJ. (3.5) 

From here one immediately obtains the solution to 
the problem of finding the minimum of the functional 

1t 

<D (F; p) ,; 2~ ~ p (0) 1 F (e'9) 12 d6 (3.6) 

subject to the relation F ( 0) = C, on the family of 
functions such that the product D(z) F(z) belongs 
to the class Hz. Indeed, it follows from Eq. (3.5) 
that one must find the minimum of the sum of the 
series 

00 00 

~ I F n 12 = ~ F nF ~ (3. 7) 
n=O n=O 

subject to the linear relation 

n=--=0 

In the general case, when the quantities appear
ing in Eq. (3.8) are complex, one obtains two linear 
relations 

- i~(<pnFn -cp~F;,) = 2{;2, 

(3. 8') 

Introducing the Lagrange multipliers A.1 and A.z 
we find that for the extremum function 

F n = (A1 + i"-2) cp~ (a'). (3. 9) 

On substitution in Eq. (3. 8) we obtain 
00 

A1 + iA2 = (C1 + iC2) j ~ ICfln (a) 12• (3.10) 
n=O 

It follows from Eqs. (3.4) and (3.3) that 

<Dmin = (A~ +"-~) ~ lrpn (a) [2 = I C 12 (I -I a 12) I D (a) 12 , 

fextr (z) = (Al + iA2) ~cpn (a) rpn (z) = C \-=_ 1a~~2g(~l . 

(3.11) 

If the quantities F n. a, <P n (a) and C are real 
then the relation (3.8) defines a hyperplane in the 
Hilbert space of the coefficients { Fn}, and <I>min 
is nothing else but the square of the distance from 
the origin of the coordinate system to that hyper
plane. 

4. For the extremum problem of Sec. 2 the 
weight function p(e) is equal to f(()), Eq. (2.3), 
a = 0, C = 1. For this weight function Z> 

D (O) = ( 1 + -.~~ = ~r I 2 V2 (1 + -v 1 -a), (4.1) 

D (z) = (1- z) (1 + z~'f, 
2V2c1-~l;. 

X rV1=1+V1-~+z(Vi=X-Vt=Ct.ll'1'. (4.2) 
1 + v 1- ~ + z (1- v 1- ~) 

2lThe integral giving D(O) can be found in any table of 
integrals, the integral for D(z) is evaluated by Geshkenbeln 
and loffe. 
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If for any E > 0 within a neighborhood sufficiently 
close to the point z = - 1 the function r ( z ) is less 
than exp ( E/ 11 + z I) then the same is true of the 
product D ( z ) r ( z ) . In addition 

1t 1t 

\ ID (e19) 12 1 r (ei9) 12 dO = \ f (0) I r (e10)12 dO< + 00, 

-n: 

In Appendix III it will be shown that it follows 
from these two properties that the product 
D ( z ) r ( z ) belongs to the class H2 and therefore 
the general solution (3.11) is valid in this particu
lar case as well. Since a = 0, C = 1 we have 

rf>mtn = D 2 (0), r 3KCT = D (0)/D (z). (4.3) 

If one substitutes into these expressions the 
values D(O) and D(z) from Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) 
one obtains the following expressions for all ex
tremal quantities: 

I' ( ) _ _!_ CJ! 1- ct + V 1- A)'/, 1 
extr X -- • 

2 1+V1-ct v1-x 

Sec. 3. The minimum of the functional is sought 
on a family of functions regular inside the unit 
circle, with all products Dv ( z ) F v ( z ) belonging 
to the class H2• By Dv(z) we mean the function 
D(z) corresponding to the weight function Pv(z ). 

This problem is solved in precisely the same 
way as the extremum problem for one function 
with one linear relation. Each of the functions 
Fv(z) is expanded in the Fourier series 
I: F vn<P~) ( z) in the orthogonal polynomials cor
responding to the weight function Pv ( e ) . The 
functional <I> goes over into the sum 

co 

(5.3) 
n=O 

To each of the relations (5.2) there correspond 
two Lagrange multipliers Ai1 and A.i2• If one intro
duces Ai = Ait + it..i2 then for the extremum func
tions one has 

I 

F = "" I. a~ m(v)• (z:). vn ~ l zv"t'n t (5.4) 
1~1 

X (1 + i Vx=i) (Vi=a- Vi=X) 
cV1-A- V1-x)'1, 

(4.4) The multipliers A.i are determined from the set of 
equations 

1 v 1--=a: - v 1=],. 
([)min = ----;===- (4.5) 

8V1-ct (1+V1-ctl2 

The care that must be exercised when taking 
the limit in solving extremum problems is illus
trated by the following circumstance, interesting 
in its own right. 

Let us suppose that the weight function tends to 
zero on some interval. Then D( 0) and <I>min also 
tend to zero. It follows that if the lower limit in 
the integral defining the functional <I> should lie 
some distance to the right of the beginning of the 
cut then <I>min = 0, no matter how small that dis
tance might be. 

5. For physical applications a somewhat more 
general extremum problem is of interest, namely 
to find the minimum of the functional <I>(Fl> F2, ••• , 

Fk) which depends on k functions in the form 

k " 

<D = h 2~ \ Pv (8) I Fv (e19 ) 12 dfJ (5.1) 

subject to several linear relations 

k 

~ aivFv (Zt) = b;, i = 1, 2, ... , l, 
'Y=l 

I Zt I< I. 
(5.2) 

It is assumed that all Pv( e) are nonnegative 
functions that satisfy the conditions formulated in 

where 

I 

~ c11t.1 = b1, 

/=1 

i = 1, 2, ... ' l, (5. 5) 

(5.6) 

The solution of the extremum problem is ex
pressed in terms of the cij as follows: 

0 b~ ... b; 
I 

<Dmtn = h b;A., =- (5. 7) 
1~1 

and the extremal functions as follows 

I • A 
F (z) = - 1 - ,, ~-1- (5.8) 

v D (z) LJ 1 • D* ( • ) .. 
v '=1 -z1z v z1 

In the fermion problem k = 2, l = 3, and the 
weight functions are such that D1 ( z ) and D2 ( z ) 
can be evaluated explicitly. As a result a closed 
form expression can be given for <I>min in terms 
of the particle masses rna, mb, and me. [2] 

I am grateful to B. L. Ioffe for useful discus
sions. 

APPENDIX I 

An arbitrary positive function v (!;) harmonic 
inside the circle I 1; I < 1 can be represented in 
the form 
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" 
v m = 2~ ~ 1 +r2_\~-:o2s(6-<p)d'ljl (e), ~ = re1~, (1.1) 

-7t 

where dl{;( 8) is a certain distribution of nonnega
tive masses. We omit the proof as there can be 
no doubt as to the truth of this assertion. It is 
clear that the total mass 

tt 

~ d'ljl (e)= 2nv (0) < + oo. (1.2) 
-7t 

It follows from Eq. (I.l) that the analytic function 
f( t) = v( t) - iu( t ), for which v( t) serves as its 
real part, can be represented in the form 

1 "~ i 0 + ~ f (~) = -2 -.0- d'ljl (e)+ i Im f (0). 
n e' -~ 

(1.3) 
-7t 

In other words, a function regular inside the unit 
circle and with a positive real part can be ex
pressed in the form Eq. (1.3). 

This fact has at one time (1910) been established 
by Caratheodory and Herglotz. If one goes over 
from the unit circle It I < 1 to the upper half-plane 
1m x > 0 by means of the transformation t + 1 
= 2i/(x+l), and from the function f(t) to the R
function F ( x) = if ( t), then one obtains the repre
sentation, Eq. (1.6). From Eq. (1.6) and the iden
tity 

it follows that 
00 

F (x) = F (x0) + -21 \ [-,-1 - - -,-1 -] (1 + x'2) dcr (x'), 
lt J X-X X-Xo 

-00 (1.4) 

but ( 1 +x' 2 ) dcr (x') may be replaced by 
2 1m F ( x' + io )dx' and therefore 

00 

F (x) = F (x0) + ~ I [-x' 1 - -,-1-J Im F (x' + i6) dx', n .) -x x -xo 
-oo (1.5) 

i.e., every R-function satisfies a dispersion rela
tion with no more than one subtraction. Let us 
note that in the relation (1.5) it is not assumed that 
the function F(x) has no real poles. One has the 
relation 

00 " 

~ 2 Im1 ~x~,d i/S) dx' = ~ dcr (x') = 2n Im F (i). (1. 6) 
-oo -tt 

Sometimes the following property of an R-function 
is useful: it satisfies the double inequality 

sin <p __!_ I F (x) I < ~r 
C r sm <p ' 

x = re1'~', r> 1, (1. 7) 

where C is a constant that depends on the function 
(see C7J, p. 72). 

APPENDIX II 

Functions of the class H2 are characterized by 
00 

the following property: if f(z) = .L:; cvzv then 
v=o 

If f( z) and g( z) are functions of the class H2 then 

" " 
lim ~ ~ f (pe'e) (g (pe'o))* de = 2~ ~ f (e'o) (g(e'e))* de. 
~~~ - ~D 

It is easy to see that the function D( z) belongs to 
the class H2 (see [5], p. 285). Let us prove that 
if ~ F v«P vC ei8) is the Fourier series of the function 
F(eie) in the polynomials cpv(t) and the product 
D(z) F(z) belongs to the class H2 then the com
pleteness relation 

holds. From completeness will follow the uniform 
convergence of ~Fvcpv(z) to F(z) inside any inner 
circle. 

Let us denote by «Pp,v(z) a set _of orthonormal 
polynomials with the weight I D(pe18 >I. Since as 
p- 1 the quantity I D(peie >1 2 tends to p(O) it 
follows that for any fixed v the function «Pp,v(z) 

tends uniformly to cpv(t) in the closed circle I z I 
s 1. Let us denote by F p, v the coeffic~ents in the 
Fourier expansion of the function F(pe18) with re
spect to this set of polynomials: 

1t 

F P, v = 21n ~ I D (pe10) 12 F (pe10) <r;, .,de 

" 
= 2~ ~ (D (pe'0) F (pe10)) (D (pe'0) <p v (pe'O) r de. 

Since the products D(pei8) F(peie) and 
D(peie )cpv(peie) belong to the class H2 we have, 
as a consequence of Eq. (ILl), 

1t 

lim Fp,v = 2~ ~ (D(e 10)F(e10)(D(e10 ))<pv (e10))*de 
P-1 

-1t 

1t 

= 2~ ~ p (e) F (e 10 ) <p: (e-'0) de = Fv. 
-1t 

Thus the completeness relation is valid for the 
function F(pei8) 

~ I Fp,v J2 = ~ ~ /D (pe'e) 121 F (pe'e) 12 de. 
V=O -7t 

As p - 1 the integral on the right tends to 
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7r 

(2rr)-1 ·fp(O)IF(ei8 )1 2 d8 since D(z)F(z)E H2 
-11" 

and, consequently, 

~ I Fv 12 > jit ~ p (8) IF (ei9) 12 d8. 
~=0 -~ 

By the Bessel inequality 

~ IF v 12 <; 2~ ~ p (e) 1 F (ei9) \2 d8, 
V=O 

i.e., the equality sign holds. 
Let us take for F ( z ) the function [ ( 1 -a *z )x 

D(a)D(z)]-1, lal <1. Itiseasytoverifyby 
direct calculation that F v = cp t (a*). 

Since D(z)F(z) = (1-a*z)-1D(a) belongs 
to the class H2 it follows that for I z I < 1 

00 

~ ljl: (a*) IPv (t) = [ (1 - a*z) D (a) D (z)]-1. 

v=O 

This identity is given by Szego (see [5], p. 311) 
and by Smirnov. [6] The difference lies in the fact 
that we solve the extremum problem on the basis 
of this identity whereas Szego and Smirnov prove 
the identity on the basis of the solution of the ex
tremum problem. 

APPENDIX III 

Let lj!(z) = ~cnzn be a function regular in the 
closed circle I z I :::=: 1 with the exception of the 
point z = -1 and satisfying the following condi
tions: 1) for any E > 0 in a sufficiently small 
neighborhood of the point z = - 1 one has IIJ!( z) I 

7r 

< exp (E/I1+z I); 2) jllf!(ei8 )1 2 d8 < +oo. Let us 
-11" 

show that the function lj!(z) belongs to the class 
H2, i.e., that ~I cn 12 < + oo. 

The transformation w + i = 2i/ ( 1 + z ) maps the 
circle I z I < 1 into the upper half-plane Im w > 0; 
at that the point z = - 1 goes to oo . We introduce 
the function F(w) = ih lj!(z)/(w+i). The function 
F(w) is regular in the upper half-plane, for any E 
> 0 and sufficiently large I w I the inequality 
I F ( w) I < exp ( E I w I) is satisfied and, finally, the 

00 

integral J I F ( w ) 12 dw < + co • 
-oo 

As was shown by Wiener and Paley (see [a], 

p. 9 ), for a function with these properties the in
tegral over the large upper semicircle in the 
Cauchy formula tends to zero, i.e., 

00 

1 ~ F (w) F(w) = 2----: -,--dw. nt w -w 
-00 

From here there follows for the function lj!( z) the 
representation 

'" (z) = ..i-, \' '¢ (z') dz' 
't' 2nt .\ z' - z ' 

lz'i=I 

(III.1) 

I.e., the Cauchy formula is valid for the function 
lj!(z) not only when the integration is over an inter
nal circle but also when the integration is over the 
boundary circle. 

It follows from Eq. (III.1) that 

" 
c = __!_, I •'- teia) e-tne d8 

n 2nt l 't' ~ ' 
-1t 

i.e., cn coincides with the Fourier coefficient of 
the function lj!( ei8 ). In accordance with the Bessel 
inequality 

" 2J [en 12 < 2~ \ ['i' (e'e) 12 d8 < + oo. 
-1t 
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With the octahedral Cu2+ ion complexes taken as an example, it is shown that by taking into 
account the inversion splitting previously investigated by the author, a system of spin-in
version (spin-electronic-vibrational) levels appears in a magnetic field. One of the features 
of the system is that some of the levels correspond to the same spin states. The transition 
probabilities between these states under the action of an electromagnetic perturbation depend 
significantly on the relation between the magnetic field strength and the magnitude of the in
version splitting. In this way one obtains a characteristic temperature transition from one 
type of EPR spectrum to another, which is confirmed by the available experimental data. 
An unusual frequency dependence of the spectrum and, in particular, the possibility of ab
sorption in zero field is also deduced. 

1. INTRODUCTION began naturally with octahedral complexes of the 
Cu2+ ion. It was expected that taking inversion 
splitting into account would lead to a satisfactory 
explanation of the most important experimental 
peculiarities of the spectra of these systems, in 
particular, the temperature dependence. As will 
be seen below, these expectations were fulfilled. 

IN a previous paper [t] we considered the inver
sion splitting of the electronic-vibrational levels 
of an octahedral complex arising from the pres
ence of several equivalent equilibrium configura
tions associated with the instability of the system 
in the configuration of a regular octahedron. The 
general splitting pattern, the wave functions of the 
inversion levels, and the magnitude of the inver
sion splitting were obtained. The last turned out 
to be of the order of magnitude of the quanta used 
in radio spectroscopy. Hence, it is reasonable to 
expect that inversion splitting should be an im
portant consideration in electron paramagnetic 
resonance ( EPR) problems and the like. In fact, 
the presence of a number of closely spaced levels, 
each of which for the case S = 1/ 2 is a Kramers 
doublet, should significantly alter the system of 
levels in a magnetic field compared to what would 
be expected for a single doublet with no inversion 
splitting. 

The present paper sets forth the general method 
of obtaining the system of levels of octahedral 
complexes of transition metals in a magnetic field, 
with account taken of inversion splitting and spin
orbit interaction, and applies it to the case of Cu2 +. 

The characteristics of the set of spin-inversion 
levels obtained can be important for the establish
ment of a system with a large negative effective 
temperature. 

On the other hand, not all experimental facts 
from EPR spectra in the systems considered find 
satisfactory explanations. Even the most simple 
and most studied (see [2]) example of the spectrum 
of Cu2+ remains unclear. In particular, a satis
factory interpretation has not yet been given for 
the temperature transition from one type of spec
trum to another (see below) that is observed in 
some of its compounds. Hence, the investigation 
of the effect of inversion splitting on EPR spectra 

2. INVERSION LEVELS WITH SPIN -ORBIT 
INTERACTION 

In the octahedral Cu2 + complex there are two 
inversion levels [t]: the ground level A1g and an 
excited, doubly degenerate level Eg. The wave 
functions corresponding to them have the formt). 

Wl" = {3 (1 - rJr'1' (<D1" + <D2" + <D3x), 

1Jl2" = {3 (2 + rJl-'1' (2<D1"- Cll2"- cD3x). 

Wax = [2 + r" ( 1' (<D2x- <D3x); (1) 

l)These functions differ from those in [t] by the specifica
tion of normalization constants. 

836 
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p 
(i) 

'X;x = IT 'Xn" ( Q" ), 
a.=l 

i + j. 

i = 1, 2, 3, 

(2) 

Here 1/Ji ( q) is the electronic function of tl).e miss
ing 3d electron in the 3d10 shell, Xna ( Q0Y)) is 
the wave function of the na-th excited state of the 
harmonic oscillator corresponding to the normal 
coordinate Qa in the i-th equilibrium configura
tion, and K is shorthand for the set of quantum 
numbers n1, ... ,np characterizing the vibrational 
state of the complex. 

The electronic functions in the approximation 
considered are expressed by the usual hydrogen 
d-functions cp 4 and cp 5, the angular parts of which 
are respectively 3z2 - r 2 and x2 - y2 in Cartesian 
coordinates. For the case of tetragonal distortion 
in the equilibrium configurations consisting of an 
elongation along one axis of the octahedron, 

1 v3 
1Jl1 =<:f!s, 1Jl2 =- -z-<:p5 + --y<f4, 

For shortened octahedra the 1/Ji are similar and 
can be obtained from (3) by exchanging cp4 and cp 5• 

The expression for the magnitude of the inversion 
splitting and the numerical values for certain 
cases were given in [1]. 

Each of the inversion states (1) is a spin doublet 
[ S = %; the states corresponding to projections of 
the spin on the Oz axis are symbolized by ( +) 
and (-) ]. These states are not coupled by the 
spin-orbit interaction, but are subjected to the in
fluence of the nearest excited state T2g, described 
by the electronic d-functions [i] cp 1, cp2, and cp3 , 

the angular parts of which equal respectively xy, 
xz, and yz. Choosing the expr~ss!on for the spin
orbit interaction in the form A.L · S where A. is the 
spin-orbit coupling constant, and symbolizing the 
separation between the terms Eg and T2g by ~. 
it is possible to obtain the following expressions 
for the wave functions of the Kramers doublets of 
Cu2+ ion in a free octahedral complex by first
order perturbation theory (equilibrium configura
tions-elongated octahedra): 

1fc'cr = 1fu-> + _!.___ l3 (1 - r )r'l, 
}X lX ~ X 

r . ( 1 1 ) < :· > ( 1 1 ) X l- l %ax - :T X2x- :T "/..1>< qJ3 X2x - 2 "/..Jx - 2 X3x 

m<'f) ::r:: i (.x - .!_"' -.!_X ) m<c.cl} X "1'2 I lX L ,.;!X .L. ~X "t'l ' 

- • (2 + 1 1 1 ) (+)} + l XI>< 2 X2x I 2 X3>< <:pl- ' 

1¥~~ >' = 1¥~~ > + ~ [ 4 (2 + 1) ( 1' { i (x~" + 2%3x) <:p~ +> 

± (2%2>< + %3><) <:p~+> ± i (X2><- X3x) <vi±>}. (4) 

Similar expressions can be obtained for the case 
when the equilibrium octahedra are tetragonally 
flattened out (shortened along a diagonal). 

3. SPLITTING IN A MAGNETIC FIELD; g 
FACTORS 

Since the splitting in an external magnetic field 
can turn out to be of the same order as the inver
sion splitting, its effect should be calculated at 
the same time as the interaction between the 
equivalent configurations of the complex U. [1] The 
complete perturbation of these configurations 
therefore has the form 

(5) 

The matrix elements of this expression are 
determined rather easily if we start with the func
tions ( 4), in which basis the matrix U + A.L · S is 
diagonal. We obtain a sixth-order secular equa
tion to find the energy levels EiK. Its solution for 
arbitrary direction of the field is difficult. We 
shall first consider the direction H II Oz. For this 
we find 

e- = --b ± 1---+- r r<H , 1 [ A ( 5 3 )] 
2>< 6 X ~ 2 4 X )-' 

1 {[ A ( 3 ) ] 2 8A.2 
( 3 )" 2 2}';, +2 b" =r= T 1 + 2 r x ~H + ~· 1 - 4 r X ~ H , 

e~ = ~ bx ± [I - ~ (I - ~ r ")]~H. (6) 

The dependence of these levels on magnetic 
field intensity is shown in the figure. We see that 
as a consequence of the interaction of the levels 
1+ and 2+, 1- and 2-, two regions of differing be
havior of the levels in the magnetic field arise, 
separated by a certain interval (indicated in the 
figure by the dashed lines) in which there is a 
mixing of the levels. The position of this interval 
depends on the ratio between oK and {JR. In the 
region to the right of it A.{JH/ D » oK; this we call 
the high-frequency region for short. There is 
significant probability for three transitions here, 
as indicated in the figure by arrows. The g factors 
corresponding to these transitions are 

81, 
gl=2-r, 

g2 = 2- ~ (2 + 3rx), g3 = 2- ~ (2- 3rx)· (7) 
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In the low-frequency region, where A.{3H/ D. 
« oK, three other transitions are allowed, with g 
factors: 

In the intermediate region the probabilities of 
the low-frequency transitions decrease with in
creasing field and become vanishingly small at its 
right edge. The high-frequency transitions disap
pear at the left boundary. 

For directions of H along the Ox or Oy axes 
the energy level spectrum is the same as ( 6). 
However, in intermediate directions, not along the 
coordinate axes (the tetragonal axes of the octa
hedron), the levels approach each other in such a 
way that the differences in the g factors decrease, 
and in the trigonal axis direction all g values are 
the same and equal to g = 2 - 4A./ tl, both in the 
low-frequency and also in the high-frequency 
spectrum. 

The general picture of the high-frequency spec
trum is as if there were three paramagnetic ions 
absorbing at the same time, each situated in a 
nearly tetragonal field (the terms containing 'YK 
are in fact second-order corrections, with the 
directions of the tetragonal axes of these ions 
mutually orthogonal. In the low-frequency spec
trum there is one completely isotropic transition 
g1, corresponding to the ground inversion state, 
and two anisotropic transitions located symmetri
cal on both sides of the isotropic line. The latter 
are at their maximum separation from the iso
tropic transition when the magnetic field is along 
the tetragonal axes of the octahedron and are 
closest to it when the field is along the trigonal 
axes. 

In the case when the equilibrium configurations 
of the complex are (flattened) octahedra that are 
shortened along a diagonal, the spectral pattern is 

in principle similar to that obtained above; how
ever, instead of (7), we have for the g factors of 
the high-frequency spectrum: 

4. TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE 
SPECTRUM. EXPLANATION OF THE TEM
PERATURE TRANSITION OBSERVED IN THE 
CRYSTALLINE STATE. 

An interesting peculiarity of this spectrum is 
its temperature dependence. This shows up in the 
magnitude of the inversion splitting oK' which is 
determined by the vibrational state K and grows 
exponentially with temperature (even for a free 
complex). Temperature dependence via the para
meter 'YK is less effective, since it enters only in 
terms of the second order, as has already been 
noted. 

As o increases, the transition region of the 
spectrum shifts to the right (see the figure), i.e., 
the upper limit of the low-frequency spectrum and 
the lower limit of the high-frequency spectrum be
come higher. For a constant (and sufficiently high) 
frequency of absorbed electromagnetic radiation, 
the following temperature dependence should be 
observed. At low temperatures, the spectrum cor
responds to the high-frequency system of lines, 
given by the g factors of (7) [or (9)). As the tem
perature is increased, a point corresponding to 
the right boundary of the transition region is 
reached; here the intensity of the high-frequency 
spectrum begins to fall off and the low-frequency 
lines begin to appear. With further increase of 
temperature, the left boundary is reached; the 
spectrum is the low-frequency spectrum and is 
determined by the g factors of (8). 

It is obvious that the direct observation of this 
temperature dependence is possible only in com
plexes within crystals. In fact, in the liquid and 
gaseous states the observed spectrum is averaged 
over all directions. The complication in the spec
trum brought about by the inversion splitting is 
manifested only indirectly, in the line width and 
its temperature and frequency dependence. The 
investigation of this question will be the subject of 
a separate communication. 

In order to observe the spectrum described 
above in the crystalline state, at least two condi
tions must be fulfilled: (1) The symmetry of the 
surroundings of the given complex must notre
move the Eg degeneracy of its electronic ground 
state (this will stabilize one of the three equivalent 
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Experimental data on the temperature transition in the EPR spec
trum of the Cu(H2 0)~+ complex in salts of trigonal symmetry 

Crystal 

(Cu,Zn) SiF6 -6H,O 
(Cu,Zn) (BrOa)• · 6H20 
(Cu,Mg)3La, (N 0 3)12 · 24H20 
(Cu,Mg)3Bb (N03)12·24H20 
CuaLa2 (N0ah•·24H,O 

configurations of the tetragonally distorted octa
hedron), i.e., must not remove the inversion split
ting, and (2) the effect of these surroundings must 
be sufficiently small, so that the distortion of the 
octahedron in the equilibrium configuration and 
the height of the barrier between these configura
tions remain sufficiently large; otherwise, the 
criterion of applicability of the theory of inversion 
splittings [1] is not fulfilled. 

It is proper to mention at this point that in a 
crystal the height of the barrier between equivalent 
equilibrium configurations of a complex really de
pends also on the state of interaction of its ligands 
with the external surroundings (on their mobility) 
and, consequently, depends strongly on tempera
ture (on the excitation of vibrations of the crystal 
as a whole). Hence the inversion splitting o should 
be expected to be a strong function of the tempera
ture independently of the population of the vibra
tional states of the complex.2) 

The hydrated salts of copper with trigonal sym
metry best fulfill the requirements set forth above. 
In these salts the ionic sites are occupied by the 
hydrated complex Cu ( H20 )~+, and the surround-
ing field, having trigonal symmetry, does not re
move the inversion splitting in this complex. It is 
necessary to compare our results with the EPR 
measurements on these compounds. 

Some experimental EPR data [3- 6] on a group of 
similar crystals are presented in the table. In all 
cases a temperature transition from one type of 
spectrum to another is observed. Thorough studies 
[ 5•6] have shown that at low temperatures the ob
served spectrum corresponds to the presence of 
three types of Cu2+ ions in the crystal, each of 
which is situated in a tetragonal field, with the 
three tetragonal axes mutually perpendicular and 
forming the edges of a cube (or the diagonals of an 

2lAny kind of accurate calculations of the barrier height 
and its temperature dependence are scarcely possible or con
venient here, since they involve the complete calculation for 
the crystal as a whole. 

Region of Low-temperature High-tern 
the tempera- spectrum perature 
ture transi-

I I 
spectrum, 

tion, o K g, g, g, 
gl 

~12-50 2.46 2.10 2,10 2.22 
~<7-35 - - - 2,22 

33-45 2,47 2.10 2.10 2.22 
~20-90 2.45 2.10 2.10 2.22 

-170-270 2.41 2,10 2,10 2,22 

octahedron), the trigonal axis of which coincides 
with the crystal axis. As the temperature is raised, 
the intensity of this spectrum begins at a certain 
point to diminish to zero, and, at the same time, a 
new type of spectrum consisting of a single iso
tropic line begins to appear with increasing in
tensity. The limits of the region of the tempera
ture transition are indicated approximately in the 
table. The g factors corresponding to the field 
directed along the tetragonal axis of one of the 
Cu2+ ions are given for the low-temperature spec
trum. 

It is easy to see that the general picture pre
sented here of the observed spectrum and its 
temperature dependence is in good agreement with 
the theory. The g factors of the low-temperature 
spectrum correspond to Eq. (7), which pertains to 
elongated (along a diagonal) octahedra in the equili
brium configurations (this again confirms that 
elongated octahedra are more stable than shortened 
ones, see [7] ). In the intermediate region the cor
respondence between theory and experiment is 
also complete. The isotropic line with g = 2.22 
observed in the high-temperature spectrum corre
sponds to a transition between the sublevels of the 
ground inversion state with g1 = 2 - 4A/ b.. Even 
such a detail as a certain diminution in the value 
of g1 with an increase in temperature near the 
upper limit of the transition region [ g = 2.23 5 
± 0.005 at T = 45°K and g = 2.218 ± 0.003 at 
T = 90oK for ( Cu, Mg) 3La2 ( N03 ) 12 · 24H20 [6JJ 
also follows directly from the temperature depend
ence of the energy levels in a magnetic field given 
in ( 6) (see the figure; an increase in temperature 
corresponds to a shift along the spectrum from 

right to left). However, transitions corresponding 
to excited inversion levels in the high-tempera
ture spectrum have as yet not been clearly observed. 
It is known only that some additional weak lines 
whose origin is unclear have been observed. [3] It 
is possible that more careful experimental inves
tigation will permit a positive identification of 
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these transitions.3> One can expect to observe 
them more easily at low temperatures and re
spectively lower frequencies. 

Thus, the temperature transition observed in 
these systems is naturally explained within the 
framework of the inversion splitting theory. Like
wise it is clear that this transition does not have 
its origin in the properties of the crystal as a 
whole and in particular in any kind of phase transi
tion, as has been proposed by Ingram,[B] but is a 
property of the octahedral complex. The entire 
spectrum arises from one complex ion, and the 
presence of three unequivalent ions in the crystal 
at low temperatures is not required for its ex
planation. The crystalline state, by stabilizing the 
directions of the axes of the octahedral complex in 
space, only makes the observation of the spectrum 
easier.4> 

It also follows from the explanation presented 
that the temperature transition from one spectrum 
to the other should be higher, the higher the fre
quency of the absorbed electromagnetic radiation. 

5. FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE OF THE SPEC
TRUM. POSSIBLE ABSORPTION IN ZERO 
FIELD. 

Another interesting property of the investigated 
spectrum is its frequency dependence. The char
acter of the dependence of the spectrum on the 
frequency of the electromagnetic radiation at con
stant temperature is similar to the temperature 
dependence at constant frequency with the only 
difference that the changes in the spectral pattern 
with increasing frequency (moving from left to 
right in the figure) correspond to the changes in 
the spectrum with diminishing temperature. A de
tailed description of the expected low-frequency 
and high-frequency spectra and their changes in 
the intermediate region was given above. At low 
frequencies one can hope to see the g2 and g3 

3l:!t is possible that the difficulty in observing these lines 
is above all due to the fact that at high temperatures o is 
large; this can lead to a violation of the criterion of applica
bility of the theory of inversion splitting,ltJ and, consequently, 
to the disappearance of the excited inversion levels. It is 
also probable that the width of these levels is large on ac
count of relaxation transitions to lower inversion states not 
associated with a change in spin state. 

4llt should be noted that, in principle, correct qualitative 
proposals as to the origin of the temperature transition in the 
spectrum were in fact made earlier[•· 10l (see also["]), but 
they could not be regarded as convincing. An explanation for 
the isotropic low-temperature line in the spectrum was first 
proposed by Abragam and PryceJ12] 

lines, which cannot be distinguished clearly in the 
high-temperature spectrum. Experiments to study 
the frequency dependence of the spectrum in the 
aspect considered above have not been carried out, 
to our knowledge. 

Besides the usual allowed transitions of which 
we are speaking, there is in this spectrum also the 
possibility of transitions the matrix elements of 
which arise only from excited orbital states and 
the spin-orbit interaction and are of order A./ 6 in 
the magnetic dipole approximation. This also in
cludes zero-field transitions between inversion 
levels. The magnitude of the absorption quantum 
corresponding to these transitions equals the in
version splitting o, which can be determined ap
proximately by comparing the theoretical data on 
the temperature dependence of the energy levels 
[from Eqs. (6)) with the experimental data (results 
of approximate calculations of o are in [1]). Know
ing the size of the quantum being used hv = g/3H, 
it suffices to determine that value of o, in relation 
to which A./3H/ 6 in ( 6) becomes negligibly small, 
that corresponds to the temperature of the left 
boundary of the transition interval. Similarly, the 
value of o for the right boundary of this interval 
can be found. For ( Cu, Mg) 3La2 ( NOa) 12 · 24H20, 
on which detailed measurements have been made,[s] 
it is easy to find that for T = 33°K, o ~ 100 Me/sec, 
and for T = 45°K, o ~ 100 Me/sec, and for T 
T = 45°K, o ~ 105 Me/sec. Approximately the same 
values of o for other crystals will be attained at 
other temperatures, as can be seen from the table. 
In view of the strong temperature dependence of 
o the corresponding absorption is best sought at 
constant frequency by means of varying the tem
perature. 

other transitions with approximately the same 
probability could be 1 + -2-, 1 + -3-, 1--2 +, 1--3 + 

in the low-frequency spectrum (the transition 
1 + -2- is indicated by the broken arrow in the 
figure) and analogously in the high-frequency spec
trum. A characteristic property of these further 
transitions is that, in contradistinction to all the 
other transitions, they do not disappear (more cor
rectly, they do not combine with the main lines) for 
field direction along the trigonal axis of the octa
hedron. Just such lines were observed by Bleaney 
and Ingram. [3] For their further identification it is 
necessary to keep in mind that along the trigonal 
axes the lines 1 + -2-and 1 + -3- come together 
and are at a distance H1 - H2 = ( 1/g1/3 )( o - 2hv) 
from the main line g1, where hv is the magnitude 
of the absorbed quantum. Knowing the position of 
the additional line and the frequency, one can esti
mate the magnitude of the inversion splitting from 
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this relation. 5) It is also easy to see that the posi
tion of this line, as well as the frequency, depends 
also on the temperature. 

Further experimental tests of the results of 
this paper would be of great interest. 

In conclusion, the author expresses his sincere 
thanks to A.M. Prokhorov for valuable discussions. 
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The displacements in constant-curvature space, which are among the basic elements of the 
generalized field theory developed by the author [2], are studied in detail. A characteristic 
of the displacements, the focusing property, is revealed, having no analogue in the ordinary 
Euclidean case. The field theory apparatus of [2] is refined. Deviations from the energy
momentum conservation law in scattering processes are considered; it is shown that the 
law remains valid in the generalized theory for the elastic scattering of fermions. The 
focusing property results in an interaction anomaly in a particle-antiparticle system. The 
possible formation of bound states of such systems during contact interactions with a small 
coupling constant is discussed briefly. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

IN earlier work [t,2] the present author constructed 
a field theory in which the pseudo-Euclidean mo
mentum space was replaced with a p-space of con
stant curvature. In this theory the role of the or
dinary addition of momenta is played by the dis
placement operator of p-space. In the present 
work the properties of the displacements are 
studied in detail. As in [2], we shall first consider 
an elliptic p-space having a positive-definite 
metric.!) Certain relations for displacements in 
the physical region (pseudo-elliptic space) will be 
considered in Sec. 6. 

In investigating the system of displacements as 
a whole their parameterization by means of the 
vector k ( k-parameterization) is not entirely 
suitable. The displacement equation in the case of 
k-parameterization is [2] 

_ d (k) _ p vl+k' + k [1- pk/(1 + vl+k'll 
q- 0 p- 1-pk (1.1) 

containing .ff+k2, which must undergo a change 
of signs as k2 varies continuously. 2) Elliptic 
p-space is a closed "one-sided space."[3J "Infin
itely distant" points of this space forming a three
dimensional hyperplane are not isolated points and 
go over into "finite" points under displacements. 
The one-sidedness of the space consists in the fact 
the two infinitely distant points of a single ray are 

1lThe notation of [2] will be used unless specified otherwise. 
2li. E. Tamm pointed out the need to consider both signs of 

~.without which the displacement equation (1.1) becomes 
incomplete. 

considered identical. More precisely, for each 
function of the vector p = {3n ( n2 = 1 ) we must ob
tain identical values when {3 - + oo and {3 - - oo. 

This property will hereinafter be called the pro
jective in variance of the theory. It is easily shown 
that (1.1) will be projectively invariant only if the 
sign of ..J 1 + k2 is reversed when k2 passes 
through infinity. The indeterminate sign of ..J1.+k2 
is reversed when k2 passes through infinity. The 
indeterminate sign of .f1+k2 creates certain in
conveniences when the displacement equation (1.1) 
is used. In order to overcome this difficulty we 
introduce another, rational, parameterization of 
the displacement system ( l-parameterization ). 

The displacement operation ( 1.1) satisfies the 
correspondence principle by going over into ordi
nary adaition for small p and k. However, for 
large momenta the properties of displacements 
differ extremely from those of ordinary momentum 
addition. Specifically, when q = -p we have the 
so-called focusing property. The present work 
consists essentially in an investigation of this 
property. From the physical point of view the 
focusing property signifies the appearance of an 
anomaly in the interaction between a particle and 
an antiparticle having identical momenta (Sec. 7). 

2. l-PARAMETERIZATION OF DISPLACEMENTS 

With each vector l of p-space we associate a 
displacement defined by 

1 +I' 
q=d0 (l)p=l+ 1 _ 12 _ 21p(l+p) (2.1) 

This equation is a rational function of the vectors 
p and l, and satisfies the condition of projective 

842 
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invariance, as is easily shown. The advantage of 
(2.1) over (1.1) lies in the fact that the vector q 
is determined uniquely in terms of p and Z. The 
parameterization of displacements represented by 
(2.1) will be called Z-parameterization. 

The relation between the two displacement 
formulas is given by 

k = 2!/(1 - !2). (2.2) 

Substituting (2.2) in (1.1), we obtain (2.1). In virtue 
of (2.2) some vector k corresponds uniquely to 
each vector Z. Fixing k and solving (2.2) for Z, 
we obtain two values (positive roots): 

l - k l - k (2.3) 
1 -1+V1+k•' 2 -1-V1+k" 

For the scalar product of the vectors in (2.3) we 
have ZtZ 2 = -1, and therefore the distance [2] 

(2 .4) 

The vector k given by (2.2) is by definition the 
momentum transferred to a fermion at the vertex 
of a Feynman diagram. Because of the two values 
in (2.3) each momentum k corresponds to two es
sentially different displacements d0 ( Z1 ) and 
do(Z2)· 

Let us consider the limiting case k - 0. It is 
convenient to write k = {3n, where {3 - 0 and n is 
an arbitrary unit vector ( n2 = 1 ). From (2.3) we 
obtain 

!2;:::::;- 2nj~. (2.5) 

Substituting (2.5) in (2.1), we obtain expressions 
for the displacements (with a fixed vector p): 

q2= do (l2) pz- p + 2 (np)n. 

The considered case of extremely small mo
menta k illustrates clearly the essential difference 
between the displacements d0 ( lt) and d0 ( 12 ). 

While the first displacement is of classical charac
ter (satisfying the correspondence principle), the 
second shift is the product of an inversion relative 
to a hyperplane perpendicular to the vector n and 
the simultaneous reflection of all four axes. The 
solution Z2 in (2.5) and the corresponding dis
placement d0 (Z 2 ) in (2.6), which have no analogues 
in the ordinary theory, will be called nonclassical. 
The nonclassical displacement d0 ( Z2 ) is an im
proper rotation of elliptic p-space (its determinant 
is -1). Kadyshevskil f3J has discussed the possi
bility of continuous transitions from proper rota
tions to improper rotations in one-sided spaces of 
constant curvature. 

The introduction of the Z-parameterization of 
displacements (2.1) enables us to refine the mean
ing of the correspondence principle in the theory 
being developed. According to (2.5) and (2.6) cor
respondence is not achieved for small values of 
the transferred momentum k, but rather for small 
vectors of the vector l. The latter therefore ac
quires physical meaning, while k, which is given 
by (2.2), becomes a secondary quantity in a sense. 
The "classical region" in which the correspond
ence principle is satisfied will pertain to values 
Z2 « 1. Equation (2.5) shows that small momenta 
k also correspond to "nonclassical" values of 
l ( Z2 » 1 ) . The contribution of nonclassical dis
placements to real physical processes is con
sidered in Sec. 5. 

For a more detailed investigation of (2.1) it is 
convenient to employ a geometric construction. 
Having in mind the definition of the displacement 
operator for a scalar function of the vector p, 

d0 (l) f (p) = f (do(- l) p), (2.7) 

we shall [in distinction from (2.1)] use q to denote 
the vector 

1 + z• 
q =do (- l) P =- l + 1 -12 + 2lp (p- l) 

- 1 + [2 12 (1 + lp) 
- l-l 2 +2lp p-1-l2 +2lp !. (2.8) 

The sum of the coefficients of the vectors (-p) 
and (-Z) in the right-hand side of (2.8) equals 
unity. It follows that the three points (-p), (-l), 
and q lie on the same straight line (Fig. 1). From 
( 2. 8) we obtain 

1 + [2 
1-ql = 1 -l'+Zlp (1 +Pl), (2.9) 

1 + q2 = (1 _1/~22lp r (I + p2). (2.10) 

Combining (2.9) and (2.10), we obtain 

[1 - ql[/Jf1 + q2 = [1 + Pl\lV1 + p2• (2.11) 

From Eq. ( 1.2) in [2], representing the distance 
between two points of elliptic p-space, and (2.11) 
we obtain the following relations for the distance 
between the given points: 

s(p, l) == s (- p, - l) = s (- l, q). (2.12) 

FIG. 1 
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The geometric interpretation of displacements is 
based on (2.12). 

In investigating (2.12) we must take into ac
count the facts that: 1) a straight line in elliptic 
space is closed (being equivalent topologically to 
a circle) with its total length equal to 1r, and 
2) by definition the length of a segment of a straight 
line does not exceed 1r /2. 

We introduce the abbreviated notation 

A = s (p, l) = s (- l, q), p = s (- p, q). (2.13) 

We easily find, using Fig. 1, 

p = 2A (0 < A < n/4), p = Jt- 2A (2.14) 

(n/4 < A < n/2). 

The geometric construction (Fig. 1) enables us 
to establish graphically an extremely important 
property of displacements in elliptic space. Let 
us put 

A = s (p, l) = n/2. (2.15) 

Then, in virtue of (2.14), we have p = s ( -p, q) = 0 
and therefore q = -p, since the elliptic p-space 
has a positive-definite metric. The condition (2.15) 
is equivalent to the relation 

pl =-I. (2 .16) 

For a fixed value of p the vectors l satisfying 
(2.16) fill a three-dimensional hyperplane of p
space. We arrive at the conclusion that when p 
and l satisfy (2.15) [or, equivalently, (2.16)} the 
displaced vector 

q = d0 ( - l) p = - P (2.17) 

does not depend on the direction of the straight line 
pas~ing through the points ( -p) and ( -l). This 
property of the displacements in elliptic space, for 
which there is no analogous property in the usual 
theory, will be called the focusing property; its 
physical interpretation will be considered in Sec. 
7. 

We shall now solve (2.8) for l with fixed values 
of p and q. In Fig. 1 the point (-Z) must lie on a 
straight line passing through the points ( -p) and q 
and must also satisfy (2.12). It is easily seen that 
two solutions exist: 

l = lpq (0 <A< nj4), l = l~q (nj4 <'"A< nj2). (2 .18) 

For q = -p the construction no longer applies. In 
this case (2.8) has an infinite number of solutions; 
this corresponds to the focusing property. The 
solutions of (2.18) satisfy 

s ( l, l') = Jt/2. (2.19) 

In explicit analytic form the solutions of (2.18) are 

z _ P v~- qcr vi+!J2 t _ P vi+lf + q~ vi+P" 
pq - V 1 + q2 + cr V 1 + P2 ' pq - V 1 + q2 - ~ V 1 + p 2 ' 

where (2.20) 

a = sign ( 1 - pq ) (2 .21) 

determines the selection of the branch of /l+P2. 
When q = -p an indeterminancy associated with 

the focusing property arises in (2.20). To investi
gate this indeterminacy we write q = -p +{3n, 

where {3 - 0 and n2 = 1. In the limit {3 = 0, we 
obtain 

lpq = p, (2.22) 

Through the !-parameterization of displace
ments in p-space we are enabled to simplify the 
expression for the displacement operator in the 
spinor representation. In view of (2 .2) the spinor 
displacement operator is easily represented by 

d, (l) = (1 - l)!Vf+"P. (2.23) 

The operator ds ( l ) acts on the constant spinor 
lj!. As in [2J, we define the total displacement oper
ator d ( l ) acting on a spinor function lj! ( p ) as the 
product of the operators (2.7) and (2.23): 

d (l) = d0 (l) d, (l). (2.24) 

3. MATRIX ELEMENTS OF DISPLACEMENT 
OPERATORS 

We shall now calculate explicitly the matrix 
elements of a displacement operator in the p
represe!_ltation. Since the spinor displacement op
erator ds ( l ) is given explicitly by ( 2 .2 3) as a 
matrix, it is sufficient to calculate the matrix 
elements of d0 ( l ) . We shall first consider the 
more general problem of determining the matrix 
elements of the operator 

13 = ~ dQt b (l) d~ (l), (3.1) 

where b ( l ) is an arbitrary function of l. Letting 
B operate on f ( p ) , we obtain 

Bf(p)= ~dQtb(t) f(q), (3.2) 

where q, which depends on p and l, is given by 
(2.8). In (3.2) integration over dQz must be re
placed by integration over dQq. In order to obtain 
the relation between the respective volume elements 
we write the expression for a volume element of 
p-space in polar coordinates: 

(3.3) 
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where cp, e, ry, and p are the appropriate angle 
variables, which have the limits 

O<;;cp <;; 2n; 0 <;; 6, 1J < n; 0 <;; p <;; n/2. (3.3a) 

We note that p represents geometrically the 
distance from some fixed point taken as the co
ordinate origin to an arbitrary point q of p-space. 
Using Fig. 1, taking the point (-p) as the coordi
nate origin, and considering that the points ( -p), 
(-l), and q lie on the same straight line and that 
drlz = drlz, we easily obtain the relation between 
the volume elements: 

(0 <;; 'A<;; n/4), dQ1 = dQq/16 cos3 (p/2) 

dQt = dQq/16 sin3 (p/2) (n/4 ~'A<;; n/2), (3.4) 

where ;>. and p are defined by (2.13). Using (3.4) 
for the change of variables in (3.2), we obtain 

B - ldQ { b(lpq) b(l~q) }t (3.4a) 
f(p) - J q 16 cos3 (p/2) + 16 sin3 (p/2) (q), 

whence, from the definition of a matrix element, 

' ' b (lpq) b (l~q) (3 5) 
(pI B I q) = 10 cos• (p/2) + 16 sin3 (P/2) · • 

The quantities lpq and lpq are given by (__2.20). 
From the definition (3.1) of the operator B we ob
tain directly 

d~ (Z) = oB/Ob(Z). (3.6) 

The variational derivative of (3.5) yields the 
matrix element 

' 1 { ll (l,lpq) ll (l, l~q) } 
(pI do ( Z) I q) = 1] cos• (p/2) + sin" (P/2) · (3.7) 

Using (2.14), this can be written in the form 
' 1 ' (pI do (Z) I q) = 16 cos"~, {o (l, lpq) + o (l, lpq)}. (3.8) 

where A= s(p, l). 
The amplitudes of different processes are ex

pressed in terms of the matrix elements for prod
ucts of the displacement operators. Let us con
sider the diagonal matrix element for the product 
of two displacements that represents a polariza
tion operator in a second-order perturbation. 

The following general relation is convenient. 
Let A be an operator with <PI A I q) as its 
matrix element. From the definition (2. 7) of the 
displacement operator we have directly 

<Pi do(l) A I q> ~~ (d 0(-l)p [A 1 q), 

<PI A.do (l) I q) =<P [A I do (l) q). (3.9) 

By relatively simple calculations we obtain 

(pI d~ (l) d~ (- t) 1 p) = {o (Z, t) + o (l, t')}/16 cos3 'A. 
( 3 .10) 

Here Z and t are arbitrary vectors of p-space, 

A = s ( p, l), and t' is a point lying on the straight 
line (p, l) and satisfying the condition s(t, t') 
= 'lT/2. For A = 'lT/2, (3.10) has a singularity 
directly related to the focusing property of the 
displacement operation. This singularity results 
in divergence of the integral of (3.10) over drl p· 
Methods of eliminating this difficulty are discussed 
in the following section. It must be noted, however, 
that the divergence considered here has nothing in 
common with the divergences encountered in the 
usual field theory. This divergence is of extremely 
general mathematical character associated with 
the fact that the trace of any operator with a con
tinuous spectrum is always infinite. 

4. NORMALIZED DISPLACEMENTS 

The appearance of a nonintegrable singularity 
in ( 3.1 0) leads to serious difficulties in calculating 
the matrix elements for diagrams containing 
closed loops. This situation is directly related to 
the existence of the focusing property in the dis
placement operators of p-space. This focusing 
property is an intrinsic property of elliptic p
space and from our point of view plays an ex
tremely essential role in the construction of a 
physical theory of elementary particles (see Sec. 
7). We shall therefore consider one of the possible 
ways of eliminating the indicated difficulty. 

We suppose that the displacement operator 
(2.24) is not a good analogue of momentum addition 
in the theory based on a p-space of constant curva
ture. We introduce instead of (2.24) the so-called 
normalized displacement as an analogue of mo
mentum addition. It must be emphasized that the 
introduction of a normalized displacement in the 
theory is a special hypothesis, the correctness of 
which can only be determined by the subsequent 
development of this theory. 

We define the normalization operator £T( l), 
which is diagonal in the p-representation, by its 
matrix element 

(pIN (l) I q) ~ cos'/, s (p, l) o (p, q). ( 4.1) 

N ( l) contains as its parameter a vector l of p
space, and satisfies the relation 

N ( L) do (l) = do (I) N (- l) . (4.2) 

The validity of (4.2) follows from the fact that in 
virtue of (3.8) the matrix element <PI d0 ( l) I q) 
differs from zero only for l = l pq and l = lpq' and 
that for these values of l we have s ( p, l) 
= s ( q, -l) according to (2 .12). Therefore 
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<PIN (l) d~ (l) I q) = cos•;, s (p, l) <P I do (l) I q) 

=<I do (l) 1 q> cos% s (q, - l) = <P ld~ (l)N (- l) I q), 

(4.2a) 

which is equivalent to (4.2). 
We define the normalized displacement opera

tor for a scalar function by 

d~0 (l) = N (l) d~ (l). (4.3) 

The normalized displacement for a spinor field 
1/J ( p) is defined as a product: 

d~ (l) = aNo (l)d~ (l) = N (l) d~ (l)d~ (l). (4.4) 

The normalized displacement hypothesis signi
fies that the operator dN( l) is taken to be a suit
able analogue of momentum addition at vertices of 
Feynman diagrams. It is obviou~ that dN( l), 
like the displacement operator d( l), satisfies all 
requirements of the correspondence principle in 
the classical region. Using the unitarity of the 
displacement operator (2 .24) and the relation (4.2), 
we easily obtain the adjoint operator of ( 4.4): 

dt (l) = d~ (- l). (4.5) 

When in (3 .1 0) the displacement do ( l) is re
placed with the normalized displacement dN0 (l), 
we obtain 

<r I aNo (l) dNo (- t) I p) = k {b (l, t) 

+ctg'/, s (p, t) b (l, t')}. (4.6)* 

The matrix element (4.6) no longer contains a non
integrable singularity. The same will evidently 
apply to all higher perturbation approximations. 
Thus the introduction of the normalized displace
ment operator (4.4) eliminates the difficulty men
tioned at the end of the preceding section. 

5. REFINEMENT OF THE FIELD THEORY 

By introducing the !-parameterization of dis
placements along with the normalized displacement 
operator dN, we achieve a refinement of the field 
theory apparatus constructed in [2] (Sec. 2). The 
required changes reduce to a redefinition of the 
operator for a boson quasi-field. We define this 
operator by 

cp (l) = (fl2/4 + 12(1' {c (l) + c+ (- l)}, ( 5.1) 

where c ( l) and c +( l) are the particle annihilation 
and creation operators, which are related by the 
commutators 

[c (l), c+ (t)] = 6 (/, t). (5.2) 

*ctg = cot. 

(Commutators equal to zero are not written out.) 
From (5.1) and (5.2) we obtain for the average 

of cp ( l) cp ( t) over the vacuum 

<cp (l) cp (t)>o = (fl2/4 + t2r1 b (l, - t). (5.3) 

The boson propagation function in the right-hand 
side of (5.3) was selected so that for small trans
ferred momenta k the contribution from the non
classical solution l 2 would, in virtue of (2 .5), be 
negligibly small compared with that of the classical 
solution 11• This agrees with the refined corre
spondence principle formulated in Sec. 2. 

The operator (p generalizing the field cp ( x) is 
defined by 

( 5.4) 

The normalization coefficient of this integral was 
selected to satisfy the correspondence principle 
in making a transition to the ordinary theory. We 
use (p to define the interaction operator 

A= g <\!Jirs~ I'!J), (5.5) 

which in virtue of (4.5) is Hermitian: 

A =A+. (5.5a) 

Beginning at this point, all further construction of 
the theory is exactly the same as in 12]. For a 
direct four-fermion interaction ( 5 .5) is replaced 
by the operator 

A=~ dQ 1 J(l) J(- l), (5.6) 

where the current operator is 

J (l) = <'iJ 10 dN(l) I'P> . (5.6a) 

6. DISPLACEMENT OPERATIONS IN THE 
PHYSICAL REGION 

In this section we shall consider certain rela
tions for displacements in a pseudo-elliptic space 
that generalizes the ordinary pseudo-Euclidean 
p-space and possesses a non-definite metric. All 
4-momentum vectors mentioned in this section 
belong to the pseudo-elliptic space. The scalar 
product of two vectors in this space is written as 
pq = p 0q0 - p · q. The relationship between the 
elliptic and pseudo-elliptic spaces has been con
sidered in [2]. A displacement in pseudo-elliptic 
space with l- parameterization is given by 

1 -t• 6 1) 
q = do(/) p = l + 1 + 12 + 2./p (l + p). ( • 

The vector l is related to the transferred momen
tum k by 

k = 2lf(1 + 12) (6.2) 
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q, q, 

p, Pz 
a 

As in Sec. 2, we obtain two solutions of (6.2): 

[1 = k/(1 + V1- k2 ), [2 = k/(1- VI- k2). (6.3) 

For a real physical particle l must [according to 
(5.3)} satisfy Z2 = ~2/4 « 1.3) Therefore the solu
tion Z2 drops out for real particles and we obtain 
a unique correspondence between the vectors k 
and l, with l always belonging to the classical 
region. 

Using the simplest scattering processes as ex
amples, we shall now consider to what extent en
ergy and momentum are not conserved when 
ordinary p-space is replaced by a space of con
stant curvature. 

1. Fermion-fermion scattering (Fig. 2a). The 
initial and final momenta are related by 

ql =do (l) P1, q2 =do ( -l) P2· (6.4) 

Since all particles participating in the reaction 
are real, their momenta satisfy the conditions 

PI= mL qi= MI (i =I, 2), (6.5) 

where all masses are different in general. We use 
a relation analogous to (2.20) for the case of the 
pseudo-elliptic space. We can limit ourselves to 
the classical solution l pq• since the nonclassical 
solution lpq either leads to infinitely large values 
of l, which make a vanishingly small contribution, 
or, if l is finite, they must satisfy 

q=-P· (6.6) 

Equation (6.6), representing the focusing prop
erty, can be satisfied only for processes involving 
the creation or annihilation of pairs of particles. 
The contribution of the focusing property to the 
annihilation diagrams is discussed in the following 
section. Here we shall limit ourselves to scatter-

3>The relation F = 112 is not satisfied rigorously in the 
theory being discussed because of "mass smearing" resulting 
from the noncommutativity of displacements (Sec. 5 of [2]). 

However, we shall here neglect the small smearing effect and 
shall consider these relations as applying to real particles. 

p' 

k' 

s / 

b, 

FIG. 2 

ing processes not involving pairs. From (6.4) and 
(6.5) we have the following relation between mo
menta: 

q11V~-r11V~ 
1 IV 1 - Mi + 1 IV 1 - mi 

P2ll1~-qziV~ 
1 I Vi=~; + 1 I Jl 1 - M~ • 

( 6. 7) 

Equation (6.7) shows that the energy-momentum 
conservation law is not of universal character in 
the theory under discussion. The relation between 
the momenta of the considered particles depends 
on their masses. In its usual form the energy
momentum conservation law is satisfied, as a 
general rule, up to m 2 (in dimensionless units). 
For elastic scattering ( m1 = M1 = m, m 2 = M2 = m', 
since m = m 1 is not obligatory) Eq. (6.7) is simpli
fied and leads to the usual conservation law 

( 6.8) 

Equation (6.7) was obtained by considering the 
simplest second-order diagram. It must be em
phasized, however, that this relation is of purely 
kinematic character and is based on the definition 
(6.1) of displacements. For higher-order correc
tions the situation is complicated by the fact that 
different displacements do not commute. In virtue 
of certain considerations discussed in [2] effects 
associated with mass smearing arise; this in turn 
requires a fundamentally new approach to the de
scription of a state of real particles. These ques
tions require further investigation; however, we 
can assume that the final results will not be es
sentially different. 

2. Boson-fermion scattering (Fig. 2b). For the 
sake of simplicity we shall consider the Compton 
effect: k2 = 0. In this case we have, from (6.2), 
l = k/2. Momenta are related by 

s = do (k/2) p = do (k' /2) ['1 (diagram b1) , ( 6 .9) 

t =do (- k'/2) p =do (- k/2) p' (diagram b2) 

The momenta of the initial and final fermions 
satisfy 

p2 = p'2 = m2. (6 .10) 
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Eqs. (6.9) and (6.10) yield the following result. 
Let ff' = p + k be the energy-momentum vector of 
the system before scattering, and let ff'' = p' + k' 
be the corresponding vector after scattering. We 
conserve the relativistic invariant 

(6.11) 

E 0 is the total energy in the center-of-mass sys
tem. An essential difference of the present case 
from the usual theory consists in the fact that the 
center-of-mass system before scattering does not 
coincide with the center-of-mass system after 
scattering. The relative velocity of these two 
reference systems differs for the two diagrams 
bt and b2 in Fig. 2 and is a second-order small 
quantity with regard to certain relativistic invari
ants formed from the vectors p, k, and k'. 

7. ANOMALOUS PARTICLE-ANTIPARTICLE 
INTERACTIONS 

A special case of q = -p (6.6) which was ex
cluded from the preceding section corresponds to 
the focusing property for nonclassical displace
ments (Sec. 2). Eq. (6.6) can be satisfied only for 
particle-antiparticle scattering where the two 
particles have equal momenta; by Feynman's rules 
the amplitude contains the antiparticle momentum 
with the opposite sign. It can therefore be expected 
that in the theory being developed here specific 
singularities will appear in expressions describing 
particle-antiparticle interactions in states with 
equal (or nearly equal) momenta. 

On the other hand, the contribution of the 
focusing property to the interaction of two identical 
particles is extremely small and leads to no in
teraction anomaly. This sharp qualitative differ
ence between particle-particle and particle-anti
particle interactions (which like the focusing 
property itself has no analogue in the ordinary 
theory) is characteristic of the field theory in a 
p-space of constant curvature. 

We shall therefore consider briefly the forma
tion of bound particle-antiparticle states, which 
play a fundamental role in the construction of 
composite elementary particle models. [4- 7] In 
contrast to the kinematic analysis in Sec. 6 the 
present question is of dynamical character. The 
quantitative description of the pertinent effects is 
extremely sensitive to the selected type of particle 
interaction. Therefore for the purpose of an exact 
quantitative calculation we must, first of all, re
fine the form of the interaction operator A. This 
is not included among our present taskf?, and we 
shall confine ourselves to a qualitative analysis, 
using the simplest four-fermion interaction type 

(5.6) as an example, and selecting the operator A 
in the form 

A= g~ < 1Pir5dN(l) 1 'll> <fl r5dN ( -/) 1 'll> dQ,. (7 .1) 

In contrast to Sec. 6 the particle momenta do 
not obey the "reality" condition p2 = m 2; there
fore our subsequent examination will be performed 
in the elliptic space. Using (4.3), (4.4), and (3.8), 
we easily obtain the matrix element of a normalized 
displacement: 

(pI dNo (!)I q) ={<'I(/, lpq) +<'I (1, /~q)}/16 (cos A.)%. (7 .2) 

The singularity of the matrix element at A. = rr/2, 
which corresponds to the focusing property of 
displacements, enables us to simplify the deter
mination of particle-antiparticle scattering ampli
tudes. We shall consider in first approximation 
the amplitude corresponding to a sum of annihila
tion diagrams (Fig. 3). It can be shown that in this 
approximation singularities of the two-particle 
Green's function are determined by the singular
ities of the matrix element (Z I fi I t ), where the 
operator :fi is related to the polarization operator 
p by 

(7 .3) 
A 

In (7 .3), P denotes the polarization operator 
corresponding to the simplest fermion loop. In 
accordance with the general rules in [2], its matrix 
element is 

<II PIt>= Tr {(m + Pf1 y5dN (l) (m + /)r1 y5dN (- t)}. (7 .4) 

This matrix element is based largely on (4.6), 
from which it follows that the operator contains a 
nondiagonal part [th~ second term in ( 4.6)1. The 
nondiagonal part of P leads to "smearing" of the 
meson mass, thus greatly complicating the analy
sis. Neglecting the smearing effect, we shall con
sider only the diagonal part of P associated with 
the first term of ( 4 .6). 

Omitting the details of the calculation, 4) we 

p' q' 
p' 

+ + 

'P if 

FIG. 3 

4lThe procedure for calculating (7.4), the generalization of 
Feynman parametrization, and a more consistent solution of 
the present problem will be treated in a separate paper. 
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present the final form of the diagonal matrix 
element: 

<ll PD I f)= n2o (l, t) [<D (cos2 ~)- <D (sin2 \;)], (7 .5) 

where we have the function 
1 

{ 1 1 \ dx ( 1 z -z __ _1__ 

<D()- 3 1 2 .1-4x(1-x)z V1-m•V1-4x(1-x)z 
0 

1 1+ V 1-m2 V 1-4x (1-x) z 
x n :---'-~~=;;::-r-;===;;==;c~=;= 

1-V 1-m2 V 1-4x (1-x) z 

and the quantity t is related to l by 

Z2 = tg2 (;. 

(7.6) 

(7.7)* 

Because of the singularity of the matrix element 
(7 .2) at the vertices A and B of the diagrams in 
Fig. 3, we can consider (7 .5) only for the values 
l = l' , with q = -p, given by (2.22). From the 
lattef~e obtain 

2 r 1 (pn)" = p• cos2 ct (7 8) 
COS "' = 1 + 12 = (1 + p2) (1 + p2 - (pn)2 ) 1 + p• ' • 

where a is the angle between the vectors p and 
n that is measured at the point p in the metric of 
the elliptic p-space. 

The total momentum of the system is 

:J> = p - q = 2p. (7.9) 

Using Jl to denote the mass of a bound state (:1>2 

= -f.-! 2 ) and neglecting f.l2 compared with unity, we 
obtain from (7 .8) and (7 .9) 

cos2 1- = _2 u2 cos2 a. \> 4 • (7 .1 0) 

For the existence of a bound state it is required 
that for some value of Jl the expression 

({1 + gn2 [<D (- +f-1.2 cos2 a)- <D ( 1 + +f-1.2 cos2 a) J}-1) 

(7 .11) 
should exhibit a singularity. The angular brackets 
in (7 .11) denote an average over a [over the di
rections of the vector n in (2.22)]. The explicit 
form of this average can be determined only 
through a complete solution of the problem. For 
the purpose of an estimate we can use the fact that 
as f.l 2 increases the denominator in (7 .11) vanishes 
for the first time when cos2a = 1. This gives the 
following equation for f.l 2: 

1 + gn2 [<D (- f-1. 2/4) -- <D (1 + f-1.2/4)] = 0. (7 .12) 

In virtue of f.-!2 « 1, it can be shown that (7 .12) 
will have a solution for 

(7 .13) 

The coupling constant g in (7 .1) is related to 
the usual four-fermion interaction constant G by 

*tg =tan. 

G = n.4g. The estimate (7 .13) in dimensionless 
units therefore gives G ::::; 61r2• By Kadyshevskil's 
hypothesis [3] we have GF ::::; 1 for the coupling 
constant of weak interactions. Therefore the in
teraction (7 .1) is only 60 times stronger than the 
universal Fermi interaction, and is thus very weak. 

Several authors (in [a], for example) have at
tempted to calculate bound states of a particle
antiparticle system for a contact interaction within 
the framework of the ordinary theory. In our view the 
results of these calculations are accidental to a consid
erable extent, because they necessarily introduce an 
arbitrary cutoff of divergent integrals. It is even 
more significant that the ordinary theory includes 
no intrinsic requirement of a sharp difference be
tween the characters of particle-particle and par
ticle-antiparticle interactions at small distances. 

The situation is entirely different for the field 
theory in the p-space of constant curvature. First, 
this theory leads to no divergent expressions, be
cause there is no arbitrariness in the results of 
the calculation. Secondly, the anomaly in the par
ticle-antiparticle interaction follows from the in
trinsic properties of the constant-curvature p
space. In conclusion, it must again be emphasized 
that the present analysis is only tentative, and that 
the qualitative results must be confirmed by de
tailed calculations. 

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

1. It has been shown in Sec. 6 that in the theory 
developed here the law of energy-momentum con
servation is only approximate. However, in the 
extremely important case of elastic scattering this 
law is satisfied exactly [Eq. (6.8)} or in any event 
in the first nonvanishing approximation. An im
portant consequence of general character follows 
therefrom for the theory of macroscopic bodies. 
Since in the theory of such bodies the only elemen
tary interactions between particles involve Cou
lomb and gravitational forces, it can be expected 
that this theory will not be essentially changed. 
This eliminates to a considerable degree the gen
eral objections raised against the field theory in 
constant-curvature p-space which are based on the 
difficulties in treating macroscopic bodies within 
this theory. 

2. The conclusions in Sec. 7 regarding the 
possibility of forming bound states in a baryon
antibaryon (meson) system with a small coupling 
constant provide a basis for expecting that the 
newly developed theory will require no special 
mechanism of strong interactions. We thus have 
the attractive prospect of basing the theory of 
elementary particles solely on universal weak and 
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electromagnetic interactions. In this picture strong 
interactions will be ''secondary'' effects associated 
with the formation of mesons as composite parti
cles. 
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The resistance of plates and wires that are thin compared with the mean free path, Z, is cal
culated for the entire range of magnetic fields. In strong magnetic fields (r « l, where r is 
the Larmor orbit radius) the static "skin-effect" previously pointed out[i] is taken into ac
count. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A large amount of work has been devoted to cal
culating the resistance of metals in a constant mag
netic field H. The great interest in this question is 
associated with the possibility of additional checks 
on the basic assumptions of the modern electronic 
theory of metals, and of clarifying the features of 
the dispersion law for conduction electrons close 
to the bounding Fermi surface. The study of thin 
plates and wires can naturally throw additional 
light on this problem. 

In the existing works, however, the range of 
fields H for which r > d ( r is the Larmor orbit 
radius, d is the thickness of the specimen; for d 
~ 10-3 em this corresponds to H < 104 Oe) has 
been little studied. Also, the region of "strong" 
fields, r < d, has been treated without taking into 
account the inhomogeneity of the Hall field and the 
"screening" of the static current thereby caused. 
As shown in [t], this usually leads to incorrect 
results precisely in the case that allows the sub
sequent theory to be developed-the case of a spe
cimen with a "good" surface (imperfections small 
compared with r ), when the surface can be taken 
into account with an appropriate boundary condi
tion. If the specimen surface is "bad" (imperfec
tions of order r) the development of the subse
quent theory is, on the one hand, extremely com
plex, and on the other hand is unnecessary, since 
all the results of interest to us can be obtained 
from simple physical considerations. 

In the present paper the resistance of plates 
and wires is found in the entire range of magnetic 
fields for d « l ( l is the free path of electrons ) . 
It is assumed that the linear dimensions of the 
wire cross section are of equal order in all direc
tions; the shape of the cross section is arbitrary. 
The direction of the magnetic field is everywhere 
taken as the z axis, and the direction of the total 

current J is taken as the v axis (for the wire the 
v axis coincides of course with its axis). 

2. STRONG MAGNETIC FIELD; r « d 

A. If the magnetic field is very strong, r « d, 
and is not directed along the wire axis (or 
parallel to the plate surface) all the electrons 
playing an essential part collide with the surfaces, 
if d « l, so that d assumes the role of free path, 
and in all other respects everything proceeds just 
as in the bulk metal where d » l. 

The resistance p of bulk metal for a specimen 
with a "poor" 1' surface has been found in a paper 
by I. Lifshitz, the present author, and Kaganov [ 2J, 
p£, = p ( d, l ) , and for a "good" surface in a paper 
by the present author [ 1], p~ = p ( d, r, l) (for d 
« l the condition for the applicability of the formu
lae of [ 1] is obviously satisfied). In accordance 
with what has been said we obtain for a thin speci
men 

p~ = p (r, d), Pa =P (d, r, d). (1) 

Using (1) and the results of the works mentioned 
above [1, 2] we arrive at the following relations for 
the resistance: 

Specimen with Bad Surface (Specimen Shape 
Arbitrary) 

For n1 ""- n2 (n1 and n2 are respectively the 
number of electrons and "holes") we have 

and for n1 = n2 

(2) 

1lThe characteristic dimension 8 of the rartdom imperfec
tions of the specimen surface is of course small compared 
with d. Therefore a "good" surface implies a magnetic field 
such that r » o, and a "poor" one has r « 8 and occurs for 
thin specimens only in limiting strong magnetic fields. 
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p~ (H)- p00 (0) (lid) (dlr) 2 - p00 {0) ldlr2 ~dr-2 - H 2d, (3) 

where pfJO ( 0) is the resistance of an infinite spe
cimen with H= 0. 

Specimen with Good Surface 

For a wire with any ratio of n1 to n2, for a 
plate with n1 ~ n2 and with H not lying in the ~ IJ 

plane ( ~ is the normal to the surface), and for a 
plate with n1 = n2 and with the magnetic field lying 
in the same plane as the total current J and the 
normal to the surface ~, we have 

(4) 

For a plate with n1 = n2 in the remaining cases, 
and with n1 ~ n2 when H lies in the ~I.J plane but 
is not parallel to ~ we have 

p~ (H) ~ p 00 (0) ld/ r 2 - d! r 2 ~ H2d. (5) 

For a plate with n1 ~ n2 and H II ~ we have 

(5a) 

B. We now consider the remaining special case 
in which the magnetic field is parallel to the axis 
of a wire (and consequently parallel to the direc
tion of the total current) or to the surface of a 
plate. In this case the only characteristic param
eter in directions normal to the surface is r, and 
the surface affects matters only at such distances. 
Therefore, in the case of a specimen with a poor 
surface (in the initial approximation the formulae 
for bulk metal are valid) the relative increase 
above the resistance of a bulk specimen is of order 
r/d, and is positive both for n1 ~ n2 with any mu
tual orientations of J and H, and for J II H with 
any n1 - n2 (since the surface decreases the free 
path of the electrons colliding with it): 

p~ (H)- p~ (H) (1 +arid), a- 1, 

i.e., for a wire and plate with H II J, n1 ~ n2 

p~ (H) ~p00 (0) (1 +arid) (6) 

and for a plate with n1 = n2 and H not parallel to J 

(7) 

If the specimen surface is good, we obtain, using 
directly the formulae in [1]: for a wire with any 
n1 -n2 

(8) 

for a plate with n1 ~ n2 and H II 1', or for n1 ~ n2 
and any mutual orientations of H and 11 

p~(H)-P00 (0)(1 +arjd) 

and for n1 = n2 and H not parallel to II 

(9) 

p~ (H) ~ p00 (0) d/ r ~d! lr. (10) 

We point out the formulae obtained in other 
works for the particular case of a quadratic dis
persion law. These are: the formulae for the plate 
with a good surface: 1) in a perpendicular field 
( H 11 ~) [ 3, 4J [formulae (5) and (5a) of the present 
paper], 2) in a parallel field with n1 >"' n2 [4-s] 

[formula (9) here]. 
It should be noted that for r « d « l a curious 

phenomenon occurs-an oscillation of the resist
ance in an inclined magnetic field, which was first 
predicted by Sondheimer [3], and which was treated 
for an arbitrary dispersion law by Gurevich [7]. 

However, as noted in [1], Gurevich wrote down the 
conductivity tensor incorrectly, and-what is ex
tremely important-did not take into account the 
inhomogeneity of the Hall current. The correction 
oscillatory in H can be found by successive approx
imations if the initial approximation found in [1] is 
used. The period of the oscillations then agrees, 
of course, with that found by Gurevich, but the order 
of magnitude of the amplitude can differ. The con
sideration of this question will be the subject of a 
separate communication. 

3. WEAK MAGNETIC FIELD 

We now proceed to fields corresponding to 
r » d. Here, of course, the quality of the surface 
does not play an important part. Because the 
smallest characteristic length is d, pronounced 
inhomogeneity of the electric field and current 
cannot occur in this depth. This allows us to write 
down immediately a formula for the effective con
ductivity and to obtain all the asymptotic relations 
of interest to us without solving the equation for 
the field normal to the surface (since it is clear 
at the start that E ( r) is of the order of E at the 
surface) which makes the solution unusually sim-

, . [1] 
pie compared with that we treated m . Of course, 
because the actual form of E ( r ) is not found, the 
numerical constants in front of the corresponding 
expressions are not hereby determined. However, 
their evaluation presents no interest because they 
are related to the form of the collision integral, 
and to the way the electrons are reflected from the 
surface, and none of them can be used for compar
ing theory with experiment. 

The calculation of the asymptotic relations pre
sents no difficulties of principle; it is, however, an 
extremely tedious theoretical problem. Wherever 
possible, therefore, we shall find the form of p (H) 
by using obvious physical considerations. 
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A. Weak Magnetic Field: d « r. Wire 

In the case of a wire in a magnetic field inclined 
with respect to its axis, the field causes only a 
small "twisting" of the orbit, as a result of which 
the path traversed between collisions with the sur
face (since d » l, the mean free path does enter 
into the problem in the initial approximation with 
respect to the magnetic field) is of order 
d { 1 + a ( d/r )2}, a ~ 1. Therefore, 

Pd(H) ~ Poo(d) { 1-a(+ n ~ Poo(O) +{1-a(f Y}. 
(11) 

If the magnetic field is directed along the axis 
of the wire (and, consequently, parallel to the total 
current) electrons appear, which owing to the small 
radius of their orbits r < d do not collide with the 
surface, and traverse without collision a path of 
order l. The relative number of such electrons 
corresponds to the relative number of orbits with 
diameters less than d when the mean diameter is 
of order 2r. Since only electrons on the limiting 
Fermi-surface play an essential role (r ~ cp1/eH, 
Pl is the projection of electron momentum on the 
plane PxPy. H II z ), the electrons of interest to us 
correspond to the surface of a section of radius d 
on a surface of radius r, i.e., their relative num
ber is of order ( d/ r )2• The remaining electrons 
contribute a conductivity of the same order as in 
the absence of a magnetic field. 

The resulting conductivity is thus 

Cid (H)~ Cid (0) +Moo (0) (-4--r, 
and the resistance is 

{ d ( d )2}-1 { ld }-1 Pd (H) - Poo (0) T +a r - Pd (0) 1 + a f2 , 

B. Weak Magnetic Field Parallel to the Surface; 
r »d. Plate 

(12) 

We now turn to the calculation of the resistance 
of a plate in fields such that r »d. It is apparent 
that this region can be divided into several ranges. 
In order to understand what influences the variation 
of p with H in such fields, we start with the case 
when the magnetic field is parallel to the surface 
of a plate. 

The conductivity of a plate of thickness d in a 
magnetic field parallel to its surface is influenced 
by the following groups of electrons (see Fig. 1): 

a) Electrons of type a, which do not collide with 
the surface and contribute a conductivity the same 
as in the bulk metal. The relative number of such 

FIG. 1. The trajectories of electrons in a plate in a weak 
magnetic field parallel to its surface. 

electrons is of order ( d/r )2 [see the derivation of 
formula (12)]. The conductivity associated with 
these electrons is 

a~~) (d, H) - (d/ r) 2 aik ( oo, H). 

b) Electrons of type b, which collide with both 
surfaces of the plate. For r » d, these consist of 
almost all the electrons. These electrons are only 
slightly "twisted" by the magnetic field, and tra
verse a path 1 + a(d/r )2 times greater than in 
zero magnetic field with a ~ 1. In the absence of 
a magnetic field, the principal role is played by 
the "grazing" electrons that proceed almost par
allel to the plate surface, (see [S,s]) which con
tribute a conductivity of order (cr0d/l) ln (Z/d) 
(cr 0 is the conductivity of the bulk metal; a 0d/Z does not 
depend on l ) . In a magnetic field the maximum 
free path of electrons of type b is of order l if 
.frd > l, and of order ..frd if ..frd < l (since, 
if ..frd < l, electrons reflected from the surface 
at an angle smaller than ..frd I d do not collide 
with the second surface, and the maximum path 
of electrons colliding with both surfaces is of 
order..frd ). The contribution of these electrons 
to the conductivity is, therefore, of order 

d t f ~~- d vrJ f ~~-a0ylnd".orvrd>Z, a01 In-d- orvrd<Z. 

c) Electrons of type c that return to the same 
surface from which they set out. For !Tif < l 
the relative number of these electrons is of order 
d/ !Tif ~ ...J d/r (since they consist of all electrons 
that avoid collisions with the second surface, i.e., 
those setting out at an angle {3 ~ d/hd , and de
parture at any angle is almost equally probable), 
and the path traversed by these electrons is of 
order ..frd, so that their contribution to the con
ductivity (which is proportional to the effective 
free path and the relative number of electrons ) 
is of order 

and does depend on the magnetic field. 
For !Tif > l the majority of electrons of type 

c traverse a path of order Z, do not have time to 
return to the surface without collisions in the bulk, 
and behave in the main just as in the absence of the 
magnetic field. There are, however, electrons with 
a small radius r' (i.e., with small Py) such that 
..fr'd ~ l. The relative number of such electrons 
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is of order (r' /r )2, i.e., of order (rdr )2 with 
r 1 "' 12/d. Of the similar electrons, those that de
part at an angle {3 ~ d/l (their relative number is 
d/l) are "safeguarded" by the magnetic field 
against colliding with the second surface, and tra
verse a path of order l, which is greater than in 
zero magnetic field. It is clear that the contribu
tion of these electrons to the conductivity is of 
order a0(rdr )2d/l. 

We now determine the conductivity of a plate 
in various magnetic fields (but with r » d). 

1) Very weak magnetic fields: r > r 1 "' 12/d » l. 
Taking into account that here we have O"ik( oo, H) "' 
"' aik ( 00 , 0) "' a0, we easily see that in the initial 
approximation the conductivity is, as would be ex
pected, the same as in zero magnetic field, and is 
provided by electrons of type b, while the princi
pal field-dependent contribution to the conductivity 
is due to electrons of type c being "safeguarded" 
against collisions with the second surface. As a 
result: 

d f I d (-ft )2 
0 (H, d) -a0 T In([, 6~o[ r 

-a (0, d) {I + 6 ln ;lid) ( '; Y}' 
6 ~I, r1~l2jd. (13) 

Thus even in fields such that r"' r 1 "' 12/d (for 
d "' 10-3 em, l "' 10-1 em, this corresponds to H 

"' 1 Oe ) a significant increase in the conductivity 
occurs (by a factor of about 1 + o ln (l/d)). It is 
clear from the method of derivation that a similar 
effect is only possible in a plate of length greater 
than l. 

For a quadratic dispersion with H II j (j is the 
current density), formula (13) was first obtained 
in [SJ. 

2) Weak magnetic fields: l « r « r 1. As before 
we have a 00 (H)"' a 00 (0)"' a0• The main contribu
tion to the conductivity is due to electrons of type 
b, and 

d ... /ffi 
a(d, H) ~a01 ln V d, (14) 

3) Strong magnetic fields: d « r « l. Electrons 
of types a and b play the principal roles. Because 
the conductivity components due to electrons of 
type a are strongly anisotropic, the entire effec
tive conductivity tensor should be written out. 
Since d is the smallest length it is clear at the 
start that Ey ( y ) "' Ey ( 0 ) ( see also the start of 
the section). Calculating the contribution these 
electrons make to the conductivity components in 
a way similar to that used in [tJ (only now the elec
tric field changes in a region of order of the orbit ra-

dius for the electrons of interest to us), we obtain 

k + rA.• k + rA.• k + A.2 

ad (H) ~ 000 (0) ( k + rA.2 k +)21..2 k + rA.2 ) ; 

k + .rA.• k + rA.2 k + A.2 

d rcr 
k- 1 sln ([, 8= l--d-2rmax 

(15) 

where A. 2 takes into account the relative number 
of electrons of type a, y is the effect of the mag
netic field on these electrons, ( d/l) ln .J ra /d is 
the contribution to the conductivity of electrons of 
type b, and E is the relative number of electrons 
of type b (it is obvious that when the maximum 
orbit diameter 2rmax approximates to the thick
ness d of the plate, the number of electrons that 
collide with both surfaces diminishes; for 2rmax 
< d there are in general no such electrons ) . 

From (15) we easily find: 
a) In the case when 1 - d/2rmax "' 1 ( E "' 1) 

i.e., when the field H is not close to the "critical" 
field (for which 2rmax =d), the effective resistiv
ity tensor in the plane of the plate has the form: 

A (k-1 (k + J..2)-1) 
pd (H) ~poo (0) k-1 (k + f..2)-1 • (16) 

For all directions of H, except H II J, we have 

pd (H) ~pco (0) ~ (In '; r1 

If H II J, then 

(17) 

CJ., ~-1. (18) 

b) In the case E « 1, when the field H is close 
to the "critical" field (2rmax r::o d), the longitudi
nal specific resistance tensor has the form 

A (1 + kr-• 1) (1 + k-Ie 1) 
Pd (H)- Pco (O) 1 + kr-• 1, - Pco (O) 1 + k-1e 1 · (19) 

Thus for H not parallel to J 

pd (H) -p00 (0) {I +a~ ( 1- 2, :ax)}, (20) 

and for H II J 

(21) 

C. Weak Inclined Magnetic Field, r »d. Plate 

The trajectories of electrons in an inclined field 
(Fig. 2) differ from the trajectories in a parallel 
field in a way of interest to us only in that the elec
trons that do not collide with the surface should 
have not only a small radius, but also a small ve
locity Vz. In order that electrons should move 
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~H 

FIG. 2. The trajectories of electrons in a plate in an in
clined magnetic field. 

without collisions for a time T, it is necessary that 
Vz /v ~ d/l. As a result, electrons of type a do not 
provide a significant contribution to the conductivity. 

An exception is the particular case of the mag
netic field normal to the surface, and electron or
bits that are plane in real space when Vz = 0, i.e., 
Vz dependent only on Pz· The case of such special 
Fermi surfaces is completely analogous to the case 
of a quadratic dispersion law treated in [a,4], where 
the path along the film is of order r when r < l and 
of order l when r > l; so that 

l { ( d d )}-1 Pd (H)- Poo (0) 7 In -1 + r · 

In the general case for r » l and in an inclined 
field we obtain formulae (13), (14). For r « l, be
cause electrons of group a are unimportant, for
mula (14) is valid up to r ~ d. 

CONCLUSIONS 

We now present, using all the formulae obtained, 
graphs of the function p (H) for the entire range of 
magnetic fields in the various cases: Fig. 3-the 
wire in an inclined field; Fig. 4-the wire in a lon
gitudinal field; Fig. 5-the plate in an inclined field 
and Fig. 6-the plate in a parallel field [ o is the 
characteristic dimension of the random "rough
nesses" of the surface (see [1] )]. The curves 
given allow the anisotropy of p to be seen easily. 

It is curious to note: a) the rapid fall in the re
sistance of a plate at the field r ~ l 2 I d (for d 

p 

p"(O)ln~ 

11 ~o H' • .• B,. 
/ ~) fW(Ho 

H 

FIG. 3. The function p(H) for a wire in an inclined field. 

p 

FIG. 4. The func
tion p(H) for a wire in 
a parallel field. 

H 

~ 10-3 em, l ~ 10-1 em, this corresponds to H 
~ 1 Oe ); b) the linear relation that is the general 
case in strong fields and the break at 2rmax = d, 
for the plate, which allows the diameter of the 
Fermi surface to be determined; c) for H 11. J in 
Fig. 6, the slow change of resistance-the resist
ance increases for H not parallel to J by a factor 
of ln ( l/ d) on increasing the field by a factor of 
(l/d)2 (curve A2 +Bdln(H0/H) and d)therapid 
fall in resistance by a factor of l/d for only a 
severalfold increase in the field (curve A3 - B3H ). 

Also seen from the figures is the strong depend
ence of the resistance in high fields on the quality 
of the specimen surface (on the ratio of r to o ) . 
We also note that the question of whether the curve 
going to saturation in Fig. 6 goes to Pd ( oo) or dif
fers from it depends, as is easily seen, on whether 
a direction of open trajectories coincides with the 
y-axis. The large number of characteristic points 
allows the quantities r, l, and o to be determined 
for the same specimen under different conditions. 

H 

86 H2/ 
I 

FIG. S. The function p(H) for a plate in an inclined 
field. Branch I is for n, = n2 , H not in the 'v-plane or 
H II '; branch II for n, = n2 , H in the 'v- plane but 
H'!l.,,, or for n, ~ n2 , H not in the 'v-plane; branch III 
for n, ~ n2 , H in the 'v-plane; branch IV, A5H2

1 for 
n, = n2 ; branch V for n, ~ n2 • 

FIG. 6. The function p(H) for a plate in a 
parallel field. Branch I is for H\v; branch II 

Jrtf{J) I I e~ 
m for H II v; branch III for n, = n2 , H\v; branch IV 

for n, ~ n2 or n2 = n2 and H II v. 
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The natural oscillations of a weakly inhomogeneous plasma are studied. The dispersion 
equations which determine the natural frequencies of such oscillations are similar to the 
quasi-classical Bohr quantization laws [see Eqs. (3), (55), (56)]. The high-frequency elec
tron oscillations of a weakly inhomogeneous plasma are considered by means of such dis
persion equations. The quantization rules are also used for the study of the oscillation 
spectrum of a weakly inhomogeneous plasma confined by a strong magnetic field. Sufficient 
conditions for instability of the plasma are deduced and in a number of concrete cases 
analyzed. 

1. INTRODUCTION AND FUNDAMENTALS OF 
THE PROBLEM 

R:ECENTL Y the attention of many theoreticians 
who have been studying plasma physics has been 
drawn to the problem of the construction of a the
ory of electromagnetic waves in a weakly inhomo
geneous plasma. (In particular, the necessity of 
such a theory is brought about by the urgent re
quirement for analysis of the question as to the 
stability of the plasma). Here attempts are made 
at an almost direct transfer of the methods applied 
in the description of a homogeneous plasma. Of 
course, such a procedure meets with a whole series 
of difficulties, among which can be noted, for exam
ple, the dependence of the natural frequencies of the 
vibrations on the coordinates. 

On the other hand, it is well known that in the 
theory of propagation of electromagnetic waves 
in a weakly inhomogeneous medium, it has been 
possible to apply the method of geometric optics,C1J 
which corresponds to the quasiclassical approxima
tion of quantum mechanics. In the present report 
we set forth the application of such a niethod to the 
theory of the natural oscillations of a weakly in
homogeneous plasma. 

For simplicity, let us consider the case of a 
one-dimensional dependence of the properties of 
the plasma on the single coordinate x. Then, by 
taking into account the dependence of the field on 
time and the other coordinates in the form 
exp (- iwt- ikxY + ikzz ), one can reduce the field 
equation in a many cases to the form 

J..,2y" + q(w, x)y = 0, (1) 

where A. is a small quantity, for example, of the 
order of the Debye or Larmor radius. When one 
says that A. is small, it is meant that A. is small 
in comparison with the characteristic length of 
change q(x). 

The asymptotic solutions [2] of Eq. (1) corre
sponding to large A. have the form 1> 

y= c ,,exp{±-+-ldxJfq(w,x)}. (2) 
(q (w, x)) 1• r. J 

The theory of the natural oscillations of a plasma 
is interested not only in the form of the character
istic solutions, but also in the frequency spectrum. 
Such a problem has been solved in principle for 
equations of type (1) by the construction of the 
quasi-classical approximation theory of quantum 
mechanics (see, for example, [2]). Here the eigen
value spectrum is determined by the Bohr quanti
zation conditions: 

~dxJfq(w, x) = MA. (3) 

Here n is an integer that is large compared with 
unity. 

A few words must be said about the limits of 
integration in the left-hand side of Eq. (3). If 
q > 0 throughout the entire plasma and the bound
ary condition of vanishing of the field on the bound
ary of the plasma is used, then the integral is taken 
over the entire plasma. If there is a single turning 
point at which q > 0, then the integral is taken from 
the turning point throughout the whole region q < 0. 
Finally, if there are several turning points then the 

l) An exception is the vicinity of the point where q (x) ~ 0. 
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integral over each region q > 0 will lead to a sepa
rate equation (3). The latter means that in the 
quasi-classical approximation the vibrations in each 
such region are independent. This is brought about 
by the fact that, as is known from quantum mechanics, 
the width of the quasi-classical barrier separating 
the classically achievable regions must be extremely 
large, and therefore the corresponding transmission 
coefficient is extremely small. 

In quantum mechanics, q(w,x) is always a real 
quantity. On the contrary, in the theory of natural 
oscillations of a plasma, q is frequently complex. 
The asymptotic solution of (2) has the same form 
for complex q. The situation concerning the quan
tization conditions (3), which give the dispersion 
equations of the plasma oscillations, is more com
plicated. A simplifying circumstance is the fact 
that the imaginary part of q ( w, x) is frequently 
small. This is always the case when the absorp
tion of the plasma is small. Under these condi
tions, use can be made of dispersion equations of 
the type (3). Therefore, equations of the type (3) 
are applied below for the determination both of the 
real and imaginary parts of the frequencies of os
cillation, and in particular for the study of the sta
bility of the plasma. 2> 

Naturally, such consideration can be applied not 
only to the plasma oscillations described by Eq. (1), 
but everywhere where the natural oscillations of a 
weakly inhomogeneous plasma, which is described 
by a set of linear differential equations dependent 
on a small (or large) parameter, are involved. 

2. HIGH FREQUENCY ELECTROMAGNETIC 
OSCILLATIONS 

Following these general remarks, we now turn 
to a consideration of concrete examples. First let 
us consider high -frequency electronic oscillations 
of the plasma. In this case, we restrict ourselves 
to oscillations which are propagated in the direc
tion of the inhomogeneity. Then one can write the 
following relation between the electric field and 
the displacement 

I w;_, (x) ] d2 2 wt_. (x) 
D (x) = L 1- -w.--- E (x) + 3 di' Ern(x) ~ (4) 

where 

w'ie (x) = 4rte2 N (x)jm, r~ (x) = xT(x)/4rte2 N(x) 

2lFor complex q, the turning points lie in the complex 
plane x. Therefore, in the quantization rules (if, of course, 
they are possible) f qdx = 27TnA the contour of integration must 
enclose such points in the complex plane (see [2]). 

(this expression is valid under conditions for which 
the "wavelength" is large in comparison with the 
Debye radius). Equating the electric displacement 
to zero, we obtain an equation for oscillations of 
the longitudinal field which is obviously an equation 
of type (1). Therefore, the corresponding disper
sion equation can be written in the form 

_1_\ ~~ • f !- wi,(x) = rtn (5) 
y3 ~ r D (x) wL (x) V w2 ' 

Here the turning points are determined by the re
lation 

(6) 

and correspond to a division of the plasma into re
gions of transparency and opacity. 

In order to make the results obtained through 
the dispersion equation (5) more graphic and per
ceptible, let us first make a simplifying assump
tion on the constancy of the plasma pressure: 

N (x) xT (x) = const = N 0XT0 • 

We further assume that the density of the plasma 
changes according to the law N(x) = N0 [1 + (x/d)2]. 

Then the dispersion equation (5) takes the following 
form: 

_1 ___ d __ lw_[_ [~-I' =rtn. (7) 
y3 r D (0) WLe (0) WJ"e (0) j 

Inasmuch as the corresponding turning points 
are ±d[(w2/wte(O))- 1] 112, then it is apparent 
that w2 must be larger than wie· Keeping this in 
mind, and also the fact that rn( 0 )/d is small in 
comparison with unity, we get from Eq. (7): 

w2 = wL (0) {I + 2n V3 rn (0)/d}. (8) 

We note that in the case of a spatially homoge
neous particle distribution in the region - L/2 ~ x 
~ + L/2, the dispersion equation (5) leads to the 
following spectrum: 

w2 = wle (0) {I + 3 (rtnrn (O)/L)2}. (9) 

3. LOW FREQUENCY PLASMA OSCILLATIONS 
IN A PLANE PLASMA LAYER CONFINED BY 
A MAGNETIC FIELD 

This section is concerned with a plasma con
fined by a magnetic field. We shall speak only of 
the dependence of the plasma parameters on the 
inhomogeneity x. We assume the magnetic pres
sure to be considerably greater than the plasma 
pressure. Then we can establish that the magnetic 
field changes over distances that are much greater 
than the distances characteristic of change in the 
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particle distribution. Therefore, with great accu
racy, we can neglect the effect of spatial change of 
the magnetic field on the motion of the plasma par
ticles. 

The case in which the Larmor radius of ~he par
ticles can be regarded as small is a comparatively 
simple one. Then, by S')lving the kinetic equation 
with the self-consistent field, and by expanding the 
solution in powers of tre Larmor radius, it is easy 
to obtain the following expression for the ionic 
charge density under the assumption that E 
=-grad <P: 

Here it is assumed that the plasma ions in the 
ground state are described by the distribution 

f ( 2 ) + Vy Ofo 
o Vz, V .1• X Q ax , 

(10) 

and 1'0 = J dvx dvy f0• The z axis is directed par
allel to the direction of the constant magnetic field 
B. In obtaining Eq. (10), it is also taken into ac
count that w and kzVz are small in comparison 
with the Larmor frequency fl. Moreover, it is 
assumed that kyR « 1, where R is the Larmor 
radius. A similar expression holds also for elec
trons. 

We limit ourselves to the case of values of the 
projection on the z axis of the phase velocity of 
the oscillations that are small in comparison with 
the thermal velocity of the electrons and large in 
comparison with the thermal velocity of the ions 
(or of sound for a non-isothermal plasma in which 
Te » Ti; this is precisely the case considered be
low). Here the corresponding expansion can be in
troduced in the integrand of Eq. (10) both for elec
trons and ions. As a result, the following equation 
is obtained for the case of a Maxwellian electron 
distribution; this equation describes the potential 
of the electric field of the plasma oscillations: 

. -. ;-n 1 -. /til ( kyc d M ) + t Jl 2m Jl xT - w + xT reJB Tx In V T . 

(12) 

We note immediately that the imaginary part of the 
right-hand side of Eq. (12) is assumed to be small 

in comparison with the real one. Therefore, in the 
determination of the frequency, one does not have 
to consider the imaginary part in the first approxi
mation. 

Equation (11) contains two characteristic param
eters. Corresponding to this situation, we can dis
tinguish two limiting cases. We take 47TNMc2 » B2, 

i.e., we shall assume that the Alfven velocity is 
small in comparison with the velocity of light. 3> 

Neglecting the first two terms of Eq. (11), and in
troducing a new function <P = lj;/ffl, we get 

'IJ" + {Q(x,w) _ _!__ d"N _!__ + _1:_ ( dIn N )2} 'lJ = O (13) 
R2 (x) 2 dx2 N 4 dx · 

Here R2(x) = KT/rlt. where ni is the Larmor fre
quency of the ions. 

Inasmuch as the particle distribution changes 
little at distances of the order of the Larmor ra
dius, the first component of the curly brackets on 
the left-hand side of Eq. (13) considerably exceeds 
the remainder. In just this sense, one can speak 
of the Larmor radius as a small parameter. There
fore, the asymptotic solution for the potential of the 
electric field can be written in the form 

<D = (CR'1•;N'1•Q'1•) exp { ± i ~ dxV Q (x, w)/R(x)}. (14) 

The corresponding dispersion equation of the 
plasma oscillations has the form 

~ dx V Q (x, w)/R (x) = 1tn, (15) 

where the limits of integration are determined as 
in Eq. (3). Actually, let the dependence Q(x) be 
such that there is no turriing point Q ( x) = 0 in the 
plasma. Then the boundary condition of vanishing 
of the potential on the boundary of the plasma im
mediately reduces to Eq. (15). The change in the 
boundary condition leads only to the appearance 
on the right-hand side of (15) of an additional real 
component of the order of unity, 4> which is of little 
importance. This is connected with the fact that 
many "wavelengths" of oscillations are included 
in the characteristic distance for change in the 
distribution of the plasma. 

To make concrete the dependence of the number 
of particles and the temperature on the coordinates, 
let us consider the application of the dispersion 
equation (15). Let Q(x)/R2 (x) = const, which is 
possible only in the case T = const, N ( x) = N0 x 

3)The limit 4rrNMc' « B2 can be considered in a fashion 
quite similar to what is set forth below. 

4lQne can possibly propose special dissipative (or active) 
boundary conditions leading to an· imaginary contribution. We 
shall not consider such boundary conditions below. 
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exp ( -x/x0 ). We then get the following dispersion 
equation with the help of (15) for a plasma located 
in the interval 0 < x < 1: 

... /n (J) .. /m (""T kuc dIn N ) ( R )2 + t V 2 ~ V xT w ieTB ----ciX - I = nn T · 

(16) 

For the case n2R2 « L2 we then get 

w = xT ky c dIn N = _ xT ....!.L_ (l7 ) 
[e/B dx x0 [e[B 

Keeping it in mind that the imaginary part of Q is 
small, we get from Eq. (15) in first approximation: 

~ Rd(x) YRe Q (x, w) = :rtn, (18) 

where the integration is carried out along the real 
axis, which corresponds to neglect of the small 
imaginary parts of the coordinates of the turning 
point. 

Taking into account the following term of the 
expansion in Eq. (15), we get 

\ dx lm Q (x, w) _ O (19) 
~ R (x) V Re Q (x, w) - · 

Making use of Eq. (18) as an equation of first 
approximation, we can materially simplify the 
analysis of the dispersion equation (15). In order 
to demonstrate this, we consider the following ex
ample. Let Re Q(x) = const. This can be accom
plished only for a number of particles N and tem
perature T satisfying the equation 

T din N/dx =- T ofx0 = const. (20) 

Then, with the help of Eq. (18), we can easily find 
( w = w' + iw") 

' - kyc dIn N r [ I r dx ]2}-1 
w - reTE xT ----;IX 1. I + :rtn j R (x) • (21) 

In the limit n/ J R-1 dx, small in comparison 
with unity, the spectrum of (21) is identical with 
(17). Keeping in mind the smallness of such a 
parameter and assuming w' determined by Eq. 
(21), we can write 

. [ w" .. In w' .. /m dInT J 
Q (x) = - t (;)' + V 8 ro V xT d ln N 

(22) 

If we require the satisfaction of the equation 

dln T C 
yT d!nN- VT,;' 

(23) 

then the right side of Eq. (22) is seen to be inde
pendent of the coordinates. Then, substituting the 

imaginary part of Eq. (22) in Eq. (19), we get 

w" __ .. I~ (w')2 .. I m d ln T (24) 
- V 8 I k2 1 V xT d ln N · 

Such a spectrum corresponds to instability of 
the plasma for d ln T/d InN< 0. This conclusion, 
and also the spectrum of oscillations were obtained 
by Rudakov and Sagdeev, [3] who assumed that the 
dependence of the temperature and number of par
ticles on the coordinate can be arbitrary. The ex
pansion above shows that the spectra obtained by 
them are possible only in the case of satisfaction 
of Eqs. (20) and (23), or, what amounts to the same 
thing, for a particular specific dependence of the 
temperature and density of the particles on the co
ordinates. 5> 

Satisfaction of Eq. (20) alone is less restrictive. 
In this case, we again have the spectrum (21) which 
determines the real part of the frequency of oscil
lations. For the imaginary part of the frequency, 
we then get the following equation with the aid of 
Eqs. (19), (22): 

w" = _-.I n (w')2 {I _!1!___}-1 \__!:!'___-.I m dInT . (25) 
V 8 I k2 [ J R (x) ~ R (x) V xT dIn N 

Here the condition dIn T/d ln N < 0, which is sat
isfied at any point, is by no means sufficient. In 
fact, in order that the right side of Eq. (25) be 
greater than zero, which corresponds to the growth 
of the oscillations in time, the following inequality 
must hold: 

( \ dx )-1 \ dx 1 d In T / O 
J R (x) j R (x) VT dIn N '-- · (26) 

Keeping in mind Eq. (20), and also the definition 
of R(x ), we can write this inequality in the form 

where x1 and x2 are the boundary points of the 
plasma (or the turning points). 

(27) 

For definiteness, let x2 > x1• Then, for x0 > 0, 
Eq. (27) takes the form T(x1 ) < T(x2 ). In other 
words, the temperature increases with increase 
in x. At the same time, x0 > 0 corresponds to a 
decrease in density with increase in x. Therefore, 
the integral jump condition of (27) corresponds not 
only to the local jump condition of Rudakov and 
Sagdeev, but also requires that their condition be 
sufficiently weakly violated throughout the entire 
plasma. 6> 

5>N = N0 exp l-(2/C) YT0/T l, VT IT 0 = (C/2) (o - x/x0 ); 

if C < 0, then OXo < x, while if C > 0, then OXo > x. 
6)It is necessaty to emphasize that all our considerations, 

which are based on the approximation of the expression for the 
charge density (10), and which refer to the concrete conforma
tion of the plasma spectrum, are limited to this approximation. 
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Equation (19) makes it possible to obtain a gen
eral expression for the imaginary part of the oscil
lation frequency, 1 > 

" - ( ')2 { \ d xT (x) kyc d InN 1 }-1 
w -- w J x R (x) I e I B dX l;-Re Q (x, w') 

x-. ;· n _I -. I ."2. \ dx 1 _1_ 
V ~[kziV xJ R(x)fReQ(x,w')fT(x) 

[ kyc d N '] x reTIJxT (x) dx In VT --w , (28) 

where, according to Eq. (18), the real part of the 
frequency is determined by the relation 

\ dx [ kyc l dIn N J- '!, 
J R-(x) xT (x) lfiB W' ---zrx- - I = nn. (29) 

In the region of transparency considered by us, 

kyc 1 dIn N 
X T (X) 1---etB W' ---zrx-> I . (30) 

Making use of this relation, we can write down the 
condition for the instability of the plasma, corre
sponding to the positive nature of the right-hand 
side of Eq. (28), in the following form: 

r· dx 

) T (x) V Re Q (x, w') 

[ T ( ) kyc _!__(dIn N _ _!__dIn T) _ I J > O 
X _ X X 1 e 1 B w' dx 2 dx · 

Here and below, the integration is carried out 
from small values to large ones. 

(31) 

In the special case T = const, the relation (31) 
takes the form 

(32) 

In accord with the relation (30), the inequality (32) 
is violated only in one isolated case when Eq. (20) 
is satisfied (and n = 0). Thus one can establish 
the fact that a weakly inhomogeneous plasma with 
a constant temperature Te » Ti, confined by a 
strong magnetic field of plane geometry, can be 
unstable. The frequency of the increasing oscilla
tions is determined by the equation 

\
. 1- xTk1l dinN -~··, __ ) 
dx 1 ---,-----1, , - 1-_- -- I j --- nnR.. 

~ ~, 1 e: --<.u l x _ 
(33) 

We note that as is seen from the inequality (31), 
the requirement of a decrease of the temperature 
of the plasma in the same direction in which the 
density decreases in the example under considera
tion corresponds to stabilization of the plasma but 

7lin the case wN« w', Eq. (19) takes the form 

~ ~ V ~e Q {1m Q (x, w') + w" a~· Re Q (x, <v'l} ~-- o. 

cannot be used as a sufficient condition for stability. 
Finally, we write down the dispersion equation 

for an arbitrary distribution function for the elec
trons of the form f0 = N(x) F(/8 ,x), where 18 
= mv~/2: 

I e _!_B \ dx [ kyc ~ t£1.~- <-1-. >]'/, = nn (34) 
V Me J B I e I w' dx mv' ' 

w -rt-- dx-- ------ -"_ (w')2 {~ dinN [ kyc 1 dinN < t )]-';,}-1 

I kz I dx B I e I w' dx mv2 

(' [ kyc 1 dlnN < 1 )]-'/, 
x J dx ~ W'--;[;; - mv' 

X [w' ~of(O, x) + dlnN F+ aF (0, x)J. (35) 
kyc 8\E dx dx 

+00 

Here (1/mv2 ) = - J dvz BF /B(£. If this quantity is 
-00 

positive, then the condition for instability can be 
written in the following form: 

f dx ( aF (0, x) + [dIn N F + aF (0, x)J kyc _!__) 
J o'i£ dx ax B I e I w' 

x [s~y:l ~, d~:N -<m~'>r·;, >o. (36) 

The local condition for instability can be written 
by requiring the positiveness of the integrand 

oF(O,x) +[dinN F+ aF(O,x)J kyc _1_>0 (37) 
o\E dx ox B I e 1 w' · 

Such a local condition is necessary but by no means 
sufficient. Instability will of course take place if 
one requires the fulfilment of the condition (37) 
throughout the whole region of transparency. But 
such a requirement is rather excessive, as is evi
dent from the relation (36). 

Comparing the results of this section with the 
results of the work of Rudakov and Sagdeev, [3] it 
should be noted that in our consideration the fre
quency of the oscillations is a number determined 
only by the integral parameters of the plasma. On 
the other hand, the frequency in [3] is a point func
tion. 8> 

4. LOW FREQUENCY OSCILLATIONS IN A CY
LINDRICAL PLASMA COLUMN CONFINED 
BY A MAGNETIC FIELD 

This section will also be devoted to a plasma 
confined by a magnetic field (with Te » Ti). How-

8lM. L. Levin has pointed out the well-known mechanical 
analog which characterizes the state of affairs. If we have a 
set of pendulums on different suspension threads, then each 
of them possesses a characteristic frequency (point function). 
The presence of even small coupling leads, generally speak
ing, to new characteristic frequencies which are no longer 
point functions and which are determined by the parameters 
of the set of pendulums as a whole. I take this occasion to 
express my gratitude to M. L. Levin for this useful observation. 
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ever, in contrast to the previous section, we shall 
consider here a cylindrical plasma column con
fined by a magnetic field which depends only on 
the radial coordinate. It is assumed that the par
ticle distribution in the ground state of the plasma 
has the form 

fo(Vz, V1_, r)-(vl_jQ)sin('\jl-cp)ofo/or, (38) 

where r = (r, 1/J, z ), v = (v1, cp, Vz) and the z axis 
is directed along the direction of the magnetic field. 

We assume that the plasma pressure (more pre
cisely, the transverse pressure) 

\ mv2 

P=lJJdv-f-fo (39) 

significantly exceeds the magnetic pressure. Then, 
using the relation 

(40) 

we can, as in the previous section, neglect the de
pendence of the magnetic field on the coordinate in 
comparison with the sensitive dependence of the 
distribution on consideration of the motion of the 
particles of the plasma. 

It is not difficult to establish the fact that, within 
the framework of the assumptions used in obtaining 
the formula (10), the following expression results 
for the charge density of the ions in the case of 
cylindrical symmetry: 

~~2 [ d;~ + + ~~ (I + ddl~ ~ ) - ~: <D J 

- <D .::._ +r dvz {kz aTo - _!_ J_ aTo}. (41) 
M J ffi-k 2v2 iJv 2 Q r iJr 

-00 

Here cf> depends only on r. The dependence on the 
time and the other coordinates taken in the form 
exp (- iwt + ikzz + illj;), is separated out and will 
not be considered further. 

Considering that 47TNMc2 » B2, and also limit
ing ourselves to the case of the projection of the 
phase velocity on the z axis that is small in com
parison with the thermal velocity of the electrons 
and large in comparison with the sound velocity, 
we get the following equation for the field potential 
cf>; 

where for a Maxwellian electron distribution 

lc 1 1 d In N . ""' /It ro 
Q (r, w) = xT (r) ""J3Tel ffi 7 llf -I + t V 2fk,l 

-. /-n-z [ lc 1 1 d l N J xy x.T(r) xT(r)lfTe[wrdr" n y'f -1 . 
(43) 

Making the substitution 1/J = cf> /rN, we get 

'ljl" + { Q (~, ro) _ z: + J... ( J... _ N' )2 _ J... ·!!:._} '\jJ = O. 
R (r) r 4 \ r N 2 N (44) 

We shall assume lR to be small. 9> Then the 
asymptotic solution for the potential of the electric 
field has the form 

CR'f, { ·\ VQ (r, ro)} 
<D = r'i•N'i•Q'I• exp ± t J dr R (r) , (45) 

while the corresponding dispersion equation which 
defines the oscillation spectrum of the plasma can 
be written in the form 

~ :~r) 1f Q (r, w) = nn. (46) 

Inasmuch as the imaginary part of Q ( r, w) is 
small, one can write the following equation defining 
the real part of the oscillation frequency: 

(' _!!!:_[~-lc _ _!_ dlnN -I]''• = nn. (47) 
J R (r) ro' B I e I r dr 

For the imaginary part of the frequency of os
cillation, we get the following equation directly: 

w" = Y ~ i~:~ V : 
X {\' dr 1 T ( ) lc 1 dIn N }-l 

J R (r) VReQ(r, ro) X r B lei'~ 
\ dr 1 1 

XJR(r) VReQ(r,w) VT(r) 

x [x.T (r) _!!._ _!__!:_ ln ~- 1] 
w' B 1 e I r dr V T · 

(48) 

It is evident that the following inequality holds 
in the region of transparency over which the inte
gration here is carried out: 

~~J...dlnN 31 
w' B I e I r dr ~ · 

(49) 

Making use of this relation, we obtain the following 
condition for positive character of the imaginary 
part of the frequency (the instability condition): 

f ~ . 1 (x.T(r) ~_!_.!!_In~ -1) 0 
J T (r) V Re Q (r, ro) w' B I e I r dr yr > ·(50) 

In a fashion similar to the formula (3.2), the inte
gration here and below is carried out in the direc
tion from small r to large. 

In the case of a plasma temperature independent 
of the coordinates the inequality (50) has the form 

f dr[.!!!... ~J...dlnN -!]'/, = :rt/n/R>O (51) J w' I e I B r dr ' 

which is always satisfied (except in the case N 
~ e-r2/rij and the value n = 0 is possible here). 

9lin the case of large lR/r in the formulas written out 
below· we must have Q(r,w)- (lR/r)2 in place of Q(r, w). 
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Consequently, a plasma column with an electron 
distribution function of the form (38) and which 
has a temperature that is homogeneous over a 
cross section confined by the cylindrical magnetic 
field with straight lines of force is seen to be un
stable relative to the oscillations (51). 

In conclusion, let us write the dispersion equa
tions for a non-Maxwellian electron distribution 
function of the form f0 = N ( r ) F ( it, r ) : 

~ \ dr [~ __!___ _:I_ dIn N _ _1_)]'/, = nn, 
VM c J B I e I w' r dr <_ mv2 • 

(52) 

ro" _ JT (w')2 { \ !!:!___dIn N [-lc __ 1 _ ___!___dIn N _ /_1_""-]-'/,}-1 
- I kz I j r dr B I e I w' r dr ""- mv2 / 

X \ dr {w' ~ aF (0, r) + _:I_ [dIn N F + aF ~~· r)l_} 
j tc a'l! r dr I 

(53) 

If it is taken into account that ( 1/mv2 ) is posi
tive, then one can proceed further and write down 
the following stability condition: 

\' dr { aF (0, r) + ~___!____:I_ [dIn N F + aF (0, r) ]} 
J a\£ B I e I w' r dr ar 

[ ____!!___ ___!__:I_ dIn N _ /_1_""-]-'/, 
X B I e I w' r dr ""-otnV2 / • 

(54) 

By requiring that the integrand be less than zero 

aF (0, r) + _lc _ ___!___ ~[dIn N F + aF (0, r) J < 0 (55) 
a'i£ B I e I w' r dr ar ' 

we obtain the local stability condition. This condi
tion is necessary in contrast with the sufficient 
condition (54). If we require the satisfaction of the 
condition (55) throughout the region of transparency 
(in other words, to consider it as non-local), then 
the stability will take place in general earlier than 
such a condition is seen to be satisfied. 

Here the problem does not arise as to what 
measure it is exhaustive to consider the problem 
of the stability of the plasma. However, one of the 
reasons for writing this paper were the prospects 
uncovered by the possibility of applying the method 
of "quasi-classical quantization" to the problem 
of plasma stability. 

5. CONCLUSION. GENERALIZATION 

Summing up the situation briefly, one can repeat 
and generalize several premises of our research. 

The first from which we set out, is that the 
eigenvalue problem which arises in the question of 
interest to us, concerning the natural oscillations 
of weakly inhomogeneous plasma, is solved by 
means of the "quantization rules" which are simi
lar to the quasi-classical quantization rules of 

Bohr. It must be noted that it is not difficult to 
ascertain from what has been set forth above that 
the formula (3) can be written in the form 

~ dxkx (w, x) = 2nn, (56) 

where kx( w, x) is the projection of the wave vector 
on the x axis and is of course a function of the co
ordinates. 

Keeping in mind the deep analogy between me
chanics and geometric optics, [4] one can establish 
the fact that for finite, conditionally periodic tra
jectories of rays in an inhomogeneous medium, 
the eikonal 10 > is a non-unique quantity defined with 
accuracy up to sums of multiples of the values of 
the analogs of the mechanical action variables (the 
eikonal variables). Therefore, the problem of ob
taining the spectrum of the characteristic oscilla
tions in a non-one-dimensionally weakly inhomo
geneous plasma reduces to finding the conditional 
periodic motions of the rays and, what is very im
portant, the adiabatic invariance of the eikonal 
variables Ia corresponding to them. The conse
quent quantization rule is that the eikonal variables 
can take on only values which are multiples of 27T: 

(57) 

In this paper we have considered only the appli
cation of a one-dimensional "quantization rule" 
(56). The characteristic feature of the natural os
cillations considered is the smallness of their 
"wavelength" in comparison with the distances 
over which the particle distribution of an equilib
rium plasma changes appreciably. On the other 
hand, the "wavelength" is large in comparison 
with such "microscopic" scales of a weakly in
homogeneous plasma as the Debye or Larmor 
radii. The latter fact appears in the result that 
the "quasi-classical quantum number" is large 
in comparison with unity. 

In the examples considered above we have lim
ited ourselves to the case of a medium without ab
sorption and a medium with weak absorption (or 
weak buildup). For the case of strong absorption 
or strong buildup the projection of the wave vector 
in formula (56) can possess a large imaginary part, 
while the turning points appear to be located in the 
complex plane. In such a case, the difference be
tween the regions of transparency and opacity dis
appear. However, even in this case, by following 

10lin geometric optics, the field has the form <ll = Aei..P, 
where A is a slowly changing function and If; is the eikonal
a very large quantity which appears in analogy to the action 
function divided by Planck's constant. 
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[ 2], we can make clear the conditions under which 
the quantization rule (56) becomes possible. 

In conclusion, I express my thanks with great 
pleasure to A. A. Rukhadze, E. E. Lovetskil, and 
L. M. Kovrizhnykh, useful conversations with whom 
promoted my interest in the problems of the theory 
of the stability of a magnetically confined plasma. 

1 E. L. Feinberg, Rasprostranenie radiovoln 
vdol' zemno! poverkhnosti (Radiowave Propagation 
Over the Earth's Surface), AN SSSR, 1961, p. 459. 

2 A. Erdelyi, Asymptotic Expansions, Dover, 
N.Y., 1956. A. Sommerfeld, Wave Mechanics, 

Dutton, New York, 1929. R. Langer, Trans. Amer. 
Math. Soc. 37, 397 (1935). 

3 L. I. Rudakov and R. Z. Sagdeev, Microscopic 
Instabilities of a Spatially Inhomogeneous Plasma, 
Paper No. 220 on Plasma Physics, Salzburg, 1961. 

4 L. Brillouin, The Bohr Atom, Russian transla
tion, Gostekhizdat, 1935 [Probably in L. de Broglie 
and L. Brillouin, Selected Papers on Wave Mechan
ics, Blackie, London, 1928]. 
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Isolated waves of finite amplitude propagating in a cold plasma at an arbitrary angle with re
spect to the magnetic field are analyzed. It is shown that three waves of this kind are possible: 
large scale compressional shocks (Alfven waves), rarefaction shocks (magnetic sound waves), 
and small-scale compressional shocks corresponding to high-frequency magnetic-sound waves. 
The relation between the wave amplitude and the Mach number is established. The critical mag
netic field at which the solution for the compressional wave becomes unstable is also determined. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

MEDIA in which the dispersion is nonlinear for 
small oscillations can support the propagation of 
stationary isolated waves: if the phase velocity of 
the waves diminishes (increases) with increasing 
wave number, the stationary isolated wave is a 
density compression (rarefaction). [1] 

In the present work we consider an isolated 
wave propagating in a cold low-density plasma 
(so that dissipation processes can be neglected) 
at an arbitrary angle with respect to the unper
turbed magnetic field H0• The case being treated 
is of interest as it exhibits several oscillation 
branches. In the low frequency region ( w ~ iti 
= eH0 /mic, Hi is the ion Larmor frequency) these 
are accelerated waves ("magnetic" sound) with a 
minimum phase velocity v + = H0 I...; 47rnomi , and 
retarded Alfven waves with a maximum phase ve
locity v- = v + cos e (here e is the angle between 
the direction of propagation and the magnetic field). 

The qualitative behavior of w/k as a function of 
frequency is shown in Fig. 1 (cos e » ..,; me /mi , 
cf. [2J). The existence of two branches means that 
the isolated wave can be a compression or rarefac
tion shock. 

In the high -frequency region ( Qi « w « ite) 
there is one branch with a high phase velocity w/k 
= v +...; w/iti . The characteristic frequency here is 
...; iteiti while the effective value of the magnetic 
field in the wave is of order H0 ...; mi /me so that 
w/k- v +...; mi /me . Higher propagation velocities 
mean that the change in the various physical quan
tities in the wave can be anomalously large. The 
theorem given in [1] does not hold here and if the 
fine structure of the wave at its base is neglected 
the wave is always a compression shock. 

0 '------~,-(JJ~/{}1 

FIG. 1 

The limiting cases indicated above differ appre
ciably in their propagation scales. The flow of 
plasma must be symmetric with respect to the peak 
of the wave in the coordinate system moving with 
the wave since there is no dissipation. It is clear 
that in the case of Alfven and magnetic-sound 
.shocks (large-scale waves) the ions cannot execute 
very many rotations in the magnetic field of the 
shock without disturbing the correlation between 
the trajectories of the heavy particles at the "in
put" and "output" of the wave. Taking the ion 
Larmor radius as a characteristic dimension of 
the wave we find 

The wavelength of the high-frequency shock (small
scale wave) is determined by the electron Larmor 
radius and is of order ...; mec2/ 47re2n0 • 

In this work we consider the structure of the 
isolated wave indicated above and establish the re
lation between wave amplitude and Mach number. 
We also find the limiting values for various physi
cal quantities and the limitations on the Mach num
ber. We note that the problem of the isolated wave 
has been considered earlier for the case e = 1r/2 

865 
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in [1•3•4] and for the case e = 0 in [5- 7]. Finally, 
a low-amplitude rarefaction shock has been inves
tigated by Galeev and Karpman. [a] 

2. EQUATIONS OF MOTION AND CONSERVATION 
LAWS 

In the present work we limit ourselves to the 
nonrelativistic case: v0 /c « 1, where v0 is the 
propagation velocity of the wave. Then, the initial 
system of equations of motion for the electrons 
and ions and Maxwell's equations are 

ave i e (. 1 ) a/+ (vc,iV) Ve,i ==f-. E +- [ve,;H] , 
nze,t c 

ane,; I at+ div ne,iVe,i = 0, 

rot E ~~ - _!_ aH 
c at ' 

divE= 4ne (n1 - ne), div H = 0. 

(1)* 

(2) 

(3) t 

(4) 

We assume further that all quantities depend 
only on~= z +v0t, with H- H0, ve i- 0, and 

' ne,i- no as ~ -±co. The system in (1)-(4) can 
now be written conveniently in complex form: 

dv,.,; _ ie (H o o 
Pc.i(jt = + 1~ Pe,i- H j_- H :; Ve,i I Vo), 

l::l e,t 

dve,i 
-

11 = =t= _e -[E -j- _!_ Im (v* J Pe,i d£ m .v0 II c e,iH) ' 
e,t 

dE 11 / d~ = 4nen 0 (1/pe- I I p), 

H =o (R.e H, Im H, H~1 ). 

The projections of various vectors on the z axis 
are denoted by II while the projections on the x 
axis are denoted by 1. 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The equations in (5)-(8) have the following first 
integrals (conservation of momentum): 

meVe + m,v, = H'i: (H- H~) I 4Jtn 0v0 , (9) 

nleVc + m,v, = {E~; + I H'lf2 - I H [2} I 8nn 0v0• (10) 

We shall treat in detail the quasi-neutral case: 

The quasi-neutrality of a plasma is guaranteed 
over a wide range of angles e by the fact that the 
problem is nonrelativistic. It follows from (10) 
that in this case 

p = I + ( I H~ 12 - I H 1
2) I 8nn0m;vZ,. (11) 

*[vH]: v x H. 
trot= curl. 

3. LARGE-SCALE WAVES 

The drift approximation can be used for the de
scription of electron motion in large-scale waves. 
The only limitation is on the range of variation of 
fJ: the condition cos e » v' me /mi must hold. 

From (5) and (10) we find that the electron and 
ion velocities and the magnetic fields are related 
by 

Ve = V0 (Hp- H 0J I H~l, 

Vt = fl~: V0 (H- H~_) I H11 , 

(12) 

(13) 

where JJ. = v Jv0 is the reciprocal Mach number 
(JJ.II• JJ.l = JJ. cos e, JJ. sin e. 

It will now be convenient to write all quantities 
in dimensionless form. We introduce the notation: 

H = H'}_ VJ.: ei<e, I HI H'lf = v~' ~ = ~;'t, 

~~ = fl il V mic2 I 4ne2no. 

Equation (7) now becomes 

ip (A-) 1:r (V~ e1<e) + vr ei<e (p (A-)- fl~l) + fl~l -I = 0. (14) 

Here p(A.) .= 1 + %JJ.i(1-A.). Multiplying Eq. (14) 
by d(.fi: e-lcp) and taking the real part, we have 
after integrating using the boundary conditions 
A.(± co)= 1 and cp(±co) = 0 

o- fl~~) (A- 2 v-x cos (jl + 1) = fl}_ ("'- 1)2 14. (15) 

Using the last expression we can eliminate the 
function of cp in (14). Thus we obtain the following 
equation for A.: 1> 

p (A-) dA, I dT = ± ~fl}_l A- lj Y(A-+ --A) (A--A-_), 

A±= I+ 4fl7 (1-fl~: ±fl j_ Vl-fl~l ). (16) 

Here, ..f'i:; is the maximum value of the magnetic 
field in the compressional wave, R is the mini
mum magnetic field in the rarefaction wave. It is 
evident from Eq. (16) that the isolated wave can be 
either a compression shock or a rarefaction shock. 
Since A. is real and A. - 1 when T - ±co, we must 
satisfy the condition 1m A.± = 0 and 4 ~ 1, which 
can be rewritten: 

(17) 

One of the conditions in (17) is obvious and the 
other means that the velocity of the compression 
(rarefaction) wave must be smaller (larger) than 
the phase velocity of the accelerated (retarded) 
waves. 

The qualitative behavior of v' A.± ( JJ.) is shown 

1>1n Eq. (16) we must use both signs since we require a 
symmetric solution and cL\/dT has different signs with respect 
to the center of symmetry T = 0. 
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FIG. 2 

in Fig. 2. It is evident that the relation between 
amplitude and Mach number for the (p > 1) is not 
unique. 

In the case of the rarefaction waves ( diamag
netic wave or A. < 1 ) with J-1. = 2/ v 1 + 3 cos2 e the 
amplitude of the transverse magnetic field vanishes 
at the extremum while the density is given by the 
expression 

(n I no)mln = (1 + 3 cos2 8) I (3 + cos2 8). (18) 

In the paramagnetic wave (A. > 1) the amplifi
cation of the transverse magnetic field can reach 
a maximum of a factor of three. In this case J-1. = 1 
while the density is given by 

(19) 

The density vanishes at e = 30°. At this point 
the solution no longer holds. This situation arises 
because we have neglected the thermal spread in 
the velocities of the plasma particles. Actually, 
the plasma flux at the compression point is re
tarded and transfers its energy to the magnetic 
field. If the retardation is strong (the plasma 
essentially comes to rest vii + v0 ~ 0 ), because 
of the thermal spread there is flux of reflected 
particles and this is obviously not taken into ac
count by the equations of motion (1). The criterion 
for the single-velocity approximation can be writ
ten as follows: 

(20) 

Here T and y are the temperature and adiabatic 
index of the plasma. 

Thus, when e ::::: 30° the maximum magnetic 
field in the paramagnetic wave (and this also ap
plies to the wave velocity v0 ) must be rather 
small. From the condition p > 0 we find that in
equality (17) and 1 < A.+ < 9 for the compression 
wave must be replaced by 

4 ctg• e 
1 <A+< 1 + 1 +sin e ' 

(21) * 
*ctg =cot. 

The upper limits on v0 and A.+ in the last inequal
ities are determined taking account of (20). 

Equation (16) can be integrated in terms of ele
mentary functions. Since (A. > 1) we have for the 
compression wave 

arc ch [1 + 2 (1- L)'(/,+- /,)I(/, -1) <"-+- /,_)) 

2 Y<t-t" -1) (1- t-tl 1 ) 

-arc cos ( 1 + 2 :+ -=._"-{_) = T. (22)* 

We now write expressions for the physical quan
tities in dimensional form. The following formulas 
hold for a low amplitude compression wave ( 1 - J.Lfi 
= %o2 tan2 e): 

( 11 tg• e) n = n0 1 + Cii(i"" , 
11 tg• e 

vn =-Vo~· v0 = v_, 
(23)t 

v. ~ v1 =sin 0 v+F (£), (24) 

H = H~ (1 + 6 I ch a) (1 + F(£)), 

F (£) = ch! IX (I sh2 a- II+ 2i sh a) -1, a= 6tg28 · £1£r 
(25)t 

The solution for the rarefaction wave is obtained 
from (22) by replacing \r by A. 'F and A. - 1 by 1 -A.. 

We now find the quasi-neutrality condition for 
the plasma. It follows from Eq. (6) that 

(26) 

Substituting E11 in Eq. (8) we find that the quasi
neutrality condition for the plasma is 

(27) 

4. SMALL-SCALE WAVES 

We now consider small-scale waves. We assume 
at the outset that the parameter E = v me /mi cos2 e 
is small. In this case the drift approximation can
not be used to describe the electron motion since 
the wave length is of the order of the electron 
Larmor radius. However, the calculations can be 
simplified considerably if we limit ourselves to the 
analysis of waves whose amplitude is not too small. 

Since the electrons execute about one orbit in 
the magnetic field of the wave for the conditions 
that hold here, the electron angular momentum 
cannot be smaller than the ion angular momentum: 
meve ~ miVi· 

For this reason we can neglect the ion current 
in Maxwell's equations. The characteristic value 
of the induced magnetic field in the wave is H 

*ch =cosh. 
ttg = tan. 
~sh = sinh. 
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...... H0 IE. Hence, to accuracy of order E we can 
neglect Hi everywhere compared with H and take 
the condition H ( ± oo) = 0 as the boundary condition 
on H. Thus, H satisfies the following equation 
approximately 

(28) 

which is equivalent to the equation of motion of a 
nonlinear oscillator in a magnetic field. 

From momentum and energy conservation we 
have 

darg H eH~1 
P~=2mlvo" 

(29) 
Turning to dimensionless variables we write 

I HI= H 0v I eM; M = H~1 IVI6nn0m,v~. 
£ = £.TJ, £, = Y m,c2 I 4ne2n0• (30) 

From Eq. (29) we obtain the following equation 
for v 

p (v) dv I dTJ = ± v V V!- v2, (31) 

where v + = ,; 1 - M2 is the maximum value of the 
magnetic field in the wave. 

In the approximation used here we have p ( v) 
= 1 - 2v2• From the conditions p > 0 and Im v + = 0 
we obtain the following limitations on the reciprocal 
Mach number: 

(32) 

When v + is approximately 1/ f2 the particle den
sity at the maximum again becomes large. The 
condition that must be satisfied if one is to neglect 
the thermal spread of the velocities in this case is 
less stringent than in Eq. (20): 

(33) 

Integrating Eq. (31) we have 

arcch v + I v - 2v + V v~ - v2 = v + I 11 I· (34) 

For amplitudes that satisfy the condition E « v + 
« 1 the second term in the left side of Eq. (34) 
can be neglected. Returning to the physical vari
ables, we obtain the following expressions: 

v 11 = - 2v0 I f 1
2 , n = n0 (1 + 2j f 1

2), V 11 = H~i I V 16rtn0me , 

H = V m, I me H'i1 f (£), Ve = 2 V m1 I me v0f (£), 
(35) 

where f( ~) = v+eiU~e/coth ( v+U~e ). Here, we 
have neglected the difference in the velocity of 
rotation of the phase of the magnetic field and the 
electrons, a procedure that is valid only for low
amplitude waves. It is evident from Eq. (35) that 
the energy in the wave is distributed equally be
tween the magnetic field and the translational and 
rotational motion of the plasma. Since the electron 
velocity is assumed to be nonrelativistic, the fol
lowing condition must be satisfied: 

(36) 

Estimates analogous to those in Eqs. (26) and 
(27) show that the quasi-neutrality of the plasma is 
also provided by the nonrelativistic condition for 
the problem (36). 

The author is indebted to V. L. Pokrovskii for 
a number of valuable remarks. 
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We consider a plasma with cold ions in a strong external electric field that is periodic in time. 
The collisionless mechanism responsible for electron heating under these conditions is analyzed. 
This heating mechanism operates as follows: because of the external electric field the electrons 
acquire a velocity with respect to the ions; ion-acoustic waves are excited and these tend to 
smooth the electron distribution function. The smoothing process is repeated in the periodic 
electric field, leading to flattening of the electron distribution function (consequently an increase 
in electron temperature) in the velocity range corresponding to twice the velocity acquired by 
the electrons in the external field. 

VARIOUS kinds of waves can be excited in a plasma 
when the static particle distribution function de
parts from equilibrium. If, for example, a strong 
current flows through the plasma, i.e., the ions and 
electrons (with Maxwellian velocity distributions) 
move with respect to each other with a constant 
velocity greater than some critical value, one finds 
that ion-acoustic waves are excited. [t] The quasi
linear theory [2 •3] takes account of the feedback 
effect of the growing waves on the particle distri
bution function for the weakly unstable case, where 
the growth rate is small compared with the fre
quency and the energy density of the wave is small 
compared with the thermal energy density of the 
particles. Under these conditions only the fine de
tails of the particle distribution function are af
fected (for example, when ion-acoustic waves are 
excited the electron distribution function is flat
tened in a narrow velocity region about the velocity 
of the ion-acoustic wave). The gross plasma para
meters, such as the moments of the distribution 
function, are not affected significantly. Below we 
describe a case in which the instability is weak but 
in which one of the gross parameters, i.e., the 
electron temperature, is changed significantly. 

We shall treat a spatially uniform problem: a 
plasma in a strong magnetic field in which the ions 
and electrons can be described by a one-dimen
sional distribution function f ( v), where v is the 
velocity in the direction of the magnetic field. 

Let us assume that there is an external electric 
field E = E0cos w t in the same direction as the 
magnetic field. Under the effect of this field the 
electrons move with respect to the ions and if 
Ti << T (Ti, T are respectively the ion and elec-

tron temperatures) ion-acoustic waves are ex
cited in the plasma; these waves are characterized 
by a phase velocity u ranging from a velocity of the 
order of the ion thermal velocity uTi = .J Ti/M to 
the ion acoustic velocity u0 = )T/M (cf. [tJ). In 
general, the feedback effect of the ion-acoustic 
waves leads to the formation of a plateau on the 
particle distribution function. [ 3] In what follows 
we neglect the diffusion of the heavy ions under the 
effect of the waves and assume, for simplicity, that 
the ions are cold, Ti = 0 (so that uTi= 0 ). We 
assume that the plateau on the electron distribution 
function is formed so rapidly that it is in existence 
at any instant of time ( cf. Appendix); our problem 
then is to analyze the time variation of the electron 
distribution function. 

In the coordinate system in which the mean 
electron velocity v vanishes (Fig. 1) the ion dis
tribution function and the associated plateau on the 
electron distribution function execute periodic 
motion with amplitude V0 = eE 0/mw (the field 
amplitude E0 is limited by the condition V0 < VT; 
if this condition is not satisfied, the growth rate is 
comparable with the frequency and the quasi-linear 
theory no longer applies). Assume that at time t 
the ions as a whole have a velocity V = V0sin w t 

FIG. 1. Electronic (f) and 
ionic (solid vertical line) dis
tribution functions. The pla
teaus of width u0 execute 
periodic motion in the region 
(:-V0 , V0 ). The case shown in 
the figure corresponds to pla-
teau motion towards increas~ -v, 
ing v. 

0 
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~ 
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FIG. 2. Smoothing of the dis
tribution function in the region 
(0, u0 ). 

and that the height of the plateau on the electron 
distribution function f ( v) = c in the range ( V, V 
+ llo ); in the ion coordinate system ( v = V + u) we 
have f ( u) = c in the range 0 < u < u0 ( u is the 
statistical velocity of the electron in the ion co
ordinate system) (Fig. 2). In a time ~t the ex
ternal electric field shifts the plateau by an amount 
~ V = em-1E0cos w t ·~t and the electron distribu
tion function in the plateau region acquires the 
step shape shown in Fig. 2 by the solid line. The 
number of electrons in the plateau region is then 
reduced by I~ V I [ c - f ( u0 )]. On the other hand, 
this reduction is also equal to u0 [ c ( V) - c ( V 
+ ~ V)], where c ( V + ~ V) is the height of the 
plateau established after electron diffusion due to 
the ion-acoustic waves has occurred (the value 
c ( V + ~ V) is shown in Fig. 2 by the dashed curve). 
Equating these expressions we find 

± u0dcjdV = f (u 0 + V)- c (V), (1) 

where the plus sign is written when the plateau 
moves in the direction of increasing V (Figs. 1 
and 2 illustrate this case) and the minus sign is 
written for motion in the opposite direction. It is 
evident from Fig. 2 that as the plateau moves there 
is a discontinuity at the fixed end and that beyond 
this region a continuous trail f(V) = c remains. 

We now consider the case of a strong electric 
field u0 <t: V0• If the width of the plateau u0 is 
small it is evident from (1) that the distribution 
function f ( v) does not change appreciably in one 
period. Hence, from (1) we obtain an equation that 
describes the variation of f ( v) in a time much 
greater than the period of the external electric 
field 2rr I w. 

We consider the time interval ~T ~ 2rrn/w, 
n ~ 1, and find the quantity 

at !>.f (!>.fln 
a-r: = !>.-r: = :!.nnjw' 

where (~On is the change in the distribution 
function in n periods as found from Eq. (1). The 
solution of Eq. (1) is 

(2) 

Thus, after a single traversal of the smoothing 
region the electron distribution function f is trans
formed into L±f. In a full period the plateau moves 
in the forward and reverse directions so that f 
- L_(L+O = (L_L+)f and inn periods f 
- ( L+L_)nf; the change (~On of the distribu-
tion function f in n periods under the effect of the 
smoothing region of width u0 is 

Substituting this expression in the relation 
of/oT = (~0nw/2rrn, to accuracy of order (u0/V0 )2 

we obtain the equation for the distribution function: 

D = u~w/ 2:n:. (3a) 

Since the number of particles in the interval 
(- V0, V0 ) is conserved the boundary condition for 
the diffusion equation (3a) is 

(()f I av)u=±V, = 0. (3b) 

Up to this point we have considered the diffusion 
of electrons due to waves whose phase velocities 
(in the ion coordinate system) lie in the range 
(0, u0). However, ion-acoustic waves are also 
excited in the range (- u0, 0). The plateaus on 
the electron distribution function f are different 
in these regions since the waves are damped on 
ions located at zero (we recall that the ions are 
cold UTi = 0; when UTi "' 0 the plateau regions 
are separated by a space I u I < UTi in which 
there are no waves because of strong damping on 
the ions). Hence, there are two independent 
smoothing regions, each of width u0, rather than 
one region of width 2u0; thus, the diffusion coef
ficient D is twice as large as that given in Eq. 
(3a): 

D = u~w/:n: = wT!:n:M. (3c) 

The electron diffusion mechanism in the range 
(- V0, V0 ) can be understood as follows. Let us 
consider an insulated rod of length 2V0 in which 
the thermal conductivity is infinitely large in some 
region u0 ( u0 < 2V0 ) and zero elsewhere. The 
temperature f is independent of distance v (me as
ured from the center of the rod) in the region u0 

and is equal to c; the temperature distribution f 
is maintained in time f = f ( v) in the remaining 
parts of the rod. If the region u0 with infinite 
thermal conductivity is displaced by a distance 
~ V (Fig. 2), the region beyond remains continuous 
f ( v) = c while the temperature c is changed in 
such a way that the amount of heat Q in the region 

uo 
u0 is conserved ( Q = J fdV = const; the specific 

0 
heat of the rod is taken as unity). Under these 
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conditions the temperature c in the region u0 is 
described by Eq. (1). 

If u0 ~ V0 the temperature f does not change 
appreciably in a single traversal of the region u0 

along the rod; in this case the slow equalization 
of the temperature f in the rod can be described 
by the "heat conductivity equation" (3a) and (3b) 
in which w/2rr = cp is the transit time of the rod 
through the region u0 in the forward and reverse 
directions (the motion of the region in time can be 
arbitrary and can vary from one period cp to 
another; we consider the case V(t) = V0sinwt). 
If the rod contains two regions of infinite thermal 
conductivity separated by some range in which 
the thermal conductivity is zero (Fig. 1) the "ther
mal-conductivity coefficient" V is given by Eq. 
(3c). Finally, the width of the smooth region u0 

can depend on a function { f}, for example 

v. 
(' mV2 

{f} = J 2 tdV, 
-v. 

where m is a constant. 
An exact solution of Eqs. (3a)-(3c) that takes 

account of the time variation of the temperature t 
and the diffusion coefficient D is given in the Ap
pendix. We present the basic results (for the case 
in which the initial electron distribution function 
is Maxwellian). 

In accordance with Eqs. (3a) -(3c) the distribu
tion function f ( v) is equalized in the range 
(- V0, V0 ) (Fig. 3) as T- co, where 

v. 

foo = 2~(} ~ fodv. 
-V, 

The characteristic equilibration time tn is 

tD~V~jD ~v~;wu~. 

(4a) 

(4b) 

The electron temperature is increased by the fol
lowing amount by virtue of the work done by the 
external electric field: 

(4c) 

(the function f is normalized to unity). 
The electron temperature increment ~ T grows 

as the amplitude of the electron oscillations V0 

A I I 

-v. 0 Vo u 

FIG. 3. Smoothing of distribu
tion function in the interval (-V0 , V0 ) 

as 'T -> oo. 

increases and, for a fixed frequency w, is pro
portional to the amplitude of the external field E 0• 

If the amplitude of the electric field Eo is such 
that V0 is comparable with the electron thermal 
velocity V0 "" VT the change ~ T is comparable 
with T, that is to say, the electron temperature 
T increases by approximately a factor of two by 
virtue of the work done by the external electric 
field. 

It is of interest to compare the increase in 
energy density ( n~ T) with the Joule heat gene
rated in the same time tn. If the frequency of the 
external electric field w is much larger than the 
collision frequency v, the Joule heat generated 
per unit time is 

Q ~ E~we" ~ Egvw~ I w2 , 

since E" = ImE = Im [ 1- w~/w (w + iv)]. When 
V 0 "" VT the temperature change ~ T "" T so that 
n~T/tnQ"" 1/tnv. 

These estimates show that the Joule heating 
can be much smaller than the collisionless heat
ing if the equilibration time tn is much smaller 
than the collision time 1/v, that is to say, if the 
following inequality is satisfied: 

m ro 1 
1~--ND-"'M ro 0 ')..,' 

where Nn is the number of particles in a Debye 
sphere and A. is the Coulomb logarithm (A. "" 10 ). 

We have assumed up to this point that the elec
trons acquire a periodic velocity with respect to 
the ions in the external electric field. However, 
the motion of the electrons with respect to the ions 
can also result from electric fields in a wave of 
arbitrary amplitude which might be formed in the 
plasma. Such a wave must be rapidly damped be
cause of the excitation of ion-acoustic waves and 
because of electron heating. We use energy con
servation to estimate the damping time tE for 
such a wave: 

E~ (t) I 8n + nT (t) + it (t) = const. (5) 

Here, E 0 is the amplitude of the electric field of 
the wave in which the electrons acquire a velocity 
with respect to the ions, T is the electron tempera
ture, (£ is the energy of the ion-acoustic waves. 
Neglecting the change in the latter (an appropriate 
estimate is given in the Appendix) we have from 
Eq. (5) 

E~ I d ( E~) E~/8n T E~J8n 
tE ~- 8n d-e 8n ~ --,;r- dT/dt ~~to. 

We have shown above that the amplitude Eo is 
limited by the inequality V0 = eE 0/mw < VT; when 
V0 "" VT the damping time is given by 
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(6) 

When w ~ Woi the wave is damped in a time of the 
order of one period 1/ w. This damping mechanism 
was invoked [ 3J in the interpretation of experiments 
carried out by Zavo1ski1 et al [4] (in which connec
tion the present problem was studied). However, 
in these experiments the amplitude of the field Eo 
was so large that the maximum electron velocity 
with respect to the ions V0 was greater than the 
electron thermal velocity VT· Under these condi
tions the waves excited in the plasma have growth 
rates comparable with the frequency, so that the 
damping time and increase in electron temperature 
given above can differ from the corresponding ex
perimental quanti ties. 

The author is indebted to A. A. Vedenov for 
suggesting this problem and for guidance and to 
M. A. Leontovich for valuable discussions. 

APPENDIX 

The derivation of Eq. (1) is based on the assump
tion that the plateau in the distribution function 
exists at any time in each diffusion region (- u0, 0) 
and ( 0, u0 ). This assumption is justified if there 
are always ion-acoustic waves with phase veloci
ties u in these regions and if the wave energy is 
large enough so that the characteristic electron 
diffusion time ( t) (for the establishment of the 
plateau) in velocity space is much smaller than 
the period of the external electric field. 

We first investigate the way in which the energy 
of the ion acoustic-waves changes in motions of 
the plateau region. The equations of the quasi
linear theory, which describe the diffusion of elec
trons due to wave effects in the region 0 < u < u0, 

shown in Fig. 2, are of the form: [3] 

ae/at = Aeaf/au, e = £2/Sn, 
at/at =a (PJJaflau)!au, 5J =Be. (A.1) 

The functions A and B in (A.1) depend only on the 
velocity u. If the ion-acoustic waves are charac
terized by the dispersion relation 

ro 2 = ro~1k2/(k2 +D~2) 

the functions A and B are given by 

B ___ 4_n_c_(e'---/m-'-)_2 --::

- l u I (1 - u2 / u~) ' 

(A.2) 

Here, Woi and woe are the ion and electron plasma 
frequencies, De is the Debye radius, u0 = V T/M 
is the ion-acoustic velocity. 

The equations in (A.1) have the integral 

_i!_ A -1 B ~ - jJ_ = 0 au at at . 
(A.3) 

We introduce below in place of the time t the 
variable V = V0sin w t. Inasmuch as there is a 
plateau in the region ( 0, u0 ), f ( u, V) = c ( V) (Fig. 
2), after integration of (A.3) over velocity from 0 
to u we have (taking account of the fact that Eu=o 
= 0 because of ion damping) 

A-1BaelaV = udc/dV. (A.4) 

Hence 

e - e0 = uAB-1 (c - c0). (A.5) 

The relation in (A.4) can also be obtained by in
tegrating (A.3) over velocity between the limits 
( u, u0 + 0 ). Since Eu=uo+O = 0, we have 

(A.6) 

The function f has a discontinuity at the point u0: 

f (u, V) = c + (f- c) 8 (u - u0 + V (t) - v), (A. 7) 

where <p(x) = 1 when x> 0, <p(x) = 0 when x< 0; 
v is the ion coordinate in the coordinate system in 
which the electrons are at rest. Taking account 
of (1), from (A.6) and (A. 7) we have 

U0-0 Uo+O 

_ 1 ae _ (" at 1 at 
A B W - - ~ av du - ~ av du 

u U 0-0 

de de 
=- (u 0 - u) dV - (f- c) = u dV . 

For motion of the region ( 0, u0 ) in the direction 
of lower V in place of (A.5) we have 

e- e0 = (u - u0 ) AB-1 (c - c0). (A.8) 

We introduce the notation 

z = JuAB- 1 J. (A.9) 

Then, (A.5) and (A.6) can be written in the form 

e- e0 = (c- c0) X {z 
-(y-z), 

(A.10) 

where the upper factor is written for motion of the 
region in the direction of increasing V while the 
lower is written for motion in the direction of de
creasing V. For the region (- u0, 0) the factors 
in (A.10) must be taken locally. Now, using (A.10) 
we must find an equation describing the change in 
wave energy after long intervals of time in the 
same way as (3) is obtained from (1). For this 
purpose, using (A.10) we compute the change of 
energy !1E in a time 11 T which extends over many 
periods of the external electric field (Fig. 4). 
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FIG. 4. Time dependence of the plateau level for the case 
of an even distribution function f(v) = -f(v). The arrows in
dicate the direction of motion of the plateaus toward increas
ing v (the plateau level varies from c0 to c1) and in the oppo
site direction. 

According to (A.lO) and Fig. 4, in which we 
have shown the time dependence of the level of 
the plateau in the region ( 0, u0 ), the change of E 

in one period is 

while the change in n periods is 

(~8)n = (z- y/2) (C2n- Co)· 

Since the difference E~ between the highest 
and lowest values of the energy of any wave is 
finite [from (A.lO)] it is evident that E~ 
= y [ f ( 0, T) - f ( V0, r)], if n is high enough the 
changes of E in the interval from T to 27fk/ w and 
from 27f ( k + n )/ w to T + 6 r can be neglected: 

(L'>e)n ae 
2nnjw-+ 7fT · 

Substituting the expression for (6 E )n and taking 
account of the fact that 

we have 

C2n -Co= M(Vo, T)[l +0(~)], 
2nn!w = ~T[l +O(*)J. 

~ = (z- y) 8f(Vo, T) 
a-r 2 a-r • (A.ll) 

According to (A.2) and (A.9) the quantities y 
and z are weak functions of the time T since u0 

= u0 ( r) = ..j T ( r)/M. In carrying out an estimate 
we neglect this dependence. From (A.ll) we have 

8 (u, T) -8 (u, 0) = (z- y/2) [f Wo. T) - f Wo, 0)1. 
(A.12) 

Using the last relation we can determine when 
the wave existence criterion E (u, r) > 0 is satis
fied in the regions 0 < I u I < u0• Since the quan-

FIG. S. Variation of the 
plateau level in the case of 
a gradual increase in the 
field amplitude to the sta
tionary value. 

tity f ( V0, T) - f ( V0, 0) increases monotonically 
during the electron diffusion time, it follows from 
(A.9) and (A.12) that waves with phase velocity u 
in the range 0 < I u I < u0/2 will be damped. This 
condition imposes a limitation on the initial spec
trum of excited waves E ( u, 0): 

e (u, oo) = e (u, 0) + (z- y/2) f/co- f (V0, 0)1 > 0, 
o < I u I < uof2. (A.13) 

The last condition on E ( u, 0) is satisfied, for 
example, when the external electric field grows to 
an amplitude Eo in several periods as shown in 
Fig. 5 (the electron diffusion during the growth 
time is neglected). 

Since this process is analogous to that shown 
in Fig. 4, we can apply (A.12) taking account of 
the notation used in Fig. 5 [at the beginning of the 
process, f = f(O, 0), E = 0 and at the end f 
= f ( V0, 0 ), E = E ( u, 0)]. As a result we have 

e (u, 0) = (z _ .J?.) X {f (V o. 0)- f (0, 0), 0 <I u 1 < uo/ 2 , 
2 0, uo I 2 < I u I < uo 

(A.14) 

so that in the electron diffusion process, in ac
cordance with (A.12), 

e (u, -r) = (z-Jf-)x {f(Vo, -r)-f(O, 0), O<JuJ<uo/2 . 
2 f(Vo, -r)-f(Vo, 0), uof2<[u[<uo 

(A.15) 

Using (A.l) and (A.2) we can write the second 
criterion for the existence of a plateau in the form 

1/w ~ (t) ~ u~I(B) (e). (A.16) 

For the initial distribution E ( u, 0) given in (A.14) 
the characteristic energy of the ion-acoustic waves 
( E ) is taken to be 

(~e) ~ (y) [/ (0, 0)- f Wo. 0)1 ~ (y)!Vn (A.17) 

which, taking account of (A.9) yi.elds 

1/w ~ Vr!W0eU0 ~ llwol· 

If, however, ( E ( u, 0)) ~ ( 6E), in the estimate 
in (A.l6) we must take (E) = ( E ( u, 0)). 

We now estimate the total change of wave energy. 
This is obtained by integrating the right side of 
(A.12) over k between the limits (-co, co). Since 
y and z are functions of the phase velocity u it 
is convenient to convert to the integration variable 
u, which is expressed in terms of k by the disper
sion relation u2 = w~i/ ( ~ + ni). We have 

woi ( m )2 ~ ---u;- (~e)~ nT M . 
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We can now compare the energy changes in (5): 

In conclusion, we write the solution of (3) taking 
account of the time variation of the diffusion coef
ficient. Let us start with the equation 

(A.19) 

with initial and boundary conditions in which D 
depends on the functional { f} of a function to be 
determined so that it is an unknown function of 
time. The form of the functional { f} and the func
tion D = D ({ f}) are known. 

Replacing the time r by the variable x 

dx =Ddr, (A.20) 

we obtain from (A.19) an equation with exactly the 
same conditions, but for which D = 1. If it is 
possible to write the solution of the equation 
f(x, v) in explicit form then D(x) = D({f(x, v)}) 
is also known, and after substitution in (A. 2) we have 

X 

(' dx' 
r = .l D ({f (x, v)}) · (A.21) 

0 

The function to be determined f ( r, v) is found by 
eliminating the parameter x from (A.21) and the 
relation f = f(x, v). 

For the equations (3a)-(3c) we have 

D = : T k) = n~ (To+ {f}- {fo}), 
v, 

{f} = ~ mt fdv, T 0 = T (0), fo = f (0, v), 
-V, 

f (x, V) = ~ t<n) exp{- ;: n2x }cosn:n: ~0 , 
n=O 0 

00 

fo (v) = ~ t<n) cos n:n: ~0 , 

n=o 

X 00 

r = n: ~[To+ ~ t<n) ( exp {- (~:Y x'} 
0 n=l 

-1 

-1) mV~ \~n1f] dx'. 

1 Vedenov, Velikhov and Sagdeev, UFN 73, 701 
(1960), Soviet Phys. Uspekhi. 

2 Vedenov, Velikhov and Sagdeev, Nuclear 
Fusion 1, 82, (1961). 

3 A. A. Vedenov, Atomnaya energiya (Atomic 
energy) 13, 5 (1962). 

4 Babykin, Gavrin, Zavoiski'L, Rudakov and 
Skoryupin JETP 43, 411, 1962, Soviet Phys. JETP 
16, 295 (1963). 

Translated by H. Lashinsky 
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We consider the transmission of a plane wave through a smoothly stratified inhomogeneity. At 
angles of incidence close to that corresponding to total reflection from the layer the energy 
density inside the inhomogeneity can become many times greater than the mean energy density 
in the wave. The possible connection between this effect and the granulated structure of radia
tion from laser crystals is discussed. 

THE propagation of waves in inhomogeneous media 
has been treated by a number of workers. [l-3] It 

is the purpose of the present work to call attention 
to the fact that an appreciable field concentration 
is possible even when the inhomogeneity is weak 
( ~ n/ n <Z: 1). The field concentration effect is 
usually accompanied by the generation of heat 
which, in turn, causes a change in the optical in
homogeneity. This effect may be responsible for 
the field formation in crystals used in lasers. We 
shall treat the problem of field concentration in a 
wave transmitted through a weak optical inhomoge
neity in the simplest possible terms. 

Assume that in an infinite nonabsorbing non
magnetized isotropic medium there is a smooth 
plane stratified inhomogeneity on which, at an 
angle (), is incident a plane polarized monochroma
tic wave. We compute the ratio of the energy den
sity inside the stratification to the energy far from 
the stratification as a function of e. The electric 
field E() is assumed to be perpendicular to the 
plane of incidence. Taking the y axis parallel to 
E() and the z axis perpendicular to the stratifica
tion, we write the following equations for the com
plex field amplitudes: 

iJ2EajiJx2 + iJ2EafiJz2 + k2 (z) Eo= 0, 

The quantity E8 (x, z) is then given by 

£ 9 (x, z) =X a (x) Zo (z), X a (x) =X exp (ikx sin 6), 

where E and () are the values of the dielectric 
constant of the medium and the angle of incidence 
at far distances from the stratification. 

We shall assume that E ( z) is given by the Ep
stein function for a symmetric stratification [ 1•2] 

(Fig. 1a): 

Ell) 

FIG. 1. The variation of 
E(z) in a symmetric Epstein 
layer (a) and refraction in an 
Epstein layer (b). 

------~-----~~-~-M-1 ------z 

a 

b 

We now compute the quantity 

Q (6, z) = e (z) I Ea (z) 12/e I £ 9 (- oo) )2 

which is the ratio of energy density inside the 
stratification to that in the incident wave far from 
the stratification. 1 > When 

Ze = Fa m 6'/, IS cos 0 (l - 6)'"' 6 = - emz 

the function F 8 (!; ) satisfies the hypergeometric 
equation 

d'Fo (2ct+iScos6+1)~-(1+iScos6) dFa 
d£ 2 - s (1- ~) ~ 

_ ct (ct +iS cos 6) F = O 
s <1- sl a • 

a= 1/ 2 (I + YI-4S2M), S = 2k/m. 

The parameter S and the stratification thickness 
are related by the expression S ~ 4l/'A where 'A 
is the wavelength far from the inhomogeneity. 

1lThe ratio of the energy density inside the inhomogeneity 
to the mean value far from the inhomogeneity is affected by 
the reflected wave as well as the incident wave. It differs 
from Q by the factor 

R (6) == {1 + exp [2nS (cos 6 - VM)]}/{2 + exp [2nS (cos 6- V M)]}, 

which ranges between % and 1. 

875 
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The value of Q ( (}, z) at the center of the stratification is 

Q (8 0) =1-M I r (lj, + t;, -v~ _1/2 ikr) r (1/. _t;, "V1=4if2-lh ikr) 12 ' 
' 4n r (i A-r) 

where 

V- '/ A = S M, -r = M- ' cos 6. 

We consider briefly the case M > 0 for which 
the optical density in the inhomogeneous stratifi
cation is smaller than that of the uniform medium, 
assuming that the density in the stratification does 
not differ greatly from that of the medium but that 
the relative thickness of the stratification is large: 
M ~ 1, A~ 1. In this case, for angles that are 
not too close to the angle corresponding to total 
reflection a0 = cos-1 fM we have Q ( (}, 0) 
~ cos (} / ...J 1 cos2 (} - M I· This formula can be 
easily obtained from geometric optics: it describes 
the concentration of energy at the center of the 
inhomogeneity due to the refraction and concentra
tion of rays in the medium of lower density (Fig. 
1b ). 

At angles close to (} 0, we find Q ( (}, 0) ~ ...JA x 
exp [- 2S2 (a- a0)2], that is to say, when Ia- a0 1 

< 1/2S the energy density at the center of the 
inhomogeneity is -fA times greater than the mean 
value (Fig. 2). 

li 

2 

0 0,8 1,4 

FIG. 2. Field concentration as a function of angle of in
cidence at the stratification; A= 100; 10; 5 (in order of 
decreasing maxima). 

If M < 0 a region of guided propagation is pro
duced in the dielectric. We shall not consider this 
case here. It is our opinion that as far as lasers 
are concerned the region of guided propagation is 
not of great interest since it is isolated from the 
remaining medium and is thus not convenient for 
generation. 

The estimate Q ( (} 0, 0) ~ ...JA is obtained under 
several simplifying assumptions, one of which is 
that E ( z) is real at the frequency being considered. 
Absorption in a solid dielectric means, first of all, 
that there will be enhanced heat generation at 
points of local field concentration; the local heat
ing can have a marked effect on the inhomogeneity. 

For example, if field concentration in a dielectric 
that is initially uniform causes a heating of several 
degrees, an inhomogeneity will be formed (in the 
heated channel) for which the value I M I 
~ E-1D-TI dE'/dT I is 10-3-10-4; if dE'/dT < o, 
l ~ 5 x 10-2 em, and ..\. = 8 x 10-5 em we have 
Q ( (} 0, 0) ~ 5-10. Depending on the sign of the 
thermal effect the field concentration of the light 
wave can be strengthened or weakened. 

These considerations also apply to a laser crys
tal. In order to obtain a negative balance between 
absorption and amplification one usually chooses 
a material in which the absorption is a minimum; 
at the generation frequency; the primary source of 
heating here is the loss due to the transformation 
of the acquired energy in the generated radiation. 
For example, to obtain photons at the generation 
frequency one must use radiationless transitions 
in a ruby laser. A simple calculation shows that 
an increase in the intensity of induced transitions 
means that there is an increase in the probability 
for spontaneous radiationless transitions; hence, 
field concentration of the generated radiation leads 
to local heating. The sign of dE' /dT determines 
the thermal stability of the uniformity of the field 
associated with the light wave; since generation 
occurs in a region of anomalous dispersion the 
sign of dE' /dT can depend on frequency. 

We consider briefly the field distribution in a 
laser crystal. Usually the mirrors at the ends 
are perpendicular to Ox-the direction of the optic 
axis. One or more discrete modes, characterized 
by the wave vectors k participate in the oscillation. 
As a consequence of fluctuations the wave vectors 
for each mode are smeared to some extent both in 
magnitude and direction. In a cylindrical crystal 
the highest Q will be that of the axial modes whose 
wave vectors make small angles with the Ox axis. 
The inhomogeneity of the field in the axial modes 
can only have a stratified structure since any in
homogeneity in the Ox direction is rapidly equal
ized as a result of induced radiation effects. We 
use the notation (y1, z 1 ), (y2, z2 ), ... to denote 
segments parallel to Ox along which the optical 
path bet\yeen mirrors is a minimum. These seg
ments surround regions of lower optical density 
in which the field is concentrated. Thus, at small 
intensities individual saturation "wavelets" 
(y1, zt>, (Y2• z2), ... are generated; the greater 
bulk of the crystal remains essentially in the linear 
amplification mode. Each mode corresponds to an 
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interference pattern determined by the geometry 
of the crystal and the distribution of E: (y, z ). The 
radiation of all the small portions of one mode ap
pearing as maxima in this pattern is coherent. 

The author is indebted to V. S. Borodachev 
for the numerical calculations and to Yu. L. Gaza
ryan, A.M. Prokhorov and S. M. Rytov for valuable 
discussions. 
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It is shown that the process of smearing out of an inhomogeneity in a plasma, called ambipolar 
diffusion, is of a complex nature in a magnetic field and cannot be described by the normal 
diffusion equation. The velocity of the inhomogeneity across the magnetic field depends signi
ficantly on the initial size of the inhomogeneity and may be many times larger than the trans
verse electron diffusion velocity. 

DuRING the smearing out of inhomogeneities in a 
plasma, a difference in electron and ion concentra
tion arises as a result of the different velocities of 
these particles. The changes in concentration, 
however, produce an electric field which inhibits 
further separation of the electrons and ions. As a 
result, the inhomogeneity is "smoothed out" in 
such a manner that the electron and ion concentra
tions are always approximately equal to each other. 
This process is also called ambipolar diffusion. 
Schottky [iJ showed that in the absence of a mag
netic field ambipolar diffusion resembles the nor
mal diffusion process and proceeds at the rate of 
the normal ion diffusion velocity multiplied by a 
factor 1 + Te/Ti, owing to the effect of the elec
trons. 

In the presence of a magnetic field the diffusion 
becomes anisotropic. The electrons, as before, 
diffuse more rapidly along the magnetic field lines, 
so that ambipolar diffusion in this direction has the 
velocity of the slower particles, the ions. Across 
the magnetic field, on the other hand, the ions dif
fuse more rapidly; ambipolar diffusion in a strictly 
transverse direction also takes place at the speed 
of the slowest particles, the electrons 1 > multiplied 
by 1 + T /T e on account of the effects of the ions [2] 

How then is an inhomogeneity of arbitrary form 
smeared out? It would seem that knowing the dif
fusion velocity in the transverse and longitudinal 
directions, one could readily derive the rules 
governing the smearing out of any inhomogeneity. 
However this kind of naive discussion, presented 

!)Simon['] has shown that in the presence of metallic elec
trodes, increased diffusion of a plasma in the transverse direc
tion is possible. In the present work we consider only an un
bounded plasma. 

in some works (see [3] ), is shown below to be in
valid and leads to serious misrepresentations of 
the nature of the effect. An analysis of this very 
question is discussed in the present work. 

We consider an inhomogeneity in a weakly 
ionized plasma (i.e., when an important role is 
played by collisions of electrons and ions with 
neutral molecules) situated in a uniform magnetic 
field. We assume that the inhomogeneity does not 
vary appreciably over the length of a mean free 
path and does not change significantly during the 
mean free time of the charged particles, so that 
it is possible to use the macroscopic equations for 
describing the particle motion in the plasma 2>. 
These equations, after linearization, take the fol
lowing form: 

a6nelat + n0Vv, = 0, (1a)* 

a6n,!at + n0 Vv; = 0, (1b) 

mv.mn0v, = - en0E- (enofc) [v,H0 ] - xT,V6n,, (1c) 

Mv,mn0v; = en0 E + (enofc) [v;H 0]- xT;V6n;. (ld) 

Here one (or oni) is the excess concentration of 
electrons (or ions) in the inhomogeneities, n0 = neo 
= nio is the mean electron and ion concentration 
(on ~ n0 ), e is the charge on the electron, m and 
M are the electron and ion masses respectively, 
K is Boltzmann's constant, Te and Ti are the 
electron and ion temperatures respectively, E is 
the electric field strength, and ~'em and ~'im are 

2lOn the basis of this condition inertial cav/ at) and viscous 
(r/V'v) terms can be omitted from the macroscopic equation of 
motion for the electrons and ions, since they are small in com
parison to the term representing direct retardation produced by 
molecules. 

*[ VeH0 ) = Ve X H 0 • 

878 
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the collision frequencies of the electrons and ions 
with neutral molecules (see, for example, C4J). 
Equations (1c) and (1d) apply to a system of coordi
nates in which the magnetic field H0 is constant; 
the gas of neutral molecules is assumed to be at 
rest relative to the magnetic field 3>. 

The system (1) has to be completed by including 
the field equations. If the following condition is 
also satisfied, 

(vwJcv)2 ~ 1, (2) 

where v is the thermal velocity, v the collision 
frequency and w0 the Langmuir (plasma) frequency, 
then the effect of the solenoidal electric field on 
the motion of the charged particles can be neglected. 
In this case only the longitudinal electric field is 
of importance, and, 

l11j! = 4ne (on; -on.). (3) 

Condition (2) is generally valid in a weakly ionized 
plasma; this is the case which will be considered 
below 4>. 

It is natural to seek the solution of the system 
of linear equations (1) and (3) by expanding the un
known functions in Fourier integrals with respect 
to the co-ordinates, 

onk = ~on (r)e-ikr d3r 

etc. The equations for the Fourier components of 
the potential <Pk and the velocities Vke and Vki 
are algebraic. Therefore the functions <Pk• vke 
and Vki are expressible simply in terms of onke 
and onki. Substituting the expressions for Vke 
and Vki into the equations for onke and onki> we 
obtain 

OOnke/Of + U!fe (D,k20nke + 4Jtae (Onke- Onk;)) = 0, 

aonkJat + aHi [D;k2onki + 4Jtcr; (onki- onke)l = 0. 
(4) 

In order to simplify the form of the equations, the 
following symbols have been introduced 

1 + (wHfveml' cos2 13 
ctHe = 1 + (wHfveml" 

3lWe consider here isothermal diffusion. It is therefore per
missible to ignore the motion of the neutral molecules in this 
case only when the inhomogeneities are not too large: i.e., 
L 2 « [2 (nm/n0), where L is the dimension of the inhomogene
ity, l is the mean free path of the particles and nm is the 
number density of the molecules. 

4lWe note that in a strongly ionized plasma, where the 
major role is played by collisions between the charged par
ticles themselves, condition (2) is generally not satisfied and 
in this case one cannot neglect the influence of the solenoidal 
electric fields. 

Furthermore De= KT/mvem• ae = e2n0/mvem 
and WH = eH0/mc are respectively the coefficients 
of longitudinal diffusion, the conductivity, and Lar
mor frequency for electrons, while Di, ai and 
Q H are the corresponding quantities for the ions; 
f3 is the angle between k and H0• 

The solution of the linear equations (4) can 
clearly be written in the form, 

onke(t) = on~1]e-q,t + on~]e-q,t, 

(5) 

where q1 and ~ are the roots of the characteris
tic equation. If the typical dimensions of the per
turbed region are large compared with the Debye 
radius, RD, 

(6) 

then the expressions for q1 and ~ have the simple 
form: 

q1 = 4na,aHe + 4na;aHi, 

q2 = k2 (cr.D; + crpel rxHeaHi = k2 X (Te + T;) . (7) 
crerxHe + cr,aHi Mv,mfrxHi + mvemfrxHe 

For on< 1l on<2> on< 1.> and on<2.> we obtain in ke' ke' k1' k1' 
this case 

Onk2] = Onk~ = [aeCXHeOnki (0) + a;aHionke (0) ]/(aeaffe + Ci;CXHi)· 
(Sb) 

Here i5nke( 0) and 6nki ( 0) are the Fourier com
ponents of the initial perturbed density of the elec
trons and ions. 

From (5), and (8) it is evident that the root q1 

corresponds to the dispersal of the initial charge 
in the plasma. The root q2 corresponds to the 
smearing out of the inhomogeneity in such a man
ner that the concentrations of ions and electrons 
remain identical; this process can be called 
''am bipolar diffusion.'' As is known, the dispersal 
of excess charges procedes at a much higher rate 
than diffusion: qtfq2 ~ 1/ ( kRD )2 • Therefore for 
arbitrary initial electron and ion concentrations, 
there is established after a time T ~ l/q1 an in
homogeneity in which the concentrations one and 
oni are identical (8b), following which the ambi
polar diffusion commences. Here 

on(r, t) = (2n)-3 \ onk (0) exp {ikr- D (~) k2t} d3k, 

" 
D (~) =X iT,+ T,){MVtm [I + (QH/V;m)2[/[ 1 + (QH/V;m)2 cos2 ~] 

+ mvem [ 1 + (wH/Vem)2]/[ I + (mH/Vem)2 cos2 ~]}-1, (9) 
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where {3 is the angle between the wave vector k 
and the magnetic field, and onk( 0) is the Fourier 
component of the inhomogeneity in the ion or elec
tron density after the conditions described by (8b) 
have been established. 

We note that if the smearing out of the inhomog
eneity could be described by the usual diffusion 
equation, then the coefficient D ({3) would be rep
resented by 

D (~) = D 11 cos2 ~ +D 1. sin2 ~. (10) 

where D11 and D1 are the coefficients of longitudi
nal and transverse diffusion. In our case the co
efficient D ({3) cannot as a rule, be represented by 
such an expression, so that the smearing out pro
cess in a plasma, i.e., ambipolar diffusion, does 
not have the same characteristics as ordinary dif
fusion and is of a more complex nature; it also de
pends appreciably on the initial structure of the 
inhomogeneity. 

In particular, if the inhomogeneity does not ex
tend for any great length along the magnetic field, 
or more accurately, if 

R~1 ~R}_ (Mv,.m/mVem) [I+ (QH/Vim)2], (11) 

where R 11 and R1 are the typical dimensions of 
the inhomogeneity in directions parallel and per
pendicular to the magnetic field, then the second 
term in the denominator in the expression for 
D ({3 ) is small. In this case normal diffusion takes 
place [ Eq. (10)] with, 

It is readily seen that condition (11) holds dur
ing the whole development process of the inhomoge
neity. Therefore if the initial inhomogeneity is 
such that the condition (11) is fulfilled, then ambi
polar diffusion in both the longitudinal and trans
verse directions proceeds at the diffusion rate of 
the ions. The effect of the electrons is only to 
introduce an additional factor of ( 1 + T e/Ti). 

If on the other hand the initial inhomogeneity 
extends over appreciable distances along the mag
netic field, so that the reverse of condition (11) is 
satisfied, then diffusion proceeds in directions per
pendicular to a strong magnetic field at a consid
erably reduced rate, that of the diffusion of the 
electrons: 

D J. =X (T,. + Te)/(Mvim + mffi~/Vem)-

The diffusion proceeds along the magnetic field, as 
before, at the diffusion rate of the ions. We note 

also that anisotropy in diffusion for very extensive 
inhomogeneities begins at weaker magnetic fields 
[when H0 > ( MmvimJJemc2 )1/2/e], than for the re
verse case (11) (when H0> Mvimc/e). 

Thus, the smearing out of inhomogeneities in 
directions at right angles to the magnetic field in 
a plasma depends greatly on the form of the in
homogeneity and generally speaking, proceeds much 
faster than the transverse diffusion velocity of 
electrons. The balancing of the electron and ion 
concentrations in the region of the inhomogeneity 
in this case is achieved by the formation of current 
loops which are produced as a result of the con
vective motion of electrons along the lines of force 
of the magnetic field. If the inhomogeneity extends 
over large distances along the field, then the bal
ancing process is complicated, and the diffusion of 
electrons transverse to the magnetic field begins 
to play a dominant role. 

Since the smearing out process in a magnetic 
field is accompanied by the production of electric 
currents, magnetic perturbations are in turn pro
duced by such currents. The Fourier components 
for the perturbed magnetic field have the form 

4ne6nk (:JeDi + crpe) 
6Hk = - c (crer:J.He + crp.Hi) [1 + (wHjvemPl [1 + (QH;v,.m)2] 

X { ( ~) 2 
COS ~ [~ ~ J 

\ vern k Ho 

In the case of longitudinal diffusion ( k II H0 ) there 
are no perturbations in the magnetic field, as is to 
be expected. 

The solution for ambipolar diffusion given above 
is only valid in a first approximation up to ( kRn)2 • 

In the next approximation the electron and ion con
centrations no longer remain equal and the inhomog
eneity is polarized to an extent represented by, 

xl\nk TeMv,.mrxHe- T,.mvemr:J.Hi 

cpk = ~ Mvim'Y.He + mvemr:J.Hi 

From this result it is evident that the potential of 
the electric field in the inhomogeneity reverses 
sign, depending on the shape of the inhomogeneity. 

We also note that the system (1) and (3) can be 
reduced (if we restrict ourselves to inhomogeneities 
for which one ~ oni = on) to a single equation, 
provided condition (6) is valid: 

(Cief1He + G£!1Hi) a~tn = (CieDi + Ci;De) 11Hef1Hi6n. (13) 

Here 
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and L\Hi is an analogous operator except that 
WH/Vem in it is replaced by QH/Vim· Equation 
(13) is also the equation of ambipolar diffusion in 
a weakly ionized plasma in a magnetic field. It 
goes without saying that the solution of (13) is identi
cal to (9). In the absence of a magnetic field, Eq. 
(13) leads to the normal diffusion equation with a 
diffusion coefficient D = ( O" eDi + O" iDe)/ ( O" e + O" i), 
which agrees with Shottky's results [tJ. 

In conclusion the author expresses his thanks to 
V. L. Ginzburg and V. P. Silin for valuable discus
sions. 
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Equations are deduced which describe the nonlinear interactions of electroma~netic _w~ve~ in 
a transparent medium. The results are applied to the study of second harmomcs ansm~ m_the 
propagation of the wave in the medium. The intensities and polarizations of the harmomcs m 
quartz are determined. 

1:. Dynamic and kinetic equations describing non
linear interactions between waves in a plasma, 
located in a strong magnetic field were obtained in 
[i]. In the present work, similar equations are 
obtained for an arbitrary medium. 

e"13 (m) = e:13 (-m). 

In what follows, only transparent media will be 
considered. We can then write [ 4J 

e"ll (m) = e~" (m). 

(6) 

(7) 

Recently, the problems of the nonlinear elec- For simplicity, we shall not consider spatial dis-
trodynamics of a medium have attracted interest persian, i.e., we shall assume that cp~~( t - t1 ) 

in connection with the appearance of experimental does not depend on r- r 1, or Eaj3(w) on k. Even 
possibilities for the study of nonlinear effects. For in this case, cp~~Y( t - ~) does not in general de-
example, Franken et al [2] have reported that the pend on r _ r 1, r 1 _ r2 (for example, for a cold 
appearance of a second harmonic was observed in plasma). In what follows, however, the depend-
the transmission of an intense monochromatic ence of cp(2~ on the coordinates is not expressed 
light beam in the optical frequency range through explicitly,auf'asmuch as it does not play a decisive 
crystalline quartz. This phenomenon is very simply role and complicates the formulas. All the re-
interpreted by means of the equations for wave sults obtained are easily generalized to the case of 
interactions obtained in the present work. spatial dispersion. 

2. For simplicity, we restrict ourselves to It must be kept in mind that cp~~ vanishes in 
nonmagnetic media (J.L ~ 1) and write down Max- certain cases, for example, for bodCes possessing 
well's equations in the form a center of symmetry (in the absence of the de-

1 ao 4 p iJH t E (1)* pendence of cp~hy on r, r 1, or r 2 ). In such_ a rot H = -c ---;,1 , D = E + n , 7fi = -- c ro . u.p 

u case, it is necessary to take the terms of th1rd 
The nonlinear effects are described by terms of order in the field into account-cp~~yo. We apply 
second and higher orders in E, depending on the the method set forth below in this case; however, 
polarization vector P and E. By restricting our- we shall not consider it specially since the effects 
selves to terms of second order, we can write determined below are chiefly connected with the 
(see [3]) term cp ~~ , which is quadratic in the field. 

3. We first write down the fundamental rela
tions of the linear approximation in a form con
venient for subsequent expansion. The solution of 
the linearized equations of Maxwell has the form 

p = p<l) + p(2); (2) 

I 

p~> = (4nr1 ~ dtlcp~1J <t - tl> E(l ctl), (3) 

-00 

I I, 

p~> = (4n)-1 ~ dt1 ~ dt2cp~2Jy (t - t1, f1- i 2) £13 (tl) Ey (t2}, 
-oo -oo (4) 

a, /3, y = x, y, z. The function cp~~( T) in (3) de
termines the dielectric tensor 

00 

1 + \ m ~113) (~) eiwT d't, e._fJ = .\ -r~ ' 
(5) 

0 

*rot~ curl. 

E = V-'/, ~ Cp E(p) exp {i (pr- mpt)}, 
p~k, k_ 

H = V-'J, ~ Cp H(p) exp {i (pr -mpt)}, 
p=k, k_ 

where the cp are constants. Here and in what 
follows, we shall denote the wave vector of the 

882 
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harmonic with positive frequency by k, and the 
wave vector of the harmonic with negative fre
quency by k_, so that 

k_ =- k, 

E(k_) = E*(k), H (k_) = H*(k). (9) 

E( p) and H( p) satisfy the equations ( p = k, k_) 

[pH(p)Lx =-(lie) Ba.~E~ (p), Wp H(p) = c [pE(p)], (10) 

from which it follows that 

lPa.P~- P26a.~ + (w~/c2) Ba.~ (wp)l E13 (p) = 0, · (11) 

H a. (k) H: (k) = Ba.~ E: (k) E ~ (k). (12) 

Finally, to determine the meaning of cp in (8), 
we must normalize the vectors E(k) and H(k). 
For this purpose, we write down the expression 
for the electromagnetic density of the medium W 
(which has meaning only for a transparent medium 
C4J). By using the expansion (8) and the relation 
(12), we have (seeC4J) 

W = (I6n)-1 ~ [d (:~~) E: (k) E13 (k) + H: (k) Ha. (k) ]c~ck 

(13) 

where the summation is carried out over all har
monics with positive frequencies. As in [t], we 
normalize E(k) and H(k) so that W takes the 
form 

(14) 

i.e., 

[ d (we, 13) ] • 
(16n)- 1 ~ -f-ea.~ Ea. (k) E13 (k) = w (k). (15) 

In such a normalization, I ck 12 = CkCk has the di
mensions of action, and the quantity I Ck 12/:11 must 
be interpreted as the number of quasiparticles with 
energy nwk· 

4. Let us now consider the nonlinear term p<2) 

in (2), which determines the interaction between the 
waves. Assuming this interaction to be sufficiently 
weak ( amplitudes of ck small), we shall seek the 
solution of the set (1)-(4) in the form 

E = V-'i, 2J Cp (t) [E(p) + E'(p)J / (pr-w/>, 
p~k, k_ 

H = V-'1, 2J Cp (t) [H (p) +- H'(p)J e1 (pr-wpll, (16) 
p~k. k_ 

where E ( k) and H( k) are the polarization vectors 
of the normal waves of linear approximation, de
termined by the relations (10) and (15), cp( t) are 

slowly varying amplitudes [in comparison with the 
exponents in (16)], E'(k) and H'(k) are small, 
slowly varying additions to the polarization vectors 

· of the normal vibrations. 
It will be clear from what follows that if cp( t' 

is regarded as small of first order, then E' and 
H' will also be of first order smallness, and 
dcp/dt will be of second order; the derivatives 
dE'/dt, dH' /dt can also be regarded as small in 
comparison with E', H'. Substituting (16) in (3), 
and limiting ourselves to terms up to second order 
smallness inclusively, we get 

00 

+E13 (p) ~cp~J(-r)e1"'P'(cp(t-T) -iWpCp(t--r))}. 

(17) 

In the second term we expand cp( t) in a Fourier 
integral 

00 

Cp (t- T) = (2n)-1 ~ Cp (v) e-iv U-<) dv. (18) 
-00 

Substituting this in (17) and carrying out the ele
mentary transformations in the second term, we 
get 

00 

- iE13 (p) ~ dve-ivt (v + wp) lea.f3 (v + w~)- 6a. 13 1 Cp (v). 

- n~ 
The smallness of the change in cp( t) means 

that cp( v) is substantially different from zero 
only for v ~ wp. We can therefore write in (19) 

(v + wp) lea 13 (v + wp) -1] 

;::::::: Wp lea{l (wp) - 6a{ll + V d~ lw(Baf3-6a.f3)lw="'p· (20) 

Substituting (20) in (19), and carrying out the 
inverse summation of the Fourier components, we 
get 

X d~ (w (Ba('l- 6a.f3)]w~wp}, 

Substituting (16) in (4), we compute 8P~'/at 
(with accuracy to terms of second order): 

X Ell (p') Ey (p") exp [i (wp· + Wp") t], 

(21) 

(22) 
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where 1l 

C1a(3y (ro', ro") =:= 1/ 2 (ro' + ro") lxa~y (ro' + ro", ro') 

+ X,ay~ (ro' +ro", ro")], (23) 

00 00 

Xa/ly (ro', ro") = ~ d-c' ~ d-c" {j!apy (-c', -c") exp [i (ro'-c' + ro"-c")l. 
0 0 

(24) 

Substituting (21) and (22) in (1) and (2), we equate 
the identical Fourier p components, use (10), and 
then eliminate H' ( p) from the resulting equations. 
We then get a set of equations for E~ ( p): 

- V-'1, h Cl'•Cp" C1apy (rop•, Wp•) E 13(p') Ey(p") 
p'+P"=p 

x exp [i (rop - rop• - rop•) t). (25) 

This set differs from the set of equations (11) for 
E~(p) only in the presence of the right hand side. 
Consequently, its numerator is equal to zero. For 
the set of equations (25), it is necessary that the 
right side of this set be orthogonal to the solutions 
of the transposed set without the right-hand side, 
i.e., the vectors E~(p) satisfying the equation 

IPa P13 - P26al3 + (ro~/c2) Bpa (rop)] E 13 = 0. (26) 

On the basis of (7), one easily obtains 

Ea (p) = £: (p). (27) 

Thus the consistency condition (25) takes the form 

i :~P {eal>(rop) + d:P [ropBa(l(rop)]}£: (p) £1> (p) 

+ v-'h h Cp•Cp"a (rop·, Wp") £: (p) E{l (p') Ey (p") 
p'+P"=p 

(28) 

Using the normalization condition (15), we see 
that the expression in the curly brackets in (28) is 
equal to 167rwp, and we get finally 

. dcp ~ . (29) 
L -= .L.J Vpp'p"Cp·Cp" exp (L (ro~ -rop· -rop") t], 

dt p',p" 

where 

Vpp'p" =- v-'1. (16:rtrop)-l C1a(ly (rop·. Wp")£: (p) Ei> (p') Ey (p") 
for p = p' + p", (30} 

Vpp'p" = 0 for P =I= p' + p". (30a) 

We have thus obtained an equation determining 

1lThe analytic properties of the tensor aaf3y(w', w") were 
studied by Kogan.[•] 

the change with time of the amplitudes of the in
teracting waves, which is identical in form with 
the dynamic equation for the waves obtained pre
viously. [ 1] For calculation of Vpp'p" in explicit 
form, it is necessary to know the function 
<p~b ( Tt, T2 ), which determines the nonlinear re
spodse of the medium to the external electric field. 

According to [a], the following expressions are 
valid for these functions: 

However, for a number of concrete cases in which 
the quantum properties of the medium are ines
sential, in particular for a classical plasma, the 
quantity <p~Sy( T1, T2 ) is easily computed directly 
by means of the kinetic or hydrodynamic equations, 
expressing the polarization vector of the medium 
in terms of the field intensity, with accuracy up to 
second order. Proceeding in this fashion in the 
case of a "cold" plasma in a strong magnetic 
field ( H2 /871" ~ nT) we get the equations for 
Vpp'p" found for this same case in [t] by a some
what different method. 

The "matrix elements" Vpp'p" satisfy some 
general symmetry relations. Two of them are 
easily obtained immediately: 

v pp'p" = v pp"p'' 
v pp'p" = - v· . . . P_P_P_ 

(32) 
(33) 

The first follows from (30) and (23), and the second 
is obtained if we take the complex conjugate of (30) 
and consider that Cp == Cp [see (9)]. 

In contrast with (33) two other general relations 
are satisfied only for 

Wp = Wp• + Wp", p = k, k_ 

and have the form 

vkk'k" = v· . , 
k"k_k 

v " v", , . 
kk'k- = - k_k_k 

(34) 

(35a) 

(35b) 

The relations (35) were obtained in [t] for the 
special case considered there on the basis of a 
concrete form of the matrix elements of Vkk'k". 
We shall not give them here for the general case 
since this proof is rather cumbersome and the re
lation (35) is not necessary in this work. We only 
note that one can get (35a) by starting out from the 
correspondence between the quantum and classical 
theories of the interaction of electromagnetic 
waves in the medium. 2l Then (35a) follows from 

ZJwe note that the effects of the interaction of the waves 
appear at such high intensities (the number of photons is 
nk ~ <{ck/1i » 1) that the quantum corrections are, as a rule, 
unimportant. Moreover, the quantum consideration, which is 
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the skew symmetry of the matrix element of the 
S-matrix [see, for example, [S]) which describes 
the decay of a photon traveling in a transparent 
medium with energy liwk and momentum lik into 
two waves: (wk1, kd; (wk2, k2 ), such that (34) is 
satisfied and k = k1 + k2• So far as (35b) is con
cerned, it is simply obtained from (35a) and (33). 

By means of the dynamic equation (29) and the 
relation (35) one can study the decay instability of 
waves which was considered previously by Oraev
skil and Sagdeev, [ 7] and can also obtain the kinetic 
equation describing the interaction of a large num
ber of waves with randomly distributed phases. 
All this was done in [t] for a plasma; however, in
asmuch as a concrete form is not used here for 
the matrix elements, all these results are valid 
in an arbitrary transparent medium. 3) 

5. As an example of the application of the dy
namic equation (29), let us consider the effect of 
frequency doubling in a transparent medium. A 
report on the observation of this effect in crystal
line quartz is given in [ 2]. 

Let the wave [ k, w ( k)] be propagated in the 
medium. Then, on the basis of the dynamic equa
tion (29), a wave appears with the double wave 
vector k1 = 2k; its amplitude satisfies the equation 

.dck, _ V 2 i(w1-2w)l 
tdt - k,kk eke ' (36) 

(i)l = (!) (ki) = (!) (2k), (!) = (!) (k). 

We then get (neglecting the time dependence of the 
initial amplitude, which can be done when Ck is 
large in comparison with ck1 ) 

Ck, (t) = (2w -wl)-1 Vk,kkC~e1 (w,-2w) 1• (37) 

The equation of the wave with the wave vector 
k1 = 2k is the following on the basis of expansion 
of (8), 

(38) 

Thus it follows that the second harmonic is twice 
the frequency in comparison with the initial wave. 4) 

useful in obtaining general relations of the type (35) does not 
lead in sufficiently simple fashion to the explicit expressions 
(30) for the matrix elements. We shall therefore not consider 
it here. 

3>A report was made in [•,•] on the experimental observation 
in crystals of a phenomenon that is the opposite of wave decay, 
namely, the harmonic (w 1 + w2 , k1 + k2 ) appears in the super

position of two waves (w,. k,), (w 2 , k2). We note further that 
one of the decay cases was discussed previously by Akhmanov 
and Khokhlov[10 ] as a possible mechanism of wave amplification. 

4>Inasmuch as 2w of, w 1 = w(2k) as a consequence of the 
nonlinearity of the dispersion law, then such a wave must be 
considered as "forced." 

Equation (38) is valid for 

I Vk,kkCk I (2w -uJI) I< I, l2w -w1 1 <w1. (39) 

The first of the inequalities (39) is the condition of 
the smallness of Ck1 in comparison with Ck, while 
the second is the condition of the slowness of change 
of Ck1 ( t ). Both conditions can be satisfied simul
taneously for 

JVk,kkCk/wii <I (2w -w1)/w1 1 <I. (40) 

If some different waves with the same initial 
frequency w are propagated in the medium, then 
they also can lead to the appearance of waves with 
double frequency (such a case is encountered be
low). The amplitudes of the latter will be deter
mined by an equation similar to (37): 

Ck, = (2w -w1f 1 ~ Vk,k'k" Ck•Ck"e1 (w,-2w) 1, (41) 
k,=k'+k" 

where k' and k" are the wave vectors of the 
initial wave. 

We now consider in detail the form of the 
matrix element Vk1 k'k". It follows from (3 0) that 
one can describe it in the following fashion: 

Vk,k'k" = - v-•;, ( w/8nw 1) E* (kJ) u (k', k"), (42) 

where the vector u ( k', k") is determined by the 
equation 

u<:J. (k', k") = (2wr1 c;CJ. 0Y (u>, w) E0 (k') Ey (k''J. (43) 

We now apply these considerations to crystal
line quartz which was investigated in [ 2]. The 
latter is a uniaxial crystal with symmetry class 
D3, containing a three-fold symmetry axis (the z 
axis) and three two-fold symmetry axes in the xy 
plane; one of these axes is assumed directed along 
x. It then follows that the tensor (]" a{3y( w) will 
have the form (see [ 4], page 106) 

!Jx, XX = -- crx, YY = -cry, xy = 2wa, 

crx, yz = --cry, xz = 2wb, 
(44) 

where a and b are certain functions of the fre
quency w. 

Substituting (44) in (43), we get the vector u in 
the form 

Ux =a [Ex (k') Ex (k") - Ey (k') Eu (k")] 

+ b [Ey (k') Ez (k") + Ey (k") Ez (k')], 

Uy =- b [Ex (k') Ez (k") +Ex (k") Ez (k')] 

- a [Ex (k') Ey (k") +Ex (k") Ey (k') I, (45) 

Uz = 0. 

The tensor Eaf3 is diagonal in the chosen set of 
coordinates, whence 

Bxx = Byy =8, Bzz = e'. (46) 
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It follows from the absence of absorption that E:, E', 
and the polarization vectors E ( k) are real. 

We now consider three cases separately. 
A. The incident ray is directed along the x 

axis (that is, along one of the two-fold axes). 
For arbitrary polarization, it yields ordinary and 
extraordinary waves having the same frequency 
and direction of propagation, but different values 
of the wave vectors and different polarizations; the 
ordinary wave is polarized along the y axis, and 
the extraordinary wave along the z axis. Conse
quently, Ex(k') = Ex(k"), and the vector u has 
only an x component. Inasmuch as a secondary 
wave is also propagated along the x axis, Ex(kt) 
= 0 and consequently E ( kt) · u ( k', k") = 0. There
fore Vk k'k" = 0. This means that the wave with 
double f~equency cannot arise in this case. 

B. The incident ray is directed along the y 
axis. For arbitrary polarization, it again yields 
an ordinary and an extraordinary wave. The first 
is polarized along the x axis, and the second along 
the z axis. For both waves, Ey(k) = 0. For the 
secondary wave, Ey( kt) = 0 also. Consequently, 

E(k1) U (k',k") = Ex(ki) Ux(k',k"). (46a) 

It follows from (45) that ux( k', k") ~ 0 only in the 
ordinary wave. Consequently, in this case, only 
the ordinary wave produces a harmonic with double 
frequency, and the latter is also polarized along x. 

The intensity of the wave with double frequency 
is determined by the energy flux 

S = (cj4n:) [EH] = (cj4n:) n£2 (46b) 

(the latter is written with account of the trans
verse character; the field intensity here is as
sumed to be real). The vector n is equal in mag
nitude to the index of refraction of the wave (here, 
the ordinary wave) and is directed along the wave 
vector. 

The average value of the energy flux, expressed 
in terms of the complex intensity vector iE, has the 
form 

(47) 

where the index 1 denotes that the quantities re
fer to the secondary wave. We substitute cr1 here 
from (38) and the expression for the matrix ele
ment from (42), (45): 

I Vk,kk j2 = v-l (w2j(8n:)2wi} a2E~ (kl) £; (k). (48) 

The values of the polarization vectors here are 
determined by the normalization condition (15), 
from which it follows that 

£ 2 (k) = 16 n:w (wdejdw + 2e)-1 ~ 8n:wjn2, 

(49) 

where n and nt are the indices of refraction of 
the ordinary wave, corresponding to the first and 
second harmonics. 

Substituting (49), (48), and (38) in (47), we finally 
obtain 

- 2n a• . s2 = 2n a• . s• cos4 cp, (50) 
sl - c nln2 (nl- n)2 0 c n1n2 (nl- nJ" 

where n and nt are the indices of refraction of 
the ordinary ray, corresponding to the wavelength 
A. (initial) and A./2; S0 is the energy flux of the 
initial ordinary wave, and S is the total energy 
flux or the initial ray in the crystal, cp is the angle 
between the direction of the polarization of the in
cident ray (at incidence on the crystal) and the x 
axis. Thus the intensity of the second harmonic 
here depends significantly on the polarization of 
the incident ray. 

C. The incident wave is directed along the z 
axis, that is, the principal axis of the crystal; 
Ez(k) = 0. 

In this case the difference between the ordinary 
and extraordinary waves vanishes; the primary 
wave can have arbitrary polarization in the xy 
plane, i.e., degeneracy sets in. In this connection, 
it is necessary to make some observations rela
tive to the initial equation (36). It was obtained 
from (25) by starting out from the fact that the 
right-hand side of (25) should be orthogonal to the 
solutions of the transposed system without the 
right-hand side. But, owing to the degeneracy, the 
homogeneous system now satisfies not a single 
vector as was assumed earlier, but all vectors 
lying in the xy plane. Therefore, the right-hand 
side of (25) must be orthogonal to any vector lying 
in the xy plane and, consequently, the x and y 
components for it must vanish. 

Substituting p = k1, p' = p" = k and Eaf3 in (25) 
from (46), we get the right side of (25) in the form 

dck, ( --1- d (we)) E (k ) 
dt e · dw 1 

Here we have introduced the vector u in accord 
with (43), and taken into account the fact that 
Ez(k1 ) = 0 (k1 II Oz) and uz(k, k) = 0 [on the 
basis of (45)]. 

(51) 

From Eq. (51) follows, in the first place, the 
previous Eq. (36), and in the second place the fact 
that E ( kt ) and u ( k, k) are parallel. Thus the 
polarization of the wave with double frequency is 
identical with the polarization vector u with com
ponents 

Ux =a [E~ (k)- £! (k)J, Uy = - 2aEx (k) Ey (k), Uz = 0, 
(52) 
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where Ex(k), Ey(k) are the components of the 
polarization vector of the initial wave. It then fol
lows that if E ( k) makes the angle q; with the x 
axis, while the electric field of the secondary wave 
makes the angle q;1, then 

c:p1 = 2 (n- c:p). (53) 

Let us compute the intensity of the second har
monic in this case. By taking it into account that 
E ( kd and u ( k, k) in the matrix element (42) are 
parallel, we get 

I V k,k'k" j2 = v-1 ( wf8nw1) 2 £ 2 (k1 ) u2 (k, k) 

(54) 

By substituting (54), (49), and (38) in (47), we get 

(55) 

where S1 and S are the energy fluxes of the 
secondary and initial wave, and n1 and n are the 
corresponding indices of refraction. In this case, 
the intensity of the wave of double frequency does 
not depend on the polarization of the incident beam. 

We note that many qualitative features of the 
dependence of the intensity of the secondary wave 
on the polarization of the incident wave pointed out 
above are identical with the results of the analysis 
carried out in [2] by another method, and are con
firmed by observation. The formula given in [ 2] 

for the intensity is in error. 
From (55), one can make a numerical estimate 

of the effect under consideration. In fact, the 
quantity a-1 has the dimensions of the field inten
sity and must be equal in order of magnitude to the 
value of the atomic field. Substituting in (55) the 

expression S ~ ( c/ 4rr ) E2, where E is the field 
intensity in the medium and n1 - n ~ n-2, we get 

(55 a) 

For a ~ 10-9 cm/V, E ~ 1 05V I em (a feasible value) 
we get S1/S ~ 0.01 per cent. 

In conclusion, I express my deep gratitude to 
A. A. Galeev, R. Z. Sagdeev and B. V. Chirikov 
for fruitful discussions of the problems under con
sideration. 
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The condition of unitarity and the dispersion relations are used to obtain the asymptotic be
havior of the meson-meson scattering amplitude in the region of large momentum transfer. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

RECENTLY a new method has been introduced in 
quantum field theory which enables one to investi
gate bound states and resonances [ 1- 4]. This method 
is based on the study of the asymptotic behavior of 
scattering amplitudes in the region of large momen
tum transfer. 

From the point of view of the new method the 
basic objects of investigation in quantum field 
theory must be the Regge pole trajectories. The 
explicit calculation of Regge trajectories presents 
considerable difficulties and requires the use of 
approximation methods. At present there exist two 
approaches: 1) solution of the Bethe-Salpeter equa
tions [s,s] and 2) summation of diagrams by the 
method of the renormalization group [ T] • In this 
paper an approximation method is presented based 
on unitarity and dispersion relations. 

FIG. 1 

where s is the square of the total energy, - t is 
the square of the transferred momentum, m is the 
meson mass. Integration in (1) is carried out over 
the region 

z > Z1Z2 + y (zi- 1) (z~ - 1). 

On substituting (1) into the dispersion relation 

At (sz) = _!_ \' dz' Ata (sz') 
l't J z'-z 

and integrating over z' we obtain 

2. THE CONDITION OF UNITARITY IN THE STEP- Ar(sz) =- 32
1.-a v 2 +q2 

2 \' dz1 \dz2 V 1 
" q m j j k (ZZtZz) 

WISE APPROXIMATION 

We restrict ourselves to a discussion of the 
theory of neutral scalar mesons with contact inter
action A.cp3• By applying Cutkosky's rules [SJ to 
the diagrams shown in Fig. 1 we write the condition 
of unitarity 11 : 

A(sz) = A(s + ie,z), AII (sz) = A (s- ie,z), 

k (zz1Z2) = z2 + zi + z~ - I - 2zz1z2 , s = 4 (q2 + m2), 

t = 2q2 (z- 1), t 1 = 2q2 (z1 - 1), t 2 = 2q2 (z2 - 1), (1) 

!lin this paper we use an approximation which does not 
take into account the contribution to the scattering amplitude 
of the singularities of the invariant u. 

I z - ZtZz + V k (zz1z2) A II ( ) A ( ) X n 3 sz2 3 sz1 . 
Z - ZtZ2- V k (ZZtZz) 

Noting that 

A 1 (sz) =-+ i [A (sz)- A 11 (sz)J, 

we rewrite (2) in the form 

A II ( ) i ... / -q. (' d (' d 
A (sz) = sz - 16 na V q• + m• .\ Zt J z2 V k (zztzz) 

I z - ZtZ2 + v ~ A II ( ) A ( ) X n ,r 3 sz2 3 sz1 . 
Z - ZtZz- t k (ZZtZz) 

(2) 

We make an approximation analogous to that 
which is made in obtaining equations of the Bethe
Salpeter type [ 9], viz., we set 

All( ) t..• 
SZ = - 2q 2 (z- 1)- m2 ' 

888 
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We then obtain 

A (sz)-- t..• 
- 2q2 (z-1) -m2 

i/..2 • 1 

32 n 2 V q2 (q2 + m2) ~ dz1 V k (zztz•) 

I z- ZtZ2 + -v k (ZZIZ2) A ( )· X ll 3 SZ1 , 
Z - Z1Z2 - -v k ( ZZ1Z2) 

(3) 

Equation (3) is the unitarity condition in the step
wise approximation. 

3. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR FOR LARGE MO
MENTUM TRANSFER 

As t-oo (z-oo) Eq. (3) assumes the follow
ing form 

')...2 if...2 ~· 1 A (st) = - - 1 - V dt1 -1 ln (t1- t) A3 (st1 ). 
8:rt2 s (s- 4m2) 

(4) 

We multiply (4) by t and differentiate with respect 
to t. Then, taking into account the dispersion re
lation 

A ( t) _ _!_ \ dt A a ( st t) 
5 - n J 1 t1- t ' 

we obtain the simple differential equation 

d 
td1 A(st) =a(s)A(st); 

a (s) = - 1 + {).,2/8:rt V s (s- 4m2). 

Equation (5) has the solution 

A(st) =~(s)ta.<sJ. 

The dependence of Rea ( s ) on s (the Regge 
trajectory) for m = 1 and A.2 = 25 is shown 21 in 

(5) 

2>In the construction of the Regge trajectory a(s) is con
tinued into the region s < 4m2 • 

ReO{(S) 

4 

J 

2 

0 

·I 

FIG. 2 

Fig. 2. It can be seen from Fig. 2 that there exists 
a family of bound states [dRe a( s )/ds > 0 for 2m2 

< s < 4m2 ] ; there are no resonances and no 
"ghosts." 
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The validity of the vector current conservation hypothesis in weak interactions is limited 
similarly to that of the isotopic invariance and hence, generally speaking, one should expect 
that in the decays of strongly interacting particles the vector coupling constant (which is 
linear in the particle-mass difference in isotopic multiplets) should be renormalized. In 
the first part of the paper a proof is given of the theorem (which, in strong interactions, is 
valid in all orders) that there is no such renormalization for the neutron and I: hyperon f3 
decay, and for the rr±- rr0 + e± + v decay. The second part of the paper is devoted to a 
calculation of the probability of the rr+- rr0 + e+ + v decay with radiative corrections taken 
into account. The use of the above theorem narrows greatly the limits of the theoretically 
predicted value of the probability. 

1. VECTOR CURRENT CONSERVATION AND THE the field system can be written as the sum 
MASS DIFFERENCE 

1. The vector current conservation hypothesis [t ,2] 

which was evoked to explain the lack of renormali
zation of the vector coupling constant in strong in
teractions has a strictly defined sense only when 
the mass difference in isotopic multiplets is neg
lected. The quantity ojUYoxJ.L' where 

·(/) - _!_ ill . '¥ ltk - 2 't" 'Tt1p. 

i (acp* 7' ·r acp \ 
- -c- - ·<:p- <:p ·-) + terms corresponding 2 dX1, I l dX1k 

to other strongly 
interacting particles and leptons 

(1) 
(here lJ! and cp are the Heisenberg operators of 
the nucleon and rr-meson fields) does not vanish 
if we take the terms linear in the mass difference 
into account. 

We shall assume that in this case, too, the weak 
interaction can be written as Gj"Mj 1-L; we would then 
in general expect a linear (in the mass differences) 
renormalization of the constant G in the decays of 
strongly interacting particles. It will, however, be 
shown in what follows that at least in the f3 decay 
of the neutron and of the I: hyperon, and also in 
the rr±- rr 0 + e± + v decay, the violation of the 
isotopic invariance and the related renormaliza
tion of G are effects quadratic in the mass dif
ference. 

2. We assume that the total Hamiltonian H of 

(2) 

where H1 is the isotopically invariant part which 
includes the free Hamiltonian and all strong inter
actions, Hw is the weak interaction, V is the term 
containing the operators of the mass shift in iso
topic multiplets (which, acting on the functions of 
physical states, produce the experimentally ob
served mass differences). 

Two points of view are possible concerning the 
nature of this term. The accepted one is that the 
mass difference is due to electromagnetic interac
tions. From this point of view V represents the 
mass effect of electromagnetic interactions, in the 
form of a counterterm which permits the mass re
normalization. However, by taking V into account, 
we do not in fact take into account all effects of 
electromagnetic interactions. 

The remaining term Hez describes the inter
action of particles with a physical mass, and leads 
only to vertex effects and to the renormalization of 
wave functions. We can assume that these effects 
will be correctly taken into account by calculating 
the radiative corrections, and in the first part of 
the paper we do not consider them at all. 

Since such an approach is not fully justified, we 
propose in the following another interpretation. 
Since the radiative corrections are very small 
( ~ 1-2%), then the degree to which the isotopic in
variance is violated in the decay of strongly inter
acting particles can be determined from the mass 

890 
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differences in isotopic multiplets (which are very 
large in mesic and hyperonic multiplets ). Disre
garding the problem of the origin of the mass dif
ference we shall take it into account phenomenologi
cally [ (term V in Eq. (1) l . Our thesis is that 
there is no linear effect in V. 

We take the interaction in the form 

V = + bmn, P ~ W (T13 + CN) 1I'd3x 

+ 6f.t2""· ,± ~IP· (Ti +en) qJd3x terms corresponding 
to mass differences 

of other isotopic multiplets 
(3) 

where omn,p = mn- mp, OJ..L~O,rr± = 1-L! -~-Lt eN and 
err are arbitrary constants related to the indeter
minate values of the unperturbed multiplet masses 
(these constants determine the center-of-mass 
shift of the multiplets ). The crucial assumption is 
that the perturbation theory can be applied to the 
interaction V. 

3. Let us consider the rr+- rr0 + e+ + v decay. 
The matrix element of this process is 

Let us introduce the notation 

In:+> = "If <+> (O) = w<+>, 

j~> (x, 0) = J~> (x). 

where J~) (x) is the current operator in the 
Schroedinger representation, and if(+> ( t) and 
w< 0>(t) are the stationary single-meson states of 
the Hamiltonian H1. It should be noted that 

j~> (x, t) = e' <H,+V> t J~> (x) e-i(H,+V> t. 

The quantity eiHttJU>(x) e-iH1t which represents 
the current (in the V -interaction representation) 
is at the same time a Heisenberg operator with 
respect to the isotopically invariant interactions 
included in H1• We have therefore 

..}--- [elH,t J~> (x) e-tH.t] = 0. 
vXl'-

In terms of the current JU 1 ( x), this relation 
becomes 

div J<'>(x) = i [H1, J~>(x)l. (7) 

\ Integrating over the whole space we obtain the 
M = (2:rti) 6 (£+ - £0- qo) Gll'- .l (:rt0 li~-> (x, 0) l:rt+) e-tqxdax, basic relation 

(4) 
(8) 

~<n°1j~-) (x., 0) 1 ;t+ )e-iqx d 3 x where t<-> = J Jb-> (x) d3x. Finally we obtain: 

= llp+, P'+q It (q2) (p+ + pO) + h (q2) q ]. 
V4£+£0 l'- l'-

(5) f (0) = ("\f(O), f(-)"\f(+l), {9) 

where p+ = ( E+, p+) and p0 = ( E0, p0 ) are the mo
menta of the rr+ and rr0 mesons, q = ( q0, q) is the 
momentum transferred to leptons, ZIL = u 11y/.L ( 1 
+ y 5 ) ve is the leptonic part of the current, and 
·<- > _ 2-112< ·<1> ··<2> > J /.L - J /.L - 1) P: • 

If the current j~> is conserved, then f ( 0) = 1 
and h ( q2) = 0. In general h ( q2) ~ om, where om 
is the generalized symbol for the mass differences 
in Eq. (3). 1> 

The time-like component of Eq. (5) for q = 0, at 
the point where Op+,pO+q = 1, in the rest-mass sys
tem of the rr+ meson is: 

~ (:rt0 I jr>(x, 0) In+) d3x 

= fl+ +flo [f (0) + h (0) fl+- flo]= f (0). 
V 4fl+flo fl+ + flo 

Eq. (6) is correct to terms quadratlc in the mass 
differences. 

(6) 

!)It should be noted that the term with h(q2) in Eq. (5) is 
not important in the expression for the decay probability since 
in addition to being small ("'om) as compared to the first term 
in Eq. (5), it contains the additional parameter me/ ll+ (where 
me is the electron mass) which is due to the action of qf' on 
the leptonic bracket. 

where the whole dependence on the mass differ
ences (or the interaction V) is contained in w< 0> 
and 1¥<+>. It is evident that 

(Hl +'V) "\f(+); (O) = f.l+; o "\f(+);(O). (10) 

Let us consider the complete set of states <Pn 
of the unperturbed Hamiltonian H1. We have then 
the general formula of the perturbation theory for 
stationary states: 

'f(+) = cp(l) + "\:1' (<Dn, V<lJ(l)) cp (11) 
LJ E n• 
n n-1-1 

'(<!> V<!>(O)) 
"\}"(0) = cp(O) + ~ n• <I> (11 1) 

n En-1-1 n• 

where q,O> and q,<O> are the rr+ and rr0 meson 
states (for p+;O =.0) of the Hamiltonian H1. (The 
indices <1 > and <O> characterize the z component 
of the isotopic spin.) The summation L:;' in Eq. 

n 
(11) is carried out over the complete set <Pn ex-
cluding the rr+ -meson state q,O >. Correspondingly, 
the summation in Eq. (11') does not include the 
rr 0 -meson state q,<O>. 

Since the interaction V is ·diagonal in the charge 
states, then the rr 0 and rr- mesons are also absent 
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in Eq. (11); accordingly, there is no rr- or rr+ 
among the n states in Eq. (11'). Consequently, 
single-meson states are absent in Eqs. (11) and 
(11') among the n states, and the denominators in 
these formulas never vanish. (We assume that in 
the spectrum of the operator H1 there are no 
other states with p~ = JJ.2 apart of the single-meson 
states.) 

Furthermore, using Eq. (9), we obtain 

f (O) = (<I>(o), t<-> <I>(l)) + 2J E :_ fl. {(<I>n, V<I>(l)) (<I>(O), t<-><I>n) 
n n 

(12) 

Since tH is an integral of motion [ cf. Eq. (8)], 
and since it obviously commutes with the total mo
mentum of the field, it is necessary that p~ = JJ.2• 

We found, however, that there are no such states 
among the n states in Eq. (12) and, therefore, 
there is no linear effect in V, i.e., 

(13) 

It can be easily seen that t<h are infinitesimal 
rotation operators in the isotopic spin space. Since 
t<-> = 2-1/2 ( t<1> - it<2>), then the matrix element 
( <1>< 0>, t<-l <1>< 1>) in Eq. (13) is equal to unity 2>, thus 
proving the theorem that the constant G is not re
normalizable in the approximation linear in the 
mass differences. 

4. The proof of the theorem is carried out ana
logously for the {3 decay ( n- p + e + ") and for 
the {3 decay of :E hyperons. Thus, e.g., the {3 de
cay vertex operator r JJ. should be written in the 
form 

r p. = a (q2) y p. + b (q2) qp. + c (q2) C1p.vqv. (14) 

The contribution of the form factors b and c 
is negligibly small, and for the quantity a ( 0) we 
find easily a relation of the type (6): 

a (0) = V2~ (pI j~+> (x, 0) In) d3x, 

j<+> = 2-'/, (j(l) + ij<2>). (15) 

The consequent calculation is carried out in Sec. 3. 
As a result, we obtain an equation analogous to Eq. 
(13) 

a (0) = V2 (<I>('/z), t<+><t><-'lzl), (16) 

where <I><-1/2> and <1><1/2> are the neutron and pro
ton states of the Hamiltonian H1. Repeating the 

twe use the well-known expression for the matrix elements 
of rotation generators t<il in canonical basis: 

(m ± 11 t<1> ± u<2> I m) = Vt (t + 1)- m (m± 1). 

arguments following Eq. (13), we find again that in 
the case under consideration a ( 0) = 1. 

The absence in the {3 decay of effects linear in 
mass differences was earlier established by Beh
rends and Sirlin [ 3], but their proof is less general 
and is not applicable to the rr+ - e+ + v + rr0 decay 
and to hyperon decays. 

2. THE 1T+ - 1r0 + e+ + v DECAY 

1. The rr+ - rr0 + e+ + v decay has recently been 
found experimentally ( cf. [ 4- 6]). The decay was 
first predicted by Zel'dovich L7J in 1954. The 
study of this process enables us in principle to 
test the current vector conservation hypothesis in 
weak interactions, [t •2] since it follows from this 
hypothesis that the interaction constant of the pro
cess is equal to the constant of the vector part of 
the {3 decay interaction. It is interesting to find 
out how accurate is the equality of the constants, 
taking into consideration the approximate charac
ter of the vector current conservation. 

2. Let us estimate the radiative corrections to 
the rr+ - rr0 + e+ + v decay. In addition to the 
main process (see diagram 1 in the figure) we 
have a set of processes involving the emission of 
a virtual photon (diagram 2-8) and also the decay 
with the emission of a bremsstrahlung photon ( dia
gram 9-11 ). In diagrams 9-11 we neglect the 
rr-meson form factor. Let us first consider the 
case where the weak interaction form factor is in
dependent of q2 (the square of the difference of 
the meson four-momenta) and of the difference in 
meson mass. We are then left with diagrams 1 to 7. 

,n• ..... ' ',~ ~~ ~::os:: fp 
,./ e+ 

""/ fl + / 
/ 

/ 

z J 

...... -... 

-~:~ /:;JD< 'D<: / /u / 
/ 

£.. 5 6 

7 8 
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The resulting set of diagrams is generated in 
the lowest order by the following interaction La
grangian 

L m A' m + . (a<p* * acp \A 2A A~'- * 
int = - e T e T e te ax!'- <jJ - <jJ ax!'- ) !J. + e !J. <p <p 

where lJJ. = ~vYp. (1 + Ys)~e• G = (1.01 
± 0.01) 10-5 /M2, and M is the nucleon mass. The 
contribution of such diagrams was calculated in 
[S], in which, however, the authors committed a 
number of errors. The diagrams were used with 
incorrect relative signs, and were therefore on the 
whole not invariant with respect to gauge trans
formation. An error was also made in calculating 
the contribution of diagram 4 and of the brems
strahlung photon (diagrams 9-11). 

We shall calculate the positron spectrum in the 
case where the decay with the bremsstrahlung 
photon emission is not singled out experimentally: 

W(e) de = G2m;n-3 (I+ 2m,f-L~1 ch e) (I + <l> 1) 

x (che0 - che)2 sh2 e chede; 

<l>1 =-a In she che]-1 [8 + e ch2 8 + 2e2 ch2 8 -3 she che 

--~sh8ch81n(A/me) + 2ch8(sh8- 8ch8) 

x In [2 (ch 80 - ch 8) I 2 ch2 8f(l - e-29) + }(ch 80 - ch 8) 

x (2 she -fe ch8 -+e ch80)). (18)* 

In this expression me and JJ.+ are the positron 
and 1r+ meson mass, respectively, and coshe 
= E/me, where E is the positron energy. e varies 
within the limits 0 :s e :s 80, and e0 isgivenbythe 
relation 

ch Oo = emaxlme = !':J./me(l - !':J./2f-l+) 

where Ll is the mass difference of the 1r+ and 1r0 

mesons, A is the ultraviolet cutoff, and f (x) 
X 

= - J [ln ( 1 - t) dt]/t is the Spence function. The 
0 

function <I> 1 is due to the radiative corrections and 
is very similar to the expressions for radiative 
corrections to the electron spectrum in {3 decay 
[Kinoshita and Sirlin, [ 9] Eq. (4.2) 3l]. 

3lFor a comparison, we can first simplify Eq. ( 4. 2) in [•] 
taking into consideration that the complete set of Spence func
tions in Eq. (4.2) can be in fact reduced to one function: 

t<~l-t<-~l+t(~)+_!_t(1 -~)-_!_r( 1 +~)- 21 (-~~-) 1+~ 2 2 2 2 - 1+~ 

2 
- In 1 +~arc tanh~= 2f (1- e-20)- 6ln (2e-0 sh 6) 

and the term with ln (2e -e sinh()) cancels the last term in Eq. 
4.2 in [•]. 

*ch ~ cosh; sh = sinh. 

In the case where the experimental resolution 
of the photon energy w0 is small ( w0 ~ me), the 
function <I> 1 in Eq. (18) should be exchanged for 
<I>2: 

<l>2 =-a [nsh8ch8)-1 

x [ 8- 28ch2 8 + 282 ch2 0 + 2 ch8 (sh8-0ch8) 

xln (2wofm.)2 ch2 ef(l -e-29) -% she ch8 In (~) J. 
e, (19) 

The integration in Eq. (18) leads to the follow
ing expression for the decay probability: 

W =Wo (I-f !':J./f-l+- 5m;/ ~2 + 61), (20) 

where w0 = G2il5 /307r3 and 61 = ( 3a/27r) [ ln (A/2Ll) 
- 47r2/9 + 59/20] arise because of the function <1> 1• 

When exchanging <I> 1 for <I>2 in Eq. (20), it is nec
essary to exchange 61 for 62, where 

Cl ( 3 A 47 21'1 
lh = ;:t 2In me + 00 In me 

61 and 62 are of the same order of magnitude 
(for w0 ~ 1/10 me). 

In the following we consider only 61• Numeri
cally 61 = 0.012 for A = M. Kinematical correc
tions [second and third terms in Eq. (20)] amount 
to - 0.113. As the result, the decay probability 
is found to be 

w = 3.95 .IQ-1 sec-1 (21) 

The error of the known value of the mass dif
ference of the 1r+ and 1r 0 mesons [ Ll = ( 4.59 
± 0.01) MeV] causes an error of 1.5% in the de
cay probability. The variation of A by a factor of 
10 leads to 0.8% change in w. An attempt to cut 
off the interaction with the photon in the positron
pion vertices at different A (similar to what was 
done for {3 decay in [to]) assuming that the elec
tron is cut off in weak interactions at Ae 
~ 300 BeV, and the meson in strong interactions 
at A7r = M ~ 1 BeV, leads to the exchange in Eq. 
(20) of A for Aeff::::; 2.5A = 2.5M, 4l and we ob
tain practically the same results as earlier for 
A = Ae = A7r = M. 

Thus, the radiative corrections and the errors 
in Eq. (20) are very small. There is, however, a 
source of an additional error, which we have not 
considered so far. 

3. If we take the weak interaction form factor 

4lSuch a result is obtained if we choose the cut-off factor 
in the positron vertex in the form Ae/[A~ + k2]Y' and in the 
17 meson vertex in the form A1r![A~ + k2]'1'. It is then neces
sary to make use of the fact that Ae » A1r. 
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into account, then the matrix element correspond
ing to diagram 1 in the figure is proportional to 
the expression [compare Eqs. (4) and (5)] 

GFp.uvr~'- (l + Ys) v., 
Fp. = f(q2) (p+ + pO)p. + h(q2) qp.· 

(22) 

(23) 

We can neglect the second term in Eq. (23) (see 
footnote 1 l). In the theory with conserved vector 
current the quantity f ( q2 ) coincides, with an ac
curacy to the meson mass difference, with the rr
meson electromagnetic form factor. We can as
sume that f(q2 ) = f(q2//}) ~ f(O) since q2/1J.2 

~ t:;.2/1J.2 ~ 10-3• The theorem about the absence of 
effects linear in the mass difference (see section 
3.1) enables us to put f ( 0) = 1 + 0(!::;.2/IJ-2 ). Thus, 
taking the form factor in diagram 1 into account 
does not lead to a considerable uncertainty in the 
decay probability. 

4. The source of an additional error lies in an 
effect analogous to that discussed in [ 1o] for the 
radiative corrections to the {3 decay. In the pres
ence of form factors, the diagrams 2-8 are gauge
invariant and processes 6-8 occur therefore in 
addition to those discussed by us in Sec. 2.2. (It 
should be noted that the cases of a local interaction 
of five fields, contained in diagrams 6 and 7, were 
also taken into account in Sec. 2.) Let us denote 
by F~ (p+, p0, q, k) and F~A.' (p+, p0, q, k, k') the 
form factors involving the emission, directly 
from F in diagram 1, of one and two photons 
respecBvely, with momenta k and k' and polari
zations A. and A.'. We have also the following 
identities of the Ward type for F~ and Ft"': 

k,p~ (p+, P0 , q, k) 

= e [Fp. (p+- k, p0, q- k) - Fp. (p+, p0 , q)l, (24) 

k).kl..,p;'-' (p+, p0 , q, k, - k) = e2 [Fp. (p+ + k, p0 , q + k) 

- Fp. (p+- k, p0 , q- k)- 2F..,. (p+, P0 , q)l. (25} 

The proof of these relations obtained by summing 
the perturbation theory diagrams, was given in 
[ 10J. 5' The contribution of diagrams 6-8 can be 
estimated as follows: Eqs. (24) and (25) enable 
us to express the quantities Ft and FtA.', for k 

5lJn this proof, the interactions in which the photon is 
emitted from the same point at which the interaction with the 
lepton current takes place were erroneously omitted. Further 
analysis shows that the form factors in the presence of such 
interactions satisfy, as before, Eqs. (24) and (25) and the 
complete set of diagrams including the emission of photons 
and of lepton currents from the same point is separately gauge
invariant. 

and k' equal to zero, through the derivatives of 
the form factor Fw Thus, e.g., 

F~[k=o = - eg~..P., (26) 

(27) 

In calculating the contribution from diagrams 
6-8 we used Eqs. (26) and (27) and cut off the in
tegration over the photon momentum at the nu
cleon mass. The resulting correction to the decay 
probability equals ~ 0.3%. Strictly speaking this 
quantity is actually not a correction but character
izes only the magnitude of additional errors, since 
the above discussion does not pretend to great 
accuracy. 

5. Summarizing the results of the preceding 
sections we come to the conclusion that the proba
bility of the rr+ - rr 0 + e+ + 11 decay is given by 
Eq. (21) with an error of 2.5-3%. Moreover, a 
greater part of this error ( 1.5%) is due to the 
errors in the experimental value of the rr+ and rr0 

meson mass difference [ /::;. = ( 4.59 ± 0.01) MeV]. 
The probability considered usually is that of the 

rr+- IJ.+ + 11 decay, which essentially determines 
the lifetime of the rr+ meson. The ratio R is 
found to be 

R = (1.01 ± 0.03)·10-8 • (28) 

For comparison let us quote the values of R 
obtained recently by three different experimental 
groups: 

R 

(I. I~~:~)· I o-s 
(1.7 ± 0.5). w-s 
(2.0 ± 0.6) ·I o-s 

Experimental group 

Dubna [ 4] 

Geneva 15J 
Berkeley [s] 
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The alteration in the form of the temperature and current dependences of the resistance of 
superconducting cylindrical samples resulting from internal Joule heating is considered. 
From the results thus obtained it is possible to explain the departure of the experimental 
data from the well-known London formula (1) [ 1]. 

THE current and temperature dependence of the 
resistance R of a cylindrical superconducting 
specimen was treated theoretically by London as 
long ago as 1937 [ 1]. The relation 

for I< lc, 

R=+Rnli+YI-(/c/1)2 / for I>Ic. (1) 

was derived, where I is the current in the sample, 
Ic is the critical current at the given temperature, 
and R is the resistance of the sample in the nor
mal state. 

The derivation of this relation is based upon 
the assumption that for I> Ic an interior portion 
of the sample, whose radius tends to zero as the 
current increases, is in the intermediate state. 
The structure of the intermediate state must con
sist of alternating normal and superconducting 
layers perpendicular to the axis of the cylinder; 
the thickness of the normal layers increases 
linearly with distance from the axis, but they do 
not completely fill the length of the cylinder at the 
boundary of the intermediate region. Experimental 
investigations [2 •3] have not contradicted this model 
of the intermediate state. As regards the relations 
(1), measurements ( cf. [ 3-8] ), despite qualitative 
agreement, have revealed systematic departures 
from the curve (1): the jump in resistance at I 
= Ic is found to exceed 0.5 Rn; R reaches Rn at 
finite values of the current, and the dependence of 
R upon I shows hysteresis. 

Various hypotheses have been advanced in order 
to explain these discrepancies: distortion of the 
intermediate state structure due to surface tension 

of these authors have failed to associate these dis
crepancies with the effects of Joule heating; that 
this is, however, their source has recently been 
demonstrated by Tro!nar [ 3]. A systematic ac
counting for this effect makes it possible to ex
plain to a considerable degree the divergence of 
theory and experiment. 

If the resistance per unit length of the sample is 
known as a function of temperature and current, 
R = F ( T, I), then for a given current and helium 
bath temperature Tb the measured value of the 
resistance R will be determined by the equation 

R = F (h + J2Rj2rr.ah, I), (2) 

where h is the coefficient for heat transfer through 
the sample-liquid helium boundary, and a is the 
cross-sectional radius of the sample. We consider 
the temperature within the specimen to be con
stant, since the thermal resistance of a sample of 
the usual dimensions is much less than ( 1/2) 1rah; 
we neglect the heat transfer through the ends of 
the specimen. 

Solving Eq. (2), we transform the functional de
pendence of R upon ( Tb, I) into the experimentally 
observable dependence of R upon ( Tb, I). The 

0.5 

at the interfaces between the normal and super- o 

conducting layers [s], or a change in the resis- L!o . ..,..s-W~!----,f<.s----;z--1.,/I."c-
tivity of the sample due to scattering of electrons Dependence of resistance upon current for various sped-

at these boundaries [ 9]; a dynamical model of the ;:n: ~.~~~~;·: ~~·o:~1}j, ~:: ~·.~~: i. ~~eN~~l;;~~rves 
intermediate state differing from that just de- are constructed according to Eq. (3); the dashed curves rep-
scribed has also been suggested [1o]. The majority resent London's Eq. (l)J'] 
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solution to Eq. (2) is determined from the aggre
gate of points of intersection between the surface 
R = F ( T, I) and the family of surfaces R 
= 2nahr2(T - Tb); choosing either I or Tb, we 
obtain the observable transition curves with re
spect to either current or temperature. By dif
ferentiating (2), we find that if at any given inter
section point em/ aT> 2nah/I2, then dR/ di < 0 
and dR/dTb < 0 and, in consequence, hysteresis 
will be observed along the corresponding transi
tion curves. 

In the present case, proceeding from (1), we 
arrive at the relations 

R = 0 for 0 < I <I c. 

Here 

o =He I dHcfdT I p/8rt2ha, 

p is the resistivity of the normal phase, and He 
is the critical field (He = 2Ic/ a). 

In the derivation of Eqs. (3) it was assumed 
that the change in the magnitude of the critical 
field 6.Hc and the temperature rise of the speci
men relative to the helium bath 6.. T are linearly 
related: 6.Hc = (dHc/dT)6.T, and that his inde
pendent of 6.. T (the latter condition will prevail 
for sufficiently large thermal loadings both in 
He nC 11J and in He I[ 8J). The quantity 6 has a 
simple physical significance: 6 ~ 6.T/( Tc - Tb) 
( T c is the critical temperature of the specimen). 

We see that in the region [ Ic/-fT+6, Ic] the 
dependence is not single-valued; i.e., hysteresis 
arises. The upward jump in the resistance takes 
place at I = Ic, the return at I = Ic/ [1"+'{;. The 
full resistance is present for a current In 
= Ic/-!6. If, for example, the initial jump in re
sistance is taken to be 0.8 Rn, then In = 2 Ic, in 
full agreement with the facts as established long 
since by Shubnikov and Alekseevskil' [ 4]. 

The figure shows R (I) curves plotted for 
various samples according to Eq. (3). The para
meter h as well as 6, wnich depends upon the ex
perimental conditions and the surface state of the 
sample, has been selected appropriately for each 
case. For tin with a relatively high residual re
sistance, greater than p ~ 10-8 ~em, the values of 
h obtained in this way agree for various samples, 
and amount, in He I, to 0.07 - 0.13 W cm-2 deg-1, 

and in He II, to 0.6 - 0.8 W cm-2 deg-1 ( cf. the 
table). 

For He II ( Tb << 2.19° K) these results agree 

Sample 

.M 12 [3] 

.M 5 [7] 
N• 6 [7 ] 

["] 

3.47 
2.87 
1,85 
3.48 
3:27 
1,95 

0.6 
0.9 
0.32 
0.14 
0,20 
0.25 

I h, 
Wcm"2 deg·' 

0.09 
0.13 
0.67 
0.09 
o:m 

-0,8 

well with the data from direct measurements [it]. 
In the case of He I, where the heat evolved de-
pends strongly upon the experimental circumstances, 
the data obtained lie within the range of established 
values for h 18 •12 ] • It may therefore be suggested 
that for such samples, the departures from curve 
(1) are almost entirely due to the effects of Joule 
heating. 

For tin samples of higher purity (p ~ 10-9 ~cm; 
for example, Nos. 1-5 [ 3] and 7 [7J), however, the 
resistance values calculated from Eq. (3) do not 
agree as closely with the experimental data as for 
specimens with larger residual resistances. This 
means that the i~?othermal transition curve for 
"pure" specimens departs somewhat from the 
transition curve defined by London's equation (1). 
This departure evidently occurs when the mean free 
path of the electrons in the normal state becomes 
greater than the periodicity of the intermediate 
state structure, which can lead (see [a]) to an ad
ditional increase in the resistance due to the scat
tering of electrons at the domain boundaries. 
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By means of dispersion relations it is shown that the effect of inelastic processes, including 
the production of strongly interacting particles, is small and cannot significantly affect the 
analysis of experiments made to test the validity of electrodynamics by the use of colliding 
beams. 

l. Experiments with colliding beams of electrons 
and positrons at high energies, which are opening 
up new possibilities in the physics of unstable par
ticles, are often regarded as a possible way of 
testing experimentally the validity of the laws of 
quantum electrodynamics. One of the processes 
most susceptible to analysis is the elastic scatter
ing of electrons by positrons and of electrons by 
electrons ( e-e+, e-e-), or, in general, ee scattering. 
The analysis of future experimental data on elastic 
ee scattering from the point of view of the validity 
of electrodynamics must, however, be preceded by 
a study of the inelastic processes which occur 
simultaneously with the elastic ones, and an inves
tigation of the effect of the inelastic processes on 
the elastic processes. 

Here we would like to examine what effects on 
the real part of the amplitude for elastic ee scat
tering are produced by certain processes which 
are not usually considered in the framework of the 
electrodynamics of electrons and photons. Because 
there are no experimental data, in estimating the 
effects of the inelastic processes we shall take for 
the cross sections of these processes the expres
sions found for them in the one-photon approxima
tion. 

The calculation of the actual effects of the in
elastic processes is made below by means of the 
method of dispersion relations (d. r.). The com
plete d. r. for ee scattering are not cons ide red. 
As a first step we include the contribution to the 
real part of the scattering amplitude from disper
sion terms of the form 

k2 co 
liD ( w ) = ___Jl_ (' dw [ cr+ ( w) _(__ cr_ ( w) J ( 1) 

0 4n2 .\ k w - Wo 1 w + Wo ' 

"'I 

is the total cross section for the e+e- ( e-e-) inter
action, and CJ_ is that for the e-e- ( e+e-) interac
tion. The nondispersion part of the amplitude is to 
be added to the expression (1), which is the d. r. 
for forward scattering in a system in which one of 
the particles is at rest, and which near threshold 
gives the effect of inelastic interactions for arbi
trary angles. 

2. We consider here effects near threshold 
which are due to the production of muon pairs in 
positron-electron collisions: 

(2) 

Near its threshold the existence of process (2) 
leads to an effect [ 1• 2] in e+e- scattering, and we 
shall estimate the magnitude and energy width of 
this effect. In electron-electron scattering in the 
range of energies close to the threshold of the re
action (2) the derivative of the cross section with 
respect to the energy of course does not become 
infinite at the threshold. In the framework of the 
d. r. method, however, the process (2) leads 
through its contribution to the cross-symmetric 
process to some effects in e-e- scattering, and 
we shall also obtain estimates of these effects. 

An expression for the cross section of process 
(2) has been obtained by Berestetskil ( cf. e. g., 
discussion in [3] ) : 

(3) 

where Wt s::o 2~/m = 4 x 10 10 eV is the threshold 
of reaction (2) in the system where one of the elec
trons was at rest before the collision; m/J. and m 
are the masses of the muon and electron; and r 0 

is the classical electron radius. 
Substitution of Eq. (3) in Eq. (1) gives as the 

expression for the dispersion part of the amplitude 
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of e+e- scattering caused by process (2) 

{)D (w ) = __!_ (~) 2 k0C k0e !!..._A+ (y0) 

+ 0 6n lie w0 w1 me• Yo ' 

where Yo= wtlw 0, and 

A+ =Yo{~+ <Yo - 1) ( ~ + Yo) 

(4) 

-Yo (2 +Yo) <Yo- I)'f, arc tg <Yo - 1)'1•} for Yo> 1, 

A+ = Yo{~- (I -Yo) ( ~ + Yo) 

+Yo (2 +Yo) (I- Yo)'!• In / 1 + ~f=Yo 
1- 1-y0 

I} for Yo< I. 
(4')* 

The value reached by the threshold "perturba
tion" of the real part of the amplitude is 

(5) 

Since the magnitude of the cross section for e+e
scattering in the one-photon approximation falls 
off sharply with increasing energy, and its value 
when the energy of each of the colliding particles 
is Eb = miJ (and for 9 =goo) is about 

(6) 

one might think that the additional factor e 2 /'tic in 
Eq. (5) can be compensated by the ratio of the 
muon and electron masses. It is not the value (5), 
however, that is to be compared with the value of 
the cross section (6) in the c. m. s. (for colliding 
beams this is the laboratory system), but the re
sult of transforming the quantities (4) and (5) to 
the c. m. s. 

The values of the forward scattering amplitude 
AL in the 1. s. (system in which one particle was 
at rest before the collision) and that in the c. m. s. 
( Ac ) are connected by the relation 

(7) 

where the last equality holds for high energies. 
We finally have to compare the threshold perturba
tion in the system of the colliding beams 

(8) 

with the approximate value 

Vcr.(90°, ml'-) = %r0mlmp.· 

Thus the fractional effect amounts to 

6D~ (wt)lJI a. (90°, ml'-) = %e2/nnc, (g) 

and the mass ratio has dropped out, so that the 
maximum effect on the cross section at 9 =goo 

*arctg = tan-•. 

does not exceed 0.1 percent. We note that the 
energy width below threshold of the effect near 
the threshold is given by Eq. (4) as 

!l.E = Y !l. (Eg) = 22.4 MeV. 

The contribution (3) to the real part of the am
plitude for e-e- scattering is due to the second 
term in Eq. (1). For this case use of Eq. (3) to
gether with Eqs. (4) and (5) leads to expressions 
in which A+ (Yo) is replaced by the quantity 

A_= _!__2 (1-!{Q_) [1- Jf~ln (1 + Vf+!lo)2 ]} (10) 
Yo 3 2 2 Yo ' 

which describes a contribution positive in sign and 
monotonically increasing with the energy. The 
ratio of the threshold perturbations is an appre
ciable quantity: 

The effect of process (2) on e-e- scattering in
creases with increasing energy. 

(11) 

Near thresholds for production of other fermion 
pairs Eq. (8) can be altered by the strong interac
tion in the final state of the inelastic reaction. For 
A::E 0 pairs this remains valid for the relative parity 
p (A::E) = + 1. 

3. On this dispersion effect associated with the 
process (2) there are superimposed effects asso
ciated with other processes. The inelastic process 
with lowest threshold which leads in the one
photon approximation to the production of neutral 
pions is 

e- + e+ -> '!t0 + r ( 12) 

and its total cross section ( in cm2 ) is [4] 

a= 2.75 ·10-32 ! G (-1(2)/G (0) j2 (I- x2)'!. (x = m,/2Eb), 
(13) 

where according to an estimate by Cabibbo and 
Gatto the ratio of the form-factors can reach the 
value 

Substitution of Eq. (13) in Eq. (1) gives as the 
formulas relating to e+e- scattering ( oD+) and 
e-e- scattering ( oD_) (with Yo = Wtl Wo) 

_kg !G(-K")/2 2.75·10-32 
6D±(w0)- 4n•j~ wt Yo·2A±(roo), (14) 

where for e+e- scattering 

A+={- (Yo- 1) +(Yo-!)'!. arc tg (y0 - !)'I•, for y 0 ';;;P I, 

1 
A+ = - + (- Yo + I) 

3 

- (i- Yo)'/,ln 11 + yr=y;; I, for Yo< I (14') 
2 1- Vi-Yo 
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A = (1 +Yo)'/, In I 1 + vf"+"Yo 1- _!_3 -(Yo+ I). ( 15) 
- 2 1 f 1 + Yo - 1 

From Eqs. (14), (15), (7), (8), and (9) one finds 
that the contributions of process (12) for the two 
elastic scattering processes are comparable and 
very small. The conclusion that the effect of 
process ( 12) is small ( < 0.1 per cent) remains 
true when the influence of the form-factor is taken 
into account. 

Even if we suppose that in the production of 
charged-pion pairs 

(16) 

the presence of the form-factor in the cross sec
tion (cm2 ) 

cr = 0.53 ·I0-32 m"2 z-2 (I - z- 2)'/, IF(- 4£%) 12 (17) 

( m7T in Be V, z = Eb/ m7T) leads to a further factor 
of the order of 20,[4] the magnitude of the pertur
bation is 

(18) 

where for e+e- scattering 

A+= 2y0 {Yo[~- (Yo- 1) +(Yo- 1)'1• arc tg (Yo- 1)'1•] 

-~}for y 0 ';?- I, 

A. =2 ( [_!__+(1-y)-(l-Yo)'/, lnl 
~ Yo lYo _ 3 ° 2 

- _!J, for Yo < I , 
5 I . 

and for e-e- scattering 

I ,- 1 
,\_ = 2yo )Yo l3 +(I +Yo) 

_ (1 _j_ Yn/1• In 11 -'- (1 ~~Yo)'/, I J _ +} 
2 (1 7 y0)"-1 v 

1 + (1- Yo)'/, ll 
1- (1- Yo)'1' ~ 

( 19) 

(20) 

and remains a small quantity. At threshold 
A_(wt) = 0.21A+(wt), and this increases to A_ 
= 6A+ for Wo = 2wt· 

Thus we can conclude that inelastic processes 
which include strong interactions cannot have 
much effect on the results of experiments to test 
the validity of quantum electrodynamics by the use 
of colliding beams. The total effect does not ex
ceed 1 per cent. 

The d. r. method used here can also be useful 
for more detailed calculations when experimental 
data on the inelastic processes have been obtained, 
and also for the analysis of ee collisions at 
smaller energies. 

The author is grateful to A. I. Akhiezer and 
V. N. Baler for a useful discuss ion and helpful 
remarks. 

1 E. Fermi, Rice rca sci. 7 (2), 13 (1936) (see 
also The Collected Papers of Enrico Fermi, Acad. 
Nazion. dei Lincei, Rome, Vol. 1, page 943). E. P. 
Wigner, Phys. Rev. 73, 1002 (1948). A. I. Baz', 
JETP 33, 923 ( 1957), Soviet .Phys. JETP 6, 709 
(1958). 

2 L. I. Lapidus and Chou Kuang-chao, JETP 38, 
201 (1960); 39, 364 (1960), Soviet Phys. JETP 11, 
147 (1960); 12, 258 (1961). 

3 A. I. Akhiezer and V. B. Berestetski'i', 
Kvantovaya elektrodinamika (Quantum Electro
dynamics), 2d Ed., Fizmatgiz, 1959, Sect. 36. 

4N.Cabibbo and R. Gatto, Phys. Rev. 124, 
1577 (1961). 

Translated by W. H. Furry 
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Directed emission of radio waves produced as a result of breakdown near the track of an 
ionizing particle in a medium located in an electric field is considered. It is shown that a 
strong asymmetry of the radiation arises if the particle velocity is comparable to or exceeds 
the propagation velocity of the radio waves in the medium. It is pointed out that the effect 
can be used to obtain sharply directed radiation and also to determine the velocity of the 
particle initiating the breakdown by measuring the angle of maximum emission. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE well-known forms of radiations which arise 
as a result of the motion of a particle in a medium 
(for example, Cerenkov radiation, radiation by 
heterogeneities of a medium etc.) draw energy 
from a moving particle and have comparatively 
low intensity. It seemed interesting to us to exam
ine radiation effects which, although still produced 
by charged particles, draw their energy from ex
ternal fields. 

One of the possible versions of this effect is 
the radiation which arises as a result of the break
down near the track of an ionizing partie le in a 
medium with an electric field the intensity of 
which is close to breakdown. Easier conditions 
for the breakdown and its localization near the 
track can be ensured, for example, by the use of 
two-phase media (porous media, media with voids 
and bubbles filled with a special gas, blocks of 
corrugated plates which form closed spaces be
tween the plates, etc.) and also by the use of 
media with inclusions that have a smaller break
down strength ( semiconductor inclusions, semi
conductors with impurities, etc). Radiation from 
pre-breakdown currents or from currents at the 
start of breakdown, initiated by the particle, can 
be observed also in a one-phase medium (gas, 
liquid, semiconductor, etc.). 

We consider the properties of coherent radia
tion due to breakdown near the track. 

COHERENT RADIO EMISSION DUE TO BREAK
DOWN NEAR THE TRACK OF A PARTICLE: 

Let us assume that as a particle moves through 
a medium localized breakdowns are formed near 

the particle's track under the action of a strong 
external electric field. It is obvious that one can 
speak of coherence of the radiation in this case if 
the statistical delay of the breakdowns following 
the flight of the particle through a given point of a 
medium is small in comparison with the period of 
the propagated waves. Experiments with parallel
plate spark counters (see, for example, [t,2]) 

have demonstrated that the spread of the delay 
and the time of buildup to half intensity of the 
spark is of the order of a fraction of a nanosecond 
for the size of sparks of interest to us. This shows 
that coherent effects can be expected in the deci
meter band. It is precisely for these waves that a 
medium with small heterogeneities will not act like 
a homogeneous medium. We assume henceforth 
that the requirements for coherence can be en
sured and that the medium is homogeneous for 
radio waves. Coherent generation of micro-wave 
and optical radiation as a result of breakdown near 
the track is possible in semiconductors. 

If the distance from the point of reception ex
ceeds the length of the tract segment along which 
the conditions for breakdown are realized, then 
one can use the expression for the wave field of a 
system of dipoles:* 

E (t) = c•~o [[~dP (t- -f) n J n J, 

H (t) = r1a [~ dP (t- ~) n J, 
where R = R0 - r •n, dP = :P1dz, and P 1 ( t) is the 
resulting dipole moment per unit breakdown
current track length. 

*[Pn] = P x n. 
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Transforming to Fourier components and inte
grating along the track of the particle we obtain 
the spectral component of the wave field 

E _ ___!_ ik'Ro L 2 sin {k' (c'fv- cos6) L} 
"' - c2Ro e k' (c'fv- cos 6) L 

where k' = w /c', v is the speed of the particle, c' 
is the speed of propagation of the radio waves, L 
is the length of the track segment, and (J is the 
angle between the track and the direction of obser
vation. The appearance of an abrupt asymmetry 
follows already from the above formula with 
v ;:::, c' for cos 8 = c' /v (the sharpness of the di
rectivity is t:,.(J .... 1r /k' L sin (J). 

In the case of a localized breakdown as the re
sult of the abrupt occurrence of dipole moments 
we have 

(P)ro = iw (P)ro :::::::: iwP max/2rt at WT ~ 1 , 

where T is the breakdown time. 
In the case of an exponential growth of the 

breakdown current we have J 1 = P1 = J 10e'l!t for t 
in the interval from 0 to T and J 1 = 0 for all re
maining t. Then we obtain 

(P) = iw ~ {e<a+iro)~- 1 }. 
"' 2:rt ct + lW 

The spectral intensity of the radiation is 

<8ro = fe w2ho _L~• ~ sin2 xL {(ea-= _ I )2 + 4ea~ sin• w-r} sin• cp, 
2:rr2c"R~ ct2 + w2 (xL)2 2 

where K = k' ( c '/v - cos e) and cp is the angle be
tween the direction of the breakdown field and the 
direction of the reception. At aT » 1 and wt « 1 
we obtain the spectral intensity of radiation 

w ~ Ve 2 L" sin2 xL p• . 2 
"' ~--W --- IoSin rn 

"' 2:rt2c3 R~ (xL) 2 "'' 

where P 10 is the maximum value of the linear di
pole moment. For example, if the breakdown en-

compasses the interior of spherical voids, then 
P 10 F:::l v 1a3E 0, where v 1 is the linear number of 
voids which the track of the particle touches upon, 
a is the radius of the void, and Eo is the break
down field. 

Let us estimate the power of the incoming radio 
wave at the angle of maximum intensity. For 
L/R ~ 0.1, v 1 ~ 1, a"'" 0.3 em, Eo F:::l 30 kV /em 
and w ,.., 3 x 109 cps we obtain <8 wf:.w F:::l 

1o-2c-3w 2 t:.w F:::l 1o-12 t:.w erg, which for t:.w F:::l O.lw 

F:::l 3 x 109 and for a signal duration T ~ 1/ t:.w 
F:::l 3 x 10-10 second corresponds to radiation power 
t:. w F:::l 1 W, which is definitely known to be sufficient 
for the reception of the radiation. 

CONCLUSION 

The considered effect may find broad applica
tion, for example, for the production of bursts of 
sharply directed radiation and also for the meas
urement of the speed of flight of a particle based 
on the pattern of the direction of the radiation, as 
measured by a system of receivers. 

The effect also is of interest for the recording 
of the frequency of a sequence of fronts of radio 
or light bursts from spark discharges near the 
track of the particle in a periodic medium and for 
an estimate of the speed of a particle based on the 
frequency of the transient bursts and the angle of 
reception. 

1 Babykin, Plakhov, Skachkov, and Shapkin, 
Atomnaya energiya No. 4, 38 (1956). 

2 E.K. Zavo1ski1 and G. E. Smolkin, ibid. No.4, 
46 (1956). 

Translated by P. Hess 
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The ground state energy and other characteristics of a Fermi system are calculated using 
the method of Green's functions and Landau's theory of Fermi liquids. The calculations are 
carried out for a potential with a long-range and a short-range part such that n1f 3rs « 1 and 
n1f 3rz » 1, where rs and rz are the ranges of the short- and long-range parts and n is the 
density of particles. 

INTRODUCTION 

LANDAU'S theory of Fermi liquids permits the 
calculation of the energy of the system, the effec
tive mass of the excitations, the velocity of zero 
and ordinary sound, and other characteristics of a 
Fermi liquid. However, the theoretical formulas 
contain a number of unknown numerical parameters 
which can not be determined within the framework 
of a phenomenological theory. These parameters 
can be calculated only on the basis of a micro
scopic theory. Up to now, such calculations have 
only been carried out in the gas approximation, i.e., 
for the case where the range of the forces is ap
preciably smaller than the average distance be
tween the particles n-1! 3, where n is the density 
of particles. 

In the present paper we calculate the vertex 
part and the basic characteristics of a Fermi sys
tem for the case where the interaction potential 
consists of two terms Vs and Vz, such that Vs 
can be treated in the gas approximation, i.e., the 
range rs of Vs is much smaller than n-1! 3, 

whereas Vz satisfies the opposite condition: rz 
» n-1! 3, where rz is the range of Vz. The magni
tudes of V s and Vz can be arbitrarily large. The 
method of summing over graphs allows one to find 
the vertex part r a {3, y 0 ( Pi• P2• Pi + k, P2 \- k) for 
I k I Po> Wk, where p0 is the Fermi momentum. 
However, the ground state energy and other char
acteristics of the system are expressed in terms 
of the vertex part raf3, yo in the limit Po I k I wki 

- 0, Wk- 0, i.e., rwf3 ". To calculate rW{3 "' 
0! , yu 0! , Yu 

we use the basic relations of the theory of Fermi 
liquids. 

Fermi liquids with potentials consisting of two 
terms with rs « n-1! 3 and rz » n-1!3 have already 

been studied earlier in their application to the nu
cleus.Ci,2] Vagradov and Kirzhnits [i] have taken 
account of the long-range force V z with the help 
of the perspicuous but inaccurate method of the 
self-consistent field in configuration space. 
Amus'ya [2] calculated the energy of the system by 
the graph technique, but he assumed that the expres
sion for the vertex part of the long-range forces 
found by summation of graphs is valid for all k 
and w. Actually, this expression is correct only 
when Po I k I > w (see below). Moreover, in [2] no 
account was taken of the graph r c• which is of the 
same order of magnitude as the graphs r a and rb 
[see formula (7) ]. Both in [i] and [2] Vz is an 
attractive potential, so that the normal state of the 
system is unstable (see below). 

THE VERTEX PART FOR Po I k I > w 

In order to calculate the energy spectrum of the 
system we must know the vertex part (box dia
gram) raf3,yo<PiP2• p3p4 ). Let us assume first 
that V = Vs, Vz = 0. Let us compare the ladder 
graph of second order (ladder with two rungs, 
Fig. 1a) with the other nonvanishing graph of sec
ond order, viz., the chain with two dotted lines 
( Fig. 1b). In the first case the matrix element is 
equal to 

Ma ~~Go (p3- p) G0 (p4 + p) V (k- p) V (p) d4p 

~ V2(0)r~1 • 

p = {p, ro}, 

Go (p) = [ro - E0 (p) + ll+ if> sgn (I pI - Po)l-1; 

lA is the chemical potential, E0 (p) = p2/2; 1i = m =I; 

Po = (3n2n)''•. 
In the second case 
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1p,~s(lf·Pz,pzfJ Co(PJ-p ___ Cafp,•p) 

v.rPJ 
!'Jl 11a. p,! 

>'",)3v;;l 
CoiP•lJ} 1)\ 

/'J /' Nb P2f3 

FIG. 1 

Mb ~ V2 (k) no (k), 

no (k) = i (;n)« ~ G0 (p + k) Go (p) d4p 

2 \ no(p)-no(P+k) dp; 
= (2n)3 ~ ffi-eo (p + k) +eo (p) 

if I k I « p0, then [3] 

n (k) ~ _2 _ \ ano Po (nk) d 
0 ~ (2n)3 ~ ae Po (nk) - ffik p 

in[ffikl J· + 21 k IPo e (Po I k [-I <Ok I) ' 

( 1) 

here n = p/ I pI, 9 ( x) = 1 for x > 0 and 9 ( x) = 0 
for x < 0. II 0 (k) ~ -p0/1r2 for Polk! »wk and 
II 0 ( k) ~ p~ I k 12 /37r2w~ for Po I k I «Wk. 

Thus Mb/Ma < n 1f 3r s. Hence we can restrict 
ourselves to graphs of the ladder type for nr~ 
«1. 

Let us now assume that V s = 0 and nrl » 1. 
Obviously, we can then restrict ourselves to graphs 
of the chain type if Po I k I > w . If, on the other 
hand, Po I k I < w, we must also take into account 
more complicated graphs, as is seen from (2). If 
both Vs ;o' 0 and V z ;o' 0 the complete box diagram 
ra(3, yo for Po I k I > w can be calculated using only 
the graphs of the type shown in Fig. 2 and similar 
graphs in which the external lines for the terminal 
ladder or chain are both ingoing or both outgoing, 
and not one ingo ing, the other outgoing, as in Fig. 2. 

Let us now consider the graph of Fig. 2 and all 
graphs of the same form which differ from one 
another only by the number of rungs in any one 
ladder or the number of links in any one chain. 
Summing all graphs of this type, we obtain the 
graph of Fig. 2 in which only one ladder is re
placed by the box diagram of the gas approximation, 

i.e., by the sum of all graphs of the ladder type 
rga{3,yo<PtP2• P3P4), or one chain replaced by the 
box diagram rz a(3,yo ( PtP2, p3p4), i.e., the sum of 
all graphs of the chain type. The expression for 
r g for a Fermi system has been found by Galit
sk:il: [4] 

fg = f (p', p) + ~ dqf (p', q) ( (p, q) 

[ 1 N (q) J 
X q•- p• + i/5 + ffip - q2 - P2 I 4 + ii5N (q) ' 

2p' = P1 - P2; 2p = Pa - p4; P = P1 + P2; 

N (q) = I - n (P/2 + q) - n (P/2 - q). (3) 

Here f ( p', p) is the two-body scattering amplitude 
multiplied by 47r. For r 1 we can easily find the 
equation ( see Fig. 3) 

f 1 all. yo = b.,_y [61lsV1 (k) + V1 (k) n (k) rl."-'ll. a•s/21, 

from where we obtain 

f 1 = V 1 (k)/[1- V 1 (k) n (k)l. (4) 

The zero order Green's functions G0 ( p) in the 
graphs of Figs. 2 and 3 must, of course, be re
placed by the exact Green's functions G ( p ) . 
Therefore, the expression (3) for G, which has 
been found using G0, is approximate. 

The polarization operator II ( k), expressed 
through the exact G, can be calculated in the fol
lowing way. According to [s,sJ, G has close to the 
pole € = 0, I p I = Po the form 

G (p, e)= a 
e- v ( I P I - Po) + i/5 sgn ( I P I - Po) 

Po v = --.. 
m 

The product G( p) G ( p + k) under the integral over 
p can, according to Landau,[sJ be written in the 
form 

G (p) G (p + k) = 2:nia2 ffi ~n:ink) b(e) 6( I PI -Po) + <:p (p), 
(5) 

r, :>--<' +'}--o-<"+ 'H~ · · · 
P;1 Pt. q- Psl Pz(J PJl p, If 

FIG. 3 

1
~a ~n 

~~~~])-·····<JJ>~ 
hl / n, ,. p.o 

n, rungs rungs rungs 

FIG. 2. Graph with r ladders and s 
chains. Dotted line: V 8 (p), wavy line: 
Vt(p). 
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where cp( p) is the regular part of G ( p) G ( p + k). 
We obtain from (5) 

II (k) = c- b [ 1 - 2v ~ k 11n j: ~ ~: ~ :I 
+ ~~ 11 : 1

1 e ( v I k 1- I w I ) ] , 

lim II=c-b. (6) 
ro/p,[ k [-+0 

Extending the summation over graphs of the 
type of Fig. 2 to the other ladders and chains, we 
obtain the same graph in which now all ladders are 
replaced by the box diagram r g and all chains by 
the box diagram r 1. Adding graphs analogous to 
that of Fig. 2, but with two ingoing or two outgoing 
lines at all terminal ladders or chains, we obtain 
for the total box diagram r the expression (for 
w <Po I k I): 

r = rg + r 1 + f 1 + r2 + ra + f 4 , 

where r 1, r2, r 3, and r 4 are shown in Fig. 4. 
Figure 4 leads to a system of four integral equa

tions for r 1• r2, r3. and r 4• which are given graph
ically in Fig. 5. This system is easily solved, but 
in our approximation we can manage without solving 
it. Indeed, let us estimate the graph r a in Fig. 4 
by replacing r g by the constant amplitude f0: 

2il'>0_/>!ls (' 
fao:/3, yS (pl, P2; Pa, P4) = (2n)• j fg (pl, P + k; Pa, P) 

X fz (p, P2; P + k, P4) G (p) G (p + k) d4p 

::::::: 26o: . ./J{ls/{Jfz (k) n (k); 

forw ~Polk I f 1 =- 2/o (b- c) f 1 ; fo ~ 's· 

Thus r a/rz..., nV 3rs, i.e., the inclusion of the addi
tional box diagram r g gives the small factor 
nV 3rs· In calculating r 1 and r 2 we can therefore 
neglect all graphs containing two or more box dia
grams r g• restricting ourselves to the graphs r a• 
rb, and r c. Calculating these in the same way as 
r a' but without the replacement of rg by the con
stant f0, we find [the terms containing cp are not 
written down in ( 7) ] : 

FIG. 4 

+ 0) v (kn) dQ 
w; Po"· ro- v (kn) ' 

rb::::::: (c~b) f 1 (k) ~ fg (p0n, 0; p2, w2; Po"+ k, w; P2 

v (kn) 
- k, w2 - w) (k )dQ, ro- v n 

+ O) v (kn) dQ 
w; Po"• ro- v (kn) ' 

if r g = fo, then rb = r a. fc = 4/of~ (k) D2 (k). 

(7) 

Let us now consider the simplest graph enter
ing in ra. namely r a= 

r da.fl. ys = 6._y6{lsr d; 

fd = (2~)• ~fg (p, P- p; Pa. P4) G (P- p) 

X G (p) fz (pl, P2; p, P - P) 

:::::::- (2: 2)a ~fg(p, P- p; Pa. P4) fz (pi, P2; p, P- P) 

•X dp 
rop -E (p)- e (P-p) + il'> sgn (I p 1- Po) 

Pzf3 

PC/.. 
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the integral over p will converge for such values 
of I pI for which the product rgr1 begins to de
crease appreciably, i.e., when I pI ""' r~1 ( rz - 0 
for IPI ~ r7t and rg-o for IPJ-r~t). There
fore 

and hence all graphs entering in r 3 and r 4 can 
be neglected. 

(8) 

As far as the long-range component of the po
tential, Vz, is concerned, there are two possibili
ties: 1) U 1rlnV 3 > 1 [ Uz is the maximal value of 

JVz(r) IJ and 2) u 1 r~nV 3 « 1. In the second 

case we can treat the potential Vz in the Born approx
imation. Here we have to include only the graph of 
first order in V z, so that we have for all values of 
k and w 

r = r g + V1 (k). (9) 

In the first case, which is of much greater in
terest, we have for Po I k I > w ( see above) 

r = fg + rl + ra + rb + rc. (10) 

rg + ra + rb + rc ~ rs; 

3 '/ for U1r1n' ~I, 

r > 0 for both signs of v l ( k), r g + r a + rb + r c 
depends on Pt and p2, while rz does not. 

VERTEX PART FOR ARBITRARY k, w, AND r w 

Let us first consider the case U 1r; n ¥3;:, 1. In 

Landau's theory of Fermi liquids the limiting 
values of r: rk = r for 1 k 1-- o, w/p0 1 k 1- o 
and rW = r for w - 0, Po I k 1/w - 0, play an es
sential role. From the value of r obtained by us 
[formula (10)] we can evidently determine only rk 
(it is important that in all parts of the graphs en
tering in rz according to Fig. 3 there are no in
sertions of the ladder type with Po I k' I < w'). Let 
us first write down the symmetrized box diagram 
ra{3,-yo which is obtained from ra{3,yo<PtP2• P3P4) 

by subtracting r af3, 'Y 0 with permuted arguments, 

P3'Y :;::! p4o. If r in ( 1 O) is regarded as a function 
of Pt• p2, and k, then 

- r (p1, P2• P2 - P1 - k) llo:8llJly· 

From this we find f~13 ,yo: 

-k k r o:Jl. y8 (ph P2) = r (p1, P2. O) llo:yllJ38 

- r (p1, P2, P2 - P1) llo:8ll!Jy· (11) 

In order to obtain r~/3 ;yo, we use the equation 

of Landau's theory of Fermi liquids which connects 
~w ~k .[sJ 
r a 13 , 'Y 0 and r a f3, "Y 0 . 

-"' -(k) p~a• \ -k 
r o:Jl, y& (ph P2) = r o:ll, y8 (p1, P2) + v (2n)3 J r 111l. ~8 (q, P2) 

x r:~. Y11 (p1. q) dQq· ( 12) 

The solution of ( 12) can be found by expanding 
into a series of Legendre polynomials .CsJ For the 
zeroth harmonic we must replace r~/3.~0 under 

the integral in (12) by the average value of 

r~tl.~o on the Fermi sphere, r~/3.~ 0 : 
-k 1 \ -k r 1lll. ~8 = 4n J r 111l, ~8 (q, P 2) dQq· 

The main term in ~{3,-yo will be rf<Pt• P2• 0): 

r: (p1, P2. O) = (b - c + Vz1 (0))-1 ~ n-'1•, 

the average values r a, b, c ( p 1p2, p2 - Pt) can be 
neglected: 

the average value rz ( PtP2• P2 - Pt) will also be 
small: 

( 14) 

We thus obtain from (12) for the Z-th harmonic 
of fw: 
r:~. y& =[f"'1llo:yllJl&- r'"'1llo:sll{ly][l + b ['rolj2(2l + 1)-1 ]; 

r o>O = fkl [ 1 - b (fk1 - f'rol /2)/2(2/ + I) ]-1 

rk 
f"'Oz l ; [rol;::::::; [kl ~feuD (l =I= 0); 

1- b cr1 + r:) 

r'"' = r~ + r~ + r~bc. 
where 

r~;::::::; I;,"k/2+ r~bc' rabc = ra + rb + rc. 

r~ = rj (p1, P2. O), 

(i = l, g, a, b, c). 

( 15) 

To estimate the magnitude of c in (6) and (15), we 
use the relation for a found in [3, 7]: 

a-1 = I - ~ ~r;;'13 , o:ll (p, q) qy (q) d4q/(2n)4. (16) 
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We find from ( 16) 

a-1 = I + cr"'o, 

and hence 

- cb-2j(r~ - V!1 (O)/b2) = I -a < I, 
r: = [b + aV~1 (O) ]-1 , r"'0~ - l!a [b2r~ - V~1 (O)l. 

It follows from ( 17) that 
( 17) 

r"'o/rk ~ u r3n'la 
l l 

r"'0/rk ~ n-'1•r~1 ~ I 

Using the basic equation of the theory of Fermi 
liquids,CsJ 

q 
n = lilT ( 18) 

we can find, by the method of successive approxi
mations, the symmetrized box diagram f atf3, 'Y 0 
for arbitrary k and w : 

~ r; 6~y6~5 
f ~fl. yo (Pl• P2• k) = k k 

1- b (r1 + r 1 )f(k) 

- (r~ + r~ + r~bc) ~~~oll{ly' 

(k (Jj I w + v I k 'I i1t I w I I t ) = 2v I k lin w- v 1 k 1 - 2v 1 k 1 6 (v I k I - w I ). 
( 19) 

If we introduce the spin operators a and a', we 
have 

~ rf 1 · · • 
r~ll. yo= -2 (rz + rg + rabc) 

1 - b (r1 + r:) t 
(aa') ' ' ' 

--2-(rz + rg + rabc)· (20) 

EFFECTIVE MASS OF THE EXCITATIONS AND 
ENERGY OF THE SYSTEM 

The quantity a2f~f3,yo appears in the expres

sions for the effective mass of the excitations m*, 
the velocity of zero sound (with momentum l) u z 
= s zv, the velocity of ordinary sound u, and the 
ground state energy of the system E0:[sJ 

(21) 

(22) 

(23) 

Eo = ~11 (N} dN, \ dN 11 (N) = J u2 (N) N . (24) 

The difference 1/m* - 1 is, according to (21), 
determined by the first and not the zeroth harmonic 

~w o of r atf3,atf3' i.e., not by rw , but by the small quan-

tities rz, r g - rg: 

_!__ = I - poa• \ [ 2(rk + r k - Fk - f'k ) 
m• (2:rt)3 J g abc g abc 

1 
--.- I = ~1 + ~2• ~2 ~ n'1·r~ · (25) 
m 

In (22) rw~ » 1 for Uzrln1f3 » 1; therefore [s] 

s0 = [br"'013l'1'. (26) 

From (23) we find 
2 3 2 2 3 

u2 ~~ Poa r"'o_ ~- Poa 1 (27) 
~ 3 + 3n• - 3 3n• [b•r:- v~1 (O)J · 

Substituting (27) in (24), we obtain for Ba/Bn 
R 0 

A£ E E ~ - n '- - tan-1 an'/, 3aNV l (0) [ 3 '/ 1 
u o = o - ideal gas~ a• 4 a 

!l.E0 =+ aVt(O)Nn ~ U1 r~n'1•E ideal gas for 

U 3 •;, ~ I· E 3 (3 2)'/, N •;, 
z'z'sn ~ , ideal gas= 10 Jt n . 

To have a system which is thermodynamically 
stable, i.e., u2 = Bp/Clp > 0, it is necessary that 
rwo > 0, i.e., 

If there are attractive forces, pairing has to be 
taking into account. 

(28) 

We see therefore that the correction to the ef
fective mass is small in the presence of long
range forces with U 1rf n 1! 3 ;:::, 1, just as in the gas 

model.[4• 8•9J The ground state energy and the 
velocity of sound, on the other hand, are appreci
ably larger than for the ideal gas (by the factor 
Uz~zn1/3 or n-113 r~11 3 ). This increase is connected 
with the presence of the long-range forces. It is 
clear that the transition to the limit rz = co, i.e., 
to Coulomb forces, is not possible in our formulas; 
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for Coulomb forces the system must be electri
cally neutral. 

In the case where U zr3zn113 << 1, when r is 
given by (9), rw = rk and the corrections to m*, 
U:, u, and E0 are small as compared to the ideal 
gas values: ~ n11 3 rs or ~ Uzr3zn113• 

In the case of the nucleus the inequalities 
n113 rs << 1 and n113 rz ::?:> 1 do not hold very 
strongly. Therefore, our model can only be re
garded as a limiting case if applied to the nucleus. 

In conclusion I express my gratitude to A. I. 
Larkin for an interesting discussion. 
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The mechanism is analyzed and a quantitative theory is developed for the high-temperature 
diffusion viscous flow of polycrystalline bodies at low stresses. The role of slip along grain 
boundaries during their motion and diffusion deformation is explained. The viscosity coef
ficient tensor, which depends on the structural anisotropy of the substance (grain shapes and 
sizes) and on the magnitude of resistance to slip along grain boundaries, is derived. In addi
tion to the exact value of this tensor, simple interpolation formulas are given which permit 
investigation of the general flow equations. By way of example the kinetics of the filling-up 
of a spherical pore under pressure is considered. A study was made of the effects accom
panying the process of diffusion-viscous flow: the appearance of nonuniform stress fluctua
tions in a single grain (stresses of the second kind), variation of the macroscopic elastic 
moduli during flow, etc. The limits of applicability of the theory are discussed. 

1. MECHANISM OF DIFFUSION-VISCOUS FLOW. 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 

IT is known that, apart from the plastic flow of 
crystals, which is a threshold effect and occurs 
under sufficiently high loads, there is also a dif
fusion-viscous flow in solids at arbitrarily low 
stresses. The latter process is due to the dif
fusion of vacancies and is important only at high 
temperatures when this diffusion is sufficiently in
tensive. Strictly speaking, this process is domi
nant only at low stresses when all the other mech
anisms of a threshold nature (in particular the 
formation and motion of dislocations) are inactive. 

The basic idea of the mechanism of diffusion
viscous flow was first put forward in the work of 
Nabarro [ 1] and Herring; [ 2] the latter work gives 
calculations and estimates for some typical cases 
of such flow. However, neither Nabarro nor Her
ring allowed for some important factors. Conse
quently there were many obscurities in their pic
ture of the process as a whole and in the conditions 
for its appearance, their estimates were not always 
valid. In the present work this mechanism is ana
lyzed from a somewhat different point of view and 
a derivation is given of a complete system of equa
tions describing the process of diffusion-viscous 
flow in the general case. At the same time the 
concomitant phenomena, typical of the mechanism 
of diffusion-viscous flow, become clear. 

The first assumption in the mechanism of dif
fusion-viscous flow is that the surfaces bounding 

structural units in a real crystalline body (separate 
grains in a polycrystal or separate blocks in a 
coarse-mosaic single crystal) are virtual sources 
and sinks for vacancies. In a perfect crystalline 
lattice a vacancy cannot be generated or annihilated 
by itself but a sufficiently defective surface repre
sents, as it were, an "amorphous" layer which is 
capable of reversible rearrangement when some 
vacancies reach it: it becomes as it were "com
pressed'' to its initial density and vacancies disap
pear. 1l 

On the basis of this assumption the mechanism 
of flow is as follows: in a body subjected to a 
macroscopically uniform but anisotropic stress 
Uik• various normal stresses Uiknink (n is the 
vector normal to the surface) act on various por
tions of crystallite surfaces. Consequently near 
these surfaces the extent of saturation with vacan
cies varies: the chemical potential 1-1. of a vacancy 
at the surface (which is a virtual source of vacan
cies) will, by virtue of the equilibrium between the 
annihilation and generation of vacancies, be equal 
to 

11- flo = kT In (c/c0) (1) 

( c 0 is the equilibrium concentration of vacancies 
at p = 0; 1-'o is the chemical potential for the con
centration c0; w0 is the volume per unit vacancy); 

1lAn analysis of the conditions under which a block boun
dary can be considered as a surface with virtual sources is 
given in Appendix 1. 
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hence the value of the vacancy excess ll.c = c - co 
is determined by the relationship 

(2) 

The resultant concentration gradients within a grain 
give rise to diffusion currents of vacancies (or equiva
lent currents of atoms in the opposite direction). 
These currents produce a change of the grain shape 
without a change of its volume. The characteris
tic feature of this process is the absence of macro
scopic diffusion currents in the body as a whole 
and the presence only of complex microscopically 
nonuniform currents within each grain. 

Deformation of the whole crystalline body con
sisting of a very large number of grains is a self
consistent process in the sense that discontinuities 
are not produced at the grain boundaries and the 
diffusion-viscous deformation of a particular grain 
depends on the deformations of the grains which 
surround it. The analysis given below shows that 
this necessarily produces stress fluctuations within 
each grain (stresses of the second kind) in spite of 
a macroscopically uniform stress state of the whole 
sample. 

The self-consistent change in the shape of the 
grains is the result of the directional motion of 
their centers of gravity which produces macro
scopic changes in the shape of the body (flow). 
This displacement of the centers of gravity of the 
grains in diffusion-viscous flow is similar to the 
displacement of molecules in the process of the 
viscous flow of liquids, and is necessarily accom
panied by slip along grain boundaries. 

If we introduce an average value of the stress 
tensor Pik = a ik in a small macroscopic element 
of volume containing a large number of grains, and 
also an average value of the velocities of displace
ment of particles in this element Vi = vi, then a 
macroscopic description of the process of flow is 
equivalent to the establishment of a relationship 
between the tensor Pik and the rate-of-deforma
tion tensor Vik = 1/ 2 ( &V/&xk + &Vk/&xd. In the 
general case of quasi-steady-state flow such a 
relationship should have the form 

Vu = 0, (3) 

where the viscosity tensor O!iklm is governed by 
the sizes and shapes of the grains, i.e., by the 
"structural anisotropy" of the polycrystal. 

The equation of continuity Vii = 0 characterizes 
the aforementioned constancy of the grain volume 
and the absence of discontinuities. In the simplest 
case of structural isotropy O!iklm reduces to a 
scalar TJ and Eq. (3) becomes 

- p = p 11 /3. (3a) 

According to Eq. (2) the variation of the vacancy 
concentration oc on the grain surface is governed 
by the non-spherical (shear) part Pik = Pik + pc5ik 
of the stress tensor: oc = c0w0p' /kT. Therefore, 
the rate of deformation related to the diffusion 
currents h = D0&c/axi should be of the order of 
magnitude of 

V;k ~D0a2c/3x;axk ~Dobc!L2 ~ p'Doe0wofL2kT 

( L is the grain size). This gives an estimate of 
the expected magnitude of the viscosity tensor 

O!iklm: 

U;ktm ~ 1J ~ kTL2/Dw 0, D = Doeo 

(Do is the vacancy diffusion coefficient and D is 
the atomic self-diffusion coefficient). We shall 
see, however, that this estimate is valid only in 
the case of free slip along grain boundaries. 

The macroscopic coordinate dependence of the 
tensors Pik and Vik is determined by the equili
brium equation 

(4) 

which, together with Eq. (3), forms a complete sys
tem for the determinationofthe four quantities vi 
and p0: 

apo a avt 
ax. + (fX Uikfm ax- = 0, 

' k m 
div V = 0. (4a) 

Thus our problem reduces to the derivation of 
Eq. (3) and the determination of aiklm in terms 
of the structural anisotropy of the polycrystal 
and the properties of the grain boundaries. 

2. SELF-CONSISTENT DISPLACEMENT AND 
DEFORMATION OF GRAINS. ALIGNMENT OF 
STRESSES. ROLE OF SLIP ALONG GRAIN 
BOUNDARIES. 

We shall consider a macroscopically uniform 
portion of the polycrystal (large compared with 
the grain dimensions) with given constant values 
of the average quantities Pik and Vik (Vii = 0). 
We shall select a microscopic element of volume 
(small compared with the grain dimensions) and 
follow its motion. The mass-current density, or 
in other words the average velocity v of this ele
ment, consists of a part va, related to the motion 
of the grain as a whole, and a part related to the 
vacancy-diffusion current j = - D0\7c; since the 
current of atoms is equal to the current of vacan
cies in the opposite direction, then 2> 

2'Hereafter we shall assume that the diffu&ion coeffi
cient is isotropic. 
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V=v"+D0 'Vc. (5) 

From the continuity condition it follows that at 
the boundary of two grains denoted by a and {3 the 
normal components of the velocity Vn should be 
equal. According to Eq. (5) this gives the expres
sion 

ac I ac I {l " Doarz a. -Doan ll = Vn-Vn, (6) 

which represents the conditions for self-consistent 
motion of the grains and diffusion currents. 

Since the concentration of vacancies is very 
small, only a negligibly small deformation ( ~ c0) 

can take place during the time necessary to estab
lish a quasi-steady-state diffusion current, and con
sequently during the whole process the distribution 
of vacancies is given by ~c == 0 (according to Eq. 
(5) this means div v == 0). 

For convenience in later treatment, instead of 
the concentration of vacancies we shall use a 
potential proportional to it 

cp = !1- !lo/Ctlo = (kT /CoCtlo) (c- Co)· (7) 

As mentioned above, the potential cp is governed 
by the equation 

Llcp = 0 (8) 

and by the boundary conditions at the surfaces of 
separation of the grains 

6 (~~)Is = ~~ /"- ~~ Ill= x (v~--, v~), x = ~:0 • (9) 

Moreover, according to the equilibrium condi
tion of Eq. (1) the value of cp at each point on a 
grain boundary represents the normal stress at 
that surface 

cp Is= Onn• (10) 

Strictly speaking, the equilibrium condition of 
Eq. (10) in the presence of currents ~ Vcp should 
be replaced by the dynamic condition cp I s - u nn 
== A.acp/an. However, if the natural assumption is 
made that A. ~ a (a is the lattice constant), the 
term A.acp/an may be neglected. 

An important conclusion follows from the condi
tions formulated above: since the conditions of Eqs. 
(9) and (10) cannot be satisfied independently, then 
for the quasi-steady-state flow to appear, a pre
liminary alignment of the stresses near a grain 
boundary should occur, making Eqs. (9) and (10) 
compatible. This can easily be explained by a sim
ple example: let us consider the diffusion-viscous 
compression of a single~crystal cube under the 
pressure p of a perfectly hard piston (Fig. 1). 
Obviously the upper face of the cube can be dis-

FIG. 1 

placed only as a whole. Initially the normal stress 
u nn at all points of this face is constant and equal 
to - p; consequently cp == - p at the upper face and 
cp == 0 at the lateral faces. This means that very 
strong diffusion currents appear near the corners 
and weak diffusion currents in the center. Since 
the rate of displacement of the boundary cannot 
match these currents at each point, elastic defor
mations appear on the surface due to the redistri
bution of atoms when the boundary position is fixed. 

Then ann is no longer constaht in the boundary 
and only ann== - p; in particular the pressure de
creases near the corners, becoming zero at the 
corner. Steady-state motion of the piston is 
achieved when the pressure distribution over the 
surface is such that the diffusion current is con
stant at all points on the upper face. 3) 

Thus the initial elastically uniform state of the 
body is destroyed in the process of establishing 
diffusion-viscous flow and is replaced by a com
plex distribution of stresses inside each grain 
(stresses of the second kind). It is necessary to 
emphasize particularly that the stresses of the 
second kind appearing in diffusion-viscous flow 
are not identical to the stress fluctuations in poly
crystals due to the elastic anisotropy [ 3] of the 
separate crystallites, and may even occur in the 
isotropic model. The actual distribution of these 
stresses will be considered below. 

A second important point in the characteristics 
of the stressed state is related to the role of slip 
along ''amorphous'' layers at grain boundaries. 
It follows from Eq. (10) that the potential cp and 
consequently also its tangential derivative are 
continuous at the grain boundary. This means, ac
cording to Eq. (5), that the tangential components 
of the velocity Vt have a discontinuity at the 
boundary 6vt Is== vf - vf (here 6vt Is is the 
velocity of slip along the boundary). Thus the 
self-consistent change of the shape of blocks and 
their displacement in the process of diffusion
viscous flow are necessarily accompanied by slip 
along boundaries. (Obviously for an arbitrary 
grain shape the vanishing values of all vf - vf 

3> An analysis of the process of stress "alignment" and 
of the concomitant phenomena will be given in a separate 
communication. 
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mean that for all grains va. = 0 and nothing can 
occur except a directional diffusion current in the 
body as a whole. ) 

An estimate of the tangential stresses rJ tn at 
the boundary due to flow can be obtained from the 
following considerations: we shall represent the 
viscosity of the "amorphous" layer at the boundary 
by a coefficient 7JS and relate it to the resistance 
to slip by the self-evident equality 

(a is the lattice constant). Obviously vf - vf 
r:::: LVik r:::: Lori nn/77°a, 17° r:::: K L2 ( L is the grain 

(11) 

size, Orinn is the variation of rinn along the bound
ary) consequently 

(lla) 

The viscosity of the amorphous layer is clearly 
independent of the grain size and for a sufficiently 
defective boundary (at high temperatures) its 
order of magnitude is 7JS r:::: Ka2 r:::: kT/Da. This 
gives us an estimate ritn Is r:::: aOrinn/L, i.e., in 
practice rJ tn I s = 0. Thus in this case the distri
bution of stresses is given by the condition (10) for 
the normal stresses, and by zero values of the 
tangential stresses at the surfaces of separation 
between the grains. 

However, if the surface of separation between 
the grains is insufficiently amorphous, then slip 
may be greatly impeded and the estimate 7JS r:::: K a2 

is no longer valid. If 178 is so large that 7JsL/ a77° 
~ 1, then according to Eq. (lla) the tangential 
stresses are very large: 

In this case the rate of deformation is limited 
by slip. A simple estimate of the non-spherical 
part of Pik gives 

i.e., the effective viscosity of the polycrystal 17* 
is considerably greater than the expected value 
17 = 17°. The estimate (lla) shows that in this case 
the normal stresses are practically constant at 
the boundary 

" T]o a Tla a , ~ , 
uOnn ~- - Otn ~ -- P ~ P . 

Tls L TJs L 

Therefore, the diffusion currents are much smaller 
than the estimate in the preceding case and "align" 
themselves automatically with the deformation rate 
governed by the possibility of slip. 

3. SOLUTION OF THE DIFFUSION PROBLEM. 
CALCULATION OF THE VISCOSITY TENSOR 

Let us return now to the diffusion problem. 
Equation (8) with the condition (9) corresponds to 
the electrostatic problem of the potential distribu
tion in the presence of a network of surface charges 
with density 47Tq = - K ( vg - vg). Its solution has 
the well-known form 

\ qdS 
q> (r) = Cjlo + J R' , R'=R-r. 

where integration is carried out over the whole 
network of surfaces of separation ( R is the inte
gration variable, and cp 0 is constant because of 
the macroscopic uniformity and is determined be
low). 

The basis of the derivation (given below) of a 
relationship between Vik and Pik is that, by se
lecting fixed values of Vik• we can find the average 
stresses in the medium during flow. Consequently 
before proceeding further it is necessary to relate 
the velocities of motion of individual grains to the 
macroscopic deformation-rate tensor V = Vik· 

When the deformation is completely uniform the 
velocity at the point R is V = VR, where Vi 
= VikXk, taking account of the rotation of the me
dium as a whole; consequently if Ra. is the coordi
nate of the center of gravity of the a-th grain, 
then 

(12) 

where ua are the random deviations of the velocity 
of motion of the a-th grain from the average value 
of the velocity of matter at this point ( ii = 0). 

Taking into account the fact that vector normals 
to the surface of each of neighboring grains have 
different signs at the surface and using Eq. (12), 
we transform the expressions for qct/3 into the 
form 

q"fl = q"- + qfl =- (x/4n) (v"na + vfln/3) 

=- (x/4n) [(v"- VR) na + (vfl- VR) ni3J. 

4nq"' = xV;k £~ n;- xufn~, ;"" = R- Ra. (13) 

Here ~a = R - Ra. are the coordinates of a point 
on the surface of separation, reckoned from the 
center of gravity of the corresponding grain. 
Therefore 

\ qdS = "(" qa dSa = ~ "{·V· \ n; ~k dSa _ \' uf nf, dSa } 
~ R' ..<::.l J R' 4n ..<::.l tk J R' .) 

a a a a. Ra 

(14) 
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where dSa is an element of area on the surface of 
the a-th grain, and &la is the volume of this 
grain. 

For an arbitrary scatter of the shape and di
mensions of the grains, the random deviations of 
the grain velocities ua are, in general, not equal 
to zero and should be determined from the require
ment that the total force and momentum acting on 
each grain separately should vanish. 4l In order 
to eliminate the quantity ua, we shall consider 
first a portion of the medium consisting of equiva
lent grains ( cf. the plane model in Fig. 2). In 
spite of some elements of artificiality in this 
model, it allows us to introduce a description of 
the structural anisotropy in terms which are re
lated to the shape and dimensions of the grains 
and the nature of the grain packing. Obviously, 
because of the equivalence of the grains, there are 
no random deviations of the velocity ( ua = 0). 

~. · m.·.·.e····. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
a b b' c 

FIG. 2 

This means that, in particular, the discontinuity 
acp/an at the boundary between the grains a and 

{3 has the simple form 

(15) 

Raf3 = Ra - Rf3 is the distance between the centers 
of gravity of the neighboring grains. Consequently, 
according to Eq. (14), we have the following exact 
formula for the potential: 

<p (r) = IPo + xV;k 'ljl;k (r) (Vii= 0), 

1 \ a ( 1 ) (16) 
'ljl;k (r) = 4n ~ ~ Sk a~; R~ d;. 

n 

Integration in Eq. (16) is carried out over the 
volume of one grain. If the origin of coordinates 
r = 0 is taken at the center of gravity, then Ra 
represents the vector in a lattice based on centers 
of gravity of the grains. 

To obtain the required relationship (3) we have 
to express the magnitude of the average stresses 
in a grain Pik in terms of the potential cp and the 

4lEach quantity ua is specified by two constant vectors 
u~ and wa: ua = u~+ [wax ~a], representing the relative ve
locity of the center of gravity of the grain and the angular 
velocity of the grain. Thus the number of conditions for me
chanical equilibrium is the same as the number of unknowns. 

deformation velocity Vik• taking into account the 
equalities (10) and (11). It is known that the aver
age value Pik = CT ik is expressed in terms of sur
face forces fi by the formula 

P;k = ~0 ~X; fk dS. 

The normal component, fn = CTnn Is, and the tan
gential component, ft = CT tn I S• of the force are 
given by Eqs. (10) and (11), and hence 

( &l 0 is the grain volume, and Rf3 is the distance 
between the centers of gravity of adjoining grains). 

Finally, allowing for Eq. (16), we obtain 

Thus the viscosity tensor consists of two com
ponents, one of which represents diffusional vis
cosity in the case of zero resistance to slip, and 
the second is entirely due to this resistance. In 
order of magnitude 

We have seen that in the case of easy slip ( amor
phous surface of separation) 7JS R:< K a2 and 17* /11° 
R:< a/L «: 1; then aiklm = a~klm. In the case of 
strong resistance to slip 17* /11° ~ 1 and aiklm 

* = aiklm· 
The expression for aiklm can be simplified by 

an approximation (averaging process) consisting 
of replacing the vector R{3, which connects the 
centers of gravity of adjoining grains to the point 
r, by double the distance to the point of contact: 
Rf3 ( r) R:< 2 r. This gives 5l 

(17a) 

Thus, for a spherical grain of radius R the tensor 
* ll!iklm reduces to the scalar 17* = 27JsR/5rra. 

Let us now analyze the diffusion component 
a~klm· In the present work we shall consider 
mainly the case of easy slip (reasonably defective 
boundary) and, therefore, subsequently, unless 

5lHere and subsequently the quantity aik!m should be 
made symmetrical for each pair of the indices i,k and l, m, 
if this symmetry is lost in the approximate formulas (17a), 
(18a), etc. 
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otherwise specified, we shall assume aiklm 
= a~klm. It follows from Eqs. (16) and (17) that in 
this case 

(18) 

It should be noted that since the coordinates x and 
~ in the integral (18) are reckoned from the center 
of gravity of a grain ( JooXdx = Jo 0 ~ d~ = 0), the 
terms of the series (18) decrease as R-5 and the 
series converges very rapidly. Therefore, in the 
majority of cases, satisfactory accuracy is ob
tained by taking from the exact formula (18) one 
term of the series with Ra ( cf. footnote 5'): 

Cl.iklm = 4:rt~o ~ ~ X; ~m ox~~£1 I X-=- s I dxds. (18a) 
Oa Oo 

Transforming to the nondimensional coordinates 
Xi - Xi Q. 613, ~ i - ~ i Q. t/3, We Obtain 

aiklm = 1JY;kzm, 1J = kTQ'.j•!Dw 0 , 

Y;kzm= 4~~~x;~m ax:~£1 lx-=_sl dxds, (19) 
.,., 

' where the integrals Yiklm are taken over a non
dimensional portion w of a grain of unit volume 
and represent numbers which depend only on the 
grain shape. 

An interpolation formula, which makes it possi
ble to generalize the expression for the viscosity 
tensor to the case of an arbitrary distribution of 
grain shapes and dimensions, is obtained by aver
aging the expression (18a) over this distribution. 
The meaning of such averaging may be obtained 
from two points of view. On the one hand, such 
averaging is exact for a packing model with grains 
varying in size and shape slowly from point to 
point (the changes being random). On the other 
hand, in the exact formula obtained from Eq. (14) 
for the general case, averaging involves neglecting 
the grain velocity fluctuations ua. Thus, for ex
ample, if we represent the grain distribution by 
the probability W (x, ~) dxd~ that two points, 
separated by the distances x and ~ from the cen
ter of gravity of the grain, belong to this grain, 
then the tensor aiklm can be written in the form 

CX) 

x r~ a• 
OC;klm = ~ \ W (x, S) X; ~m 0 o£ 

4:nQ • xk 1 
-oo 

CX) 

Q= ~~W(x, s)dxds. ,(20) 
-oo 

It should be noted that the tensor aiklm is 
specified, correct to terms of the type Aik<'> zm 

and <'>ikBZm• since AikVZZ disappears because of 
the condition Vzz = 0 and oik(BzmVzm> can be 
taken back to the first term in Eq. (3). Therefore 
Eq. (18a) can be written in another form: 

(18b) 

where the integral is taken over the grain surface, 
and dSk = nkdS. 

A convenient method of investigating the aniso
tropy of aiklm is based on the Fourier represen
tation of the integrand in Eq. (18a). Simple trans
formations, using the equality 

give 6' 

Q = ~ eikxdx. (18c) 
g, 

Thus, for spherical grains, Q depends only on the 
modulus of k and the tensor aikZm• being isotropic, 
reduces to the scalar of Eq. (3a) . 

For very strong grain-shape anisotropy, for 
example in the case when the grains are greatly 
elongated along one direction ( C/ A>> 1, where 
C is the length of the grain and A represents its 
transverse dimensions), it is insufficient to use 
in Eq. (18) only the term with Ra = 0: it is neces
sary also to retain the terms with Ra :>::l C in the 
transverse direction. 

On the basis of the equality V zz = 0 it can be 
easily shown that in the case of axial symmetry 
there are only three independent components of 
aiklm· If x3 is the selected axis, then 

Pas= Po + 1JsVss; Pa.3 = 1J2Vas, - P =Po++ (1Js -1]1) V33 -

(21) 

A simple analysis of the expressions in Eq. (18) 
shows that when C ~A the orders of magnitude 
are given by 7Jt ~ KA2, 7]2 ~ KAC, 7Ja ~ KC2 • 

4. EXAMPLE: THE CASE OF A PARALLELEPI
PEDAL STRUCTURE 

In spite of the relatively compact form of Eqs. 
(18a)-(18c) for the tensor aiklm• these formulas 

6Jit should be noted that a similar representation of the 
exact formula (18) reduces to a substitution of integration over 
the space k in Eq. (18c) with summation over the points H, 
where H are vectors of the reciprocal lattice with respect to 
Ra. 
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are far too complicated for practical applications. 
Therefore, we shall consider here one case which 
can be solved exactly, giving the simplest expres
sions for the viscosity tensor. We refer to the 
rectangular parallelepiped grain shape and pack
ing of the type shown in Fig. 2c. 

If the edges of the parallepiped are of lengths 
2A1, 2A2 , 2A3, then, according to Eq. (15), the dis
continuity of the derivative 8cp/8n at the grain 
boundaries is given by 

i = I, 2, 3 (22) 

where N is an integer. 
It is easily seen that the periodic harmonic 

function satisfying the conditions of Eq. (22) (in 
each grain the coordinates Xi are reckoned from 
its center of gravity) is 

<p (r) = <p0 + f- x (V 11Xi + V 22X~ + V aax;), 

For Pik the formula (17) gives 

P,k = P/Jtk + + x 6,kvkk At 

-P=P1113=Po + 6, 

Vu= 0. (23) 

Po = <p0+ 6/2, 
(24) 

and, therefore, the nonspherical part of the stress 
tensor Pik = Pik + p6ik is 

P~1 =Pu+P=-txe++xVIiA~, =I, 2, 3, 

Vu = p;, + ~ P~k Ak:2 / ~ Ak:2 • (24a) 
k k 

The relationships in Eq. (24) express the re
lationship being sought between the stresses and 
the deformation rate Vik· We shall consider 
especially the case A1 = A2 = A, A3 = C: 

Paa =Po+ ; Vaa C2, 

Then 
' X 2C2 + A2 

P 33 = Paa + P = 3 Vaa 3 , 

, , , X 2C2 + A2 

Pu + P22 =- P33 =- 3Vaa --3 - • (24b) 

For C =A all the axes are equivalent and Pli 
= (1/3)KA2Vii (i = 1, 2, 3). Finally, in the planar 
case ( V33 = 0, V11 = - V22 ) p11 =Po+ ( 1/3) KA2V11 , 

P22 =Po - ( 1/3) KB2V11 , or 

Pu + P =- P22- P = T x V11 (A 2 + 8 2), 

It is clear from Eq. (24) that in the case con
sidered the nondiagonal components Pik vanish. 
This is related to some degeneracy, due to the 
model of grain packing which has been assumed: 

on this model, corresponding to Fig. 2c, the points 
of contact.between the grains are degenerate (the 
general nondegenerate case of contact is shown in 
Figs. 2a and 2b). A simple analysis shows that 
in this case there is instability with respect to any 
nondiagonal component of Pik· Figure 3 shows, by 
way of example, the deformations for this model 
under the action of forces applied along the diago
nals of the squares. Consequently the model gives 
reasonable results only in the case when the load 
conditions are such that the nondiagonal compo
nents of Pik are absent. 

a b 

FIG. 3 

Another characteristic of this model is related 
to the fact that the diagonal components of the de
formation velocities V11 , V22 , V33 produce no slip 
along grain boundaries, while the nondiagonal com
ponents produce slip only, without the need for dif
fusion currents. When forced slip is allowed, the 
formulas (24a) -(24c) for the diagonal components 
of Pik remain unaltered, while for the nondiagonal 
components the general formula (17) gives a simple 
equality Pik = 1JS (Ai + Ak) Vik/a, i ¢ k. 

We shall now deal with the problem of the stress 
distribution in the case considered. According to 
Eq. (10) the stresses are strongly inhomogeneous 
at the boundary: 

O'nn [x,=±A, = <p0 +t xA~ V11 + tx (x~ V22 + x; V33). (25) 

For simplicity we shall consider only the 
planar case ( V33 = 0 ). Expressing cp 0 and V11 

= - V22 in Eq. (25) in terms of average stresses 
p11 and P22 , we shall write the boundary conditions 
in the form 

.<Jxx lx=±A = - p + (82/3- y2)M, 

a!vlv=±B =- p + (x2 - A 2/3) M, 

O'xy lx=±A = O'xg]v=±B = 0, M = ~ (pn- Pzz)/(A 2 + 8 2). 

(26) 

From the theory developed above it is clear 
that the results obtained so far are completely 
unrelated to the elastic properties of the medium; 
in particular the distribution of stresses at a 
grain boundary, given by Eqs. (25) and (26), is in
dependent of these properties. However, in general, 
the stress distribution in the interior of a grain 
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depends strongly on the elastic moduli. In our ex
ample the elastic moduli disappear from the final 
formulas only in the case of an elastically iso
tropic medium. In that case it can easily be shown 
that axx, ayy and axy have, over the whole volume 
of the grain, the same distribution as at the bound
ary: 

Pn- P221- 3 (x/A)2 
Oxx = Pu + --4- 1 + (B/A)2 • 

, P22- Pn 1 - 3 (y/B)2 (2 7) 
Oyy = Pzz ·T --4- 1 + (A/B)2 • 

Oxy = 0, 

where v is Poisson's ratio. 
This result is naturally affected by the pres

ence of elastic anisotropy. It should be noted that 
the appearance of inhomogeneous stresses as are
sult of alignment and the distribution of these 
stresses should be one of the more important 
criteria in an experimental verification of the 
theory of the flow process given here. Obviously 
in the limiting case of a single crystal the equiva
lent boundary conditions can be modeled by a sys
tem of rigid pistons at the faces of the crystal. 

5. ELASTIC ENERGY AND MACROSCOPIC ELAS
TIC MODULI OF A POLYCRYSTAL IN THE 
PROCESS OF DIFFUSION-VISCOUS FLOW 

We shall consider the macroscopic elastic prop
erties of a polycrystal during the process of dif
fusion-viscous flow. 

The elastic energy of a macroscopic element 
of volume consists of two parts: E0, related to the 
average stresses Pik• and a fluctuation part E*, 
related to the deviations aik = a ik - Pik from 
these average values. In particular if the crystal
lites forming the system are elastically isotropic, 
the elastic energy per macroscopic unit of volume 
is 

(28) 

where K is the hydrostatic bulk modulus and p. 
is the shear modulus. As shown above, uik is 
linearly related to Vik and consequently to the 
nonspherical part of the stress tensor Pfk" Thus 
the fluctuation part of the elastic energy has the 
form 

(29) 

where the numerical values of ~'iklm are deter
mined by the structural anisotropy of the crystal. 

Thus, for example, in the planar flow considered 
at the end of the preceding section this energy is 

E* = 1 + v2 ( Pn- P22 ) 2 
5f1 4 

where v is Poisson's ratio. 
Thus the elastic energy for given stresses Pik 

acquires an additional term during flow which is of 
the same order as the main part of the energy re
lated to uniform homogeneous stresses. (The ex
pression "of the same order" implies the absence 
of a small physical parameter, although the numeri
cal value of the ratio of the energies may be quite 
small for grains of near-spherical shape.) 

The relationship between the macroscopic 
(average) values of the elastic deformation Eik 
and the stresses PZm is obtained by differentia
ting the elastic energy E with respect to the 
stresses Pik: 

Fik ~ Cik/m Ptm' 

a2£o 
c0z"lm- ~---,----~ apik aplm ' 

C;ktm = C~klm -+ c;klm' 

• a•E* 
ciklm = apik aplm • 

(30) 

The above equation shows that the tensor ciklm 
is anisotropic. This means that during flow the 
anisotropy of the macroscopic moduli changes and 
even a medium consisting initially of elastically 
isotropic crystallites becomes, in general, elas
tically anisotropic. 

There is another important point as follows. 
Because of the positive quadratic form of E* ( Pik) 
the eigenvalues of the matrix ciklm• arranged in 
increasing order, are larger than the eigenvalues 
of the matrix c~klm· The reciprocals of these 
eigenvalues are the basic elastic moduli of the 
polycrystal. This means that as a result of dif
fusional flow the elastic moduli of a polycrystal 
become smaller. For an elastically isotropic 
medium this means a reduction of the Lame coef
ficients. 

6. VARIATION OF THE GRAIN SHAPE AND OF 
THE VISCOSITY TENSOR DURING FLOW 

The flow changes the grain shape and the struc
tural anisotropy. This alters the viscosity tensor 
aiklm· A microscopic deformation of a single 
grain is described by the velocity of displacement 
of the points xS on its boundary due to the dif
fusion current: 

dx8 1 
(it= -;zVcpls' 

where cp is given by Eq. (16). However, qualita
tively or "on the average," we may assume that 
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the grain shape varies as if it were deformed uni
formly together with the whole medium. This 
means that 

(31) 

Correspondingly the derivative daiklm/dt is 
determined by varying aiklm with the shape of the 
surface. Using the general formula for the change 
in an integral when the integration region is varied 

{) ~ 'I'd X = ~ '1'6xJ dS;, 
Oo S 

we can easily obtain the detailed microscopic for
mulas by means of equalities (18) and (31). These 
formulas are, however, complicated and of little 
interest, and it is more helpful to use the approxi
mate approach developed below. 

If the final deformation of the medium at a time 
t is represented by the matrix A. = "-ik• in the sense 
that any small vector with initial coordinates x~ 
transforms into the vector xi = "-ikX~, it follows 
from Eq. (31) that 

di..!dt = vt (32) 

In view of the condition Vii = 0 (conservation 
of volume) the determinant D ("-ik) = 1. Vik is 
taken at the point of location of the grain at the 
time t and, in general, depends on time and coordi
nates. Initially Aik (O) = 1. If the "average" shape 
of the grains is initially spherical [(x0x 0 ) = 1], then 
the value of ,\ik ( t) is given by the ellipsoid ( A_-1x, 
~-1x) = 1 with semiaxes "-i ( "-i are the principal 
values of ~; A.1 ~A.3 = 1 ). Therefore, it is natural 
to represent the structural anisotropy by the el
lipsoid "-ik· If the initial anisotropy is given by 
the matrix ~0 , and the deformation at time t is 
~ ( t), then the anisotropy at the time t is ~ ( t) ~ 0 

[obviously D(M0 ) =D(~)D(~0 ) =1]. Thus, for 
example, if V is independent of the coordinates 
and of time, we obtain from Eq. (32) 

i_ = etv i_o. 

If, on the contrary, V = V ( s) depends on the 
point s on the trajectory of the grain, and v ( s) 
= ds/dt is the grain velocity, then d~/ds 
= V ( s) ~/v ( s). If V ( s) remains diagonal along 
the trajectory, then 

s 
d'J.... 
__:= V· (s) A!v (s) Js u l , 

\ ds 
At (s) = exp .\ Vu (s) V(S) . 

So 

To obtain a complete solution of the problem of 
flow it remains to select a reasonable approxima
tion for O!iklm in a medium with structural aniso
tropy given by the ellipsoid ,\ik· For this purpose 

we can use the formulas (18) and (18a), where the 
region of integration n 0 is the ellipsoid ~ or the 
approximate estimates given in formulas of the 
type of (21) or (24). It follows from these formu
las that good interpolation is obtained on the as
sumption 7) 

(33) 

or, for the nonspherical part, 

P;k = P;k- Pu6tkl3 = P;k + p6ik' 

P;k === T)A,.'J..kVik - T)i'lik ~ M Vu/3, 
l 

V A-lo-1 ' " o-2"n-'2 ' '11:1 -2 
T) ik = i "-k Ptk - Ufk "-i L.J "-1 p II I L.J At ' (33a) 

"t l 

where ry r:::; KUV3 = kTnV3/Dc0w0 is the isotropic 
viscosity when "-i = 1. 

Thus, for example, for the axially symmetric 
structure A.3 = A., A.1 = A.2 = A.-112, taking into account 
the equality V11 + V12 = - V33 we obtain 

a,~= 1,2. (34) 

If we use the relationships (33) and (32), then 
the equilibrium conditions of Eq. (4) lead to a non
linear s ys tern 

div V = 0, 
(35) 

As an example of such a calculation, the filling
up of an isolated spherical pore under the action of 
hydrostatic pressure is considered in Appendix 2. 

The whole analysis in this section is based on 
the assumption that the diffusion-viscous mecha
nism is the only cause of the displacement of grain 
boundaries and the change of their shape. However, 
the presence of inhomogeneous stresses inside the 
grains and the related fluctuation energy E* in
crease the probability of processes of boundary 
displacement by recrystallization. Such processes 
may be particularly important in the case of strong 
structural anisotropy ( for example, greatly elon
gated grains), when the fluctuation energy and the 

7lJn the invariant matrix form the relationships (33) and 
(33a) have the form 

d = r~ + 7J lH. p' = TJ~V £- TJ/3 (SpN'), 

7JV = £-r;;• £-r_ ~ -• (Sp£-•p' /Sp~ -•). 
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excess surface energy are relatively large. Since, 
however, the characteristic velocities of the pro
cess of recrystallization are governed by quite 
different parameters, there is one region where 
practically the only process is the diffusion-vis
cous flow, and another where the change in the 
shape and dimensions of the grains is governed by 
recrystallization processes. In the latter region 
the variation of the viscosity tensor aiklm with 
time is naturally independent of that in the former 
region, although the basic equations (3) and (4a) 
are retained. 

In some cases the diffusion of vacancies along 
grain boundaries, where the diffusion coefficient 
Ds is considerably greater, may be important in 
the mechanism of diffusion-viscous flow. This 
type of vacancy diffusion is a small effect if 
Dsa/L ~ Ds ( w 0/il 0 )113 ~ D (a is the atomic 
spacing and L represents the grain dimensions). 
In the opposite limit when Dsa/L ~ D the whole 
process is governed by surface and not by volume 
diffusion. This obviously may occur in sufficiently 
small grains. Finally, on increase of Pik the low
threshold processes of diffusion-viscous flow (for 
example, the generation and motion of dislocations) 
may be important. An analysis of some of these 
processes will be given in a separate paper. 

APPENDIX 1 

BOUNDARY CONDITIONS ON THE SURF ACES OF 
BLOCKS IN A MOSAIC CRYSTAL 

An analysis of the conditions under which 
mosaic block boundaries are capable of absorbing 
and emitting vacancies has been given by Herring 
[ 2], but not all the arguments and results of his 
analysis seem to be justified. Here we shall inves
tigate the behavior of such boundaries from 
another point of view. 

A boundary between blocks with a low tilt angle 
(} can be considered as an array of dislocations 
lying in the plane of this boundary separated by a 
mean distance d, so that (} ~ a/d, where a is the 
atomic spacing. The absorption or emission of 
~n vacancies, uniformly distributed between dis
locations in an element of area of the boundary 
(dimensions ~ L ~ d), produces motion of the 
dislocation network to the right or left, and this 
involves performing an amount of work ± Unnw~n. 

Therefore, if we consider uniform "consistent" 
average motion of dislocations along the boundary 
then in such motion each dislocation represents a 
virtual source or sink of vacancies. 

From this point of view the absence of complete 
freedom of arbitrary displacement of a single dis-

location when the other dislocations are fixed is 
not very important and does not alter the condition 
(2) for equilibrium vacancy concentration at a 
single dislocation. 

In the electrostatic analogy each dislocation is 
represented by a wire of radius a (a is the atomic 
spacing) at a potential cp 0 =ann· The problem 
consequently reduces first to the question of under 
what conditions a grid of such wires, separated by 
a distance d from each another, can be considered 
as a uniform plane with a potential cp = cp 0• For 
this to be so it is obviously necessary for the po
tential dip between the wires, ocp ~ e Zn (d/a), 
where e is the "charge," to be considerably 
smaller than the change in the potential along the 
surface ocp ~ p' (p' is the nonspherical part of 
the stress tensor). The average density of 
"charge" on the surface (i.e., the discontinuity 
8cp/8n) is obviously q* ~ p' /L ( L is the grain 
dimension), i.e., the charge is e ~ q*d ~ p'd/L. 
Thus the condition ocp << ocp0 ~ p' gives 

(d/L) In (d/a) < I or 6/Ine ~aiL. 

However, much more important is the second 
limitation. As shown at the end of Sec. 2, for the 
flow mechanism described to be realized it is 
necessary to have the possibility of slip along the 
grain boundaries. The estimate of the tangential 
stresses at the boundary, given in Sec. 2, leads to 
an additional condition for the effective viscosity 
7JS of the boundary layer (the surface of separa
tion between blocks): atniP' ~ 7JS/KaL<< 1. For 
sufficiently large tilt angles (} a reasonable esti
mate of 7JS is 7JS ~ Kd2 • This gives d2 /aL ~ 1, 
and hence we have a restriction on the magnitude 
of the tilt angle: a2 >> a/L. However, if (} is suf
ficiently small then the crystal between disloca
tions is in general perfect, and diffusional slip 
along the boundary is excluded practically com
pletely. Therefore, for sufficiently small (} the 
mechanism described could apply only in those 
exceptional cases when, due to the symmetry of 
the block structure and the applied stress, flow 
occurs without slip at the boundaries (for example 
as in the case of rectangular parallelepipeds along 
the direction of the applied forces, discussed in 
Sec. 4). 

APPENDIX 2 

KINETICS OF THE FILLING-UP OF A SPHERICAL 
PORE UNDER PRESSURE 

The problem of the kinetics of the filling-up of 
an isolated spherical pore in a polycrystalline 
body at various stages of this process has been 
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considered in C4J. Here we shall consider the in
fluence of the change in the grain shape on this 
process. 

Initially an infinite sample contains a spherical 
pore of radius R0 ~ L, where L is the dimension 
of the grains. An external hydrostatic pressure 
Po produces a diffusion-viscous flow toward the 
center of the pore. The equation of equilibrium in 
spherical coordinates has the form 

(p =-Pu/3). (2.1) 

From the equation of continuity it follows that 

r2Vr = R.2/R, (2 .2) 

where R = R ( t) is the radius of the pore at a 
time t. Hence 

oVr 2Vr RS 
Vrr = ----gr =- -,- = 7 V RR• 

2k 
V RR = Vrr lr=R =- /{ .. (2.3) 

From the symmetry of the problem it is clear 
that the structural anisotropy due to flow has, at 
each point, axial symmetry connected to the elon
gation of the grains in the radial direction. Ac
cording to Eq. (35) this leads to a relationship be
tween ( Prr + p) and V rr: 

Prr + P = TJ (A.) Vrr, TJ (A.)= -i TJ (2A.2 + 1/A.), (2.4) 

v !!:... 011 (A.) + op = o. (2 5) RR r3 or or • 

The grain deformation parameter ~ (the major 
semi axis of the deformation ellipsoid) and also 
the pressure are functions of r and t [or of r 
and R ( t)]. 

The boundary conditions for Eq. (2.5) (taking 
into account that Prr I r=k = 2y/R, where y is the 
surface tension) are 

or 

P lr=oo =Po, 

From Eqs. (2.3), (2.5) and (2.6) we find 

r 
-Po-7[ 

()() 

R 
r { (' \ R3• , dt.. } Po+ R = V RR TJ "'R) +.) 7 TJ (A.) dr dr 

()() 

).R 

= TJ V RR {I + + ~ (I + ~ ) ( 4A. - :. ) dA.}. 
1 

(2 .6) 

If a grain with an initial coordinate r 0 is at r 

= r ( t, r 0 ) at a time t, it follows from the conser
vation of volume that ~ = ( r 0/r)2; on the other 
hand from Eq. (2.2) we have r 3 - R3 = rt - Rt. 

Eliminating r 0 from these two equations we ob
tain a relationship between r, R and ~: 

Hence 

Ra t..'l•-1 
f3 = t..'f, 1 ' R-

2T] k!R. = (po + r/R.)/[1 + f (R.JR.)J, 

z 

2('[ x3 1]( 1 f (z) = 3 ~ I + z" = 1 4x2 - X4) xdx. · 
I 

In the initial stage R ~ R0, and f ( 1 ) = 0, and 
we obtain the formula given in C4J: Po+ y/R 
= - 27]R/R. The velocity R/R then decreases due 
to grain growth in the radial direction. However, 
due to fluctuations of the initial shape and dimen
sions of the grains the formulas cease to be valid 
when the transverse grain dimensions at the bound
ary of the pore become of the order of the scatter 
of the initial dimensions, i.e., when ~R ~ (L/6L)2• 

The axial symmetry in the neighborhood of the 
pore is then lost and the transverse dimensions of 
the grains at the pore boundary cease to decrease: 
the grains "drift" on top of each other until the 
whole pore is found within the limits of one or two 
grains. According to[(] this gives a dependence 
of R/R on R of the type shown in Fig. 4. 

FIG. 4 

APPENDIX 3 

THE CASE OF INTENSE SURFACE DIFFUSION 
ALONG GRAIN BOUNDARIES 

If the process of surface diffusion along grain 
boundaries is intense, it may govern the mecha
nism of diffusion-viscous flow. Variation of cp 
= ann along the grain boundary gives rise to a 
volume diffusion current, as well as surface cur
rents 

is= (DswoafkT) V' scp 

where Ds is the surface self-diffusion coefficient 
referring to a monatomic layer, V'8cp is the sur-
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face gradient of the potential qJ, and a is the 
atomic spacing. On allowing for these currents 
the conditions (6) and (9), which relate the velocity 

of the relative motion of the grains ovn = v~- vg 
to the diffusional inflow of additional matter to a 
given part of the boundary, are altered: together 
with the volume term 

there are sources on the surface due to the sur
face diffusion: 

qs = div js = ~ ~s<:p, xs 
Xs = kT /Dswo. 

Thus the condition replacing Eq. (9) becomes 

(3 .1) 

If the surface self-diffusion coefficient is so 
large that Ds/D >> L/ a, then surface diffusion plays 
the dominant role and the main contribution to the 
right-hand part of Eq. (3.1) is given by the term 
~ D..scp, i.e., 

~s<:p = xs (v~- v~)ja. (3 .2) 

Equation (3 .2) replaces Eqs. (8) and (9) and its 
solution determines the quasi-steady-state distri
bution of the normal stresses ann= cp; the tangen
tial stresses are, as before, governed by the resis
tance to slip and are expressed by the conditions 
(11). 

The order of magnitude of the variation of ann 
along the grain surface follows from Eq. (3.2): 

{)c;nn ~ [2xs (v~- v~)ja ~ [3xSVik/a. 

For free slip the nonspherical part of the stress 
tensor is 

p' ~ 60nn ~ PxsV;k/a ~ YioVikLDjaDs, 

i.e., the effective viscosity 1) becomes 

Yl ~ Pxsfa = YioLDjaDs (LDjaD5~ 1). (3.3) 

We shall give concrete expressions for the ten
sor aiklm in the case of surface diffusion only 

for the parallelepiped packing model considered in 
Sec. 2, para. 4. In that case Eq. (3.2) becomes 

A. 
~sm lx·=+A· =-2xs_!_ Vu, '~' t - z a i = I, 2, 3. 

It can easily be shown that the solution of the above 
equations, continuous at all lines of contact ( paral
lelepiped edges), can be represented by values of 
the function 

A.= 2 A;V;i - 'V, AtVu_ 
t a ~ a 

l 

on the surfaces xi=± Ai: 

Consequently, as before [ Eqs. (17), (23), (24)], 
we obtain the relationship sought between Pik and 

vik: 

i.e., 

In the case of cubic packing ( A1 = A2 = A3 = A): 

In the planar case ( V33 = 0): 

1 F. R.N. Nabarro, Report of the Conference on 
the Strength of Solids, Physical Society, London, 
1948, p. 75. 

2 c. Herring, J. Appl. Phys. 21, No. 5, 437 (1950). 
3 I. M. Lifshitz and L. N. Rozentsve1g, JETP 16, 

967 (1946); 21, 1184 (1951). 
4 Ya. E. Geguzin and I. M. Lifshitz, FTT 4, 1326 

(1962), Soviet Phys. Solid State 4, 971 (1962). 

Translated by A. Tybulewicz 
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The electrical conductivity of ionic semiconductors is investigated in strong crossed elec
tric and magnetic fields. The case is considered in which the scattering of the electron en
ergy is due to piezoelectric or optical phonons and momentum scattering is due to ionized 
impurities. The mean electron energy increases with increase in the electric field strength, 
and the frequency of electron collisions with ionized impurities decreases. As a result, the 
value of the conductivity current decreases with growth of the field in a certain electric 
field intensity range. 

As is well known, the scattering of conduction 
electrons in semiconductors at temperatures be
low the Debye temperature is almost elastic. Lan
dau and Kompaneets [i] and Davydov[2J have shown 
that, as a consequence, the electrons slowly trans
fer to the lattice the energy gained from the exter
nal electric field E, and a heating of the electron 
gas takes place. For a sufficiently large value of 
the field, the mean energy of the electrons € and 
their mean free path l become especially depend
ent on the value of E, which leads to departures 
from Ohm's law. 

In the works mentioned, the interaction with 
acoustic phonons was taken into account. Davydov 
and Shmushkevich [3] considered the case of an 
ionic semiconductor when the scattering of elec
trons was brought about by their interaction with 
optical phonons. The spectrum of optical vibra
tions of the cubic lattice has the form 

(1) 

where w ( q) is the frequency of a phonon with wave 
vector q, w0 is the limiting frequency, and a is a 
length of the order of the lattice constant. 

If the mean energy of electrons € is small in 
comparison with the limiting energy of optical pho
nons tiw 0, then most of the electrons do not give 
the energy extracted from the electric field directly 
to the lattice. Only the electrons with energies e: 
exceeding the energy of the phonons tiw can emit 
optical phonons. The process of energy relaxation 
of the electron gas in this case is that the electrons 
with e: ~ tiw0, on the average, emit phonons of 
higher frequency than the frequency of phonons ab
sorbed by electrons with energies e: « tiw 0• 

The theory of galvanomagnetic phenomena in 
strong electric fields in the classic case tiQ « T 
was constructed by Bass; [4] here Q = eH/mc; m 
is the effective mass of the electron; e is its elec
tric charge; H is the magnetic field intensity, c 
the velocity of light, and T the lattice temperature 
in energy units. 

A paper by the authors [SJ was devoted to the 
quantum theory of nonlinear galvanomagnetic phe
nomena in semiconductors for the case tiQ » T. 
We assumed that the scattering of the energy of 
the electrons was brought about by interaction 
with acoustic phonons, while the momentum scat
tering was brought about by phonons and impuri
ties. It was shown that in the case tiQ » T, for 
E 1 H, the dependence of the current on the elec
tric field has an S-shaped form. 

The present communication is devoted to a study 
of the electrical conductivity of ionic semiconduc
tors in strong crossed electric and magnetic fields. 
We restrict ourselves to a consideration of the low
temperature case, in which the energy relaxation of 
the electrons is brought about by piezoelectric pho
nons or by weak dispersion of optical phonons. We 
consider here an electric field for which the energy 
of the electrons is much smaller than the limiting 
energy of the optical phonons tiw0• Furthermore, 
we assume that the scattering of electrons is 
brought about primarily by ionized impurities, but 
in this case we neglect collisions of electrons with 
one another. This is valid in the case of a com
pensated impurity semiconductor, in which the con
centration of ionized impurities is large in com
parison with the concentration of conduction elec
trons. Moreover, we shall assume that all impuri-
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ties are ionized and that the electron concentration 
n does not depend on the value of the electric field. 

1. In the case of crossed fields E 1 H, the con
ductivity current and the generation of Joule power 
are brought about by the scattering of the electrons. 
Upon scattering, the center of the electronic orbit 
is displaced by a quantity of the order of the Lar
mor radius R. As a consequence, a change in en
ergy of the electron of order eER takes place. If 
this quantity exceeds the energy transferred by the 
electrons to the lattice in the time between two such 
collisions, then the electron gas is heated and its 
distribution function differs strongly from equilib
rium. For small inelasticity of the scattering, the 
energy relaxation time of the electrons T E is large 
in comparison with the momentum relaxation time 
Tp: Tp « TE· Therefore, the part of the electron 
distribution function F0 that is even in the momen
tum p quickly becomes symmetric about the direc
tion of p and is a function only of the energy E. The 
part of the distribution function f ( p ) = - f ( - p ) that 
is odd in the electron momentum, corresponding to 
the conduction current, is expressed in terms of 
the symmetric part F0( E) in the same fashion as 
in the theory that is linear in E. 

The symmetric part of the distribution function 
F 0 ( E ) is found from the condition for the stationary 
mode, which represents the equation of continuity 
in energy space. It means that the power of the 
electric field absorbed by electrons with energy E 
is equal to the power given to the lattice by the 
same electrons. It was shown in [S] that in the 
case of interaction of the electrons with longitudi
nal acoustic phonons and impurities, the equation 
for F 0 (E), for E » lifl » li (Vi + Vph), has the form 

Fo(e) + T {1 + -j-(;;r [1 + v1 (e)/vph (e)l} 8Jso = o. (2) 

Here Vi ( E ) and Vph ( E ) are the collision frequen
cies of electrons with energy E with impurities 
and phonons, respectively; s is the speed of lon
gitudinal sound. In the derivation of Eq. (2), it 
was assumed that the energy of phonons interact
ing with the electrons is small in comparison with 
the lattice temperature, while their distribution 
function is equilibrium. A calculation was carried 
out for an isotropic quadratic spectrum of conduc
tion electrons. 

As follows from considerations of symmetry,C6J 
in the ionic semiconductors InAs, GaAs, InP and 
so on, which have the structure of zinc blende, the 
acoustic vibrations can lead to the appearance of 
a macroscopic electric field. In the scattering of 
conduction electrons by such a piezoelectric poten
tial, the square of the modulus of the matrix ele
ment of interaction has the form [1] 

(3) 

where {3 is the piezoelectric modulus of the cubic 
crystal, p is the density, K is the dielectric con
stant, e(q, a) and wq,a is the unit polarization 
vector and the frequency of the phonon with wave vec
tor q and wave number a, while the indices 1, 2, 
and 3 indicate the projections of the vectors q and 
e on the principal crystallographic axes. 

By means of the method used in [5 J for the deriva
tion of (2), and under the same assumptions, it can 
be shown that the equation for the symmetric part 
of the distribution 80( E) differs from (2) by the 
substitution 

(4) 

where Ti and Tj are, in order of magnitude, equal 
to the relaxation times of electrons in their scat
tering by charged impurities and long-wave piezo
electric phonons in the absence of an electric field. 
Here s - 2 has the meaning of the inverse square of 
the sound velocity, averaged over the directions of 
its propagation and summed over the polarizations. 

Carrying out the substitution (4) in (2), and in
troducing the non -dimensional energy z = E/T, we 
represent the function F 0 in the case of interest 
to us in the form 

z 

F0 (z) =A exp{- ~dz'[I +11(1 +-f-- :: )rl 
0 

11 = (c£/sH)2/3, (5) 

where A is a normalizing constant. 
We have noted above that in almost-elastic 

scattering of electrons the part of the distribution 
function f that is even in the velocity of the elec
tron is expressed in terms of F 0 in the same way 
as in the theory that is linear in E. Therefore, for 
a fixed concentration of conduction electrons n 
= const, the current density j is determined by the 
expression ( E II x; H II z) 

(6) 

(7) 

where f0 ( z ) and j <O> are the electron distribution 
function and the current density vector, respec
tively, as E - 0. 

2. We first consider the case Ti » Tf, in which 
the impurities do not play a role in electron scat
tering. Then 

F 0 (z) = A 0 (I + 11)-'!.exp {- z/(1 + 1])}, 

A 0 = n (2n1i,2JmT)'1', (8) 
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i.e., the electron distribution is described by an 
exponential with effective temperature 

Tert = (I + lJ) T. (9) 

Substituting (8) in (6) for Ti » Tf, it is easy to 
prove that in this case 

Thus, in the region of strong electric fields, 
E » sH/c, the density of conduction current h 
is inversely proportional to the third power of the 
magnetic field H, and does not depend on the value 
of the electric field E. The saturation of h as a 
function of E is a consequence of the fact that the 
probability of scattering by a piezoelectric poten
tial is inversely proportional to the square root of 
the energy of the electron, and, in accord with (8), 
the mean energy of the electrons for 17 » 1 is pro
portional to E2• 

3. We now consider the case Ti « Tf. In the re
gion of electric fields E satisfying the condition 

(11) 

the scattering of electrons is essentially deter
mined by the charged impurities. In this case, the 
electron distribution function is 

F 0 (z) ;:::::;; A 0 ('r,l2l]'t'r}'1• ex p (- Z2T;/2l]Tf) (12) 

and the conduction current density is 

(13) 

The decrease of the conduction current with in
crease in the electric field (negative differential 
conductivity) is explained by the fact that the mean 
electron energy is 

00 

z ~ ~ F 0 (z) z'1'dz ~ (lJTr/T;)'1' ~ E, (14) 

while the frequency of collisions with charged im
purities (and, consequently, the conductivity in a 
magnetic field) is proportional to ( z) - 3/ 2• 

Let us make precise the region of applicability 
of Eq. (13) for h· Along with the condition (11), 
this region is determined by the requirement that 
the mean collision frequency of electrons with im
purities be small in comparison with the cyclotron 
frequency ~. i.e., 

(15) 

In other words, (13) holds also for ~Ti « 1, if 
conditions (11) and (15) are satisfied. 

In the experiment one usually measures the re
sistivity tensor 

P;k = E;j/j2• (16) 

In the presence of a strong magnetic field H, 
the angle between the vectors E and j is close to 
rr/2 Ox « jy ). Because of this, 

j;:::::;; iu =nee EjH 

and the dependence of the resistance of the crystal 
on the value of j has in the case (11) and (15) the 
form 

Pxu = H!nec. (17) 

In Fig. 1, the dependence of the projection of 
the vector E in the direction j is shown as a func
tion of the quantity j. The curve a corresponds 
to the case Ti » Tf, the curve b to the case Ti 
« Tf. Here the same value of Tf and different 
values of Ti correspond to the two curves. The 
merging of curve b with curve a is a consequence 
of the fact that, for high values of the current den
sity j, a strong heating of the electron gas takes 
place and the ionized impurities cease to play a 
role in the scattering of the electrons. 

0~ 
j 

FIG. 1 

4. Let us not investigate the electrical conduc
tivity of an ionic semiconductor in the case in which 
the relaxation of the energy of the electrons is 
brought about by disperse optical phonons (1) and 
the relaxation of the momentum by the ionized 
impurities. 

In accord with Davydov and Shmushkevich, [3] 

the function F 0 ( z ) for scattering of electrons by 
optical phonons in the case z « tiw 0 /T is deter
mined by the equation 

eEv(z) = f/,2v0 1iw0z [F0 (z) +8Fof8z], (18) 

where 

2 eE aFo v(z)= ---z-3 mv0 az 

is the velocity of the electrons averaged over 
states with energy z; 

_ 2 (2 1i )'!, ( rZe2)2 exp(-1if»0/T) 
Vo - n m Wo IICJ)o Maa 

0 

is the frequency of collisions of electrons with op
tical phonons (M is the mass of the elementary 
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cell, a 0 is the lattice constant, y is a dimension
less coefficient of polarizability of the ions, Z is 
the charge); A. = 2mw0a2/n; the quantity 1/A. 2v0 

characterizes the electron energy relaxation time. 
Equation (18) represents the differential energy 

balance for electrons with energy z. Actually, the 
quantity eEv(z) is the average power of the elec
tric field absorbed by electrons with energy z, 
while the right side of (18) is the power transferred 
by such electrons to the lattice. 

In the presence of impurities, the total frequency 
of collisions of the electron with the scatterers is 
equal to v0 + Vi ( z ) . Therefore, in crossed fields 
E 1 H the velocity of the electron averaged over 
states with energy z has the form 

2 eE Vo + vi (z) oF 0 
V (z) =- 3 mS22 + [v0 + v,(z)]22 Tz' (19) 

We substitute (19) in Eq. (18) and integrate it in 
the case z » 1 and 

V0 ~ v;(z) ~ Q. (20) 

Bearing in mind that 

v, (z) = 11-r,z'l,, 

we arrive at the following expression for the sym
metric part of the distribution function: 

(21) 

(22) 

where the quantity .0. = A.2v0Tinw0 characterizes the 
energy given off by the electron to the lattice in the 
time between two successive collisions with impuri
ties. 

By means of (21), it is not difficult to compute 
the mean energy of electrons z and the conduction 
current density: 

co /co z = ~ F0 (z) z'12dz ~ fo (z) z'hdz = g-'1., 
0 0 

(23) 

(24) 

Thus a negative differential conductivity occurs 
also in the case under consideration. The region of 
applicability of (23) and (24) is determined by the 
requirements that the mean energy of the electron 
z be much greater than unity and that the mean 
frequency of collisions with impurities be large in 
comparison with Q, i.e., that 

(25) 

If condition (25) is satisfied the dependence of 
the resistivity Pxx on the value of j has the form 

(26) 

where a0 is the conductivity of the crystal for 
H = 0 and E- 0. 

The dependence of the projection of the electric 
field E on the direction of j as a function of the 
magnitude of j is shown in Fig. 2. 

FIG. 2 

For small j, Ohm's law is valid and the depend
ence of j • E/j on the value of j is linear. In the 
case QTi » 1, the slope of the volt-ampere char
acteristic is proportional to 1/Ti. For large val
ues of j, heating of the electron gas takes place. 
As a consequence, the probability of scattering of 
electrons by ionized impurities decreases and the 
magnetic resistance of the crystal falls off with 
increasing j (26). The decreasing portion of the 
volt-ampere characteristic corresponds to this 
region of values of j. With further increase in j, 
the electron gas is heated so much that the proba
bility of scattering of electrons by impurities be
comes less than the probability of scattering by 
optical phonons. Inasmuch as the frequency of 
collisions with optical phonons v0 does not depend 
on the energy of the electron, the magnetoresist
ance ceases to depend on the value of j and Ohm's 
law is again satisfied. However, the slope of the 
characteristic is now determined by collisions 
with optical phonons and is proportional to v0 and 
not to 1/Ti· 

The authors are sincerely grateful to L. E. 
Gurevich for suggesting the topic and for his in
terest in the research. 
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The scattering of neutrons by crystals of arbitrary symmetry containing isolated impurities 
is treated. The cross sections for coherent and incoherent scattering corresponding to one
quantum excitations of the system are found. An analysis is made of the problem of separat
ing out the part of the incoherent cross section which is related to the scattering by the im
purity atoms and by the disturbed regions near them. It is shown that this part of the cross 
section contains direct information about the nature of the vibration of the impurity atom, 
and, most important, information about the density distribution of the phonon frequency 
spectrum of the ideal (host) lattice. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

·r~E present paper investigates the scattering of 
neutrons by crystals containing arbitrary impurity 
nuclei. The concentration of foreign atoms in the 
host is assumed to be sufficiently small so that 
they can be considered to be isolated. 

If inelastic scattering is regarded as a method 
for obtaining information about the excitation spec
trum in a condensed medium, it makes sense to 
seek a solution of the inverse problem only. But it 
is obvious that this requires us to find a consistent 
solution of the direct problem which gives an ex
plicit relation between the scattering cross section 
and the spectral characteristics of the medium. 
This in turn allows an independent solution of the 
dynamical problem for the macroscopic system. 

The problem of the vibrations of a crystal con
taining an isolated impurity was investigated in its 
general form in a widely known series of papers by 
I. Lifshitz ( cf., for example, [i]) and, for simple 
models, in papers by Montroll and coworkers. [2] 

This problem has also been studied in detail in con
nection with studies of the Mossbauer effect. [a, 4J 
But for determining the probability of the Moss
bauer effect it is necessary only to find the class 
of solutions to which there corresponds a nonzero 
vibration amplitude of the impurity atom itself. 
Assuming that the introduction of the impurity does 
not change the force constants, the problem is con
siderably simplified. But in the case of scattering 
of neutrons, the role of the impurity atom is not 
limited to the peculiarities of the scattering by 
that atom alone. In fact the neutrons suffer an 
additional scattering from the whole region of 
atoms near the impurity site, whose vibrations 

are perturbed. This makes it necessary to find a 
complete solution of the problem of the vibrations 
of a lattice with isolated impurity atoms. The de
tailed treatment of this problem is given in the 
second section of this paper. 

Thus, for low concentrations of impurity atoms 
there is an additional incoherent scattering from 
the randomly distributed perturbed regions. This 
scattering gives information about both the charac
teristics of the impurity atom and the vibration 
spectrum of the initial ideal lattice. In the third 
section of the paper, we find the relation between 
the cross section for inelastic scattering of neu
trons and the two types of information. We also 
find the conditions for separating the part of the 
scattering which is due to the presence of impurity 
atoms. 

We treat monatomic lattices of arbitrary sym
metry and assume that the impurity atoms are at 
lattice sites. The problem is solved for an arbi
trary ratio of masses of impurity and host atoms 
on the assumption that the introduction of the im
purity does not change the force constants. 

Many of the points related to the scattering of 
neutrons by nonideal crystals have been treated 
earlier by Krivoglaz. [S] He studied the question 
of the broadening of coherent scattering peaks and 
the transformation of singularities in the energy 
spectrum of incoherent neutron scattering. These 
problems will not be considered here. 

2. VIBRATION OF A LATTICE CONTAINING AN 
IMPURITY ATOM. 

A. Consider a lattice with one atom per unit 
cell. Suppose that there is an impurity atom at 
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one of the lattice sites (the origin). We shall 
assume that inserting the impurity does not change 
the force constants coupling the other atoms to one 
another and to the foreign atom. Then the equation 
for determining the eigenfrequencies and eigenfunc
tions (reduced displacements ) for the vibrations 
of the lattice has the form 

(J) 2Q)i (r 11 ) = .l] (mnmn·)-'1'A~k (rn- rn•) lDk (rn•), 
n' 

(2.1) 

with the usual periodicity conditions at the bound
ary. (The notation is the same as in [3•4]; we sum 
over repeated Latin superscripts. ) 

Setting E = 0 in (2 .1), we get the equation for 
the vibrations of the ideal lattice. The complete 
system of its 3N orthonormal real solutions can 
be written in the form 

cp;cx1 (rn) = J/2/Ni (f, a) cos frn; 

cpicx-dr n) = V2/N i (f, a) sin fr n; 

3 

(2. 2') 

2.2") 

L] ei(f, a)i'(f, a)= 6u·, 
a=l 

number of vectors e in a star obviously gives the 
degree of degeneracy Jp of the corresponding fre
quency (the factor two is due to the degeneracy 
in t ). 

For an overwhelmingly large number of the fre
quencies this multiplicity has the same value J, 
given by the symmetry of the lattice. The excep
tions occur when the wave vector f to which the 
frequency corresponds is distinguished by some 
symmetry element of the crystal (for example, 
is in a symmetry plane or along a symmetry axis), 
or when there is accidental degeneracy. But we 
shall be interested only in quantities which are 
obtained by summation over a macroscopic num
ber of states. We shall therefore not use the in
dex A. in the stars of f and e(f, a). 

In the presence of the impurity there is a partial 
lifting of the degeneracy of all the levels. The fre
quencies which are split off fall in the interval be
tween Wop and Wop+l· As was shown in [3], Eq. 
(2.1) can be transformed, for the frequencies which 
are split, to the following form: 

(2.4) 

e(-f, a)= e(f, a), a= 1, 2, 3. (2.3) where j is a unit vector in the direction of the dis
placement of the impurity atom ( ~ ( 0) = ~j ) , while 

The wave vector f takes on N/2 values uniformly 
distributed over the region corresponding to half 
of the fundamental cell in the reciprocal lattice; 
the index t = ± 1 gives the parity of the solution. 

From (2.1) it follows that for E: = 0 the eigen
values w~ are independent of l;, so that an equal 
number of solutions (2.2') and (2.2") belong to 
each frequency. 

Let {f} be a set of wave vectors which are 
connected with one another by the transformations 
of the point symmetry group of the crystal, the 
"star" of the irreducible representation. To each 
star of vectors f there correspond in general three 
stars of vectors e(f, a) (a = 1, 2, 3) and three dif
ferent eigenvalues. We shall number the vectors of 
a star by the index A., and the different stars of 
vectors e by the index p. Then instead of the usual 
dependence of the squared frequency and polariza
tion vector on wave vector and branch number 

(J)~ (f, a), e(f, a) 

we have 

where eigenvalues with the same A. coincide: 

'A = I, 2, ... , ftpj2. 

We shall assume that the frequencies are labelled 
by the index p in increasing order. Twice the 

Throughout the paper, summations and integrations 
extend over half the fundamental cell of the recip
rocal lattice (this is the reason for the factor of 2 
compared to [iJ). 

An analysis of (2.4) shows that the maximum 
number of frequencies split off from each level is 
three, the actual number depending on the symme
try of the crystal. Let us consider the various 
crystal systems. 

1. Triclinic system. There is one non-identical 
symmetry transformation, the inversion. All fre
quencies w0 are degenerate with the same multi
plicity J = 2. In the presence of the impurity atom, 
one frequency is split off from each degenerate 
level, corresponding to the value j ( w2 ) deter
mined from (2.4). 

2. Monoclinic system. The degree of degeneracy 
is J = 4. The symmetric tensor nik has four in
dependent components. In the general case, two 
frequencies are split off-one belongs to a vibra
tion with j parallel to the two-fold axis, the other 
is determined at the same time has its j in the 
plane perpendicular to the two-fold axis. 

3. Rhombic system. The degree of degeneracy 
is J = 8. In the coordinate system with its axes 
along the two-fold symmetry axes, the tensor nik 
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V='t't/2 +I, ... , 'l't.(2.6") is in diagonal form. Then (2.4) splits into three 
independent equations. We thus get three frequen
cies splitting off from each level, with polarization 
vectors j along the symmetry axes. 

4. Tetragonal, trigonal, and hexagonal systems. 
In all these cases, the tensor nik reduces to diag
onal form in a coordinate system having one of its 
axes along the c axis. Two of the three equations 
which correspond to the other two axes coincide. 
Thus there is a splitting off of one frequency with 
j parallel to the c axis, and two identical frequen
cies with mutually perpendicular vectors j lying 
in an arbitrary position in the plane perpendicular 
to the c axis. 

5. Cubic system. From each degenerate level, 
three identical frequencies split off; the system of 
three mutually perpendicular vectors j can be 
chosen arbitrarily. 

In accordance with the above considerations, we 
shall not deal in detail with cases where the direc
tions of the vectors of the star are distinguished 
crystallographically, although the corresponding 
analysis can be done in straight-forward fashion. 
We mention only that for an initial frequency for 
which the star of vectors e lies in ·a symmetry 
plane, after introduction of the impurity atom two 
frequencies are split off; for frequencies to which 
there corresponds a star of vectors e directed 
along a symmetry axis, only one frequency splits 
off, independent of the symmetry of the crystal. 

To simplify the presentation, we shall restrict 
ourselves in what follows to crystals with symme
try no lower than rhombic. In all these cases the 
number of frequencies split off is three. 

B. As we have already remarked, the impurity 
atom participates only in vibrations whose fre
quencies are split off. Its displacement in all 
other vibrations with unchanged frequencies w0 

is zero. As a result, for all the unsplit frequencies 
one can easily show that (2.1) is identical with the 
equation for the vibrations of the ideal lattice. 

The complete system of orthonormal functions 
for the ideal lattice has the form (2.2). We replace 
f, a, t by the indices p, v, where 

Obviously, 

and consequently 

~=1 

~=-1. 

Then (2.2) can be rewritten as 

V= I, 2, ... , 'l't/2; (2.6') 

The total number of independent functions in (2.2) 
and (2.6) is, of course, the same and equal to 3N. 

We make an orthogonal transformation andre
place (2.6) by a new system of functions: 

~/2 

'll~v(rn)= ~Sv5 (p)<p~5 (rn), V =I, 2 ... , 'l't/2; 
8=1 

<p~v(rn), V='l't/2+1, ... , '1't (2.7) 

and require that for v = 4, ... , J/2 

\jl~v (0) = 0 
or 

&/2 

~ Svs (p) e~5 = 0. (2.8) 
5=1 

It is easy to show that an orthogonal matrix satis
fying the 3(J/2 - 3) (i = 1, 2, 3) conditions (2.8) 
can be constructed for any crystal with symmetry 
equal to rhombic or higher; this matrix is deter
mined to within an orthogonal transformation which 
leaves invariant the subspaces of functions (2. 7) 
with v = 1, 2, 3 [ cf. (2.15)] and with v = 4, ... , J/2 
[and consequently also the conditions (2.8)]. For 
crystals of the triclinic and monoclinic systems 
( J /2 < 3 ) , all the possible solutions of equation 
(2.1) are exhausted by the functions (2.6") and the 
functions corresponding to the split-off frequencies 
[ cf. later in (2.17)], so that there is no need for the 
construction given here. 

Thus for each p we have determined J - 3 func
tions ¢pv ( rn) ( v = 4, ... , J/2) and cppv( rn) 
( v = J/2 + 1, ... , J ), which are eigenfunctions of 
the vibration problem for the ideal lattice, corre
spond to w5p. and vanish for rn = 0. 

We now find the explicit form of the functions 
¢~v'<rn) for v' = 1, 2, 3. The condition that they 
be orthogonal to the functions (2. 7) with v = 4, ... , 
J/2 gives the relation 

~/2 

2J 'll~v'(r n) 'll~v(r n) = ~ Sv'8 (p) Sv5 (p) = 0. (2. 9) 
n 8=1 

We choose Sv' 0 ( p) in the form 

Sv'5 (p) = c v•(P) e~aj~v'' (2.10) 

where Jpv' is an arbitrary unit vector. Then, if 
we use (2. 8) we see that condition (2. 9) is satis
fied identically. 

Let v" = 1, 2, 3. Then 
W2 

2J 'll~v' (r n) 'll~v" (r n) = Cv' (p) Cv" (p) ~ e~5e~5 j~v,j;v"" (2.11) 
n 5=1 

We introduce the tensor 

(2.12) 
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We choose the vectors jpv' so that they are eigen

vectors of the tensor Lik(p ), i.e., 

Lik(p) -k (p) .; I pv' = 1'J v' I pv' • v' = I, 2, 3. (2.13) 

Because they are mutually orthogonal, (2.11) van
ishes for v' ~ V 0 , while the condition for normali
zation of the functions (2. 7) to unity gives the re
lation 

C..(p)=ll~. (2.14) 

Thus 
!if/2 

'1/J~v (rn) = ['I'J,.(P)L'.i: ~ O,eP5)cp~5 (rn), 
5~1 

'V= 1, 2, 3. (2.15) 

Starting with the rhombic system, the vectors 
Jpv = j v are along the fixed principal axes of the 
crystal. Then 

~ 

~ 'I'J,(P) =Lu(p) = ft/2. 
V=l 

In particular, in a cubic crystal 

Lik (p) =1/6 {t{)ik' 'l'}v (p) =ft/6. (2.16) 

The functions (2. 7) and (2.6°) form a complete 
system of eigenfunctions for the problem of vibra
tion of an ideal lattice. In the presence of the im
purity atom, the system of eigenfunctions changes. 
It is now formed by the functions (2.6") and the 
functions (2.7) for y = 4, ... ,J/2 (taking (2.8) into 
account), while new functions corresponding to the 
split-off frequencies appear in place of (2.15). 
These functions, which are actually superpositions 
of the functions (2.15) with different p and v, were 
found in [3] and can be written, taking account of 
normalization, in the following form: 

(
dlnw2 )'/, r i k <l>i (r ) = __ pv ·k ~ "V l (1)2 e (f, ct) e (f, ct) 

pv n de lv N .LJ 8 pv 2 - 2 (f ) 
fa: (JJP-J (1)0 , ct 

1 ~r- ik] +3 (r I-e-I)b cos frn. v= I, 2, 3; (2.17) 

dIn (l)~v - {2e2w~v "V Ov e (f, ct))2 - 8}-1 
de - N .LJ [w2 - w2 (f ct)] 2 

fa. pv 0 ' 

(2.18) 

Thus if we use .P~v(rn) to denote the complete 
system of orthonormal functions for the problem 
of the vibration of the lattice in the presence of 
the impurity atom, then for v = 1, 2, 3, these func
tions coincide with (2.17) (the corresponding eigen
values are w~v ), for v = 4, ... , J/2 they coincide 
with (2. 7)-(2.8), and for v = J/2 + 1, ... , J, with 
(2.6") ( w~v = wijp for 4 s v s J ). 

C. We shall again limit ourselves to crystals 
with symmetry no lower than rhombic. Then, from 
(2.4) and (2.5), in a coordinate system whose axes 
are along the principal symmetry axes of the crys-

tal, we have three independent equations for deter
mining the shifted frequencies: 

2ew~v "V [e" (f,a.)]2 
.LJ --::-'-..:...:....:'-'--- = 1 ' 

N !a w~v- w~(f ,ct) 
v= I, 2, 3. (2.19) 

These equations, in addition to the quasicontinuous 
spectrum 0 < w~v < w~max (womax is the limit
ing frequency of the quasicontinuous spectrum of 
the regular lattice), can have solutions in the form 
of discrete frequencies w~v > w~ max· 

For w2 > w~max the denominator in (2.19) does 
not vanish, and we can change from summation 
over f to integration. As a result, to determine 
the discrete frequencies, if they exist, we have an 
equation analogous to the one found by I. Lifshitz [i]: 

'V= 1, 2, 3, (2. 20) 

where 

g<v) (ro2) = ~ ~ (' [ev (f, a.)]2 dQ! 
o (2n)2 .) 1 Vw~ (f, ct) I 

a "'~ (f, a)~oo~ 

(2.21) 

( v 0 is the volume of the unit cell). The integration 
in (2.21) extends over those portions of the surface 
wij(f, a) = wij which are located within the region 
chosen initially-half the fundamental cell of the 
reciprocal lattice. 

The quantity 

( 2) _ .!_ ~ (v) (ro2) = ~ "V (' dQf 
g roo - 3 .LJ g o 3 (2n)" .LJ J 1 Vw2 (f, a.) 1 

v=l a 2 2 0 
"'o (f. a)~"'o 

(2.22) 

is a function of the density of the squared frequen
cies for the initial ideal lattice. From the very 
definitions (2.21) and (2.22) it follows that the func
tions g< V) ( wij) and g( wij) satisfy the normalization 

00~ max w~ max 

~ g<v) (ro~) dro~ = 1, ~ g (ro~) dro~ = 1. (2.23) 
0 

All the considerations about the degeneracy of 
the split-off frequencies obviously remain valid 
for the discrete frequencies. Thus in a cubic 
crystal g< v) ( wij) = g( wij), and we arrive at the 
single equation (2.20) for determining the three
fold degenerate frequency. 

It is easy to show that each of the equations 
(2. 20) has a unique solution if and only if 

2 

["'orx g<v) (wg) dw~ J-1 . 
8 > J 2 2 o 1 - wofwomax 

(2.24) 

This inequality is the condition which the spectrum 
of the system must satisfy in order to have discrete 
frequencies. Their number can vary up to three, 
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depending on the values of v for which (2.24) is 
valid. 

Because the right side of (2.24) is positive, dis
crete frequencies appear only when the impurity 
atoms are lighter than the host atoms, and for the 
usual vibration spectra m 0/m must be consider
ably less than unity. (For example, in a simple 
cubic lattice, with nearest neighbor interactions, 
and with equal central and noncentral force con
stants, the discrete frequency appears only when 
m0/m < 0.670.) 

D. In the quasicontinuous spectrum, as in [1, 3J, 
we represent w~v in the form 

(l)~v = (!)~p + ~(l)~v' 
6ffi~P = ffi~r+r - ffi~P' 

~(l)~v = Zpv6ffi~P' 
0 <; Zpv <; 1. (2.25) 

Taking a quasiequidistant distribution of the 
squared frequencies wijp, we find the value of 
Zpv from Eq. (2.19) by the usual method ( cf. [1, 3] ). 

Going to the limit owijp - 0, N - oo, so that wijp 
= w2 is unshifted, we finally get 

( - "'~ max (v) ( 2) d 2 ) 

Zv ( ffi2) = .!_arc tg ~ 1 - 8ffi2 C g roo roo 1 ~ 
Jt \ 3 ro2 - ro~ Jtero2g(v) ( ro•) J · 

(2.26)* 

This result can be used immediately for com
puting quantities having the form of sums over the 
shifted frequencies of the quasicontinuous spectrum 
with weights d ln Wfw I dE. Using the relation 

d ln (!)~v l)ro~p azpv 
_d_8_ = (!)~p --ae, 

which follows from (2.25), we quickly get 

(oo2 .,2 

Jim 
N-->00 

0 max) d l 2 o max 

2J ::pv ( ... ) = ~ dffi2 fv {ffi2) ( .•. }, (2.27) 
p 0 

(oo'=O) 

where 

1 az (ro2) 

f ((!)2) == __ v_ 
v ro• ac 

f- "'~ r~nax g<v) (ro~) dro~- 2 ) -1 

= g<v>(ffi2)1 1- effi2 + [Jt8(!)2g(v) (ffi2)]2 ~ 
\ o ro•- ro~ J 

(2.28 
(assuming, of course, that the integral in (2.27) 
exists). 

One can get an important normalization relation 
for the quantity fv( w2 ). To derive it, we set rn 
= rn'• i = i' (no summation!) in the relation 

(2. 29) 
f)V 

which follows from the completeness of the ortho-

*tg = tan. 

normal function system <flbv<rn). Remembering 
that 

cl>pv (0} = {Vl=B (dIn ffi~v / d8)'1• L• V = 1, 2, 3 (2.30) 
0 V=4, ... ,{)o 

[ cf. (2.17) and (2.4)], and also that ji = oiv, we get 

(I- 8)2Jd Jnffi~v/d8= 1. (2.31) 
p 

Changing from summation to integration over 
the quasicontinuous spectrum, we get the required 
relation 

00~ max 

(1-8) ~ fv(ffi2)dm2 + (l-8)dlnffi'bvfd8 =I. (2.32) 
0 

The second term comes from the discrete fre
quency. As expected, for E = 0 (2.32) goes over 
into the first of the conditions (2.23). 

If we know the partial density function for the 
squared frequencies g< v) ( wij), the quantity 
d ln wbv/dE as a function of wbv is given by 

d ln robv ( "'~ m~ax g<v) (ro~) dro~ \-
1 

--- = ~ 82(1)2 - 8 ( 
de 1 Dv (ro2 _ ro2)2 J ' 

\ 0 Dv 0 

(2.33) 

which follows immediately from (2.18) when we 
change to integration. 

The numerical value of d ln wbv/dE as a func
tion of E alone can be found in principle from (2.32) 
as an integral of fv( w2 ), or by determining wbv 

2 = wnv< E) from Eq. (2.20). 
E. Let us write the displacement of an arbitrary 

atom as an expansion in normal vibrations: 

(2.34) 
pv 

It is not difficult to show that 

(2.35) 

where qpv is a dimensionless real normal coor
dinate, corresponding to the vibration with fre
quency Wpv· 

3. SCATTERING OF SLOW NEUTRONS; DISCRETE 
FREQUENCIES ABSENT 

Let us consider the scattering of neutrons by 
crystals with impurity atoms. We assume that the 
concentration of impurities is so low that the scat
tering occurs independently from the isolated re
gions of disturbance around the impurity atoms. 
We can then restrict the treatment to neutron scat
tering by a crystal with a single impurity nucleus, 
and make use of the results obtained above. 

The general expression for the interaction of a 
neutron with an arbitrary crystal lattice can be 
written as follows (cf. [6]): 
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(3.1) 
n 

Here S is the neutron spin operator; Kn is the 
spin operator for the nucleus at the n-th lattice 
site; An and Bn are nuclear parameters; Rn 
= rn + u(rn). 

Let us consider the matrix element of (3.1) cor
responding to a transfer of momentum tik 
= n(k1 - k2 ) to the lattice with a simultaneous 
change in occupation numbers of rpv = nlw- npv· 
Remembering (2.35), after averaging over the 
initial equilibrium state of the crystal and av
eraging over the initial and summing over the 
final states for the projection of the neutron and 
nuclear spins, we find for the square modulus of 
the matrix element 

M ({r pv}, k) 

expression in the explicit form of the functions 
<I>h<rn) and the spectrum of frequencies w~. 

In this section we assume that there are no 
localized vibrations with discrete frequencies, 
i.e., there is only a quasicontinuous spectrum. 
Remembering that the amplitudes of the atomic 
displacements in each normal vibration belonging 
to the quasicontinuous spectrum "' N-112, we 
should restrict ourselves to cases where all the 
I rpv I :::: 1. Then 

exp {±~~} l±1 [<xy)'1• sh (li~IZT)J = (xy)'!o(n + +± +). 
(3.4) 

In addition suppose that the regular lattice con
sists of quite heavy nuclei. Then at not too high 
temperatures we can neglect the contribution of 
multiquantum transitions and treat only scatter
ing processes which are accompanied by the cre
ation or absorption of one quantum of the vibration 
p, v. For such a process, using (3.4), Eq. (3.2) 
takes the form 

IT ( rpvliwpv) [li(k«llpv(rn))(k«llp.,(rn,)) -11iwP"] {I An -wn/2 ikrn 12 
X exp -T- l,P" '' sh ~ Mpv = ~ -v- e e (k<Dr., (rn)) 

pv . 2 y mnmn,wpv ."-l 
n mn 

+ I ~ B2K (L' I) -wniT ('pvliwP·') I 4 .L.J n n I\ n + e eX P ~ r pv 
n pv 

[ li (k«llp., (r nl)2 _ 1 liwP" J 
x 2 sh ---.vr , 

mnwpv k 
(3. 2) * 

(3.3) 

We have used the relationC4J 

(n + r I exp [i Jl2xqJ[ n) 

( e-xf2 (i Vx( V n! 1 (n + r)! L~ (x), r > 0 

= l e-x/2 (i Yx)\rl "V (n + r)! In! L~~r (x), r '(: 0 

and the summation formula [7] 

00 

(I - z) ~ (n ~ r)! L~ (x)L~ (y) zn 
n=O 

Here LK is a generalized Laguerre polynomial, 
Ir is the Bessel function of r-th order and pure 
imaginary argument, T is the crystal tempera
ture in energy units. 

We note that the expressions (3.2)-(3.3) are 
valid for the scattering of a neutron by an arbi
trary system of harmonically interacting particles. 
The particular properties of the system find their 

*sh =sinh. 

x 2:rv(npv+ ~J±7)· (3.5) 

(From here on the upper sign refers to creation, 
the lower to absorption by the neutron of a vibra
tion quantum.) 

Let us make some remarks about the quantity 
e-wn in (3.3), the Debye-Waller factor. At suffi
ciently high temperatures, when 

T;?; fiwo max~ fJ (3.6) 

( ® is the Debye temperature), the relation 

2npv + I = li~v [I + 6 ( nwf" r] . (3. 7) 

holds. We then have for wn, 

Wn = 2T Rn ;. ~ + (x<l>pv (r n)) 2 + :; L; (x<l>pv (r nW. 
pv (jjpv pv (3, 8) 

Here Rn is the recoil energy of atom n: 

Because of (2.29), the last term in (3.8) is sim
ply equal to Rn/6T. To calculate the first term in 
(3.8), in complete analogy with the procedure in [4J, 
we multiply both sides of (2.1) (for the p, v vibra
tion) by 
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([A01(rz-rn)]ik is the matrix inverse to 

Aik<rz-rn)) and sum over rn, i, p, v. Using 

(2.29), we get 

L; (J);~<D~v (rt) <D~. (rt) = m1 [A~1 (O)lik. (3.10) 
P'' 

A similar relation holds for the original ideal lat
tice: 

~ w~2 (f, a) cpt,~(r1) cp:"'l:(rt) 
fa!; 

= ~ ~ (!)~2 (f, a) el (f, a) ek (f, a)= m [A~1 (O)lik 
foc (3.11) 

Comparing (3.8), (3.10), and (3.11) we finally get 

Wn = 4RT f.~~ w~2 (f, a) (xe (f, a))2 + :; . (3.12) 
lot 

In the case of a cubic crystal, the quantity Wn be
comes isotropic and takes the form 

(w~2) = 3~ ~ w~2 (f, a). 

"' (3.12') 

Thus, neglecting the second term in (3.12) 
(which is already small for T"' nwomax), we see 
that the Debye-Waller factor is independent of n 
when (3.6) is satisfied. 

On the other hand, when T < nw0 max• for a lat-

tice consisting of sufficiently heavy atoms, such as 
we are considering, wn is itself small, and in this 
case there is a small error if we neglect its de
pendence on n. In accordance with this, we assume 
throughout the constancy of wn for all n. 

We average (3.5) over the isotopic composition 
of the host lattice, using the standard method ( cf., 
for example, [SJ). Denoting quantities referring to 
the impurity nucleus by the subscript 0, we get 

Mpv = e-w {* A2
1 ~ (k<l>pv (rn))eikrn \' + * C ~(k<l>pv (rn))2 

n#O n 

+ [!o (A~+ T B~Ko (Ko+ I)) 

-* C J (k<l>pv (0))2} 1i (npv 2!::• ± lfz) ' (3.13) 

(3.14) 

First let us consider the third and fourth terms 
in (3.13). They differ from zero only for v = 1, 2, 3, 
since only for these values is q,pv( 0) "' 0. Substi
tuting (2.17) and (2.30) in the third and fourth terms 
in (3.13), after simple transformations we arrive at 
the expression 

.!_din ffi~,. { 2AA (' k) [effi2 ~ (ke(k, ct))(i.e(k, ct)) -]· k] + (' k}2 [A2+ 1/ 82/( (!( + 1)- (1- e)Cl} 
m de o l. pv L.J 2 _ 2 (k ) v lv o 4 o o o , 

a. wPIJ roo ' ct. 

V=1, 2, 3. (3.15) 

For the first and second terms in (3.13), using (2.6)-(2.8) and (2.17), we find respectively 

dIn ffi2 [ 2 "'1 (ke(k,ct)) (J.e (k, ct)) _. k]2 
-d- 8(!) L.J 2 2 (f ) ]v , \1=1,2,3, 

e a w - wo , ex 
(3.16a) 

N 8!2 

2 ~ [S.a (p)]2 (kepa)2 (l'hpa· k + f>tpa· -k), v = 4, ... , {}f2, (3.16b) 

~ (kepv)2 (blpv• k + 61pv• -k), \1 = {}j2 + 1, ... , {}; (3.16c) 

(dIn ffi2 [2e2ffi4 "'1 (ke) (i.e) (ke') (J.e') - (' k)2] = I 2 3 

I de N L.J (ffi" _ ffi2) (ffi• _ ffi'2) 8 lv • v • • • 
fa<>' 0 0 

~ (k(l)pv (r n))2 = { 8/2 
n I 5~1 [Sv& (p)] 2 (kep&)2 , v = 4, ... , fr /2, 

(3.17a) 

(3.17b) 

t(kepv}2 , v=fr/2+I .... ,fr. (3.17c) 

We have used the abbreviated notation 
p V=l e = e (f, a}, e' = e (f, a'), ffi~ = ffi~ (f, a), 

(!)~2 = ffi~ (f, a'). 

We go from (3.13) to the differential scattering 
cross section: 

Here f.1. is the mass of the neutron, k1 and k2 are 
the wave vectors of the neutron before and after 
scattering, 

(3.19) 
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In measuring the differential cross section 
(3.18) there is an unavoidable averaging over a 
small energy interval which nevertheless contains 
a macroscopic number of frequencies; the weighting 
function y(t.E -t.E') is determined by the experi
mental resolution <J y(t.E -t.E') dt.E' = 1 ). We 
see that in this case y(t.E =t= liwpv) appears in the 
expression (3.18) for the cross section in place of 
the 6 function. In particular the transition from 
summation over the quasicontinuous spectrum to 
integration is done immediately. 

In order to solve the inverse problem, it is nec
essary to separate out the part of the scattering 
cross section which is related to the scattering 
by the impurity nucleus and by the disturbed re
gion in its vicinity. We look at the sum over v 
from 4 to J./2 in (3.18). Only the terms (3.16b) 
and (3.17b) contribute to it. Remembering that 
for an orthogonal matrix 

fl./2 

~ [Svo (p)J2 = I, (3.20) 
'J=l 

and also relations (2.10) and (2.14), we have 

&/2 fJ./2 

~ ~ ~ lSvo(p)l2 (kepo)2 (0tP8,k+cltP8.-k) 
V=4 0=1 

&/2 

= ~ ~ (kepo)2 (<'ltP5,k + 6tp5.-k) 
0=1 

&/2 3 

- ~ ~ {keps)2 ~ T]~1 (p) Ovep5) 2 (6tP5,k + 6tp5.-k); (3.21) 
0=1 V=1 

fl./2 &/2 .&/2 

~ ~ [S.s (p)] 2 (keps)2 = ~ (keps)2 

•=45=1 8=1 

&/2 3 

- ~ (keps)2 ~ T]~1 (p)(j_epo)2• (3.22) 
0=1 V=1 

The first term in (3. 21) and (3.16c) leads to the 
usual expression for the coherent scattering cross 
section 

d"a(O) (k 1'1£) 2-2 -w 
coh ' = f1 A Rk,e N ""· ( (k ))2 
dE dQ 4:rrNi4kt ~ xe ' CJ. 

"' 
1 

X hwo (k, ct) 6 (1'1.£ =f nroo (k, Cl.)}, (3.23) 

while the first term in (3.22) and (3.17 c) gives the 
usual expression for the incoherent scattering 
cross section 

X hwo (f, ct) 6 (1'1.£ =f nro0 (f, Cl.)) (3.24) 

of the original ideal lattice. (In deriving (3.23) one 
must consider that of the two vectors k and - k 
only one can belong to the region of summation over 
f, corresponding to half the fundamental cell of the 
reciprocal lattice.) 

Now we separate the coherent and incoherent 
scattering. To do this we use the idea developed 
in [8]: we assume that the differential cross sec
tion (3.21) is measured as a function of t.E for 
fixed momentum transfer k = 27rb (where b is a 
vector of the reciprocal lattice). Then for t.E ~ 0 
the quantity d2a~0Jh(k = 27rb, t.E )/dEdQ is zero 
since w0( 27rb, a) = 0. At the same time the con
tribution to the cross section of the second term 
in (3.21) vanishes. 

After substituting k = 27rb, the expressions 
(3.15) and (3.16a) give 

(3.25) 

D =[A (I- e) -A 0 l2 + 1/4 B~Ko (K0 + 1)- (1- e) C. 
(3.26) 

It is easy to see that if we neglect the anisotropy 
of the Debye-Waller factor, the cross section (3.18) 
for k = 27rb can be represented in the following 
form ( t.E "' 0): 

d2a (k d 2n:b, 1'1.£) I dE dQ = R·.,l·,lT1' (1'1.£), (3.27) 

where Tik(t.E) is a tensor with the symmetry of 
the crystal. By measuring the cross section in the 
general case for three values k = 27rb ( cf. [8]) 

which are not coplanar, we can find the principal 
values of the tensor Tik( t.E ) and consequently 
Sp T(t.E). 

For the case of uniaxial crystals it is sufficient 
to measure the cross section for just two different 
values k = 27rb, while for the cubic crystal only one 
value is needed. 

If the coherent scattering is small (A ~ 0 ), the 
need for fixing k = 27rb disappears. Measurement 
of the total cross section for three orientations of 
the single crystal which differ by cyclic permuta
tion of the axes ( cf. [8, 9]) or for a polycrystal, 
again gives the value of Sp T ( t.E). 

Thus we shall assume that the value of Sp T ( t.E) 
is known and, on this basis we shall treat the con
tribution to the cross section of the remaining 
terms (3.17a) and the second term in (3.22). Con
sidering (2.12), (2.13), and (2.18), to within a mul
tiplicative factor the contribution of these terms 
to the cross section (3.18) is given by the expres
sion (including the average over a small energy 
interval) 
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3 -( J+lJ +t; ...., "l n (J)pv 2- 2 
Li LJ (J) r (6£ =F liwpv) 

0 v~l pv 

(3.28) 

We note that for the special case of a cubic crystal 
the three frequencies Wpv• v = 1, 2, 3, coincide. 
Keeping this in mind and also the relation (2.16), 
we immediately arrive at an expression of the type 
(3.28) after summation of (3.17a) over v. 

Using (2.25), the transformation (3.28) gives 

Changing from summation over p to an integration, 
and then integrating by parts, we finally get the 
expression 

3 

- 2J ~ dw2 az~~2 ) ; (w) + ~· :t 112 y (~E =F nw). (3.29) 
V=l 

Suppose that the relative concentration of im
purity atoms is TJ. Then going to the cross section 
and taking it as usual per atom of the crystal, if we 
assume good resolution we get an expression of the 
form (3.27) with the following value of Sp T(~E) 
[cf. (3.25) and (3.29)]: 

SpT(~£) = SpT0(~£) + TJ SpT1(~£), (3.30) 

where Sp T0 (~E) is determined in an obvious way 
from (3.24), while 

(3.31) 

The last expression is obviously entirely due to the 
scattering from impurity atoms. [In deriving (3.31) 
we have used the relation (2.27).] 

In the case of a cubic crystal there is no need 
for three independent measurements, and we get 
directly 

d2~(l) (k = 2nb, /':,.E) = !i_ S T (!1£) 
dE dn 3 11 P 1 

- Rf12k2e-w [ 2 az (w2)][- 1 I J I 
- 2rr}n6kt T] Df (w) -C ()(;)2 n (w) + ~ ± ~ w=IUiflt. 

(3.31') 

As already mentioned, if the coherent scattering 
is small (3.31) and (3.31') hold for arbitrary k. Let 
E = 0. Then 

D =(A -A 0) 2 + 1/ 4 B~Ko (K0 +I) -·C; 
az. (w2) I aw2 = 0, f. (w2) = g(•> ( w2). (3.32) 

If the selected atom belongs to the isotopic mixture 

of the regular lattice, we find, by averaging (3.32), 
that D = 0 and expression (3.31) vanishes. 

If C « D, the need for calculating the contribu
tion to (3.18) from (3.17a) and the second term in 
(3.22) disappears; the same remark applies to the 
averaging of the polarization vectors which is done 
only to simplify the final formulas. In this case we 
find from (3.25) and (3.26) that the cross section 
due to the impurity atoms is 

dJ(l) (k = 2nb, /':,.E) = R l kTlk ( "£) 
dE dQ T]X X 1 L\ ' 

(3.33) 

3 

T~k(~E) = ~2~~~~:~[~ j~j~f.(w2)][n(w)+ f±f]J , 
•=1 w=fLIEifll 

(3.34) 
D = [A (I- e) -A 0 J2 + 114B~ Ko (K0 + 1). (3.35) 

We see that the tensor Tik(~E) has a very 
simple form, directly accessible to analysis, while 
its principal values, which are again found by mak
ing the required number of independent measure
ments (three, two, or one, depending on the sym
metry of the crystal), are equal to 

r•• (~£) f12k2e-wD f 2 r- 1 ± 111 
1 = 2n21i6k v (w ) n (w) + 2 2 . (3.36) 

1 . oo=ILIEI/11 

This case is of the greatest interest for the analy
sis of the vibration spectrum of the crystal. 

4. SCATTERING OF SLOW NEUTRONS WHEN 
DISCRETE FREQUENCIES ARE PRESENT 

When condition (2.24) is satisfied, there are dis
crete frequencies in addition to the quasicontinuous 
spectrum. Although the number of such frequencies 
is small, their relative importance for the scatter
ing cross section corresponding to the impurity 
atoms is considerable, while in some cases they 
may play a decisive role. This is related to the 
fact that, because of their spatial localization, the 
discrete frequencies correspond to larger displace
ment amplitudes of the impurity atom, comparable 
with or exceeding the total amplitude of its vibra
tion in all the frequencies of the quasicontinuous 
spectrum. 

Formula (3.12), which was derived using only 
Eq. (2.1) and the orthogonality and completeness 
of its solutions, and all the remarks concerning 
the Debye-Waller factor which were made in the 
preceding section, are also valid here. The change 
is the appearance of a factor in the form of a Bessel 
function, since the displacement amplitude in a lo
calized vibration does not have the factor """ N-112• 

It should be mentioned that when there are lo
calized normal modes the question of strict degen
eracy of such discrete frequencies plays a special 
role ( cf. [ 4]). In calculating the differential cross 
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section we are faced with the necessity of summing 
over all final states with a fixed energy, corre
sponding to different occupation numbers of the 
localized normal oscillators, i.e., we must con
sider multiquantum processes for such oscillators. 

In the case of scattering with I ~E I :S tiw0 max• 
i.e., when only phonons of the quasicontinuous spec
trum are excited, we arrive at an expression for 
the square modulus of the matrix element which 
differs from (3.5) by the substitution 

3 3 

A nAn·~ AnAn• IT lo (X~hJ·), B~ ~ B~ Jr I o (X~~-J), 
1.=1 1.=1 (4.1) 

where for brevity we•have introduced the notation 

(I.) ""n (kCIIDI. (rn)) (kciiDI. (rn•)) h_1 nroDI. 
Xnn' = k,J S "'i'f'. 

(I.) 2rovl. V mnmn' 
(4.2) 

The symbol IT denotes a product over the vari
A. 

ous discrete frequencies, ~ is a summation over 
(A.) 

all the normal vibrations corresponding to a given 
discrete frequency WDA.· In deriving (4.1)-(4.2), 
we have used the following summation formula for 
Bessel functions: 

co 00 s s 

~ · · · ~ II I n1 (Xt) = I m ( ~ Xt) , 
n1=--oo n5=-oo i=l i=l 

s 
~ nl=m 
1=1 

Similarly by using {3.2) we can write an expres
sion corresponding to creation or absorption of a 
quantum of the discrete frequency WDv { I ~E I ) 
= tiwnv= 

Mv(·•) = ~ ~AnAn• exp {ik (rn- rn•)} 
n n' 

( wn + Wn') ( nwDv) (v) II' (1.) 
X exp - 2 exp ± 2T 11 (Xnn•) I 0 (Xnn'; 

l..;ov 

+ ~ ~B~Kn(Kn + l)e-wnexp ( ± n;;v) 
n 

X l1 (X~vJ) n lo (X~hJ). {4.3) 
A"'V 

But it is easy to see that for T « tiw 0 max the 
arguments of the Bessel functions in {4.2) are much 
less than unity, and consequently it is again mean
ingful to expand as in {3.4); also 

lo= 1. 

On the other hand assuming that R' /tiw0 max < 1, 
these expansions can be used over the whole tem
perature range in which the one-quantum approxi
mation is valid. Considering this region, we find 
that all the results of the preceding section for the 

case of excitation of quanta of the quasicontinuous 
spectrum {I ~E I) :S tiw 0 max) also remain valid in 
the presence of discrete frequencies. 

We note that in the limiting case of m 0/m « 1, 
which corresponds to a marked localization of the 
normal vibrations for the discrete frequencies, it 
is useful to keep the true value for w0• In other 
words, in this case when using the formulas of the 
preceding section it is sensible to make the re
placement 

3 3 

A~-w~ A~-w, II /0 {X~~)), B~e-w ~ B~-w, II I 0 (X~~\ 
V=l V=l 

{4.4) 

leaving the other terms unchanged [including those 
linear in A -cf. (4.1)-{4.2)]. Obviously because 
of {2.30) and {4.2), 

(4.5) 

Now we determine the cross section for scatter
ing with excitation of a discrete frequency. In view 
of the above remarks, the derivation is analogous 
to that in the previous section for the quasicontinu
ous spectrum. The difference is that the only con
tributions to the cross section {3.18) in this case 
come from {3.15), {3.16), and {3.17a), where w2 

= wbv· The result is 

""(~e (k, et)) Ove (k, et))) _A (. :~e)] 2 + [_!_ B2 v (K + I) 
X "-! 2 2 (k ) o 1v 4 0'\o o 

a C.ODv- roo 'a 

Expression {4.6) actually determines the total 
0ross section for scattering of neutrons by the 
lattice {I ~E I > tiw 0 max), excluding the multi
quantum background, which we are neglecting { cf. 
below). There is therefore no need for additional 
conditions { k = 21rb ) for eliminating the coherent 
scattering. Nevertheless, to simplify (4.2) we shall 
fix k = 27Th, or assume that k is arbitrary, but suf
ficiently small so that 

{4. 7) 

As a result we get 

(4.8) 
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for the case of a crystal of arbitrary symmetry, 
and 

(4.9) 

for the case of cubic symmetry. The value of the 
quantity d ln wbv/dE is determined by (2.32) or 
by the expression (2.33), using (2.20). 

The procedure for obtaining (4.8) is the same 
as in the preceding section-one uses a polycrystal 
[with A ~ 0 and arbitrary k, or with arbitrary A 
and k satisfying (4.7)], or measures the cross sec
tion for the appropriate number of independent val
ues of k (equal to 2rrb or satisfying (4. 7)) using a 
single crystal. 

The excited states of the discrete normal oscil
lator exist for a finite time even when T = 0. In
troducing a width for the excited state rnv. and 
approximating the instrument resolution curve 
y (~E -~E') (cf. the preceding section) by a 
function of Lorentz type with characteristic pa
rameter r, we get expressions which differ from 
(4.6), (4.8)-(4.9) by the replacement 

As direct calculations show, the ratio rn/tiwn 
for T « @ is of order 10-2, while it is even much 
less for w0 > 2w0 max· Thus for sufficiently good 
resolution, when ~E = tiwnv one should see sharp 
peaks. Obviously from the area under the peaks 
one can determine the corresponding values of 
d ln wbv/dE. 

When ~E > liwomax• in addition to one-phonon 
scattering corresponding to the discrete levels, 
one will also see two-phonon scattering. The pos
sibility of observing neutron scattering with exci
tation of discrete levels is obviously essentially 
connected with the assumption that the two-phonon 
scattering is small. Let us estimate the cross 
section for such a process. 

Let the one-phonon scattering from the ideal 
host be primarily coherent. Then, computing the 
cross section for the two-phonon process for k 
= 2rrb, we find 

d'cr.(k = 2:rtb, liE) _ [L2A;k2 -w (!i_ 12, 1, (liE) r- (·liE)+ 1] 
dE dQ :rt21i5k, e liE) "' li n li • 

6.£> 0, (4.11) 

where 1/J( w) is the normalized distribution function 
for the frequencies in the phonon spectrum. 

Analysis of (4.11) shows that the cross section 
for two-phonon scattering, compared toR times 
(4.8), (4.10) [or (4.9), (4.10)] contains the small 
parameter R/ ~E. while for sufficiently good reso
lution it contains another small parameter 
rnv/liwomax· Thus by suitably choosing the 
parameters of the impurity nucleus and limiting 
the temperature one can comparatively easily 
guarantee conditions in which one will observe 
sharp peaks in the cross section corresponding 
to discrete levels, with a low concentration of 
impurity atoms. 

We note that for a large mass difference 
(m0/m « 1) the values of the cross section for 
two-quantum excitations of localized oscillators 
also become significant. Thus in addition to the 
maxima in the scattering cross section for ~E 
= liwDv• satellites should appear at ~E = 2tiwnv• 
etc. (~E > 0 ). 

5. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

The results obtained in the preceding sections 
allow us to analyze what information concerning 
the vibration spectrum can be gotten from meas
urements of the cross section for scattering of 
slow neutrons by crystals containing isolated im
purity atoms. 

The decisive point for the inverse problem is 
the possibility of separating out the actual cross 
section for scattering by the impurity atom and 
the disturbed region which is produced around it. 
The problem is solved most simply if one can use 
impurity nuclei whose scattering is anomalously 
large in the energy region of interest. Several 
isotopes with low-lying resonance levels are known 
at present. But the energies of all these levels are 
of the order of one eV, so that the use of these iso
topes requires the development of a special experi
mental technique. 

If, however, the total scattering from the im
purity nuclei does not predominate, the problem 
of separating out d2a<1) I dE dQ is more complicated. 
To isolate the coherent scattering one must meas
ure the scattering cross section of single crystals 
as a function of ~E for fixed momentum transfer 
k = 2rrb. If the coherent scattering is negligibly 
small, the measurement can be made on a poly
crystal, where a complete averaging of the polari
zation occurs ( cf. [B] and also Sec. 3 ). Thus in 
both cases we at least get the quantity (3.30), and 
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if d2u<1>/dEdQ is comparable to d2crf~c/dEdQ, 
the quantity 7J Sp T1(.6.E), which is what we want, 
can be separated out. 

But the most interesting question is whether, 
from experiments on scattering of neutrons by 
crystals with low impurity concentrations, one 
can establish the distribution function for the 
squared frequencies of the initial ideal lattice, 
(2.22). 

The possibility of separating d2cr<1>jdEdQ when 
7J « 1 definitely assumes that 

D ';';i> C. (5.1) 

In this case, as shown in Sec. 3, measuring the 
cross section for three noncoplanar values of k 
= 27rb (for uniaxial crystals two independent meas
urements are sufficient, for a cubic crystal, one) 
for a fixed value AE ""- 0, one can find the princi
pal values of the tensor Tik(AE) of (3.36) and 
consequently the quantities fv( w2 ). The existence 
of the functional relation (2.28) between fv( w2 ) 

and g< V) ( w2 ) then allows us to get g< V) ( w2), and 
thus we can affirm that it is possible to determine 
g ( w2 ) • (To calculate the integral appearing in 
(3.28) in first approximation one can use some 
simple model, and then use the method of succes
sive approximations. ) 

One should remember that the whole theory is 
based on the assumption that the force constants 
are unchanged by the introduction of the foreign 
atom. But when the masses m 0 and m are mark
edly different, one can apparently neglect changes 
in the force constants ( cf, also [ 4J), so that this 
assumption becomes completely reasonable. 

A very important point is the possibility of de
tecting from experiments on scattering the presence 

of discrete frequencies and to determine their 
magnitude as well as the quantity d ln wbv/dE. 
Agreement between the experimental values of 
wnv and those which are computed from the solu
tion of (2.20), or, for a cubic crystal, are given by 
the equation 

(5.2) 

would serve as a good confirmation of the correct
ness of the initial assumption of unchanged values 
of the force constants. In solving (2.20) we can 
again choose g< v) ( w2) from some crude model. 
If WDv is sufficiently high, to find it (as shown 
in [3,4]) it is sufficient to know only the first mo
ments of the function g< V) ( w2 ), which can be de
termined to good accuracy by an independent 
method. In particular, in the case of a cubic crys-

tal the first moment ( w2 ) can be found from the 
deviation of the specific heat from its classical 
limit at high temperatures. 

We remark that there is particular interest in 
determining g(w2 ) for a host with very weak one
phonon incoherent scattering. 

If Eq. (5.1) is not satisfied, we must use for D 
the general expression in the form (3.26). From 
the form of this expression it follows that one can 
get a marked increase in d2cr<1>jdE dQ by using 
heavy impurity atoms ( m 0 /m » 1 ) , or by using_ 
atoms for which A0 has the opposite sign from A. 

As shown in earlier papers of the authors, [a, 4] 

when m 0 /m » 1 the quantity fv (2.28) has a strong 
resonant character: 

where 
ro• 

X=-2--' 
ffiomax 

(5.3) 

nd. 
Av = 'I . I s!'l• <x-l)v' 

(5.4) 

The symbol ( ... )v denotes an average with weight 
g<v) (2.21), so that 

dv is a constant determined from the low frequency 
limit (x « 1) of the function g(V)(x), which has 
the form 

g(•) (x) = d. Vx · 
Because of this, the cross section for one

quantum excitations (3.33)-(3.34) will be localized 
in a narrow energy interval around 

nroomax 
!:lE = 'I 'I ' I sl '(r'>v' 

(5.5) 

while the intensity at the maximum will be ~ 1/A.v 
times the usual scattering cross section from the 
impurity centers. Apparently this case is very 
favorable for detecting the one-quantum scattering 
of neutrons from impurity atoms when their con
centration is low. 

We remark that in the case considered the two
quantum ( multiquantum ) excitations may become 
important, which will correspond to peaks in the 
neutron scattering cross section for 
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The assumptions of an additive conservation law of leptonic charge and of definite chiralities 
of the electron and muon in weak interactions determine uniquely the lepton pairs ( Ve, e-) 
and ( "J.l' JJ.-) in the four-fermion interaction with baryons only in the case of V -coupling. The 
possible violation of V -coupling in the ~S = - ~Q decay modes of strange particles, and hence 
the possible participation of lepton pairs of the forms (j)JJ.• e-) and (ve, JJ.-) in weak interac
tions, is discussed. 

THE recent experiment at Brookhaven [1] which 
has disclosed an asymmetry of electrons and muons 
with respect to neutrinos originating from pion de
cays, is a brilliant experimental confirmation of the 
two-neutrino hypothesis which has been discussed 
in recent years [2- 7] (further references are given 
in [1J). 

In a previous paper [5] the author has obtained 
the two neutrinos from a classification of neutral 
massless fermions with respect to the sign of the 
leptonic charge and chirality (the eigenvalues of 
the operator y 5 ) 0 : 

+I -I -1 +I 

y6 +1 +I -I -I (1) 

In conformity with the work of Marshak and 
Sudarshan [S] it has been assumed in [5] that the 
massive leptons ( e and JJ.) also possess definite 
chiralities in weak interactions, in the sense that 
each occurs in the weak interaction Lagrangian 
always with the same factor ( 1 + y 5 ) or ( 1 - y 5 ) 

and that the Lagrangian is invariant with respect 
to the following transformations 2>: 

(2) 

In the case of V-coupling the y5 symmetry im
plies conservation of the lepton chirality in weak 
interactions, introducing a new additive quantum 

1lCf. also the papers by Schwinger,[2 ] Nishijima[•] and 
Kawakami [•]. In distinction from [•], in these papers two 
neutrinos are already connected a priori in a "rigid" manner 
with the electron and muon, respectively (see below). 

2lThe statement (2) is essentially based on the assumption 
that in determining the form of the basic weak interaction all 
leptons can be considered massless (cf. [•]). 

number in addition to electric and leptonic charge. 
If one now attributes different leptonic charges to 
electrons and muons of equal electric charge (fol
lowing the proposals of Konopinski and Mahmoud [10] 

and Zel'dovich[11J), i.e., [5] 

+I -1 -I +I 

Q -1 -1 +I +I 
(3) 

then the conservation of the electric and leptonic 
charges and chirality will imply uniquely that only 
lepton pairs of the form 

(4) 

must participate in all weak interactions (we do 
not consider here neutral currents ) . In particular, 
the form of the muon decay interaction will be 
uniquely determined as: 

!1----+e- + v, + v~-' (5) 

and processes of the form 

K0 -+!1++e-, e-+2P-+!1++2n, (6) 

will be forbidden, although they conserve leptonic 
charge alone. 

However it is important to note that owing to the 
definition (3) of leptonic charge, the conservation 
laws of the charges and y 5-invariance determine 
uniquely both the muon decay interaction (5) and 
the form of the four-fermion muon decay interac
tion, independently of the assumption of V -coupling. 
Indeed, using the Fierz identities, it is easy to see 
that the two expressions of the four-fermion inter
action Hamiltonian which are allowed by the con
servation of the charges and by y 5-invariance 

938 
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are identical with each other. The tensor inter
action 

Cl. =F ~ (9) 

vanishes as a consequence of Eq. {2). This means 
that within the framework of leptonic interactions 
only (the muon decay theory) one is allowed to 
consider with equal rights both the vector and 
scalar currents. 

The situation is different for the interaction of 
leptons with baryons. It is easy to see that in this 
case giving up the assumption of V -coupling would 
lead to a loss of uniqueness of the lepton pairings 
(4). In other words, if one does not impose V
coupling, the conservation laws of the charges and 
y5-invariance would allow not only the pairings (4) 
but also the following lepton pairings: 

Thus, for instance, the beta-decay Hamiltonian 
could be of the form 

(10) 

H !l ~ (p (1 ± YB) n) (?(I - YB) vp.)· (11) 

However, this possibility contradicts the experi
ments on angular distribution and the electron 
asymmetry in beta decay. Thus, in distinction 
from the theory of muon decay, a complete theory 
of the strangeness-conserving weak interactions 
of leptons and baryons is uniquely determined 
(and in agreement with experiment) only if one 
adds the independent assumption of V -A-coupling 
to the conservation of electric, baryonic and lep
tonic charge and y5-invariance. 

The conclusion that in the leptonic interactions 
of strange particles with ~S = + ~Q the coupling 
is also of the V-A type follows less definitely from 
experimentC8J. However, the possibility is not ex
cluded that the (V-A) coupling is not valid for the 
recently discovered [12] strange particle decays 
with a strangeness change ~S = - ~Q. This would 
not contradict a limited universality, since, accord
ing to C13J a combination of ~S = + ~Q currents 
is impossible (the absence of transitions with 
~s = 2). 

Marshak and Sudarshan [8] were the first to 
note that the {V-A) coupling in the four fermion 
interaction of any four particles [8•14] is a conse
quence of the requirement of invariance with re
spect to independent y5-transformations for each 
particle. Such an assertion is however ambiguous, 
since it is not clear what is meant by "particle," 
or in other words to what to connect the sign of 
chirality, to the electric charge, as in Eq. (2), or 

to the leptonic {baryonic) charge. This ambi
guity is removed in part in the y 5-classification 
of lepton doublets proposed in [9], which general
izes the lepton classification (1)-(3). It follows 
from this classification that in the absence of re
normalizations, the ~S = - ~Q baryon currents 
can be only scalar or tensorial and cannot be vec
torial (owing to the different chiralities of the 
nucleon and of the ~+ hyperon). It is a charac
teristic feature that the coupling of these currents 
to the leptonic currents can only be scalar, since 
the tensor coupling vanishes. 

In the present paper we consider the conse
quences of the assumption that in leptonic interac
tions the ~s = + ~Q and ~S = - ~Q currents of 
the strongly interacting particles, are vectorial 
and scalar {or tensorial) respectively. In this 
case the ~S = - ~Q leptonic decays of strange 
particles should contain the leptonic pairings (10), 
i.e., the electron should appear together with the 
muonic antineutrino _;;J..I. and the muon with the elec
tronic antineutrino Ve, e.g., 

(12) 

A decisive test of this assumption could be obtained 
in high energy neutrino experiments in the reac
tions 

vi'- + n ~ e- + z+, 
v, + n-> !l- + z+, 

vl'-+p~n+Ko+e+, (13) 

v,+p~n+K0 +!l+· (14) 

At present the reactions (13) could possibly be 
observed experimentally, since their threshold dif
fers only slightly from the threshold of the reaction 
which has already been observed in Brookhaven: 

(15) 

and their cross sections are possibly by one or two 
orders of magnitude smaller. 

In addition to the neutrino experiments at high 
energies, an experimental test of the hypothesis 
could be obtained from an investigation of the de
cays of Kt2 mesons: 

K~~n± + e'~- + v, 

K~-> n± + e+ + v. 

(16) 

(17) 

Owing to the absence of interference between the 
decays of the K0 and K0 components of Kt 2 the 
total probabilities of the K~- and Kg-meson de
cays (16) and (17) must be equal. Apparently ex
perimental data [12] point to the absence of such an 
equality. 

The presence of S- or T -coupling in the ~S 
= - ~Q decay modes of strange particles should 
also show up in the Ke3 and KJ-1.3 decays of type 
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(17) (cf. [16•17 J). The existing experimental dataC16] 

speak in favor of V -coupling in these processes, 
but apparently do not allow to rule out an admix
ture of ( S, T )-coupling of the order of 30-40%, 
which does not contradict the experimental data 
regarding the relative probabilities of the .6.S 
= + .6.Q leptonic decays [12]. An increase of the 
accuracy of measurements of the angular corre
lation of leptons in these experiments would be 
desirable, especially for angles e > rr/2 [17 J. In 
case a violation of the V -coupling exists in any 
weak interaction process (as well as in the case 
of a nonvanishing neutrino mass) transitions 
ve - vJl. would be possible in higher orders of 
the weak interaction constant. 

Should it be proved experimentally that the 
leptonic .6.S = - .6.Q modes of the strange particles 
are, like the other interactions, of the vector type, 
then under the assumptions (1)-(3) made above, 
this would imply that the lepton pairings (4) are 
the only ones possible in all weak processes. In 
this case the predictions of the scheme of weak 
interactions with one leptonic charge will coincide 
with the predictions of the scheme with two lep
tonic charges ( cf. [18]). 

If the weak interactions proceed via intermedi
ate bosons, there should exist, besides the vector 
bosons, also scalar bosons coupled to the leptonic 
currents and to the .6.S = - .6.Q currents of the 
strongly interacting particles, e.g., 

H.= %-gv [(n(1- r6) ~+) + (e- (1- y6) vv-) 

+ ([i- (I- r6) V.)l s- + c.c. (18) 

It has been assumed here for estimating purposes 
that the coupling constant of the scalar bosons to 
the baryon and lepton currents is one half of the 
coupling constant gy between the vector bosons 
and the conserved vector current of the strongly 
interacting particles. At the same time it is nec
essary to consider that the coupling constant of the 
vector bosons to the leptonic currents is also equal 
to gy /2, in order to maintain the equality of the 
effective coupling constants in beta decay and in 
muon decay 3>. 

If the weak interactions are mediated by bosons, 
then the muonic neutrinos can also generate elec
trons in collisions with nuclei in association with 
scalar bosons, in the following processes: 

3lSuch a choice of the coupling constants of the lepton 
currents with the vector and scalar bosons, which satisfies 
the condition of equality of the effective coupling constants 
in beta decay and muon decay, is symmetric but is not the 
only one possible. 

vv-+Z-""Z+e-+W. (19) 

The generation of muons in association with vec
tor bosons will be a competing process. 

The assumption that in the strangeness-changing 
processes the electron could be associated with a 
muonic neutrino and the muon with an electronic 
neutrino has been made in the papers by Bludman [19] 

and Feinberg, Glirsey, and Pais [15]. The present 
scheme differs from the ones mentioned in the fol
lowing essential conclusions. 

1. The only possible lepton pairings are of the 
forms (4) and (10), but not (vJl., e-) and (ve, Ji.-) 
as considered in [19,15]. 

2. The "anomalous" pairs (10) interact with the 
.6.S = - .6.Q currents but not with the .6.S = + .6.Q cur
rents. 

3. The leptonic currents which contain the pairs 
(10) are not vector currents but scalar or tensor 
currents. The same is true for the .6.S = - .6.Q 
baryonic currents. 

4. In [!B,t5J two types of muon decay are pos
sible: Ji.-- e- + ve + vJ.L and Jl.-- e- + ve + v 
and in the present case only one is possible, J.L 
namely the first. Due to this fact in those schemes 
the process J.L- e + y is possible in higher orders 
whereas in the present scheme this process is 
rigorously forbidden. 

The author is sincerely grateful to B. N. Valuev, 
Ya. B. Zel'dovich, B. L. Ioffe, Nguyen Van Hieu, 
B. Pontecorvo, R. M. Ryndin and other participants 
of the working conference on weak interactions in 
Dubna for discussions. 

Note added in proof (March 14, 1963). Should it be proved 
experimentally that the L'l.S = -L'l.Q baryon currents are indeed 
scalar or tensorial in character and that the total probabilities 
of the decays (16) and (17) are not equal (the existence of 
interference between K" and K0 decays), this would mean that 
if V-coupling is violated the chiralities of the electron and 
muon change signs, and therefore, in principle, the weak inter
actions could be a source of the bare mass of these particles. 
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The properties of a Fermi system with an interaction in the case of pairs of nonzero angular 
momentum are investigated. A decoupling of the three-particle Green's function is proposed 
which allows one to obtain solutions both with an isotropic and an anisotropic gap. It is shown 
that the solution with an anisotropic gap is asymptotically exact. A discussion is given of the 
difficulties arising in obtaining a basis for solutions with an isotropic gap. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

THE problem of pairings with nonzero angular 
momentum in a Fermi system has been repeatedly 
discussed recently [1- 10] in connection with the 
problem of the superfluidity of He3• The author 
has shown [U] that production of Cooper pairs in 
the triplet state with a total component of spin 
equal to zero is possible in antiferromagnetic 
substances as a result of the interaction between 
conduction electrons induced by spin waves. Pos
sibly such a mechanism is responsible for the oc
currence of superconductivity in ruthenium and 
osmium, for which no isotopic effect has been 
found [12•13]. 

The theory of Fermi systems with an interac
tion in the case of pairs of nonzero angular mo
mentum is developed on the basis of the reduced 
BCS Hamiltonian [14]: 

+ 1""' ,++ H red=~ ~pUpaUpa + 2V .Li v (p, p) ap'aa- p',- aUpaU-p,-o 

p,o p,p',o (1) 

Here tp is the kinetic energy of a fermion of mo
mentum p referred to the Fermi energy, V is the 
volume of the system, ap<P afx;- are the creation 
and annihilation operators for a fermion of mo
mentum p and spin component u. The "potential" 
of the interaction V ( p, p' ) in the isotropic model 
depends only on the scattering angle: V(p, p') 
== V ( nn' ) , where n == p/p, and differs from zero 
in an energy shell of thickness 2w near the Fermi 
surface. 

For the investigation of the ground state of the 
system with the "reduced" interaction Gor'kov and 
Galitskii [3] have generalized the technique of de
coupling the chain of equations for the Green's func
tion developed by Gor'kov [15] to the case of conden-

sation of Cooper pairs with nonzero relative angular 
momentum. In this paper we propose a solution 
with an isotropic gap. Other authors [1•2• 6- 10] as
sume that in the ground state the gap is anisotropic 
in spite of the fact that the original Hamiltonian is 
isotropic. In particular, Anderson and Morel have 
obtained this result with the aid of a variational 
principle by minimizing the average value of the 
energy over states of the Bardeen type: 

<D = IT (up + Vpa; a~ p) <D0 , 

p 

where <I> 0 is the "vacuum" amplitude. 
In the next section we shall utilize a technique 

of calculation which differs inappreciably from the 
technique of Gor'kov and Galitskil [3J, and we shall 
obtain, by decoupling the chain of equations for the 
Green's functions, solutions both with an isotropic 
and with an anisotropic gap. In Sec. 3 it is shown 
that the anisotropic solution is asymptotically ex
act for V- oo. We shall also describe the diffi
culties arising in attempting to find a basis for the 
isotropic solutions. 

2. STATES WITH ISOTROPIC AND ANISOTROPIC 
GAP 

The energy spectrum of the system is deter
mined by poles of the Fourier transform of the 
Green's function 

G (p, t- t') =- i<Ta;a (t) a;a (t')) = <(apa (t); a;a (t')), 

(2) 

where the angle brackets denote averaging over a 
Gibbs ensemble. 

The equation of motion for the function 
G(p, t -t') has the form 

942 
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i ft G (p, t- t') = 6 (t- t') + ~PG (p, t- t') 

- t ~v (p, p') r (p, p', t- t'), 
p' 

where r is the two-particle Green's function: 

(3) 

r (p, p', t- t') = {a~p.-a (t) a-p',-a(t) ap'a (t); a;a (t')>. 

(4) 

We set up the equation of motion for the function r: 

ift r (p, p', t- t') =- ~pr (p, p', t- t') 

- ~ ~V (p, p") {apaa; .. aa~p",-aa-p•,-h',a; a;a (!')} 
p" 

+ {a~p.-ai 1t (a-p',-aap•a); a;a (!')}. (5) 

We shall achieve the simplest interpolation de
coupling of three-particle Green's functions appear
ing in (5) by pairing the operators apa and apa· In 
order to simplify the resulting system of equations 
we impose the additional condition 

{a~p.-oi ~ (a_p•-oap•o); a;o (!')} = 0. (6) 

The solutions which we shall obtain below satisfy 
this condition. Thus, we shall obtain a closed sys
tem of equations for G(p, t-t') and r(p,p', t-t') 
which on going over to Fourier components assume 
the form 

(w- ~p) G (p, w) + (2~)" ~d3p'V (p, p') r (p, p', w) = 1, 
(7) 

(w + ~p) r (p, p', w) 

= (2~)• G (p, w) ~d3p"dwV(p, p") r (p", p', w). (8) 

A. States with isotropic gap. By taking into ac
count the symmetry of the desired solution we shall 
assume r ( p, p', w) to be a function of t, t', w and 
of the angle between the vectors p and p'. We ex
pand V(p,p') and r(p,p', w) in a series of spher
ical harmonics: 

V (p, p') = ~ (2l + 1) VtPt (nn') = 4:rt ~ VtYtm (n) v;m (n'), 
1 l,m ( 9) 

r (p, p', w) = ~ r 1 (~, ~', w) P 1 (nn') 
I 

=4:rt ~ 21 ~ 1 rt(~. ~', w) Ytm (n) v;m (n'); (10) 
l,m 

PZ(nn') are the Legendre polynomials. On substi
tuting these expressions into (7) and (8), we shall 
obtain equations for G (p, w) and for the coeffi
cients in the expansion of the function r ( p, p'' w ) : 

(w- ~) G (p, w) + ~p1 ~ d~Tt (~, ~', w) = 1, (11) 
I 

(w + ~) rt (~. ~', w) = 2~ G (p, w) Pt~d~"dwrt (~", ~', w). 

(12) 

Here we have introduced the notation Pl 
= Vzpij/27r2v0, where p0, v0 are the Fermi momen
tum and velocity. 

The function G(p, w) whose poles determine the 
spectrum of single particle excitations can be eas
ily found: 

G(p,w)=w+~~+i!.:.2 th f3ep{(t-~)6(w+ep) 
w2- EP 2 ep 

-(1+~)6(w-ep)}, (13)* 

the imaginary part is determined in accordance 
with Landau's theorem [16], Ep = ( t~ + ~ 2 ) 112 is 
the energy of an elementary excitation, {3 is the 
reciprocal temperature, and 

112 =-f~r;~'rt(~. ~',w)d~d~'dw. (14) 
n I .l 

On dividing Eq. (12) by w + t and on integrating 
over t, t', w, we obtain 

0) 

At (I - p1 ~ ds ~ th ¥) = 0, (15) 
0 

At=~ rt (~. ~,, w) d~ d~' dw. (16) 

The system (15) admits the trivial solution Az = 0 
for all l corresponding to the normal state. There 
also exists a number of nontrivial solutions deter
mined by equations 

0 

(17) 

In particular, at the temperature T = 0 we obtain 
from these equations 

11 (0) = 2w exp (- 1 I P1), (18) 

which coincides exactly with the solution of Gor'kov 
and Galitskii [S]. The maximum gap ~. and conse
quently, the thermodynamically most advantageous 
state corresponds to maximum Pl· The ratio of 
the critical temperature T c to ~ ( 0 ) is the same 
as in the case of a pairing with l = 0: Tc = 1.75 x 
~(0 ). 

So far we have not used the additional condition 
(6) which can be written in the form 

*th =tanh. 
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It can be easily shown that equations (11), (12), 
(19), can be satisfied simultaneously 0 by setting 
all the rz except rzo equal to zero, and 

fz, (~, ~,, ro) = ~1/t, (~, ro) ~ F;, (~', ro) dro 

= iF 1, (~, ro) F;, (~'), 

where 
i/1. 

Ft,(~, ro) = w + ~ G (p, ro). 

(20) 

(21) 

A physical interpretation of the solution ob
tained was proposed by Gor'kov and Galitskil [a]. 

The decoupling of the function r (p, p', w) adopted 
by us means that the operator zp+ljJ+ can create a 
pair of relative angular momentum l, while the 
component of the angular momentum m can be 
arbitrary. Averages of four Fermi operators can 
be represented in the present scheme in the fol
lowing manner: 

< 1jnjnp+ \jJ +) 

=2J<Nf'IJ'IJ[N+2, l,m><N+2, l,m['IJ+'il+[N), 
m (22) 

where the state IN+ 2, l, m) is obtained from the 
state IN) of a system of N particles by the addi
tion of a pair of relative angular momentum l and 
component m. 

B. States with anisotropic gap. Anisotropic so
lutions can be obtained if we assume that the func
tion r (p, p'' w) can be factorized: 

r (p, p', ro) = iF (p, ro) F'(p'), (23) 

where 

F (p) = 2~ ~droF(p, ro). (24) 

From relation (8) one can easily show that 

(ro + ~p) F(p, ro) = (2~)4 G (p, ro) ~ d3p' droV(p, p') F(p', ro). 

(25) 

The function G(p, w) is of the form (13) where, 
however, Ep = (t~ + l.6.(p)l 2 ) 112, while the function 
.6.(p) can be expressed in terms of F(p, w) in the 
following manner: 

~ (p) = (2~)4 ~ d3p' droV(p, p') F(p', ro). (26) 

By eliminating the function F ( p, w ) we obtain the 
equation for the energy gap .6. ( p): 

!)Generally speaking, there is no need to give such a proof, 
since the system of equations for a pairing of angular momen
tum l = l 0 is formally the same as in the case l = 0, when the 
solution is well known to exist. 

(27) 
~ ( ) - n \ d3 'V ( ') /1,. (p') th f3ep' 

P - (2n)4 J P p, P e(p') -2-' 

which, gnerally speaking, is complex [a physical 
meaning can be ascribed to the absolute value of 
the function .6. ( p ) ]. The energy gap .6. ( p ) depends 
only on the direction of the vector p: .6. ( p) = .6. ( n). 
On expanding .6.(n) in terms of spherical harmon-
ics: 

~ (n) = ~ ~tmYtm (n), (28) 
l, m 

we shall obtain for the expansion coefficients .6.zm 
a system of transcendental equations: 

w 

~lm = PI 2J ~I'm'~ d~' ~ dn' 
l', m' 0 

Yz'm' (n') v;m (n') [3 V\;'" + I /1,. (n') [2 

X V~'"+Jfl.(n')J• th 2 
(29) 

The additional condition (6) can be rewritten in the 
following manner: 

nT (p, p', ro) + (2!)• ~ d3p"V (p', p") 

X {n (p') f (p,- p", ro) 

- [1- n (- p')l r (p, p", ro)} = 0, 

where n(p) = (apuap0-). 

(30) 

The anisotropic solution obtained by us satisfies 
Eq. (30) only if the function F(p, w ), and conse
quently also .6.(p ), is even (or odd) 2> with 

F (p, ro) = ± F (- p, ro) = ~~(~~ G (p, ro). (31) 

This means that among the solutions of the equa
tion for .6.(p) only those are acceptable in which 
.6.(p) is expanded in terms of spherical harmonics 
with only even values of l (singlet state ) or only 
with odd values of l (triplet state). 

It is of interest to note that the critical temper
ature T c. determined from the condition that the 
function .6. ( p) vanishes identically, satisfies the 
same equation both in the case when the gap is 
isotropic and in the case when the gap is aniso
tropic. This equation is of the form 

w 

\ d~ ~ 
1 = Pt0 J T th 2Tc , 

0 

where p z0 is the maximum positive value of pz. 

The critical temperature is equal to 

Tc = 3.5 ro exp (- ljp1). 

(32) 

(33) 

Thus, if in the interaction V(p, p') at least one 

2>Incidentally, such symmetry properties of the function 
~(p) are obvious. 
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of the quantities Vz is positive, then at sufficiently 
low temperatures the system will exhibit the prop
erty of superfluidity (or superconductivity). A 
positive sign of Vz denotes attraction of a pair of 
fermions in a state of angular momentum l. 

3. ASYMPTOTIC EXACTNESS OF SOLUTIONS IN 
THE CASE OF THE REDUCED HAMILTONIAN 

The problem of the symmetry properties of the 
state of thermodynamic equilibrium of a system 
with interaction in pairs of angular momentum dif
ferent from zero is at the present moment contro
versial [1- 3•6- 10]. The solution with an isotropic 
gap proposed by Gor'kov and Galitski1 [3] cannot 
be obtained, for example, by the variational method, 
since the structure of the wave function of the iso
tropic ground state, if the latter exists, is very 
complicated. In the paper by Hone C7J it is shown 
that it is very difficult to construct a chain of 
many-particle isotropic Green's functions satis
fying the equations of motion obtained with the aid 
of the reduced Hamiltonian. However, we note that 
such objections are not valid as proofs. At the 
same time it is asserted that if in the reduced 
Hamiltonian one neglects the kinetic energy, then 
the method of Anderson and Morel gives the cor
rect value for the energy of the ground state [8]. 

We shall show in this section that solutions with 
an anisotropic gap are asymptotically exact, and 
we shall describe the difficulties arising in efforts 
of finding a basis for the isotropic solutions. 3> 

In the preceding section by decoupling the three
particle Green's function we obtained a closed sys
tem of equations for the one- and two-particle 
Green's functions. We now turn to the solution 
of an infinite chain of equations for the Green's 
functions. 

Following Bogolyubov [17• 18] we shall consider 
the temperature Green's functions 

GWI (p, t- t') = (apo (t)_~ (t); a~',a (t')). (34) 

r 9l (p, p', t- t') 

= Ja+ (t) a-p', -0 (t) a;,, a (t) m (t); ap'- (t')~, (35) 
~ -p,-cr u ,;/ 

where ro?, m are products of the form 

where all the operators appearing in GW? and r% 
are different. 

3lThe asymptotic exactness of the BCS solution was first 
proved by BogolyubovJ17 ·'•] Recently the same result was 
also obtained by Klein ['•] and by Haag.[20 ] 

We construct equations of motion for these 
functions: 

:t GW? (p, t - t') = {j (t - t') (ro?) + ~PGW/ (p, t - t') 

+ ~] V (p, p') (a~P. -crGp•aG-p•, -a~; a;o> 
p' 

(36) 

i :t r 9l (p, p', t- t') =- ~prl)l (p, p', t- t') 

1 'V V ( ") / + + m. + (f')'--- lf ~ p, P "\GpoGp"aG-p", -aG-p•, -aGp•0 U<, Gpo J 
p" 

/ + . d ( ) m. + (t')'--+ "\a-p, -al dt U-p', -aU/a "'• Gpo / 

J+ . r/>Jl:. + •'--+ "\a-p, -aG-p', -aGp•al at, Upa (I),_/. (37) 

In Eqs. (36) and (37) we can, preserving an ac
curacy up to terms of order 1/N ( N is the number 
of particles in the system, N/V =canst), neglect 
terms in which the same operator is repeated sev
eral times. Then the chain of equations (36) and 
(37) will be closed even though it is infinite. 

We shall attempt to obtain an asymptotically 
exact solution of our chain of equations in the form 

GWI (p, t- t') = (~) G (p, t- t'), 

r;_n (p, p', t- t') = <ffi> r (p, p', t- t'). 

Since the averages 

< idro?/dt) = < idffi!dt) = 0, 

(38) 

(39) 

the chain of equations (36) and (37) reduces to the 
pair of equations for G(p, t- t') and r (p, p', t- t') 
which on going over to Fourier components assume 
the form (7) and (8) [taking into account the addi
tional conditions (6)]. Thus, the solutions obtained 
in the preceding section satisfy the chain of asym
ptotically exact equations for the Green's function. 

The decoupling of (38) and (39) is justified in 
the case of the solution with an anisotropic gap 
since in this case all the many-particle Green's 
functions under consideration can be factorized 
and, in particular, r (p, p', w) = iF(p, w) F*(p' ). 
This shows that the properties of a superconduc
ting system with an anisotropic gap can be de
scribed by means of a quadratic approximating 
Hamiltonian of the type of Hamiltonian proposed 
by Bogolyubov =11• 18]: 

H = ] gpa;aapo +a I ~ (p) I (a;aa~p. -o + a-p, -aG>o)}, (40) 
p,o 

which can be diagonalized with the aid of a canon
ical transformation. 4> The approximating Hamil-

4lSolutions with an anisotropic gap can be obtained in the 
case of the Hamiltonian Hred with the aid of Bogolyubov's 
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tonian, however, is not suitable for obtaining so
lutions with an isotropic gap (Z ~ 0 ), since aver
ages of the type ( apa-pa:p'ap') on being averaged 
using the Hamiltonian (40) would have the struc
ture of products F(p) F*(p') which in the scheme 
of Gor'kov and Galitskil would denote pairing in an 
S-state. 

However, if we seek such a system of Green's 
functions that 

r (p, p', w) = f 1 (\;, \;', w) Pt (nn'), 

then the decoupling of (38) and (39) is unacceptable, 
since the symmetry of many-particle Green's func
tions is violated. For example, in the case of such 
decoupling averages of the type 

turn out to be proportional to Pz(n1n1) Pz(n2n2) and 
are altered by the interchange of arguments n1 ~ n2, 

i.e., the required symmetry is absent. Therefore, 
one should seek other methods of laying a basis for 
the isotropic solution. 

In the preceding section we decoupled the three
particle Green's function. One can proceed some
what further in this direction. If we restrict our
selves to a discussion of Green's functions in which 
products of the type aga:gafa-f occur not more 
than twice, while the number of products of the 
type apap can be arbitrary, then one can pair the 
operators ai)a and apa• by assuming that the four
particle Green's function is of the following form: 

The functions Fz ( t, w ) and Fz ( t) are defined by 
relations (20) and (21) of the preceding section. 
The expression (41) possesses the necessary sym
metry. 

In the third term of the right hand side of Eq. 
(36) as a result of integrating over p' using the 
weighting function V ( p, p' ) the dependence on n 
disappears in virtue of the relation 

~ dn' Pt (nn')Pt(n1n') = 'Ll =; 1 Pt (nn 1), (42) 

canonical transformation. The present author["] has obtained 
the Hamiltonian for the interaction of conduction electrons of 
an antiferromagnetic substance with spin waves. By applying 
the method of canonical transformation to this Hamiltonian one 
can also obtain the energy spectrum for a system with an 
anisotropic gap. 

and the integral turns out to be proportional to 
(im), and this leads to the equation for G(p, w) 
discussed in the preceding section in the case of 
an isotropic gap. A similar situation holds also 
for Eq. (37). 

Unfortunately, we cannot demonstrate a de
coupling of the functions Gw1 and rsn containing a 
greater number of operators of the type aga~gag'a-g' 
and the question of whether there exist isotropic 
solutions of the infinite chain of equations remains 
open. It is possible that the scheme of Gor'kov and 
Galitskil is an approximate one even in the case of 
the reduced interaction. 

Thus, at the present moment there have been 
proposed a number of solutions of the problem of 
pairings with nonzero angular momentum. For a 
given interaction V ( p, p' ) only one solution is ac
ceptable. The problem of the choice of this solution 
is very complicated. The system (29) can be solved 
in the general case only by numerical methods. 
Vaks, Galitskil, and Larkin[10] have succeeded in 
showing that certain particular anisotropic solu
tions are unstable. It is possible that an experi
mental investigation of superconducting ruthenium 
and osmium will clarify the situation. 

I express my gratitude to L. P. Gor'kov for use
ful discussions. 
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KHELIDZE, T. N. FAUSTOV, and A. T. 
FILIPPOV 

Joint Institute of Nuclear Research 

Submitted to JETP editor January 3, 1963 

J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 44, 1409-1411 
(April, 1963) 

IT has been shown [1] that the system of two par
ticles in quantum field theory can be described by 
an equation of the Schrodinger type with a general
ized complex potential. Such a quasi-optical de
scription permits, on the one hand, the finding of 
the scattering matrix and, on the other, the study 
of the structure of bound and resonant states 
(virtual processes). If we pose the problem of 
describing only the relativistic scattering matrix, 
then the generalized potential will depend only on 
the energy and the momentum transfer of the sys
tem and the equation for the wave function will have 
the form 

(£2 _ q2 _ m2) 1Jl± (q) 

With the aid of the method suggested in [1], we can 
thus construct a potential in the form (2). In [ 2] it 
was shown that for a description of bound states of 
the system we also can construct from field theory 
the potential of the form (2) without the hypothetical 
dispersion relations. In expression (3) we did not 
take into account the subtraction polynomial, but, 
depending on its degree n, our potential will cor
rectly describe only waves with l > n, and, con
sequently, our conclusions on the asymptotic be
havior hold if n < 1. 

The imaginary part V characterizes the inelas
tic scattering processes. Regge showed that when 
the potential is a superposition of Yukawa poten
tials, the asymptotic behavior of the scattering 
amplitude, as t - oo, has the form 

M (E, t) = g (£) ta.(E), t =- (q-q')2, (4) 

where q and q' are the initial and final momenta 
of the particle. 

For investigation of the asymptotic behavior in 
the s channel, Eq. (1) must be written in the t 
channel: here t is connected with the energy 
through the relation t = 4E2• Then the variable s 
will be the momentum transfer ( s :s 0 ). 

In this note we would like to draw attention to 
the fact that the potential of type (2) leads to the 
Regge asymptotic behavior (4). This can be shown 
if we use the method developed by Fubini and 
Straffolini for ordinary potential scattering. [S] 

We write the equation for the amplitude T±: 

= V q'1+ m' ~ v± (q, q'; E) 1Jl± (q') d3q', (1) r± (q, q') = v± ((q- q')2,E) 

where q and q' are the three-dimensional mo
menta, v+ is the potential for states that are even 
in cos 8 ( 8 is the scattering angle), and v- is the 
corresponding potential for odd states. 

For simplicity we consider here the case of 
scalar particles. For the potential v± ( q, q', E) 
we can take the following spectral representation: 

00 + v± ( I E) -- 1 \' u- (E, v) d 
q, q' - n~ v+(q-q')2 v, (2) 

f'-' 

where U ( E, v) is a spectral function depending on 
the energy of the system and is complex in the re
gion E2 >mi. 

If the amplitude of the process M(E, t) satis
fies the dispersion relation in the time variable t 
for any fixed values of the energy E, then the pro
jection of the amplitude M± on even and odd states 
will be represented in the form 

00 

M + ) (' Cl± (£, v) 
-(E,t =.)v+(q-q')2 dv. (3) 

f>-' 

, \ v± ((q- p)2 , E) r± (p. q') d~ 
1 ~[(£-f-iE) 2 -m2 -p2]VP'+m" p. 

(On the mass surface the transition amplitude is 
the same as in the ordinary scattering matrix. ) 
We seek a solution of Eq. (5) in the form 

00 + '2 ') 

r±(q, q') =~~ <-(~~~-, v) dv. 
0 

(5) 

(6) 

Substituting (2) and (6) into (5), we obtain an equa
tion for the spectral function T: 

t:±(q'2 , q2 , v, E)=V± (E, v) 

+ \(' Q± (q'', v, u', 1', q', E) -r± (q' 2 ,u', t', E) du'dt'; 
JJ (E•-m'- u') V u' + m2 

Q± (q' 2 , v, u', t', q2 , E) 

Here K is a well-known kernel (see, for example, 
[4] ). 

948 
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In the asymptotic region s - oo, Eq. (7) takes 
the form 

s 00 + 
= __!_ ~ d r Q± (~ '2 ' E) T;:;s (q'2, u', v, £) d ' .) v_\ as ,q ,U, U, so o s (£2-m2-u')Vu'+m2 

Q± ( , E) _ ~ 8 (u'- ux- v1x/(i- x)) u± (£, v1) d 
asX,U,U,- 'I 'I Vl. 

(1-x) '(u'-ux-v1xj(1-x))' (8) 

This equation has a solution of the form 

T± (q'2, q2, v, E) = Ti)= (q'2, q2, E) v"-(E). (9) 

Here the function T a satisfies the equation 

± ~ ± , -ri)= (u', s, £) , 
Ta (u, s, E) = R"- (u, u , s, E) V du . 

(£2-m2- u') u' + m2 

R'f: (u, u', s, E) 
1 

~U+(E )d \ dx·x"- 8(u'-ux-vxj(1-x!J. (10) 
= J - ' v V J 0- x)';, [u'- ux- vxj(i- x)] ;, 

From Eq. (10) we can determine the eigenfunction 
Ta and the eigenvalue a, which is a function of E. 
For E 2 < m~ the function U(E, v) is real and, con
sequently, a is real. 

Inserting (9) into (6) we obtain for large values 
of s 

. [1 I -b-;a(E)] 
T (a'2 q2 s E) = s~<E)T (q'2 q2 E) · - e , (11) I' '' a ' ' sin:nct(E) 

We can also obtain similar results directly from 
Eq. (1) by going over to partial waves. [3] 

The authors express their deep gratitude to 
Academician N. N. Bogolyubov for discussion of 
the results. 
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J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. (U.S.S.R.) 44, 1411-1412 
(April, 1963) 

THE neutron-neutron total cross section was 
measured at the proton synchrotron of the Joint 
Institute of Nuclear Research from the attenuation 
of a neutral beam under conditions of good geom
etry ( 8/2 = 0.228° ). 

As a neutron detector we used a telescope con
sisting of scintillation counters and a Cerenkov 
counter with complete absorption in lead glass. 
The detector recorded only those neutrons which, 
in interactions in an aluminum converter 10 em 
thick, produced secondary particles (mainly neu
tral and charged pions ) whose energy release in 
the Cerenkov-counter radiator was somewhat 
greater than the threshold energy. The energy 
thresholds of the neutron counter were calibrated 
from measurements of the energy of accelerated 
protons in the accelerator and with an electron 
beam. A system of fast discriminators with a re
solving time of 1.0 J..LSec was used for the pulse
height analysis of the Cerenkov-counter output. A 
second identical system of discriminators permit
ted simultaneous counts of random coincidences. 
As a monitor we used a telescope consisting of 
three scintillation counters. [i] The neutron
neutron cross section was measured by the differ
ence method with 50.01- and 55.60-g/cm2 targ.ets 
of H20 and D20. 

To decrease the effect of fluctuations in the 
measuring equipment and in the accelerator during 
the measurements, the ordinary and heavy water 
targets were exposed alternately for approximately 
10-12 cycles of accelerator operation. 

The experimentally obtained value of the n-n 
total cross section at an effective energy of about 
8.3 GeV is 

Cinn = 31.5 ± 1.7 mb 

The error is statistical. 
Glauber [2] showed that the cross section for the 

interaction of high-energy particles with deuterons 
should be less than the sum of cross sections for 
free neutrons and protons. In order to obtain the 
true value for the total n-n cross section, it is 
necessary to take into account the effect of the 
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screening of the neutron by the proton in the deu
teron. The correction for screening is very small 
for energies of the order of several hundred MeV 
when the de Broglie wavelength of the incident par
ticles is large and when diffraction scattering does 
not lead to the formation of a shadow. For incident 
particle energies of the order of 1 Ge V and above, 
the de Broglie wavelength of the particles is already 
much smaller than the interaction region, and the 
approximation of geometric optics is applicable 
here. Of course, the greater the inelastic cross 
section, the greater the screening effect. If the 
distance between nucleons in the deuteron is as
sumed to be much greater than the interaction re
gion, we obtain the following expression for the 
total cross sections: 

Ond = Onn + Onp + 4rck-2 Re [f nn (0) f np (0)] <r-2), (1) 

where fmn and fnp are the scattering amplitudes 
and ( r - 2 ) is the mean value of the inverse of the 
square of the distance between the proton and the 
neutron in the deuteron. This expression can be 
simplified if it is assumed that the scattering am
plitude at high energies is purely imaginary. Then 
f ( 0) = iko/ 47r, and substitution into {1) yields 

The quantity ( r - 2 ) can be calculated theoretically 
if the deuteron wave function is known. Depending 
on the specific choice of this function, the values 
of the correction obtained by Glauber were - 4.5, 
-5.7, and 7.2 mb. 

The value of the correction for screening can 
also be estimated from the known experimental 
values of crfm, CTpp• and CTnp. uim measured at the 
same energy (u' is the total nucleon-nucleon cross 
section without allowance for the correction due to 
screening in tlie deuteron). From the conditions 
of charge symmetry of the nuclear forces {if the 
electromagnetic interaction is neglected) the value 
of CTpp should be equal to crnn {for free nucleons). 
It thus follows that CTpp - ufm = CTnn - crfm. 

In [ 3] it has been shown that, within the limits 
of error, crt(pp) is constant in the 10-20 GeV/c 
energy interval and is equal to 39.5 ± 1 mb. Sub
stitution of the experimental values of the total 
cross sections CTpp and ufm yields the correction 
~ue to screening: ou = 39.5 - 31.5 = 8 mb, which 
is good agreement with the value 7.2 mb obtained 
by Glauber for a potential of the form V { r ) 
~ A. ( eA.r - 1 ) - 1• 

1 V. S. Pantuev and M. N. Khachaturyan, JETP 
42, 392 and 909 {1962), Soviet Phys. JETP 15, 272 
and 626 {1962). 

2 R. J. Glauber, Phys. Rev. 100, 242 {1955). 
3 Lindenbaum, Love, Niederer, Ozaki, Russell, 

and Yuan, Phys. Rev. Lett. 7, 185 {1961). 
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NITRIDE 
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0. I. SHULISHOV A 

Institute for Physics Problems, Academy of 
Sciences, U.S.S.R.; Institute for Powder 
Metallurgy and Special Alloys, Academy 
of Sciences, Ukrainian S.S.R. 

Submitted to JETP editor January 29, 1963 

J. Exptl. Theoret. Phys. {U.S.S.R.) 44, 1413-1415 
{April, 1963) 

IT is well known that among the nitrides of tran
sition metals there are superconductors with rea
sonably high transition temperatures. [1] Nitrides 
of non-transition elements have not yet been in
vestigated. The present work deals with a study 
of the superconductivity of the nitrides of two non
transition metals, gallium and indium. 

The nitrides were prepared by direct nitration 
of the metals and by reaction of the oxides with 
ammonia. [2J In this way, we obtained both nitrides 
which were almost exactly stoichiometric, corre
sponding to the formulas GaN and InN, and com
pounds containing oxygen impurity. 

X-ray diffraction analysis of the stoichiometric 
compounds showed that their lattices were hexago
nal, of wurtzite type, with parameters in good 
agreement with the published data: 

a, A c, A cja 

GaN: 3.182 5.173 1,626} present work 
InN: 3.540 5.706 1.611 
GaN: 3.180 5.166 1.622 [3] 
InN: 3.540 5.705 1,611 [4] 

The superconductivity of GaN and InN was de
termined by a magnetic method using powder sam
ples. To obtain the temperature dependence of the 
critical field, the magnetic moment of the samples 
was measured as a function of the magnetic field 
at several constant temperatures. 
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Figure 1 gives the dependence of the magnetic 
moment (in arbitrary units) on the magnetic field 
for a GaN sample at T = 3.2•K, and Fig. 2 gives 
the temperature dependence of the critical field 
for the same sample. If the dependence of the 
critical field (determined by extrapolation of the 
falling part of the magnetic moment curve to the 
temperature axis, and denoted by Hc1 ) is plotted 
as a function of the square of the temperature, the 
experimental points fit a straight line quite well. 
Figure 2 shows that the superconductivity of GaN 
is characterized by the following parameters: 

T c = 5.85° K. (H dr=o = 725 Oe, dH CljdT = 190 oe;oK. 

If the value of Hc2 is determined ( Hc2 is the 
field at which the magnetic moment of the sample 
vanishes) it is found that dHcddT Rl 450 Oe/deg K. 

The parameters of other samples did not differ 
greatly from those listed above, except for the 
samples in which some of the nitrogen atoms were 
replaced by oxygen. Such replacement greatly re
duces Tc, which becomes less than 1.38°K. 

In contrast to the behavior of gallium nitride, 
no superconductivity could be found in any sample 
of indium nitride down to 1.38°K. 

Comparison of the superconducting properties 
of transition-metal nitrides with those of GaN re
veals the following features. Transition-metal 
nitrides have a broad transition to the supercon
ducting state, their Tc values depend on the method 
of preparation, and their M (H) dependence has a 
broad hysteresis loop. On the other hand, all the 
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samples of GaN, irrespective of their method of 
preparation, have the same value of Tc, and the 
dependence of their magnetic moment on the ex
ternal field has a relatively narrow hysteresis 
loop, resembling the M (H) dependence of pure 
metals. Gallium nitride is similar in its super
conducting properties to compounds of bismuth 
with alkali metals ( BiLi, BiNa, Bi2K, Bi2Rb, 
Bi2Cs [5]) in which the superconductivity may be 
regarded as being due to an extremum in the de
pendence of T c on the conduction electron density. 
According to the current theory this may be the 
same extremum as in the dependence of T c on 
N(O), where N(O) is the density of states: Tc 
=1.14tiwexp{-1/N(O)V},C7Jwhere V isthe 
parameter representing the interaction of elec-
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trons in the immediate vicinity of the Fermi 
surface. 

The appearance of superconductivity in GaN 
can hardly be due only to the electron density ex
tremum; in this case additional data should per
haps be used. Thus Samsonov and Neshpor[8, 9 ] 

noted a correlation between the superconducting 
transition points and the nature of the electron
density distribution in the crystal lattices of metal
like compounds of transition metals with non-metals 
such as boron, carbon, nitrogen, and silicon. This 
correlation appears as an increase of the transition 
temperatures of metal-like compounds having ap
proximately the same crystal structure with in
crease of the asymmetry of the electron-density 
distribution in the lattice. This correlation is also 
supported by a reduction of the transition tempera
tures on increase of the relative content of the 
transition metal, i.e., in those cases where the 
role of the Me-Me bonds increases and the role 
of the Me-X bonds decreases (here Me is a 
metal and X is a metalloid). 

Using these data for compounds of non-transi
tion metals with non-metals we may postulate that 
these compounds can have high values of T c due 
to the weaker Me-Me bonds compared with the 
transition metals. However, this is possible only 
when the proportion of covalent X-X bonds, which 
lower the conduction electron density, is not too 
high. 

The superconductivity of the compound GaN is 
apparently the first case to be reported of super
conductivity in nitrides of non-transition metals. 
As mentioned above, in contrast to transition
metal nitrides wihich have broad regions of homo
geneity and consequently composition -dependent 
T 0 , gallium nitride has no region of homogeneity 
and consequently its transition to superconductivity 
is sharp and there is one Tc for different samples 
of stoichiometric composition. 

1 D. Shoenberg, Superconductivity, 1952. 
2 G. V. Samsonov and M. D. Lyutaya, ZhPKh 

(J. Phys. Chern.) 35, 1680 (1962). 
3 R. Juza and H. Hahn, Z. anorg. Chern. 244, 133 
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4 B. F. Ormont, Struktury neorganicheskikh 

veshchestv (Structures of Inorganic Substances), 
Gostekhizdat, 1950, p. 571. 

5 Alekseevski'i, Zhdanov, and Zhuravlev, Vestnik, 
Moscow state Univ., No. 3, 113 (1959). 

6 N. E. Alekseevskii and N. B. Brandt, JETP 22, 
200 (1952). 

7 Bardeen, Cooper, and Schrieffer, Phys. Rev. 
108, 1175 (1957). 

8 G. V. Samsonov and V. S. Neshpor, Sb. Nau
chnykh trudov Mintsvetmetzolota (Coll. Scientific 
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(April, 1963) 

USUALLY the frequency of the auxiliary radiation 
for a quantum paramagnetic amplifier and genera
tor (Q.P.A. and Q.P.G.) must be higher than the 
amplified or generated frequency. For making a 
Q.P.A. and Q.P.G. in the submillimeter range, the 
most realistic prospect in practice is to use auxili
ary radiation in the optical range. 

Recently, Devor et al. [1] used the radiation 
from a pulsed ruby laser to excite a Q.P.A. that 
worked at a temperature of 4.2°K and a wavelength 
of 1.34 em, with ruby as the working substance. 

We have carried out experiments on the genera
tion of millimeter wavelength radiation, in the 
range (35-50) x 109 cps, by ruby cooled to liquid 
nitrogen temperature. A ruby laser, also operated 
at T = 77°K, served as the pump. In Fig. lb is 
shown the energy level scheme for a ruby crystal 
in an external magnetic field in the orientation we 
used-the c-axis perpendicular to H (e = 90° ). 
Figure 1a shows the energy level scheme for ruby 
in zero magnetic field (laser). The laser rad.!_a
tion component associated with the transition E 
- 4 A2 ( ± %) induces transitions of ions from level 
3 to levels 5 and 6 (Fig. 1c). It should be borne i~ 
mind that the line width of the optical transition E 
- 4A2 at liquid nitrogen temperature is 0.3-1 em - 1, 

depending on the quality of the crystals used, and 
accurate matching of the transition frequencies is 
not required of the pump. 
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E, cm-1 

a -t . b c 

FIG. 1. The energy level scheme of the Cr3+ ion in ruby: 
a- zero magnetic field; b- magnetic field increases from left 
to right; c- energy levels for a magnetic field strength of 
10,500 Oe. The shaded band corresponds approximately to 
the width of optical transition lines. 

The experimental arrangement is schematically 
shown in Fig. 2. The radiation from a ruby crystal 
immersed in liquid nitrogen passed through a sys
tem of mirrors and a lens, and fell on another ruby 
crystal (cross section 2 x 2 mm). This crystal 
situated in a cutoff waveguide served as a resona
tor in the millimeter region. The crystal was cooled 
by liquid nitrogen through a thermal conductor. The 
laser radiation fell on the crystal through the open 
end of the cutoff waveguide. The high-frequency 
section of the apparatus consisted of a superhetero
dyne radio-spectrometer of the reflection type, with 
the aid of which the required value of magnetic field 
was set and the Q.P.G. radiation recorded. The 
pulse of laser radiation and the pulse of generated 
microwave power were observed simultaneously 
on the screen of a pulse oscilloscope. In Fig. 3 is 
shown one of the oscilloscope traces obtained with 
a laser radiation energy of "" 0.1 joule. The micro
wave radiation appears in "spikes," as is fre
quently observed for a paramagnetic generator 
with normal radio-frequency pumping. The fre
quency of the spikes increased when the energy of 
the laser pulse was increased. The power of the 

4 

FIG. 2. Schematic diagram of the experimental arrange
ment: 1- ruby crystal in laser; 2- flash tube; 3- photomulti
plier; 4- magnet; 5- ruby crystal- Q.P .G. resonator; 6- wave 
guide system; 7, 8-klystrons; 9-pulse oscilloscope; 10-
mixer; 11- intermediate frequency amplifier; 12- detector. 

radiation in the millimeter range was - 10-5 W. 
The principal features of the operation of a 

Q.P.A. with optical pumping can be obtained from 
an analysis of the kinetic equations for a system 
of three energy levels, taking into account the 
large energy interval between the two lower levels 
( E 1 and E2 ) and the third upper level. 

Let Ni> N2, N3 be the populations of the three 
levels, W be the transition probability under the 
influence of the laser radiation field, w31 and w32 

be the probabilities of spontaneous transitions into 
the lower level, w12 and w21 be the probabilities 
of relaxation transitions between the lower levels. 
Then 

dN1/dt = (- N1 + N3) W- N1w12 + N2w21 + N3w31 , 
dN2/dt = N1w12- N2w21 + N3w32 , 

dN3jdt = (N1- N3) W- N 3 (w31 + w32). (1) 

From these equations we can find the difference 
between the populations under steady state condi
tions. Putting 

hvfkT<I. 

we have 
!1N = N2 - N1 = wa/Wt2-hvjkT-2w3hv/WkT N (2) 

3 + 4wa/lf:: + Wa/Wt2 ' 

where N is the total number of particles. By sub
stituting in (2) the known probabilities of relaxation 

FIG. 3. Pulse of millimeter wave radiation (above), 
and of laser radiation (below). Sweep duration 500 11sec. 
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transitions in ruby at T = 77•K (the spin-lattice re
laxation time T1 = 50 ~J,sec, the lifetime of the level 
E is "'5 msec ), we can show that it is impossible 
to obtain a steady-state negative temperature be
tween the levels E1 and E2• The negative temper
ature observed in our experiments, and the genera
tion associated with it, are caused by nonstationary 
processes. Calculations show that generation can
not proceed for longer than 2-3 T1. 

In the ideal case, if the spin-lattice relaxation 
process is neglected, it is possible to find the max
imum energy that our three level system is able to 
radiate: it is Nhv/6. For our specimen with a 
chromium ion concentration of "'0.05%, this en
ergy is "'2.5 erg. Since generation lasts "' 150 
1-J.Sec, the maximum radiation power should not 
exceed 1. 7 m W. The generated power observed 
in the experiment indicates the large role of re
laxation processes. 

1Devor, D'Haenens, and Asawa, Phys. Rev. 
Letters 8, 432 (1962). 

Translated by K. F. Hulme 
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THE compound BiFe03 is ferroelectric with a 
Curie temperature Tc "' 85o•c and antiferromag
netic with type G magnetic structure and Neel 
point TN "' 38o•c. [i-4] The attention of a number 
of investigators [S,S] has been turned recently to
ward a new class of substances combining ferro
electric and special magnetic properties and there
by having great scientific and practical interest. 
Complex investigations (x-ray, dielectric, and 
magnetic ) of binary systems of compounds which 
to some degree or other combine special dielec
tric and magnetic properties are of great value 
for a thorough study of these phenomena. 

The present paper describes results of such an 
investigation of the system BiFe03-LaFe03, in 

which BiFe03 is a ferroelectric antiferromagnet, 
and LaFe03 is antiferromagnetic with weak ferro
magnetism. C7J The usual ceramic techniques were 
used to synthesize the samples. X-ray analysis of 
the samples at room temperature showed that a 
complete series of solid solutions with the perov
skite structure is formed over the entire concen
tration range. These solid solutions exist in four 
modifications, depending on the LaFe03 content 
(in mole percent): up to 18.8-rhombohedral; from 
18.8 to 55-pseudomonoclinic I (PMI); from 55 to 
73-pseudomonoclinic II (PMII); above 73-pseudo
monoclinic III (PMIII). 

The magnetic measurements were carried out 
by the Faraday method from room temperature to 
5oo•c in fields up to 8 kOe. The samples of all 
compositions demonstrated unusual magnetic prop
erties. 

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of 
the magnetization a(t) for different samples of 
the system in a field of 7600 Oe. Similar results 
for the magnetic susceptibility of BiFe03 as a 
function of temperature have been obtained by 
Smolenski! et al. [BJ 

In Fig. 2, besides the lines of the phase transi
tion in this system (of which more will be said 
below), is presented the dependence of the room
temperature spontaneous magnetization a0 on the 
composition of the samples. 

The presence of spontaneous magnetization in 
the compositions with 12.5, 15, and 17.5% LaFe03, 

as well as in all investigated samples in the three 
pseudomonoclinic regions and the similarity be
tween the magnetization vs. temperature curves 
for these compositions and the like curves for the 
weak ferromagnet LaFe03, is evidence that all 
these samples are also antiferromagnets with 
weak ferromagnetism. 

a, G cm3/g 

I 
-ifl.4t7 

~/l,JD 
I 
~10,20 

~~=:... 0,1!/ 

0 

FIG. 1. Temperature dependence of the specific magneti
zation of samples of the system BiFe03-LaFe03 in a field of 
7600 Oe. The numbers on the curves indicate the LaFe03 con
tent in mole %. The scale on the right is for compositions 
containing 20, 40, 70, and 90 mole % LaFe03 • 
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FIG. 2. Phase diagram of the system BiFe03-LaFe03 and 
the dependence of the spontaneous magnetization at 20° C on 
the composition of the samples (FE- ferroelectric region, 
AFE- antiferro-electric, WFM- weakly ferromagnetic); *- ap
proximate value of the spontaneous magnetization of LaFe0 3 

at 20° C from the data of [•). 

The spontaneous magnetizations of the sample 
of 10% LaFe03 and of pure BiFe03 were found to 
be commensurate within the limits of experimental 
error-(8-9) x 10-3 G cm3/g. However, because 
of the presence of a sharp maximum in the tem
perature dependence of the magnetization for these 
compositions and the existence of spontaneous mag
netization in samples of the rhombohedral modifi
cation, to which belong also both the 10% LaFe03 

and pure BiFe03, we conclude that these samples 
also are weakly ferromagnetic. 

At the boundary between the rhombohedral and 
PMI modifications there is a step-like increase in 
the spontaneous magnetization. With further in
crease in the LaFe03 content up to 90% a0, to a 
first approximation, increases linearly and con
tinuously. A detailed study of the behavior of the 
spontaneous magnetization at the boundaries be
tween PMI and PMII and between PMII and PMIII 
was not made, since our main interest was in the 
region of concentrations up to ..... 50% LaFe03. 

A sharper increase in the magnitude of the spon
taneous magnetization is found to occur in the re
gion of concentrations from 90 to 100% LaFe03• 

In addition to the x-ray and magnetic measure
ments, investigations of the temperature depend
ence of the dielectric constant were carried out 
on a number of samples whose conductivity was 
not too high for the measurements to be made. 

On the basis of the totality of the results of all 
these measurements a phase diagram of the sys
tem was constructed (Fig. 2). The line T c (Curie 
temperature) is the line for the phase transition 
from a ferro- or antiferroelectric state to a para
electric one, and the line TN ( Neel point) is the 
line for the transition from a state with antiferro
magnetic ordering to a paramagnetic state. 

The following very interesting regions can be 
distinguished in the phase diagram: up to 18.8% 
LaFe03 the ferroelectric properties are combined 
with weak ferromagnetism, and in the region from 
18.8 to 55% LaFe03 antiferroelectricity coexists 
with weak ferromagnetism, and the coexistence of 
electrical and magnetic ordering takes place in a 
wide interval of temperatures higher than room 
temperature. It should be emphasized that the 
sharp rise in spontaneous magnetization at the 
boundary between the rhombohedral and pseudo
monoclinic I modifications with the transition from 
the ferroelectric to the antiferroelectric phase 
seems to us to be not accidental, but indicative of 
some interaction between the special dielectric 
and special magnetic states. 

It is natural to expect coupling, since both char
acteristics depend strongly on the very same factor 
-the interatomic spacings. The existence of this 
coupling was theoretically predicted by Smolenski!, 
[ 10] and the experimental results cited earlier [5, 6] 

are evidence for it. 
A more detailed exposition of the results of the 

x-ray, dielectric, and magnetic investigations and 
a discussion of them will be given in the journal 
"Kristallografiya" (Soviet Phys. Crystallography). 

The authors thank Prof. A. A. Borovik-Romanov, 
N. M. Kre1nes, and V. I. Smirnov for valuable dis
cussions and comments. 
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